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Bridges represent a national asset of functional and cultural significance. From the 
late 1960's to late 1970's the motorway construction boom gave rise to a large number of 
new concrete highway bridges, as concrete was perceived to be "maintenance free" and 
able to give bridges a 120 year life span. As a consequence, concrete bridges represent 
the majority of the UK motorways and trunk road bridge stock. Now that their average 
age is of the order of 25-35 years, they are starting to show signs of deterioration, 
demonstrating that the original construction expectation was too optimistic. The US 
bridge stock is older and faces a similar situation. Consequently, the necessity to 
monitor and verify the performance and safety for ongoing usage of concrete bridges is 
a matter of urgent concern. The strategy for the bridge authorities was to undertake an 
inspection and then to either "pass" or "fail" the bridge. Recently it became clear that 
bridges in visually good condition sometimes failed the inspection, thus the Highways 
Agency proposed the introduction of a third category of "monitoring" for those bridges 
that passed or failed the inspection by a small margin. This monitoring might be 
undertaken by non-destructive methods. 
The purpose of this thesis is to assess the feasibility of the Acoustic Emission 
Technique as one of these methods. Acoustic emission testing was widely used in the 
nuclear and the oil industries to remotely monitor critical structures such as pressure 
vessels and storage tanks. Later on, the technique started to be used in seismic analysis 
and more recently in Japan to monitor concrete structures damaged from earthquakes. 
A detailed description of the AE method and principle is given. 
This thesis addresses the issue of the feasibility of the Acoustic Emission Technique 
as a possible and effective way of monitoring the safety of concrete bridges. This 
includes an understanding of how to use and apply the method, a study of the different 
types of analyses and the finding of alternative ways to process and interpret the data. 
The key factors of an AE test are identified and discussed and a draft of an experimental 
protocol of AE application to concrete bridges structures is drawn. A conventional 
b-value analysis is proposed as a way to analyse data, and the AE source location 
analysis was investigated. A new parameter, named "relaxation ratio" is defined to 
characterize the damage of bridge beams. The potential of the SoundPrint system and 
the Moment Tensor method are studied. Finally, a field experiment was carried out to 
verify the feasibility of the application of the AE method to a real structure. 
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If it is true that rivers are the natural boundaries between and within countries, 
then bridges represent a line of communication between otherwise separated areas. 
Bridges make up part of the asset of a country with their importance lying both 
in their functional and cultural significance. The art of bridge building developed 
throughout the different historical periods, from the Roman to the Medieval Age, 
from the Renaissance to the Industrial Revolution and the Modern Age, with each era 
assuming varied characteristics. The development and use of new materials also played 
a fundamental role in determining the birth of new types of bridges. Consequently, 
several types of bridges stand nowadays, having different characteristics, exhibiting 
different problems and bear witness to the cultural and technical evolution that has 
occurred throughout the centuries. 
From the late 1960's to late 1970's the motorway construction boom in the UK 
gave rise to a large number of new highway bridges. Concrete was mainly chosen as the 
building material as it was perceived to be "maintenance free" and was thought to give 
bridges a cost effective life span of 120 years. As a result, concrete bridges represent 
the majority of the UK motorway and trunk road bridge stock. As of now their average 
age is of the order of 25-35 years and they are starting to show signs of deterioration, 
due to varied construction defects and general wear and tear. The original designers' 
expectation thus has been demonstrated to be too optimistic. The US bridge stock is 
older and faces a similar situation with concrete road bridges that are typically 40 years 
old and are approaching the end of their useful life [Frangopol and Kong, 2001]. This 
problem does not only concern the UK and the US but it has even wider implications. 
Although different geographic areas have varied specific problems the over optimistic 
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belief in the "durability" of concrete has led to a widescale use of the material that 
has resulted in a global problem. Consequently, the necessity to monitor and verify 
the performance and safety for ongoing usage of concrete bridges is a matter of urgent 
concern. 
Two key factors underly the issue of bridge monitoring. Firstly, there is the 
problem of how to assess the condition of a bridge in a cost-effective way and with 
the minimum possible traffic disruption. Secondly, the need to preserve the intended 
load carrying capacity of a bridge, while preserving the safety of the people using it, has 
to be considered. The necessity to bring all the trunk road structures up to the current 
standards set by an EU Directive that increased the load capacity of the trunk road 
bridges to 40 tonnes, further highlighted the matter [Hayter, 2000]. In order to tackle 
the problem the UK Department of Transport has developed and started programmes 
concerned with the inspection, assessment and strengthening of the bridges [Das, 2000], 
hoping to find alternative ways of solving the problem. 
The strategy generally adopted by the bridge authorities was to undertake an 
inspection and then simply evaluate if a bridge either "passed" or "failed" that 
inspection. Different assessment codes were developed to evaluate the load carrying 
capacity of bridges and three levels of assessment were established: the first two 
consisting of structural and modeling calculations and the third one including an 
in situ investigation. The BD44 "Assessment of Concrete Highways Structures" 
[H-A, 20021 specifically refers to concrete bridges and is described in chapter 2. 
Recently it became clear that bridges in visibly good condition sometimes failed the 
inspection, suggesting that the assessment procedures were too conservative. As a 
consequence of the failure of an inspection, the Bridge Engineer is faced with one of 
the following options: 
closure of the bridge 
• weight restriction 
• lane closure 
Thus bridges that may be in reasonably good condition are liable to have one of these 
options imposed upon them. All the above options are undesirable for both the bridge 
owner and the public. The Highways Agency thus proposed to "monitor" those bridges, 
provided that the monitoring procedure gave real confidence regarding its accuracy, i.e. 
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on the deterioration state and progress of the bridge. It was therefore proposed that 
this monitoring might be undertaken by non-destructive methods that could provide 
additional information which cannot be identified from visual inspection or standard 
instrumentation. The non-destructive methods most generally applied to concrete 
bridges include radar, radiography, ultrasonic and magnetic methods, thermography, 
the use of Schmidt Hammer and electrical instruments [Raina, 1994]. 
Non-destructive testing generally concerns evaluation, inspection, testing and 
characterization of a structure. The main advantage of non-destructive methods is 
that they allow a reliable knowledge of non-visible areas of the structure under study to 
be gained with zero or only a small amount of acceptable damage. On the other hand, 
these techniques need careful calibration and the processing and interpretation of the 
data is often not trivial. Having said this, each method has its specific application, 
advantages and drawbacks and a complementary use of different techniques is advisable. 
Once their use started and spread, the need for the development of standard procedures 
on their use arose as a natural consequence [ACT, 1998] [BS, 1986b] [BS, 1986a]. 
The Highways Agency has started to produce Advisory Notes on the different 
applications of these techniques. The work presented in this thesis was sponsored by 
the Highways Agency with the purpose to assess the feasibility of the Acoustic Emission 
Technique as a possible and effective way of monitoring the safety of concrete bridges. 
The final aim of this Highways Agency project would then be the delivery of a draft of 
an Advisory Note on the Acoustic Emission testing of concrete bridges. The rationale 
behind this choice lies in: 
• the characteristics of the method itself and in its ability to be adapted to existing 
bridge types; 
• the advantage of being able to detect early internal microcracking before it 
becomes visible, without any permanent damage to the structure; 
• the minimal disruption to the traffic. 
All the specific advantages and drawbacks of the Acoustic Emission method are 
discussed in more detail in chapter 4. 
The Acoustic Emission technique derived its main principles from the theory 
of elastodynamics and seismology [Pazdera, 20011. As for most of the other 
non-destructive methods, it was not initially developed for use in civil engineering. 
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Acoustic Emission testing was largely used in the nuclear and the oil industries to 
monitor remotely critical structures such as pressure vessels and storage tanks. It is in 
these fields that its major market and application still lies [Ohtsu, 1995]. Lately, the 
technique has started to be used in a broader range of fields such as in the research of 
material properties, fracture mechanics, rock corrosion studies, the aircraft industry 
and finally civil engineering. More recently in Japan, the Acoustic Emission method 
has started to be used to monitor concrete structures damaged from earthquakes. The 
specific application of the Acoustic Emission technique to concrete started in 1959 
[Rusch, 1959]. 
This thesis addresses the issue of the feasibility of the Acoustic Emission technique 
by looking at how the method should be used and applied to concrete bridge beams, 
by studying different possible types of analysis and by trying to find alternative ways 
to process and interpret the data. 
In order to achieve a multiple perspective, two different acoustic emission systems 
were used: the Physical Acoustic Corporation (PAC) system and the Pure Technologies 
Ltd (PTL) SoundPrint system. The different characteristics of the two systems were 
studied and discussed, providing a broader understanding of the factors involved and 
affecting an Acoustic Emission test. The original configuration of the SoundPrint 
system was developed to detect wire breaks in tendons in ungrouted ducts in parking 
structures, building and bridges - so the possibility to adapt the system in order to deal 
with the concrete fracture process and deterioration also represents an aim in itself. 
The thesis reports on laboratory experiments on concrete specimens that provide 
evidence for configuring the monitoring systems in a quiet and controlled environment. 
The laboratory experiments were undertaken in three different laboratories: the 
Structures Laboratory of the University of Edinburgh (Scotland), the Transport 
Research Laboratory in Crowthorne (England) and the Structures Laboratory of 
Kumamoto University (Japan). They include both small and full scale tests which 
mainly involved the use of reinforced concrete beams differently designed in order 
to represent the behaviour of real concrete bridge beams. The fracture process of 
the concrete when deliberately loaded up to the point of deterioration was therefore 
investigated under controlled conditions, with the AE results compared to direct 
observation of structural damage. 
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On-site testing of a reinforced concrete bridge was then carried out to assess the 
effectiveness of the method on a real structure. The bridge, situated in the Scottish 
Borders, was a composite flat masonry arch/ reinforced concrete beams bridge. It was 
monitored using the two types of system for approximately ten days, focusing on its 
concrete beams. 
In each use (laboratory and field) the Acoustic Emission test consisted of: 
the acquisition of acoustic emission data 
the processing and interpretation of acoustic emission data. 
The first stage is of crucial importance as acquiring meaningful data is a key 
factor in obtaining useful information from the analysis. Acoustic Emission data can be 
acquired in different forms (i.e. simply as parameters or as entire waveforms) and using 
varied instrumentation settings and/or type of transducers, as described in Chapters 4 
and 5. The choice of how to record the data, which type of sensor to use, where it has to 
be located, and finally how to set up the equipment is not a trivial matter. It depends on 
a combination of all these factors. The geometry, characteristics and material properties 
of the bridge have also to be considered, together with the specific problem that the 
Acoustic Emission test is addressing. Choosing only one of these factors incorrectly 
might totally compromise the success of the entire test. For this reason, particular 
attention has been put on this phase and as a result of the experiments and the field 
work that were undertaken, some key points are highlighted and discussed. This thesis 
shows the different features that influence an Acoustic Emission test, and provides 
guidelines for the use of this technique on concrete bridge beams including a draft test 
protocol for practical application. 
The second stage of the thesis was to investigate the different types of analysis that 
can be carried out on the information gathered from the first phase of the AE technique. 
The data analysis is strongly influenced by the type of information that is required by 
the investigation. Global monitoring data and local monitoring data were taken into 
account; both parametric and waveforms analysis were considered and their relationship 
to the structural behaviour and the cracking process and damage of the concrete are 
discussed. Two parameters are often used to describe the frequency-energy distribution 
of acoustic energy radiated from a dynamically growing crack. These are the logarithm 
of the total log (event rate) - a - and the negative exponent b of the frequency magnitude 
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relation. Shiotani [Shiotani et al., 2001b] proposed a b-value analysis of AE data, 
hence a b-value analysis was carried out in the present work, as an alternative "local 
monitoring" way to process the data. In addition an analysis of the acoustic emissions 
source location as a way of "global monitoring" was investigated. The feasibility of the 
SoundPrint system to detect concrete cracking is studied and compared and contrasted 
with the PAC system. A new parameter (named the "relaxation ratio") is proposed 
to quantitatively assess the state of damage of reinforced concrete bridge beams and 
compared to the assessment criterion developed by the JSCE {Ohtsu et al., 20021. 
Japanese researchers are the current leaders in the use of Acoustic Emission testing, 
so I spent three months in Kumamoto University in Japan working with Assoc. Prof. 
M. Shigeishi and Prof. M. Ohtsu which allowed a critical understanding of their 
methodology. The period spent in Japan also enabled an investigation into the Moment 
Tensor method as an additional type of analysis. The Moment Tensor is proportional 
to the strain tensor of the local deformation of a given volume. The theory and the 
practical features on how a Moment Tensor experiment should be carried out are 
discussed and a preliminary analysis is presented. 
Finally, conclusions about each type of analysis, their advantages and disadvantages 
are presented in order to provide guidelines on when and how they should be used. 
The proposed b-value analysis showed a good relationship between the b-value trend 
and the fracture process of a concrete beam, and it is published in: 
• Colombo S., Main I.G., Forde M.C. (2003), Assessing Damage of Reinforced 
Concrete Beam using "b-value" Analysis of Acoustic Emission Signals, Journal 
of Materials in Civil Engineering, ASCE, June 2003. 
The AE sources location analysis showed the effectiveness of the AE energy as a 
parameter to indicate the structural damage of concrete bridge beams. Following this 
finding, the new parameter - the "relaxation ratio" - was defined based on the energy 
released during the loading and unloading phases of an AE test; its potential to assess 
the degree of damage of concrete beams was demonstrated and it is reported in: 
• Colombo S., Main I.G., Forde M.C., Halliday J., Shigeishi M. (2003), AE Energy 
analysis on concrete bridge beams, NDT-CE Conference, BAM, Berlin, 16-19 
September 2003, "to be published". 
Finally, results from the SoundPrint system appeared promising although further work 
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is needed and a critical understanding of the Moment Tensor was achieved. 
A protocol for practical application was drafted and together with some of the above 
mentioned ways of analysis was successfully applied to an in-situ monitoring of a bridge, 
as reported in: 
Colombo S., Forde M.C., Halliday J., Kavanagh J., AE monitoring of concrete 
bridge beams in situ, The Structural Engineer, IstructE, "in press". 





This chapter provides some background information about the development and actual 
state of bridges, with specific reference to concrete bridges. An overview on the issue 
of the maintenance, assessment and monitoring of bridges in the UK and elsewhere is 
also given. 
2.1 History, Development and Problems of Bridge Build-
ing 
The history of bridge building is influenced by many factors, such as the various types 
of arches and architectural style, environmental aspects and technological developments 
[Robins, 1948]. 
The beginnings and the evolution of bridges are a subject of speculation. The first 
foot-bridge was probably a simple tree trunk or a flat stone laid across a stream, many 
thousands of years ago. The sequential development of the early types of bridges is 
noticeable. From the crude tree trunk laid across a river it proceeds to the stepping 
stones, which are a line of stones separated from one another so as to afford passage 
by a normal step. Then the clapper bridge, a primitive bridge consisting of large, long 
simple slabs of stone laying between piers of piled rocks, principally found in stone 
areas. Finally came the primitive suspension bridge with a single cable made of cane, 
bamboo, birch, vines, twisted lianas or creepers [Beckett, 1969]. 
The ancient Greeks rarely built bridges. The great era of bridge building can be 
attributed to the Romans and started in 400/300 BC lasting till 200 AD. A schematic 
representation of a typical Greek and Roman structure is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a typical Greek Temple and a Roman Arch. 
Note the similarity between the architrave (i.e. the beam resting across the tops of the 
columns) and the beams tested as described in Chapter 6. 
Though the Romans initially used timber, their later arch structures, aqueducts 
and bridges, were mainly made of stone or brick. The engineers made such technological 
advances that their work was close to perfection and can still be considered an 
outstanding model to follow nowdays. Many of the modern methods of construction 
were already known to Romans. They were accomplished brick-makers who built on a 
grand scale (arches with a span of 140 feet). One of their most important discoveries 
was the use of Pozzolana, a volcanic sand that when mixed with ordinary lime forms a 
hydraulic cement. Most of their construction consisted of whole or part "semi-circular 
arches" (Figure 2.3) that had the advantage that the arch stones used had the same 
dimensions making them easy to cut. The intrados and extrados of the arches were 
parallel, and the stones used as voussoirs were cut and fitted so perfectly, that there 
was no need for mortar at the connections (a visual explanation of the terminology 
related to bridges is given in Figure 2.2). The piers supporting the arches were very 
thick (on average about a third of the span) and each pier was strong enough to act 
as an abutment, so that if one arch was destroyed the neighbouring ones could still 
support themselves. Openings in the piers were quite common to reduce weight on the 
foundations and improve water flow in flood conditions. The weakest part of Roman 
bridges were the foundations which consisted of piles that were often too shallow and 
built without taking precautions to prevent them from being undermined by scour 
[O'Connor, 1993]. 
Following the fall of the Roman Empire, for nearly eight centuries the development 
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Figure 2.2: Drawing showing the terminology used in relation to bridges. 
of bridge construction came to a halt and many of the Roman engineering skills were 
lost. Notwithstanding this, some technical innovations were developed, such as the 
use of the pointed Ogival (Figure 2.3) and the ribbed arch - a masonry bridge with 
independent ribs which considerably reduced the dead weight and the thrust on the 
piers, which could therefore be lighter [Liebenberg, 1992]. 
During the Middle Ages, there were two dominant types of bridge: the war bridge, 
a fortified bridge designed for defence, and the chapel bridge, built with chapels of 
different dedications and dimensions for the travellers safety and protection; they were 
often later addition to existing bridges. Medieval bridge foundations varied from stones 
simply dumped in the river to form a mound to the use of timber piles shod with iron, 
driven into the river bed. To protect the piers from the stress caused by the currents 
and from ice formation, around each foundation was built a "starling" - a protective 
barrier, triangular in shape with the apex of the triangle facing the flow of the stream 
and made up of half piles close together. The phenomenon or perhaps the legend of 
"Freres Pontifes", also known as "Bridge Brothers" also occurred during the Middle 
Ages. They were a fraternity, perhaps of benedictines, consisting of devout men who 
looked after the welfare of travellers, by erecting shelters and hostels and by building 
and maintaining bridges. Later they were replaced by "private profit" organisations 
that erected fortifications and demanded exorbitant tolls of everyone who wanted to 
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Semi-circular 	Flat 	 Gothic 	Ogival 
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of different types of arch. 
cross the river [Robins, 1948] [Colombo, 1999]. 
A new scientific approach to bridge design started during the Italian Renaissance 
in the 15th Century. The Renaissance was a great period of revival in art, science and 
architecture, during which there was an architectural rather than engineering emphasis 
on development. This resulted in the use of lighter piers whose thickness was one fifth 
the span length, but still proportioned to carry the entire arch thrust as if each single 
arch was acting alone. This heralded the use of the fiat elliptical arch (Figure 2.3). 
The engineering and architecture of the Renaissance bridges was better than that of 
the Middle Ages [Robins, 1948] [Beckett, 1969] 
The Industrial Revolution and the start of the Modern Age in the 18th Century 
led to fundamental changes in bridge building techniques on account of the availability 
of new materials, methods and machines. The Ecole des Pontes et Chausses, formed in 
1747, led to the development of balanced thrust arches and it is in the same Century 
that one finds the first use of iron for structures and the first cast-iron arch bridge. 
The "Father of Modern Bridge Building" was Jean Perronet, one of the greatest bridge 
engineers of the time. Impressed by the proportions of bridges in China, he had the 
idea of building very fiat arches, where piers were designed to carry only their weight 
whilst the whole of the horizontal thrust was transmitted to the abutments at each 
end. This opened the way for flatter arches with high springings and piers of lesser 
thickness. Perronet discarded the use of abutment piers based on the principle that the 
lateral thrust components for two arches meeting at a pier may be balanced, leaving 
the pier under the action of vertical loads only. 
Other new technological innovations in the 19th Century gave rise to the first 
steel bridge as well as to the cable stayed bridges and, more recently, the application 
of reinforced concrete to bridge construction. The 1990's has finally shown a great 
revival of interest in masonry arches [Liebenberg, 1992]. 
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Arch lype 	 Slab lype 	 Portal type 
Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of main types of bridge. Note the similarity with 
the Greek and Roman typology in Figure 2.1. 
From this brief review of bridge construction, it can be seen that the birth of 
reinforced concrete bridges is relatively recent. It was in fact only towards the end of 
the 19th century that reinforced concrete was applied to bridge construction. Although 
concrete bridges initially had mainly short spans, during the early decades of the 
20th century concrete bridge building was expanded to medium span. The worldwide 
development of concrete bridges was then very rapid and it eventually led to prestressed 
and post-tensioned bridges, "father" of the pre-stressed concrete was in fact Eugene 
Freyssinet in the early 90's [Encyclopedia, 1980]. 
Concrete bridges evolved into different types and forms and the following main 
categories can be identified: 
. arch concrete bridges 
RC "slab" or "girder-slab" bridges 
• portal frame 
• prestressed and/or post-tensioned bridges. 
and they are schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4 [Mock, 1949]. 
Bridges deteriorate due to several causes, such as inadequacy of design, 
overloading, chemical and atmospheric attacks, abnormal flood or earthquakes. 
Different categories of bridge manifest distinct kinds of distress, that can be identified 
as one of the following [Raina, 1994]: 
• cracking - due to several causes, their significance depends on the genre of 
structure, the location and stability (i.e.: whether the length and width are 
increasing) of the crack; 
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• scaling - due to the freeze-thaw action, is exemplified by layers of concrete coming 
off the surface; 
. delamination - a separation, parallel to the surface, of the concrete; 
• spalling - presence of a depression due to separation and disintegration of concrete; 
• effiorence - the leaking of salt-dissolved moisture onto the concrete surface, 
indicating a porous or cracked concrete; 
. stains - due to rust, indicating presence of metal corrosion; 
• hollow or dead sound - noticed when tapping the concrete, indicating a low quality 
concrete, or presence of voids or delamination; 
• deformations - due to a reaction of the material, to compressive failure or 
settlements of foundations; 
• excessive deflections - due to structural problems, overload or creep behaviour. 
Having said this, generally bridges in different geographic regions are exposed to 
varying environmental and geological conditions that affect their life and performance. 
Many of the Swiss bridges were built before 1973, when bridge waterproofing was 
introduced and thus are heavily subjected to winter salting corrosion. A survey of 
New Zealand bridges highlighted problems of expansion joints and spalled or cracked 
concrete. Bridge deck deterioration has been a significant problem in the United 
States together with the corrosion of the reinforcements. In Sweden, environmental 
conditions proved to be a major cause of bridge deterioration. Generally in North 
America and Northern Europe, the principal cause of concrete bridge deterioration was 
the corrosion of reinforcement due to chlorides [Mallet, 1994]. The laboratory work in 
this thesis will mainly address the cracking type of distress, whilst the field study will 
also refer to stains and deflections. 
Depending on the class and degree of deterioration, a bridge can eventually fail. 
The collapses of the Tay (1879, UK) and Tacoma Narrows (1940, USA - see Figure 
2.5) [Mock, 1949] bridges are probably two of the most famous examples of bridge 
failure, but they are not the only ones. Between the most sensational collapses it 
is possible to name: the Dee bridge (1847, UK), the Quebec bridge (1907, Canada), 
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Figure 2.5: Failure by wind of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, Washington - from 
[Mock, 1949]. 
the West Gate bridge (1970, Australia) and recently the Ponte de Ferro (Portugal) 
[Hansford et al., 2001]. Apart from the Tacoma Narrows, all these failures resulted in 
loss of human lives and the consequential social responsibility for a bridge engineer in 
these eventualities is inevitable [Raina, 1994]. The causes of such collapses are varying, 
going from nature's fury to weakness in original design for scour (which is today's most 
common reason for bridge failure). Errors do happen but some of these disasters could 
have been avoided - through improved engineering knowledge, better design codes and 
appropriate maintenance. 
2.2 Bridge Maintenance and Monitoring 
The use of the word "maintenance" in conjunction with bridges defines the work that 
has to be done to preserve the intended load carrying capacity of a bridge and the safety 
of the people using it [Raina, 1994]. Bridge engineering is not only about designing 
but also includes "looking after" and maintaining the service-life of bridges as well as 
repairing and strengthening them. 
The process of maintenance differentiates between ordinary and major bridges 
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(i.e.: bridges that represent vital links) and between short-life elements (pavements, 
paint, joints) and long-life elements (deck, foundations, piers). The reasoning behind 
this is to identify the need for structural maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement 
and to provide guidelines and methodologies. The overall activity generally includes 
the followings steps [Raina, 1994]: 
study of existing documentation; 
visual detailed survey; 
verification of the presence of damage and defects by carrying out appropriate in 
situ tests; 
analysis and evaluation of the results of both visual and test inspections; 
final decision process, to determine if or not the bridge, or some parts of it, need 
rehabilitation, repair or demolition and replacement; 
design and evaluation of the repair work, if needed; 
estimation of costs. 
The Acoustic Emission technique could be used to detect and locate the areas of damage 
(step number 3), to monitor an existing damage as part of the rehabilitation decision 
(step number 5) [Sison et al., 1996] and to evaluate the success of repair work (step 
number 6) [Carter and Holford, 1998]. The procedure described above goes under 
the name of "Bridge Management System" (BMS) which stresses the importance of 
preventive maintenance in order to plan the eventual rehabilitation works in time and 
economically with the minimum disruption of traffic [Carter and Holford, 1996]. In 
order to achieve this, periodic bridge inspections are advisable, distinguishing between: 
. routine inspection - a general, quick and broad visual inspection; 
. detailed inspection - a survey with the aid of instrumentation; 
• special inspection - to address a specific problem. 
In the course of the maintenance procedure, there may be a period of time 
during which a bridge needs to be monitored to assess its performance and safety. 
Monitoring may involve laboratory and field tests and measurements of different factors 
[Raina, 19941: 
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. strain measurements - using strain gauges or Demec gauges; 
. deformation measurements - using laser devices; 
. vibration measurements - using vibrating-wire-gauges; 
• measurement of temperature effects, settlements, movements at hinges and so on 
- using specific instrumentation; 
• measurements of corrosion potential - using permanent electrodes or probes. 
No standard packages or procedure of monitoring exist [McGown et al., 2000], 
but several non-destructive techniques (NDT) can be used during the investigative 
step of the maintenance of concrete structures. They allow assessment of the 
conditions of the structure and the location of eventual defects and flaws. The most 
common methods applied to concrete include [Forde, 1992] [Bungey and Millard, 1996] 
[Woodward, 1989]: 
• Schmidt Hammer - to measure the hardness of concrete surface; 
• Magnetic Method - to determine the position of the reinforcements; 
• Radar, Radiography and Ultrasonic Methods - to detect defects in the concrete; 
• Thermography - to detect delamination and cracks; 
• Electrical Instruments - to detect metal corrosion. 
As each method has its specific application, a complementary use of these 
techniques is generally advisable. In more general terms, a bridge monitoring or 
inspection has to be approached as a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary, multi-stage 
task. The monitoring of the Kingston Bridge Complex in Glasgow represents a very 
good example of this principle [McGown et al., 2000]. 
The aim of this thesis is to test the Acoustic Emission technique as a relative 
new monitoring process and its potential application in both the detailed and specific 
inspections of a Bridge Management System. 
2.3 Assessment of Bridges in the UK 
Dependent on timely and adequate maintenance, the economic life of a bridge is 
estimated to be of approximately 120 years. After a period of negligence in the 1970s 
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(as a consequence of the oil crisis and thus the need to stop expensive large-scale works) 
there was a growing awareness of the necessity to safeguard and maintain the stock of 
bridges as part of the national asset. The concern about enviromental and sustainability 
issues, started in the mid 1980s, highlighted this necessity [Mallet, 1994] [H-A, 2002]. 
In the UK several different authorities are charged with the responsibility for 
bridges. It was estimated in 1997, that there were 44,000 bridges in England. 
Estimating 150,000 pounds as the asset value for a bridge, this gives a total value of 
6.6 billion pounds, without considering the rest of the UK [Young, 2000]. In 1987, 
England and Scotland started a 15-year rehabilitation programme for bridges on trunk 
roads. The cost of this programme was estimated at 1000 million pounds for the Dept. 
of Transport, and an additional 1000 million pounds for other authorities [Das, 2000]. 
The aim of the programme was to bring trunk road structures up to current standards, 
which had to satisfy the EU Directive which states that "bridges on principal routes, 
have to be capable of taking 40 tonne vehicles by 1 Jan 1999" [Hayter, 20001. The 
programme was mainly concerned with the inspection, assessment and strengthening of 
the bridges [Das, 2000]. A "Steady State Assessment Programme" was planned which 
focused on maintaining safety, minimising expenditure over time, minimising disruption 
to users and minimising the impact on the environment [Finegan and Hogg, 2000]. 
WS Atkins Consultants, estimated that 10% of the Highways Agency bridges 
and 30% of other bridges would fail the assessment [Chubb, 2000]. This totals 
approximately 30,000 bridges, but as there were no reports of actual bridges failing 
in service, this suggested that the assessment standards were too conservative 
[Chubb, 2000]. As a result of this, particular emphasis was placed on increasing 
the accuracy of the assessment, so that the answer to whether a structure "is safe 
or not", was not a simple "pass or fail" [Das, 2000]. Instead of the "pass or fail" 
results from the assessment procedures, a new "pass, fail or monitor" system has been 
suggested. The "monitor" category would then be applied when a bridge passes or 
fails by a small margin [Colombo et al., 2000]. In the latter case, Non-Destructive 
Testing (NDT) techniques can provide qualitative information, without great cost and 
disruption. 
Information obtained from the different UK authorities about the trunk road stock 
of bridges showed that concrete bridges represent the majority of the trunk road asset 
(see Table 2.3 and Figure 2.3). As the average age of these bridges is now in the order 
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j _England London 
Scotland N. Ireland Wales TOE] 
CONCRETE 7615 1265 1291 1495 N/A 11666 
MASONRY 358 586 181 4160 N/A 5285 
OTHER.S 1771 442 332 845 N/A 3390 
Table 2.1: UK trunk road bridge stock. 





Figure 2.6: UK trunk road types of bridges. 
of 25-35 years, they are starting to show signs of distress. Consequently, the necessity 
to monitor and verify their performance and safety is a matter of urgent concern. 
If this is the actual situation in the UK, things are not very different in the rest 
of the world [Mallet, 1994]. Concrete bridges account for about 80% of the Swedish 
National Road stock. Two third of the highway bridges in the Czech Republic were built 
using concrete. A bridge survey in India showed that about 20% of their bridges were 
distressed. In the US in 1977 it was reported that more than one in six bridges were 
deficient [Mallet, 1994]. The situation has grown even worse with 29% of the bridges 
being ranked as structurally deficient or obsolete in 2001 [Frangopol and Kong, 20011. 
The current bridge management system in the US is based on the assessment of the state 
of bridge elements, on the prediction of their deterioration and on a cost-benefit analysis 
of the eventual repair work. Generally the whole process is carried out during routine 
inspections in a qualitative and subjective way. The development of a quantitative, 
objective and affordable method is globa1y a high priority [Frangopol and Kong, 2001]. 
In Japan, several concrete structures were built since the 1950's and their 
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importance in the Japanese economy is unquestionable. Concrete was preferred to 
steel due to its higher expected durability, but due to the large number of concrete 
structures that had to be built, the engineers were too busy to verify all the details 
of the design and construction. As a result, many of the new structures started to 
deteriorate within 5 to 10 years and spalling of concrete from bridges has become a 
recent crucial problem [Uomoto, 2000]. 
Before the mid-19th Century, no analytical tools were available and the only way to 
assess the integrity of a bridge was based on visual inspection and intuitive judgement. 
For a long time, the assessment was considered a "special case" of the design and 
thus the same rules were applied. Then "Assessment Code BD21/84" represented a 
milestone in the start of introducing codes, which directly dealt with bridge assessment. 
Based on the Limit State Concept, the code dealt only with the Ultimate Limit State, 
but it was then amended in 1987 to include a serviceability Limit State and to be 
specifically applied to trunk road bridges. The code used safety factors as defined 
during the design stage and it proved to be too conservative. The design factors need to 
take into account variations of materials properties (which may conversely be measured 
during an inspection) and they generally have a low cost effect. Conversely, such factors 
can make the difference between the "pass" or "fail" result of an assessement. A new 
protocol BD44 was therefore produced in 1990, to be used for both old and new concrete 
bridges. The new code introduced the concept of "Worst Credible Strength", i.e. when 
possible, values of strength obtained by tests on the actual material were used and in 
this case lower safety factors were applied [H-A, 2002]. The conventional assessment 
derived by this code identified four levels: 
• Level 0 - Collecting information about the structure (previous existing records) 
and site inspection 
• Level 1 - A standard assessment applying full safety factors, using the above 
collected information 
• Level 2 - If a structure fails Level 1, a more sophisticated assessment is undertaken, 
involving modelling calculations 
• Level 3 - If a structure fails Level 2, an in-situ investigation is carried out to 
obtain additional information for the assesement 
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The NDT techniques and the Acoustic method are then part of the last Level of 
assessment. 
2.4 Summary 
An overview of the history, development and actual conditions of concrete bridges was 
presented and discussed in this chapter. The analysis of the development of bridge 
building allowed an understanding of the significant role that bridges had and have 
in the society and highlighted the problems emerged during the past years till the 
present days. A discussion about the actual condition and assessment criteria in the 
UK was reported. The importance of correct maintenance, monitoring and assessment 
of the existing bridges was underlined, together with the need to develop new tools, 
techniques and protocols to support the Bridge Engineer during the diagnosis process 
and to improve his confidence. 
It is in the light of this neccesity that this thesis investigates the feasibility of the 
Acoustic Emission method to be one of these alternative tools. An overview of the 
history, development and applications of the Acoustic Emission technique is therefore 




This chapter gives an overview of the Acoustic Emission technique (AET), from its 
birth to the present time. After a general review of the development of the Acoustic 
Emission method (section 3.1), a detailed account on the use of Acoustic Emission 
testing of concrete is provided (section 3.2), from its first application [Rusch, 1959] till 
the present day. 
Following the successful results obtained with civil engineering materials such as 
steel and concrete, an interest about the possibility to use the Acoustic Emission 
technique on masonry has recently arisen. As this appears to be one of the main 
future subject of research and application, a summary of the work done on this topic 
till the present time is also given (section 3.3). 
As this thesis specifically deals with bridges, a review of the use of the Acoustic 
Emission technique on bridges is described (section 3.4). Finally, the state of the 
existing procedures and codes on the use of the Acoustic Emission testing is discussed 
(section 3.5). 
3.1 General Overview 
The Acoustic Emission technique was not originally born as a "civil engineering" tool. 
In fact, research about Acoustic Emission (AE) started in the middle of the 20th 
century in different fields such as seismology, mining [Miller et al., 1987], physics and 
metallurgy. The development of the technique itself was strongly linked and dependent 
on the improvements in technology and thus the opportunity to use instrumentation 
able to record a wider frequency range of signals [Williams, 1980]. 
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Early examples of work concerning AE started in the 1930s and the first report 
on an acoustic emission experiment on the fracture of wood was published by F. 
Kishinouye in 1934 [Kishinouye, 1934]. Further work was carried out by L. Obert 
in 1941 [Obert, 1941]. Using vibration microphones to predict rock burst in mines, he 
discovered an increase of "disturbances" within 15 minutes of a rock burst that could 
be used as a warning of collapse to secure the safety of the miners. The following 
year, E.A. Hodgson reported a seismology analysis of waves generated by rock bursts 
in Ottawa [Hodgson, 1942]. 
Notwithstanding these earlier works, it is generally accepted that the concept of 
acoustic emission, as it is known today, started with the research of Josef Kaiser in the 
1950s [von Kaiser, 19531 [Scott, 1991]. In that year Kaiser successfully submitted his 
PhD at the Techische Hochschule Munchen, signally the start of modern AE research. 
In his studies on metals (copper, steel, lead, zinc and aluminium) he developed the 
basis of modern AE technology and published the first comprehensive investigation on 
the phenomenon of AE in several different materials. During his research he provided 
a major contribution as he noticed the "irreversibility" of acoustic emissions, patented 
in 1952 and today known as the "Kaiser effect", (see section 4.3) - i.e. emissions are 
not generated in a material until it is stressed beyond its maximum prior stress states 
[von Kaiser, 19531 [Henning, 1988]. 
After Kaiser's research, several studies on AE on different materials started, 
although difficulties were encountered due to the fact that different materials exhibited 
different AE characteristics and no standards were available. Nevertheless, the 
researches continued - the location of the AE sources was achieved by adapting it from 
seismology (AE used to be described as "microseismic activity") and the understanding 
and confidence in the method improved. 
The first major application of the AET as non-destructive testing was in the 
aerospace and nuclear industries to monitor the presence and growth of cracks in 
pressure vessels [Green, 19701. In the Spanner review article [Spanner, 1981] the 
predominance of the AE application to Chemical, Petroleum and Nuclear vessels, 
systems and components clearly appeared. Nowadays it is still in this field that the 
majority of the AET market lies. 
A significant contribution to the development of the AE instrumentation and 
method was provided by the work of H.L. Dunegan and A.A. Pollock. During the 
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60s, Dunegan worked on the implementation and development of AE instrumentation 
[Dunegan and Tatro, 1967] and reported several experiments concerning the application 
of the Acoustic Emission method to the testing of metals [Dunegan et al., 1968] 
[Dunegan and Harris, 1969]. His studies proved the relationship between the generation 
of acoustic emissions and the plastic deformation of different metals and suggested the 
use of AET to proof test pressure vessels as he showed that flawed vessels generated 
AE earlier than unflawed vessels. Dunegan finally developed his own AE system and 
in 1968 he founded the Dunegan Research Corporation equipment manufacturer that 
was successively bought by the Physical Acoustic Corporation (see also section 5.2). 
Pollock's work covered a wide range of areas, AE instrumentation and theory 
[Pollock, 1981] [Pollock, 1986] [Pollock, 1989], feasibility study of the frequency analysis 
of the AE waves [Stephens and Pollock, 19711 as well as a preliminary AE application to 
monitor a military steel bridge [Pollock and Smith, 19721. He proposed varied practical 
applications of the AE method although their use was limited by the lack of specific 
equipment [Pollock, 1969]. 
From the 70s a large flourish of publications started [Nesvijski and Sarkis, 2000], 
and nowadays the Acoustic Emission technique is used in several different fields, as a 
research tool in the laboratory as well as to evaluate the safety of a system, a structure 
or their components [Scott, 1991] [Ono, 2000], during pre-service testing or in-service 
testing and monitoring [Spanner, 1981]. A more extensive review of the AE work in all 
its fields of application is beyond the aim of this thesis. More details are given in the 
next section with specific reference to concrete, whilst the varied AE applications are 
summarised in Table 3.1. 
3.2 Acoustic Emission in Concrete 
The earliest studies about AE on concrete mainly focused on the understanding of 
the AE characteristics and their relationship to concrete's properties. The Acoustic 
Emission research in concrete started in 1959 when Rusch reported preliminary 
observations about the noise produced by stressed concrete - showing that the internal 
structure of the concrete fractured when approximately 75% of the failure load was 
reached [Rusch, 1959]. 
The following year, l'Hermite published an extensive study on the change of volume 
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LABORATORY RESEARCH SAFETY EVALUATION 
- Material study and properties: - Aircraft industry 
metal - Monitoring of glass reinforced plastic (GRP) 
alloy tank and pressure vessels 
ceramics - Structural integrity evaluation of FRP and 
glass metal vessels, new and in service 
fiber reinforced - Pipeline monitoring 
concrete - Evaluation of storage tanks floor and walls 
masonry - High pressure reactors 
- Leak detection 
- Corrosion study - Detection of gas through valve-leakage in 
- Fracture and rock mechanics plant, refineries and offshore platform 
- Welding monitoring and control 
- Inspection of aerial lift mechanisms and 
cranes 
- Rocks and Seismology 
- Geothecnical Engineering 
- Hydrofracturing 
- Civil Engineering: bridges monitoring and 
wire break detection 
Table 3.1: Acoustic Emission applications. 
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of concrete. During the investigation of the plastic concrete deformation he recorded, 
by simply using a microphone and an amplifier, the noise generated by the concrete 
sample under the effect of the load. He discovered that the recorded sound occurred and 
increased in correspondence to a significant longitudinal deformation in the concrete, 
a sudden increase in the Poisson's ratio and a sharp decrease in the velocity of wave 
propagation [L'Hermite, 1960]. 
A study on AE in mortar and concrete was undertaken in 1965 by Robinson 
[Robinson, 19651. It showed that the Acoustic Emission method can provide 
information about the formation and propagation of small cracks, the load at which 
they occurred and the energy that they released. The latter proved to be dependent 
on the size and coarse aggregate concentrations. 
In 1970, Wells designed an AE apparatus able to record acoustic emissions from 
small concrete samples in a range of frequency between 2 and 20 kHz [Wells, 1970]. 
In the same year, Green reported a comprehensive work on cylindrical concrete 
specimens and a model concrete pressure vessel. His studies showed that changes in 
the AE rate were the precursor of failure and that the Kaiser effect was valid. He 
also demonstrated the feasibility of the method to test concrete pressure vessels and 
to detect fluid leakage [Green, 1970]. The feasibility of AET as a non-destructive 
method to evaluate the safety of concrete was further demonstrated a few years later 
by McCabe [McCabe et al., 19761. 
More references can be found in the bibliography published in 1986 by Drouillard. 
It contains a list of 76 references published in the world literature from 1959 to the 
date of the article on acoustic emission of concrete [Drouillard, 1986]. 
Work done in the 80s [Mindess, 1982] [Woodward, 1983] highlighted the necessity 
to develop an AE standard procedure and the difficulties arising from the data 
interpretation, but the "boom" of AE publications on concrete started in the 1990s. 
A review was then carried out to gain a critical understanding of the types of 
analysis that had been used and investigated and thus to decide which ones were 
suitable to be adapted and/or implemented to be used in this thesis. Two main trends 
were identified during the course of the review: studies that took into consideration 
a waveform analysis of the AE signals and researches that focused instead on the 
investigation of parameters derived from the AE wave and their relationship with 
mechanical factors and/or structural behaviour of the concrete. The difference between 
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these two ways of approaching the data analysis is discussed in detail in section 4.4. 
The waveforms studies included attempts to relate frequency to the fracture 
stage process [Berthelot et al., 1993], to compare signals [Koppel and Vogel, 2000] 
and Moment Tensor Analysis. The Moment Tensor method developed by Othsu 
in Japan [Ohtsu, 2000] was applied during this thesis and it is described in detail 
in sections 4.9 and 7.5, but other studies on the Moment Tensor were also carried 
out elsewhere [Li and Xi, 19951 [Grosse et al., 1995] [Finck et al., 2002] with less 
sophisticated analyses. More recently, wavelet studies has been used to improve the 
signal-to-noise of AE data [Takemoto et al., 2000] [Grosse et al., 2002]. 
The second trend, concerning AE parametric analysis, appeared however to be 
predominant. A large selection of different parameters and/or their combination was 
applied throughout the years: 
. AE rate [Li and Xi, 1995] [Ohtsu and Watanabe, 2001] 
. AE counts [Moczko et al., 19951 
• AE energy [Bordyugov and Erminson, 1993] [Muravin and Lezvinsky, 1995] 
[Shiotani et al., 2001a] [Yuyama et al., 20001 
• AE events and hits [Shiotani et al., 2001a] [Kamada et al., 2000] 
• damage parameter [Ohtsu and lida, 20011 
• amplitude [Koppel and Vogel, 2000] [Keru et al., 2000] 
• rise time and average frequency [Tsuji et al., 2000] 
b-value [Shiotani et al., 2000c] 
A number of these parameters were considered during the data processing of this thesis; 
those only that led to successful and promising results, such as the b-value and the AE 
energy, are further discussed in the next chapters. 
The application of both the waveform and parametric analysis varied from 
earlier studies on small plain concrete samples [Moczko et al., 1995] to RC beams 
[Roca, 1997] [Shigeishi, 19981 and slabs [Yuyama et al., 2000] to concrete piles 
[Shiotani et al., 2000a] and joints [Kamada et aL, 2000] - mainly focusing on feasibility, 
cracking behaviour and damage estimation studies. 
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3.3 Acoustic Emission in Masonry 
The encouraging and successful results obtained in concrete have drawn attention 
towards another civil engineering material, i.e. masonry. Moreover, the application 
of the Acoustic Emission technique to masonry turned out not to be trivial, due to the 
heterogeneity of the material and thus the significant wave attenuation caused by the 
presence of joints between bricks and/or stones. 
The first preliminary work of AE on masonry was done by Leaird in 1984 
[Leaird, 1984]. It consisted of an investigation of the feasibility to use a "pulse acoustic 
emission method" to assess the integrity of masonry walls. A few years later, in 
the early '90s a study was undertaken to show the potential of using AE activity, 
in terms of cumulative number of events, as a way to assess masonry arch bridges 
[Royles and Hendry, 19911. 
No more studies were undertaken anywhere in the following nine years until 
Acoustic Emission testing was attempted on a stone masonry arch bridge [Shigeishi et al., 20011 
confirming the possibility to record AE under traffic load on a real masonry structure. 
Following this work, Shigeishi carried out a basic study of the characteristics of AE 
on brick masonry [Shigeishi and Forde, 2001]. The results showed that the significant 
AE frequency spectrum in bricks lies in the range below 100kHz, similar to that of 
concrete. The location of AE sources proved to be possible and successfully indicative of 
different crack patterns. In the light of these results a comprehensive research on brick 
structures was presented at the EWGAE-2002 conference [Shinomiya et al., 2002]. 
The work identified the relationship between the stages of fracture in brick and the 
average frequency of the relative AE as well as the possibility to apply the damage 
assessment table proposed for concrete in the NDIS 2421 (herein described in section 
3.5) to brick structures. The study included an in-situ monitoring of an arch railway 
bridge, in which the response of 15 kHz and 60 kHz resonant sensors were compared. 
The frequency range related to cracks was identified, showing that the 60 kHz resonant 
sensor provided the best accuracy in the AE location. All these studies started the 
understanding of the characteristics of AE in masonry structures and opened the way 
for future applications of the Acoustic Emission technique. 
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3.4 Acoustic Emission in Bridges 
The development and progress of AE during the last decades posed the basis for the 
application of the Acoustic Emission technique to real structures. Experiments on 
beams belonging to and/or recovered from a bridge demolition or widening started 
in the eighties [Woodward, 19831 and were followed few years later by applications to 
in-service bridges. 
The first application of AE testing on a real bridge dates back to 1971 
[Pollock and Smith, 19721 when Pollock and Smith recorded AE data during the 
proof test of a military steel bridge. Their work showed a relationship between the 
AE results obtained from laboratory experiments and the AE signals recorded on the 
bridge. 
The promising findings obtained from this work opened the way to further studies 
and applications that initially focused mainly on steel bridges. Efforts were particularly 
directed to eliminate the background noise, develop filters and locate and identify the 
AE sources relative to different types of damage [Sison et al., 1996]. A relationship 
between AE recorded data on bridges and the traffic volume, speed and weight was 
also found [Prine and Hopwood, 1985]. 
Since these early attempts, several applications of AET to steel bridges 
can be found. They addressed varied problems: the presence of cracking in 
girders and/or pin and web components [Sison et al., 1996]; the feasibility of bridge 
monitoring, the requirements and factors involved in it [Carter and Holford, 1998]; 
the detection of cracks in box girders [Watson et al., 2000]; the monitoring of fatigue 
cracks [Watson et al., 1999]; the classification of fatigue cracks into safety levels 
[Gong et al., 1992]. 
The successful results achieved on steel bridges, suggested the possibility to explore 
a further application to concrete bridge structures. The requirements and findings 
discovered on steel structures could not however be directly translated to concrete 
bridge applications. The wave attenuation in steel is generally low (especially in the 
absence of joints) and thus high frequency (100-300 kHz) signals can be recorded. 
Therefore, noise, which typically has a low frequency content can be easily eliminated 
[Carter and Holford, 1998]. Conversely, in concrete, due to its heterogenity a significant 
attenuation issue (due to multiple scattering and intrinsic anelastic absorption) arises. 
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Initially, researches on concrete mainly focused on laboratory experiments and it is 
only recently that few studies were undertaken in real concrete structures. A study to 
detect cracks in prestressed concrete bridge was carried out in 1983 [Woodward, 1983]. 
A waveform analysis was performed on AE data collected on a 50 m span prestressed 
concrete bridge to investigate the characteristics of the noise generated by the traffic 
and thus the possibility to distinguish it from structural AE sources [Hick et al., 1992]. 
Measurements to evaluate the repair work done on an existing crack were also carried 
out. 
A reinforced concrete beam cut out from a 60 year old bridge in Japan was tested, 
as an example of AET application to large civil structures [Shigeishi et al., 1999a]. 
This work demonstrated the relationship between laboratory experiments and the data 
collected on the bridge beam, suggesting the possibility to extend the use of the AE 
method to full scale structures. 
In the past few years, AE was used to monitor a few concrete bridges in Japan. 
Two RC slabs of a highway bridge were monitored under live traffic load and the AE 
parametric analysis, in terms of hit number and energy, used to establish the most 
damaged slab [Yuyama and Li, 2000]. In the same year, the AE monitoring of an 
RC beam belonging to a railway bridge in service showed the absence in it of crack 
extensions [Watson et al., 19991. 
As mentioned in section 2.3, part of the USA bridge stock faces a serious 
deterioration state. As a consequence, some RC beams from a bridge in New York 
State had to be removed and AE testing was performed, investigating the failure of 
the material from the AE activity location [Watson et al., 1999]. 
A further area of interest relates to concrete bridge joints. The monitoring of half 
joints on a concrete bridge on the M6 motorway, UK, was commissioned by WS Atkins 
to the PAC [Watson et al., 1999]. AE was used to classify the varied state of damage 
of eight joints, from a comparison between the amplitude and the location of the AE 
signals and the displacements of the joints. 
Finally AE monitoring of a 45 year old reinforced concrete bridge was reported 
in 2002 [Shigeishi et al., 2002]. The monitoring was carried out under in-service traffic 
load as well as under an on-site loading test, establishing a relationship between the 
recorded emissions, the vehicles' speed and the measured strain. 
Prestressed and post-tensioned bridges are exposed to the corrosion of their 
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wires. The SoundPrint system (described in detail in section 5.3) was specifically 
designed to detect wire breaks in ungrouted tendons. After successful laboratory trials 
[Cullington et al., 1999] [Paulson et aL, 2001] it was then applied to bridge structures. 
The system is currently in use on three bridges in the UK - the railway viaduct in 
Huntingdon [Cullington et al., 1999], the Soar River Bridge [Fugro, 2000a] and the 
Mossband viaduct [Fugro, 2000b] - plus two bridges in France: the Saint Cloud viaduct 
and the Riviere d'Abord Bridge [Elliot et al., 2002]. 
The SoundPrint system was also tested on the Brox Whitestone suspension bridge 
in New York during the repair of broken wires, proving able to detect wire cuts with 
an accuracy of 220 mm [Elliot et al., 20021. The system is also used on cable stay 
bridges to monitor the integrity of their wires. After a prototype installation on the 
Alex Fraser Bridge in Vancouver, a system is now permanently mounted on the Fred 
Hartman Bridge in Texas [Elliot et al., 2002]. 
Overall, a large variety of applications can be seen in the reported works of AE on 
bridges, both in terms of type of analysis and type of sensors - two main aspects of an 
AE test. A summary is shown in Table 3.2. It can be noted, that the author has not 
always specified the type of sensors that were used and that broadband and resonant 
sensors were used in equal measure. However a predominance of parametric analysis 
emerged clearly. 
3.5 AE Standards and Procedures 
One of the main obstacles to the application of the AET to bridge structures, lies 
in the lack of appropriate codes and standards that describe how the method should 
be used. A comprehensive and up-to-date work about the state of the AE standards 
and guidelines was reported by Brunner & Bohse [Brunner and Bohse, 2002]. The 
study took into consideration both national organisations, such as ISO (International 
rganisation for tandardisation), CEN (comite  Europeen de ormalisation), ASTM 
(American society for Testing and Materials) and AFNOR (Association  Francaise 
de jorma1isation); and private institutions such as EWGAE (European Working 
Group on Acoustic Emission) and DGZfP (German Society for Non-Destructive 
Testing). The guidelines produced deal with terminology, measurement technique 
and calibration, plus few specific application procedures. Dissimilarities between the 
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REFERENCE ANALYSIS SENSORS 
STEEL BRIDGES 
[Gong et al., 1992] AE count rate Resonant 200 kHz 
[Carter and Holford, 19981 AE Source Location Resonant 30 kHz, 60 kHz 
AE amplitude and 150 kllz 
[Watson et al., 2000] AE Source Location N/A 
AE events 
CONCRETE BRIDGES 
[Woodward, 1983] AE ring counts Resonant 175 kHz 
[Hick et al., 1992] AE counts N/A 
waveform analysis 




rise & duration time 
AE counts 
[Shigeishi et al., 20021 AE events Broadband 
AE energy  
[Watson and Cole, 2001] AE Source Location N/A 
[Watson et al., 1999] AE Source Location N/A 
AE energy 
AE hits rate 
Table 3.2: Summary of the features of AE applications to bridges. 
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standards produced by these organisations were highlighted, as well as the lack of a 
description of the general AE principles. Moreover, it was noted that a vast majority 
of the application codes deal with storage tanks and pressure vessels. The need to 
develop "International Uniformed" codes was strongly underlined and the necessity to 
expand the protocols to new AE applications, civil engineering structures being among 
them, emerged. 
The above mentioned organisations did not include the committee of the Japanese 
Society for Nondestructive Inspections (JSNDI). Until recently however, the situation in 
Japan was very similar, with the AE existing standards concerning only the description 
of the AE instrumentation, generic analysis guidelines, sensor calibration and sensitivity 
and a single specific application to pressure vessels [Ohtsu and Yuyama, 2000]. 
The situation recently evolved, with the introduction by the JSNDI of a 
criterion based on the Kaiser Effect to quantitatively assess concrete structures 
[Ohtsu et al., 2002]. The criterion is based on the definition of two parameters: 
A 	 load at the onset of AE activity in the subsequent loading oa ra ZO - - 	 the previous load 
C a 1 m ra ZO - t 	the number of cumulative AE activities during the unloading process - total AE activity during the last loading cycle up to the maximum 
The Load ratio is based on the concept of Kaiser Effect (more details about the 
Kaiser effect are in section 4.3). As the effect is associated with structural stability, a 
ratio greater than 1 is an indication of a structure in good condition, whilst a value less 
than 1 suggests the presence of damage. The generation of AE activity during unloading 
is also an indication of structural instability, as in a structure in good condition no 
acoustic emission are generally recorded in the unloading phase. On the basis of a 
combination of the two parameters a classification is now recommended by NDIS-2421, 
as shown in Figure 3.1. It has to be pointed out that the classification limits indicated 
by the dashed line should be determined in advance, based on preliminary tests, in 
order to be used for practical applications [Ohtsu et al., 2002]. 
The proposed assessment criterion by the Japanese represents a positive example 
of the future trend that the responsible organisations should follow, directing their 
attention towards new AE applications. The existence of quantitative codes would 
provide confidence about the validity of the AE method and highlightes the necessity to 
produce guidelines on the use of AET on civil engineering structures. For this reason, 
a draft of a protocol about the AET application to concrete bridges was developed 
during the research of this thesis. It is presented in section 5.6. 
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Figure 3.1: Classification of damage according to NDIS-2421 - from [Ohtsu et al., 2002]. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter provided background knowledge on the development and applications of 
the AE method, in order to obtain a general overview of the different features that the 
technique involves. Particular emphasis was placed in the discussion of the AE work 
on concrete and bridges as directly related to the objectives and aims of this thesis. 
For the same reason an analysis of the existing AE codes was reported. A summary of 
the review, in the light of the specific topic of this thesis is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
This chapter concludes the general background information at the basis of this 
thesis. The following chapters will then specifically deal with the main subject of the 






























































Figure 3.2: Summarized representation of the milestones and significant development 





The Acoustic Emission technique (AET) is a passive, non-intrusive, method that allows 
monitoring of concrete structures [Ohtsu, 1995]. Its basic principle, derived from the 
theory of elastic waves, is very similar to that used for earthquakes in seismology 
[Grosse, 2002]. However the AET works on a smaller geometric scale, generally on 
dynamic structures (e.g. bridges), and deals with higher frequencies. 
The term Acoustic Emission encompasses all phenomena where elastic waves are 
generated by the release of energy from localised sources. According to the BS EN 
1330-9:2000 [BS, 2000] Acoustic Emission is a "term used for transient elastic waves 
generated by the release of energy within a material or by a process". In every solid 
body subjected to stress - the occurrence of cracking, corrosion, slip or friction is 
followed by a release of stored strain energy that generates elastic waves, which is 
referred to as acoustic emission. These waves propagate through the material and can 
then be detected and recorded by AE sensors, previously mounted on or embedded in 
the material. The detected wave is turned into an electrical signal by the sensor and 
can be subsequently analysed and interpreted. As the source of the AE energy comes 
solely from the elastic stress in the material a lack of stress will result in no emission 
[Roca, 1997] [Pazdera, 2001]. The stress determines the presence of strain, which can 
be either elastic or plastic. Acoustic Emission is associated with plastic permanent 
strain. The general principle of AE is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram of the AE Principle, from the AE source to the AE 
sensors and from the Digital Signal Processing (DSP) to the processing phase. 
4.2 AE Waves and the AE Signal 
Physically the AE waves consist of P-waves (longitudinal), S-waves (shear - transverse) 
and surface waves (Rayleigh waves), which are reflected and diffracted within the 
material [Ohtsu, 1995]. The direction of motion of longitudinal waves is identical 
to the direction of their propagation. They are the fastest propagating waves in an 
elastic body, are the first to arrive and are therefore called Primary waves (P-waves). 
Transverse waves travel perpendicular to the direction of the propagation, are slower 
and thus termed Secondary waves (S-waves). The P-waves are generally associated with 
the normal component of stress and then with a change of volume; unlike S-waves which 
are associated with the shear component of stress and therefore with an equivoluminal 
change. Rayleigh waves, yR are the slowest waves; typically for a Poisson solid (i.e. 
p = A) the velocity of the P-waves, vp is approximately the velocity of the S-waves, 
vs [Sheriff and Geldart, 1995]; P-waves travel in concrete with a velocity between 
3000-4800 m/sec, comparable to that in limestones or carbonate-cemented sandstones 
in geological formations. The velocity provides an indication about the quality of the 
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Figure 4.2: Representation of the Snell's Law and of waves generated at a solid-solid 
interface. 
material, lower velocity indicating a lower quality. The different velocities of the elastic 
waves are summarised in the following equations: 
VP = 3000 - 4800 rn/sec = 	 (4.1) 
yR <VS :!~ Vp 
	
(4.2) 
The velocity of the P-waves can moreover be expressed in terms of the Bulk (k) 




where p is the density of the material. 
During their travel, when the elastic waves meet a boundary (e.g. a different 
material) their energy is redistributed between P and S waves and the waves themselves 
are transmitted, reflected and refracted according to the Snell 's Law: 
sinoj = 
constant 	 (4.4) 
V3 
where j is the relevant parameter for the 3th  layer. E.g. if the Angle of Incidence = 0, 
and v3 = velocity of the layer containing the incident wave, then the Angle of Reflection 
is also 0, (Figure 4.2). 
For normal incidence, using the constraints of continuity of dispicement and stress 
at the boundary, it is possible to show that the reflection coefficient R between two 
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media is: 
	
R - Reflected amplitude - 12 - Ii 	
(4-5)  
- Incident amplitude 	12 + Ii 
where I is the Acoustic Impedance defined as I = Density x Velocity. For non-normal 
incidence, the equation for R(0) can be found in [Sheriff and Geldart, 1995], p. 73 . 
The AE signal is a combination of all these waves and depends on the source, 
the properties and geometry of the material as well as on the sensor response. All AE 
signals contain background noise due to electrical (e.g. electromagnetic interferences, 
noise generated by the system itself or cables, ...) and mechanical (e.g. test machine, 
frictional noise, human activity, ...) causes. Methods employed to reduce the 
noise include frequency or data analysis filtering, reducing the test sensitivity, use of 
anti-noise materials between the noise source and the sensor and use of differential 
sensors [Pazdera, 2001]. 
4.3 AE Effects 
One of the first diagnostic effects in AE was discovered by Kaiser in the early 1950s 
[von Kaiser, 1953] and it is known as the "Kaiser Effect". This states that, if stresses are 
applied, removed and then re-applied on a structure, no acoustic emissions occur until 
the maximum load of the previous stage is reached [von Kaiser, 1953] [Henning, 19881. 
Therefore Acoustic Emission is irreversible, and this irreversibility or stress "memory" 
can be used to determine the magnitude of the previous stress to which the structure 
has been subjected [Roca, 1997]. 
The Kaiser Effect does not apply to all materials or material conditions 
[Muravin et al., 2000]. Several works by Yuyama et al. show that the Kaiser effect 
exists on concrete beams subjected to tensile cracking as long as the crack width is less 
than 0.15-0.20 mm. This effect breaks down, when shear cracks appear and start to 
play a primary role [Yuyama et al., 1994] [Yuyama et al., 1995b] [Yuyama et al., 1995a] 
[Yuyama et al., 1998]. 
Despite the Kaiser Effect, when the level of stress becomes high, acoustic emissions 
can start below the previous maximum load. This behaviour is called the "Felicity 
Effect" and the Felicity ratio is defined as: 
load at which emissions start 
Felicity Ratio = 	 (4.6) 
previous maximum load 
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Thus as a material approaches failure, the Felicity Ratio decreases [Pollock, 1989]. 
Finally a study by Nesvijski [Nesvijski, 1997] on concrete specimens showed 
that during tests AE activity decreased for a certain period, until a new increase 
occurred just before the failure. This phenomenon was named the "Silence Effect" 
and its duration the "silence time". An explanation for this was proposed by Nesvijski 
[Nesvijski, 1997] based on the Griffith theory of fracture [Lawn, 1993]. According to 
this theory numerous small cracks are present during the initial stage of the fracture 
process giving rise to several AE sources. Afterwards, when the damage localizes, the 
cracks join up resulting in fewer AE sources and consequently less AE activity. This 
effect has also been shown on rocks, and explained by a time-dependent theory for 
crack growth by the stress corrosion mechanism [Main and Meredith, 1991]. 
4.4 AE Monitoring and Analysis 
Two types of Acoustic monitoring are possible: "global" monitoring which is intended 
to yield general information on the whole structure and "local" monitoring which yields 
a more detailed understanding of a certain area of the structure [Colombo et al., 2002] 
- they can both be long or short term monitoring [Carter and Holford, 1998]. 
During an AE test is it possible to identify two main steps: 
Acquiring AE data. 
Processing/Analysing AE data 
The first step is of crucial importance if the second step is to be successful. Only by 
recording good quality AE data is it possible to obtain meaningful results during the 
processing. On the other hand, the type and data that need to be acquired depend 
on the kind of analysis and information that are expected. The two steps are then 
mutually interdependent [Colombo and Forde, 2001]. 
The AE signals can be analysed in an analogue or digital manner. The analogue 
analysis consists of a parametric study, whilst the digital analysis comprises a waveform 
analysis. The parametric study is an analysis of several AE attributes or parameters 
(i.e.: amplitude, duration, AE counts, arrival time, rise time - see Figure 4.3), which 
can be correlated with the fracture process and/or with properties and behaviour 
of a structure. The waveform analysis looks at the characteristics of the whole AE 
wavetrain. 
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Figure 4.3: Scheijiatic diagram of AE parameters. The diagram illustrates how the 
different attributes are measured. 
Generally, the parametric analysis appears to be a quick and cost-effective method 
of monitoring structures, whilst the wave analysis is more time consuming. On the 
other hand the waveform analysis can provide more detailed information. It has been 
suggested that the parametric analysis could be used in the first instance to pinpoint 
the critical areas of a structure, followed by a subsequent waveform analysis on these 
areas [Colombo and Forde, 2001]. 
4.5 Concrete and Fracture Mechanics 
Concrete can be defined as a proportional mixture of cement, aggregates, water and 
eventually admixtures [Neville, 1995]. Nowadays the most commonly used cement 
is Portland Cement which consists mainly of lime, silica, alumina and iron oxide. 
Aggregates can be natural (i.e.: belonging to the basalt, granite, quartzite and porphyry 
groups, ...) or artificial (i.e.: derived from industrial products) and they are generally 
classified as fine or coarse aggregates, depending on their size. Admixtures are chemical 
products added to specifically modify the properties of the concrete. The characteristics 
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of concrete depend on several factors, such as the properties of the constituent materials 
and their relative relationships, the water/cement ratio and the degree of compaction. 
In terms of AE measurements, it is possible to refer to concrete as a homogeneous 
material. Heterogeneity depends on the relationship between the wavelength and the 
characteristic dimensions of the material; if the wavelength is larger than the sizes of the 
heterogeneous inclusions, then the effect of heterogeneity can be neglected [Roca, 1997]. 
In concrete, assuming a velocity (v) between 3000 and 4000 rn/sec and a frequency range 
(f) just above 100 kHz, the wavelength (L) is: 
4000 
L== 150103=0.027m=27mm 	 (4.7) 
which is greater than the normal "grain" size of concrete aggregates (20 mm). Having 
said that, it has to be pointed out that signal attenuation (defined as a loss of signal 
amplitude with increasing distance from the source) in concrete is a bigger problem 
compared to more homogeneous materials, such as metals. 
In this thesis the fresh concrete used to cast the specimens in the laboratories of 
Edinburgh and Kumamoto Universities were obtained from an external supplier. This 
limited the range of properties of the available concrete. The concrete was poured and 
vibrated using an electrical poker in the laboratory. Details about the concrete used 
during the experiments are given in sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 
As this thesis places emphasis on cracking, a brief overview of the fracture 
process is given. Different types of cracking can affect concrete, both in its fresh and 
hardened state. Non-structural cracks include plastic settlement and shrinkage, early 
thermal contraction, long-term drying shrinkage, crazing, corrosion of reinforcement, 
alkali-aggregate reaction, blister in, D-cracking [Neville, 1995]. Structural cracks are 
generally classified as shear cracks and tensile (bending) cracks; mixed-mode cracks 
[Shigeishi and Ohtsu, 1997] also occur. It is often useful to distinguish between dead 
or dormant cracks that do not open, close or extend and live cracks that do move 
[Raina, 1994]. 
Generally, materials fracture when their stress goes beyond a critical level; such 
stress is referred to as "critical applied stress". Different materials fracture in different 
ways, due to a combination of several causes and this makes "critical applied stress" 
difficult to define. An in depth discussion on the different theories developed in fracture 
mechanics is beyond the aim of this thesis, but it is useful to define the three basic 
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modes of crack propagation [Lawn, 19931: 
. Mode I - opening mode, corresponding to a normal separation of the crack walls; 
• Mode II - sliding mode, corresponding to a longitudinal shearing normal to the 
crack front; 
• Mode III - tearing mode, corresponding to a lateral shearing parallel to the crack 
front. 
Concrete, studies have shown that minute cracks exert an important influence 
on the behaviour of concrete and are largely responsible for its failure process 
[Robinson, 1965]. As these cracks are very small ( 1 mm) they are usually referred 
as "microcracks" [Collact, 1985]. Conversely, easily visible cracks (~! 1 mm) can be 
referred to as "macrocracks" [Collact, 1985]. A microcracking event is the breaking 
of inter-molecular bonds; a collection of microcracks in close proximity, generally 
culminates with the formation of a macrocrack [Zietlow and Labuz, 1998]. Locating 
microcracks is generally a tedious and not trivial matter, especially if located in the 
interior of the material. 
There is no universally accepted criterion to determine the tolerable limits of crack 
width w. A general guide can be defined for flexural cracks as follows [Raina, 1994]: 
• fine cracks - w < 0.3 mm - there is no distress to the structure, but crack 
monitoring is recommended 
• medium cracks - 0.3 < w < 0.5 mm - there is a loss of structural capacity; 
monitoring and eventual repair is needed 
• wide cracks - w > 0.5 mm - there is a serious loss of structural capacity and 
immediate repair is needed 
The Acoustic Emission technique takes advantage of the release of energy 
associated with the formation and propagation of a microcrack. During this process 
part of the original strain energy is dissipated in the form of heat, mechanical vibrations 
and in the creation of new surfaces. The mechanical vibrations can be detected and 
recorded by an AE system. 
The AE generation depends on both time and the amount of energy released from 
fracture events. Mori and Obata [Mori and Obata, 1988] studying the characteristics 
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of an AE source in a fatigue crack on a stainless steel sample, suggested the existence 
of two sources of acoustic emissions: 
a cracking source - at the tip of the crack and present only during loading; 
. a frictional source - between crack faces, which emits both during loading and 
unloading. 
Different types of cracks generate different types of AE signals with varying 
frequency ranges and amplitudes. These differences can be related to the degree of 
damage of the structure. Microcracks generate a large number of events of small 
amplitude whilst macrocracks generate fewer events but of larger amplitude. When 
the cracks open up, most of the energy is released and many small amplitude events 
are created. Furthermore, tensile cracks spawn large amplitude events whilst shear 
cracks create smaller amplitude signals [Li and Xi, 1995] [Iwanami et al., 1997]. 
In general, AE activity generated by crack nucleation and formation is defined as 
"primary AE activity", whilst activity due to friction of pre-existing cracks is referred 
to as "secondary AE activity" [Shinomiya et al., 2002]. 
4.6 The "b-value" 
In earthquake seismology, events of larger magnitude occur less frequently than events 
of smaller magnitude. This fact can be quantified in terms of a magnitude-frequency 
relationship, for which Gutenberg and Richter proposed the empirical equation: 
log10 N = a — bML 	 (4.8) 
where ML is the Ritcher magnitude of the events, N is the incremental frequency 
(i.e. the number of events with magnitudes in the range of ML ± LM/2), and a and b 
are empirical constants [Shearer, 1999]. 
The Richter magnitude ML is proportional to the logarithm of the maximum 
amplitude A max recorded in a seismic trace, corrected for the attenuation in amplitude 
with distance due to wave propagation and inelastic absorption. The magnitude is 
proportional to the logarithm of source rupture area S: 
ML OC c1og10  A max x c1og 10 S 	 (4.9) 
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where the factor c varies depending on the transducer. If the sensor is acting as 
a displacement tranducer then c = 1; whilst if it is acting as a velocity transducer, 
c = 1.5; and finally c = 3 in the case of an accelerometer. 
The same principle can be applied to the AE method to aid the study of the scaling 
of the "amplitude distribution" of the acoustic emission waves generated during the 
cracking process in the laboratory or in engineering structures. From the relationship 
(4.8), the b-value is the negative gradient of the log-linear AE frequency/magnitude 
plot and hence it represents the slope of the amplitude distribution. A study of 
amplitude distributions showed that different ranges of b-values were computed for 
different materials [Pollock, 1981]. Moreover, the b-value changes systematically with 
the different stages of fracture growth [Sammonds et al., 1994] and thus can be used 
to estimate the development of a fracture process. In terms of the AE technique, the 
Gutenberg-Ritcher formula can be modified as: 
log10 N = a - b'AdB 	 (4.10) 
where AdB is the peak-amplitude of the AE events in decibels: 
AdB = 101og 10 A 	= 20log io A max 	 (4.11) 
Comparing 4.9 and 4.11 the b-value obtained with this relationship should 
be multiplied by a factor of 20 to be comparable with the one used in seismology 
[Shiotani et al., 2001b]. 
In general terms, when distributed microcracks are occurring in the early stages 
of damage, the b-value is high and when the macrocracks .begin to localise the b-value 
is low [Sammonds et al., 19941 (Figure 4.4). 
Although the analysis of the b-value is well known in rock mechanics and 
seismology [Main, 1991] [Main et al., 1993], very little work has been done on concrete 
and civil engineering structures. In the work of Sammonds et al, on damage evolution 
in rock, the trend of the b-value over time is plotted and a single minimum is observed 
just prior to dynamic failure. The decrease in b-value leads directly to dynamic failure 
immediately following minimum b-value [Sammonds et al., 1994]. 
An "improved" lb-value was proposed and applied to the evaluation of slope failure 
by Shiotani et al [Shiotani et al., 1994]. The lb-value was defined as: 
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Figure 4.4: Frequency-magnitude distribution as fracturing develops. Note the 




- 	 (l+2)a 	
( 	) 
where or is the standard deviation, p is the mean value of the amplitude 
distribution, al is a coefficient related to the smaller amplitude and a2 is a coefficient 
related to the fracture level. The variation of the lb-value was found to be in significant 
agreement with the progressive failure of the slope model, suggesting that the lb-value 
has the possibility to be a precursor for slope failure [Shiotani et al., 19941, just as it is 
in the laboratory to rock failure. The use of the improved lb-value was later applied 
by Shiotani et al. [Shiotani et al., 2000b] to evaluate the fracture process in concrete. 
The work showed that the lb-value analysis was successful in evaluating the fracture 
process of concrete specimens [Shiotani et al., 2000b]. 
In later chapters of this thesis a conventional b-value analysis is presented using 
the relationship 4.10 and assuming 
b=b'*20. 	 (4.13) 
The trend of the b-value is also related to the damage parameter D. This parameter 
was derived from the study of Cox and Meredith on the microcrack formation in rock 
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[Cox and Meredith, 1993]. The accumulated state of damage in a material can be 




where m is the seismic magnitude and c = 3, where the instrument acts as 
an accelerometer (this will be demonstrated later during the analysis of data in 
section 7.1). In terms of AE, rn can be computed as the AE event amplitude in 
dB120. Such a parameter is proportional to the cube of the mean crack length 
[Cox and Meredith, 1993]. The parameter is descriptive of damage and thus by 
definition is related to the volume of the cracks, i.e. to a change of porosity in the 
concrete. The concrete fails due to dilatant cracking, just like rocks, although the 
evolution of the damage itself might be different for both materials [Costin, 1989]. 
4.7 AE Source Location 
The analysis of the AE location consists of calculating the location of the AE sources 
in three dimensions from the compressional-wave arrival time at different transducer 
locations, using a least squares iterative inversion scheme. For beams a one-dimensional, 
linear location, is generally adequate. These source locations can then be related to the 
development or existence of defects in the structure. Such locations can be calculated 
in terms of AE hits (SoundPrint system), events or in terms of the energy associated 
with the events (PAC system). The location and its accuracy also depends on the type 
of signals that a system can record. The arrival time of higher amplitude signals is 
easier to identify and thus increases the precision of the source location. Details about 
the differences of the signals recorded by the PAC and the SoundPrint systems are 
given in sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
According to the BS EN 1330-9.2000 [BS, 2000], hits, events and energy are defined 
as follows: 
. hit - "detection of one burst signal on a channel", where burst indicates an AE 
signal having an identifiable beginning and end; 
. event - "physical phenomena giving rise to acoustic emission", i.e.: a hit that was 
able to be located and therefore related to a physical cause; 
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• signal energy - "measurement of the relative energy of an acoustic emission burst"; 
• acoustic emission event energy - "elastic energy released by an acoustic emission 
event". 
Nowadays different manufacturers of AE equipment may have different methods of 
calculating the AE energy, some of which may not correspond to the above definition. 
Generally, the energy or power of a signal can be calculated using Parseval's 
theorem, which in the time domain takes the form [Lynn and Fuerst, 1989]: 
v'n 2 E = /_. i=1 Si 
n 
(4.15) 
where si is the value of the jth  time sample. The SoundPrint System, described in 
section 5.3, uses this type of calculation [Pure, 1996]. The PAC's systems, described 
in section 5.2, developed a variation of this where energy is computed as follows 
[Colombo, 1999]: 
PAC's ENERGY = V(0) + V(1) +... + V(n) 	 (4.16) 
where V(n) is the voltage of the signal envelope at sampling #n. As a result, the unit 
of the PAC's energy is the voltage and it corresponds to: 
1 AE energy unit = 1/100,000 Volt 
Once the location of the sensors and the velocity of the P-wave is provided, the 
source location is computed completely automatically by the MISTRAS software (see 
5.2). Some manual work is required by the SoundPrint software (see 5.3), but it requires 
only the location of the sensors as the wave velocity is determined automatically through 
an iterative method. 
4.8 Relaxation Ratio 
An AE test often consists of several load cycles on the material or structure of interest. 
Each cycle generally includes two phases: a loading phase and an unloading phase. 
During the undertaking of the experiments it was observed that during the early cycles 
of the tests, no or very low AE activity was recorded during the unloading of the 
specimens. This is consistent with the Kaiser effect for dilatant microcracks, and implies 
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that shear cracks do not form until near the macroscopic structural failure. The AE 
activity increased with the approach of failure and increasing damage of samples. 
A parallel can be drawn with earthquake sequences, recognised in seismology. 
Earthquakes seldom occur as isolated events, they are made up of foreshock and after-
shock sequences which are closely associated with a larger event called the mainshock. 
A schematic illustration can be seen in Figure 4.5. Aftershocks follow the mainshock 
and are linearly proportional to the area of the mainshock rupture. Aftershocks 
typically begin immediately after the mainshock over the entire rupture area and its 
surroundings, or are generally concentrated around the rupture perimeter or in locations 
where the mainshock has newly produced high concentrations of stress. Therefore it 
can be said that aftershocks are a process of relaxing stress concentrations caused by the 
dynamic rupture of the mainshock. Foreshocks are smaller earthquakes that precede 
the mainshock. They generally occur in the vicinity of the mainshock hypocentre and 
are probably a part of the nucleation process [Scholz, 2002]. 
Keeping earthquake sequences in mind the failure of a specimen, or accumulated 
damage at the end of a load cycle, can be considered as the mainshock. The foreshocks 
and aftershocks can be seen as the acoustic emissions generated respectively during the 
loading and unloading phases. 
In the light of these preliminary observations, a "relaxation ratio" is proposed to 
quantify and compare the AE activity during the loading and unloading phases. At 
the time of these considerations, previous experiments have already been carried out, 
showing (see 7.2) that the AE energy seems to be the most effective parameter to 
describe the damage for a beam. Therefore the relaxation ratio is expressed in terms 
of energy and defined as: 
RELAXATION RATIO = average energy during unloading phase 	
(4.17) 
average energy during loading phase 
where the average energy is calculated as the cumulative energy recorded (by the PAC's 
equipment) for each phase divided by the number of recorded hits. A relaxation ratio 
greater than one implies that the average energy recorded during the unloading cycle 
is higher than the average energy recorded during the corresponding loading cycle, 
therefore the relaxation (aftershock) is dominant. Vice-versa, the loading (foreshock) 
is dominant. 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of earthquake sequences and AE activity phases. 
Each individual diagram shows the number of events, as a function of time, with the 
vertical dotted line being the time of the mainshock. 
4.9 Moment Tensor 
The Moment Tensor concept and representation was mainly used in seismology to 
model the mechanism of earthquakes [Manthei et al., 2001]. Although the mechanism 
of earthquakes and of AE sources are in principle the same, a major difference lies 
in the presence of tensile cracks in AE, that are conversely absent in earthquakes. 
For this reason, the theoretical treatment established in seismology had to be modified, 
including not only shear dislocation but also tensile dislocation [Ohtsu, 1991]. Different 
attempts have been made in this direction and a recognized leader of this is Prof. 
Masayasu Ohtsu (Kurnamoto University, Japan) who developed a simplified and stable 
procedure to determine the moment tensor components [Ohtsu, 19871. 
The aim of this section is to provide a critical overview and understanding of the 
moment tensor method developed by Ohtsu and of the basic theory behind it. Due 
to the complexity of the subject, this section is a summarized treatment and more 
details can be found in the papers that will be referenced. Any statement that does 
not specifically refer to a publication was derived from personal communications and 
discussions held with Prof. Ohtsu and Assoc. Prof. Shigeishi during the period spent 
at Kumamoto University in Japan. 
4.9.1 Statement of the Problem 
As explained in section 4.1, the presence in a structure of an AE source, at a vector 
location To at time to, generates a displacement (i.e. a waveform) at a recording point 
at time t. In seismology, the source (e.g. a fault) is generically represented as an 
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internal force f(o,  to), and the displacement at the measured point 	t) depends on 
the source and the structure. Such displacement is unique and describes the specific 
response of the structure where the response is defined by the Green's function G(, t), 
which expresses the displacement in Y, due to a unit force applied in T o [Shearer, 1999]. 
Therefore in general terms: 
	
t) = G(, t) * J(°, to) 	 (4.18) 
which is a linear equation and thus a displacement can always be calculated as a sum 
or superposition of different forces. 
In a structure the momentum and angular momentum have to be conserved. Thus 
if there are internal forces they must act equally in opposing directions, giving rise to 
two possibilities: force couple and double couples (see Figure 4.6). Equation 4.18 can 
then be rewritten for force couples by the linear sum of each contribution: 
u (,t) = G23 (,t,o,to) f (o,to) - G3 	- ?Ekd,to) f3  (o,to) 	(4.19) 
- JGjj 	- 
n (, t) - 
	
f3 (xo, to)d 	 (4.20) 
, 	, t) = 	 (4.21) 8Xk 
This final equation defines the Moment Tensor M3 k, which represents the internal forces 
at the source [Shearer, 1999]. To conserve angular momentum M3 k = Mk3 and if there 
is no volume change EMij = 0. 
In an AE test, the displacement is what the sensors record and thus it is a known 
variable. Assuming that the Green's function for the structure under study is known as 
well, the problem consists in finding the components of the Moment Tensor that would 
allow one to specify the characteristic of the source. This is what is called an "inverse 
problem" [Ohtsu, 1984]. 
4.9.2 Moment Tensor Theory 
The first step in the development of the Moment Tensor method, consists of defining 
the representation of the AE source, which in this specific case is a crack. It was found 
that the seismological use of pure double and couple forces, although it can be used as 
an analogy, cannot practically be applied to a tensile crack which has a finite volume 
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d" 
Force Couple 	Double Couple 
Figure 4.6: Force couples and Double Couple Forces representation [Shearer, 1999] 
change due to the opening displacement [Ohtsu, 1999b]. The dislocation crack model is 
therefore adopted [Ohtsu, 1982], reasonably assuming the concrete as an homegeneous 
material (see section 4.5). According to this model, a crack is represented by two 
internal planes or crack surfaces, F+ and F. Before the crack is formed the two 
planes are in coincident motion, whilst once the crack is present there is a dislocation 
between the two planes. To describe a crack is therefore to describe this dislocation 
and thus a crack is related to a displacement (and not to a force) that can be described 
using two vectors: 
. Ti = normal vector 
• b = dislocation vector or Burger's vector = bi 
where 1 is the crack motion direction and b can be described in terms of the displacement 
of the two surfaces as: 
b(o,t) = Ult 	- uT(o,t)) 	 (4.22) 
A representation of these vectors is given in Figure 4.7. 
If a is the angle between the vectors b and TE, then the following classification is 
derived [Ohtsu, 19871: 
• a = 0 = tensile crack 
• a = 900 = shear crack 
• a 0 and a =A 900 = mixed mode crack 
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L1 
b = displacement 
= unit displacement 
vector 
n = unit normal 
F= top side area 
F= lower side area 
Figure 4.7: Dislocation model for a model crack [Shigeishi and Ohtsu, 19981. 
The crack motion is both space and time dependent and is described by: 
to) = b( o )lS(t) 	 (4.23) 
where: 
b(x) is the magnitude of the crack 
I is the direction of the crack 
S(t) is the source-time function of the crack 
As mentioned earlier, cracks generate a displacement 11 that can be recorded by 
an AE sensor in a generic location Y at time t. From the theory of elastodynamics, 
a generic component of the displacement, derived by a crack can be mathematically 
expressed by two terms [Ohtsu, 1984]: 
u(,t) = fS 
Gjk(?,t,o,to) *fk(XO,tO)dS+fTjk(XtXOtO) *Uk(XO,tO)dS (4.24) 
where the symbol "i"  indicates the deconvolution integral, S is the boundary 
surface, G is the Green's function, f is the applied force, Uk  is the displacement at the 
source and T is the traction or Green's function of the second type defined as: 
Tik = Gip , q(, Y O, t)Cpqklfll 	 (4.25) 
5G 1 (T,Yo,t) where Gip,q = 	axq 
The first term of equation (4.24) describes the displacement due to an applied 
source force, i.e. f(x o , to) and it represents a balance of forces, whilst the second term 
defines the displacement generated by a discontinuity or a displacement, i.e. a crack 
[Ohtsu, 1984]. Generally one of the two terms dominates, so that when dealing with 
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cracks only the second term is normally considered [Ohtsu, 2002] and the boundary 
surface S is substituted by the internal crack surface F: 




t) = fF CpqklGip, q (?t, YO, t) * [b(o)lkS(t)] njdF 	 (4.27) 
uj(, t) = Gip , q (, TO, t) * CpqkllkS(t)flt IF 
b(?L0)dF 	 (4.28) 
t) = Gip ,q (?L, YO ,  t) * CpqkzlkS(t)nlV 	 (4.29) 
t) = Gip ,q(, Y O, t) * Mpq S(t) 	 (4.30) 
where: 
• Cpqkl = elastic constant 
• Gip , q(, TO , t) = spatial derivative of the Green's function that describes the 
elastodynamic field between T and T o , i.e. the propagation medium 
• Mpq = Moment Tensor, that defines the kinematics of the crack, i.e. the crack 
type and orientation 
• S(t) = source-time function, that expresses the kinetics of the crack motion 
V = equivalent of source volume term, related to the rupture area F and the 
mean displacement b 
In summary, the displacement (or waveform recorded by the AE sensor) depends on: 
• the impulse response of the propagation medium - G(, Yo, t) 
• the source-time function - S(t) 
• the crack orientation, size and mean displacement - M 
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From this mathematical definition the Moment Tensor can be expressed as 
[Ohtsu, 2002]: 
Mpq = CpqkllkfllAV 	 (4.31) 
Mpq = [elastic constant] [crack vector crack normal] iV 	(4.32) 
Mpq = [elastic constant] [strain vector]  LV 	 (4.33) 
and thus is compatible to a stress tensor. As the Moment Tensor is defined by 
the product of the elastic constant [N/rn2 ] and the crack volume [m3 ] this leads to the 
physical unit of a Moment [Nm] [Ohtsu, 2002]. For an isotropic material, the Moment 
Tensor components are defined as [Ohtsu, 19871: 
m11 M12  m13 	)lknk + 2plini plln2 + p12n1 plln3 + p13n1 
Mpq = m21 m22 m23 = pl2n + plln2 Alknk + 2p12n2 pin3 + p13n2 
m31 m32 m33 	plln3 + pl3ni p13n2 + pin3 Alknk + 2p13n3 
(4.34) 
where ) and p are Lame constants and assuming )p = € the components of the 
tensor can be seen in relation to the elastodynamic expression: 
ai = ( A+2p)€i+Ac2+A€3 = Ac1+A€2+A€3+21i€i = A(li ni+12n2+13n3)+2plini (4.35) 
Orl = Alknk + 2plini with k = 1, 2,3 	 (4.36) 
As a consequence of the conservation of the angular moment, the components of 
the Moment Tensor are symmetrical and therefore only six are independent. If the 
Green's functions are known, therefore six or more recordings are needed to solve 
uniquely for M13 . The diagonal components constitute dipole forces corresponding to 
a tensile crack opening in the three orthogonal directions. Off diagonal components 
represent a force couple corresponding to a shear crack [Ohtsu, 1987]. 
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Ohtsu demonstrated [Ohtsu, 1982] the validity of applying the above theory 
derived from elastodynamics to AE. His study compared waveforms computed 
mathematically by applying the theory, with the waveforms recorded from concrete 
specimens and its results validated the use of the dislocation model to describe a 
crack. The study also assumed an initial theoretical expression for the source-time 
function S(t), that is then compared with the S(t) obtained by the deconvolution of 
the recorded waveforms. The good agreement obtained demonstrated the validity of 
the deconvolution process to obtain the source-time function of a crack. Therefore 
from equation (4.30), if the displacement is recorded by six sensors, to allow one to 
calculate the six independent components of the Moment Tensor, and if the Green's 
function of a structure is known, then a deconvolution can be applied and the crack 
motion described by S(t) can be obtained and the source would then be completely 
defined. 
During the study of 1982 [Ohtsu, 1982] Green's functions previously computed by 
other researchers in different fields were used. A later work [Ohtsu, 1984] addressed the 
specific issue of the determination of the Green's functions. Green's functions calculated 
for infinite space are not suitable to be applied to an AE study, because the waveforms 
are recorded by the AE sensor on a free-surface, i.e. the problem is related to a 
half-space [Ohtsu, 1984]. Based on the crack dislocation model, Fortran programs were 
developed [Ohtsu, 1984] that computed the necessary Green's functions and the Green's 
function of the second type for a tensile cracks and a slip. Simulated and experimentally 
detected waveforms were compared and shown to have a good agreement. It was 
also found that the value of the Poisson's ratio ii used in the calculations affected 
considerably the Green's function. The Poisson's ratiO is in fact related to the Lame 
constants according to [Ohtsu, 1999b]: 
A 
2w 
1 - 2ii 
(4.37) 
At this stage the validity of equation (4.30) has been proven and all the different 
factors have been addressed and defined. In summary: 
. the use of elastodynamics theory was validated 
the validity of the dislocation model was proved 
. the assumed source-time function was confirmed 
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• the Green's function could be mathematically generated if the elastic properties 
and geometry of the structure is known 
• the displacement could be recorded :by six AE sensors 
• the components of the Moment Tensor were defined and could be calculated 
The rigorous, general procedure described above is very complex so in applications 
some simplifying assumptions are made. The SiGMA procedure was therefore 
developed. SiGMA is the name given to a computer code, developed to automatically 
solve a simplified version of the problem. The SiGMA code uses only the first motion 
of the P-wave and assumes the far-field term of the Green's function dominates for 
homogeneous and isotropic materials [Ohtsu, 19911. 
As equation (4.30) is time dependent, theoretically all the amplitudes of a 
waveform should be considered, but this would make the process too slow and 
expensive (it has to be remembered that at the time of the development of the method, 
the computers were not as advanced as today). The reason for the first simplification 
is due to the certainty that the first motion amplitude is related to a P-wave, to which 
the theory refers to. The P-waves are the fastest in a medium (section 4.1) and thus 
the first to arrive. Conversely, it is not possible to be sure of which type of wave the 
remaining amplitudes refer to. 
The far-field approximation is based on the relationship between the propagating 
distance of the elastic waves and the characteristic dimension of the cracks. An AE 
wave has a typical duration of approximately 1 msec and in concrete can travel for 
several metres. The dimensions of the crack in concrete are known to be of the order 
of millimetres and thus the far-field approximation is reliably applicable [Ohtsu, 2002]. 
Applying the far-field approximation, the displacement is defined as: 
u( ,t) = 	
1 
3 	1 dS(t)M 	 (4.38) 4TprqTi 	
dt 	pq 
where: 
R is the distance between the AE source at point xO and the sensor at point x 
p is the density of the material 
v is the velocity of the P-wave 
and r2 are the components of the vector T indicating the direction of R. Note that 
in the far-field, the radiated displacement is proportional to the first derivative with 
respect to time of the source-time function. 
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Using the far-field term of the Green's function, the validated theoretical expression 
of 8(t), the waveforms recorded by six sensors and considering the effect of the reflection 
at the surface, the SiGMA code solves a set of linear equations derived from equation 
(4.30) that takes the following form [Ohtsu et al., 1998a]: 
- 	C8Ref(i, f)r pmpqrq 
A(x) = (4.39) 
R 
where: 
A = amplitude of the first motion of the P-wave 
R = distance between the AE source at point Yo and the sensor at point 
C. = calibration coefficient of the AE sensors, obtained prior to the analysis using a 
pencil-lead break at the known source position 
F = vector of components r and rq indicating the direction of R 
= vector indicating the direction of the sensor sensitivity 
Ref (1, F) = reflection coefficient between vectors i and F as defined by the Snell's law in 
the generalised form of equation (4.4) and the Zeopritz equations in [Sheriff and Geldart, 19951. 
Knowing the six values of the first motion amplitude from the waveforms recorded by 
six AE sensors, the SiGMA code solves the set of equations (4.39) and determines the 
six independent components of the Moment Tensor [Ohtsu, 1991]. 
Once the components of the Moment Tensor are known, they can be decomposed 
and expressed in a new form. It is possible to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of the Moment Tensor and obtain the components along the principal axis, as shown in 
the top half of Figure 4.8, where I, II and III represent the principal directions. From 
equation (4.34) the three eigenvalues result [Ohtsu, 2002]: 
maximum eigenvalue = 
	
(lkmk) 
 ((i - 2v) + 1) 	
(4.40) 
intermediate eigenvalne = 2pv(lknk)  (4.41) 
(1-2v) 
minimum eigenvalue = p 	(lknk) 
((1 - 2) - 1) 	
(4.42) 
These components can, once again, be decomposed using a method proposed by 
Knopoff and Randall [Knopoff and Randall, 19701, according to which the configuration 
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Figure 4.8: Eigenvalue decomposition of the Moment Tensor in a Double Couple 
(DC), Compensated Linear Vector Dipole (CLVD) and hydrostatic part - adapted from 
[Shigeishi and Ohtsu, 1998]. 
on the top of Figure 4.8 is equivalent to a new configuration (shown in the bottom half 
of Figure 4.8), which includes a Double Couple (DC) part, a compensated linear vector 
dipole (CLVD) part and an isotropic part [Ohtsu, 1991]. 
The SiGMA code utilizes this last decomposition and normalized the components 
by the previous maximum eigenvalue (equation 4.40) to obtain [Ohtsu, 19911: 
maximum eigenvalue = 1.0 = X + Y + Z 	 (4.43) 
	
intermediate eigenvalue/ maximum eigenvalue = 0 - 0.5Y + Z 	(4.44) 
minimum eigenvalue/ maximum eigenvalue = - X - 0.5Y + Z 	(4.45) 
The code thus classified the type of crack according to the proportions of the 
components X, Y and Z. The ratio X denotes the contribution of the shear motion, 
whilst the Y + Z shows the contribution of tensile motion, i.e. a shear crack corresponds 
to the case of X = 1, Y = 0, Z = 0 and a pure tensile crack has X = 0 [Ohtsu, 19911. 
The following criteria was finally chosen [Munwam and Ohtsu, 19991: 
. shear ratio X <40% ,' TENSILE GR.AGK 
. shear ratio 40% <X <60% 	MIXED CRACK 
. shear ratio X > 60% 	SHEAR GRAGK 
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Once the crack has been classified, its directions is derived by calculating the 
eigenvectors [Ohtsu, 1991]: 
eigenvector for the maximum value = I + Ti 	 (4.46) 
eigenvector for the intermediate value = Ix 	 (4.47) 
eigenvector for the minimum value = 1 - 	 (4.48) 
where "x" indicates the vector product. 
A post-analysis procedure was also developed [Ohtsu et al., 1994] to validate the 
simplified solutions obtained by the SiGMA code. It consists of using the location and 
the Moment Tensor components obtained by running the SiGMA code, to synthesize 
theoretical waveforms. The SiGMA code is then re-applied to these waveforms and 
only the results for which the solutions of the two SiGMA code are in good agreement 
are accepted. 
As a final comment it has to be pointed out that in theory, the Moment Tensor 
method could be applied to any material and structure as long as the hypothesis on 
which the method is based (homogeneity and isotropy of the material and far-field 
approximation) are respected and the material constants are accordingly modified. 
The following section provides some practical requirements that should be observed 
during a Moment Tensor test as well as an overview of some applications of the method. 
4.9.3 Moment Tensor Applications 
Since its development, the Moment Tensor method has been used in Japan in several 
applications including in-situ hydro fracturing tests [Ohtsu, 1991], and several mortar, 
concrete and RC samples. 
As a results of some of these applications, some practical requirements can be 
identified for concrete [Ohtsu et al., 1998a]: 
. the AE sensors have to surround the area where the fracture process is expected 
spherically and direct radially 
. to increase the accuracy of the source location, the sensors should be distributed 
asymmetrically 
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• in order to acquire valid data, : the distance between an AE sensor and the AE 
source should be less than 1 in for typical frequencies of approximately few 
hundreds kHz. 
The Moment Tensor method was applied to RC beams under static bending load 
[Shigeishi and Ohtsu, 1997] [Shigeishi et al., 1999b], and showed good agreement with 
the location, orientation and displacement vector of visible cracks. A higher AE activity 
was also recorded when a deformed steel reinforcement bar was used compared to 
normal steel reinforcement bars. 
Two applications, on an L-shaped RC sample and on a notched rectangular beam, 
were also reported [Ohtsu et al., 1998a]. In the first case, resonant type sensors were 
used and approximately 1.8% of the initial recorded signals were successfully conducted 
through a Moment Tensor Analysis. In the second case, broadband sensors were 
adopted and the percentage increased to approximately 3.3%. Two reasons were given 
for the larger number of results obtained in the second case: the smaller size of the 
sample and the type of sensor, but no clear statement was made about the inappropriate 
use of resonant sensors. Further details about this issue are elaborated in section 7.5 
- in a simple analogy here, we prefer a high fidelity (broadband) amplifier in our CD 
player to a narrow-band (resonant) one. 
Experiments continued on three point bending tests on notched rectangular beams 
[Ohtsu et al., 1998b], until the percentage of results increased to approximately 10% 
during further experiments on concrete and mortar beams subjected to bending tests 
[Ohtsu, 1999a]. 
An extension of the SiGMA procedure was proposed [Shigeishi and Ohtsu, 1998] to 
evaluate the volume of micro-cracks forming on a cement-mortar plate, but the accuracy 
of the estimated volume could not be confirmed as the real volume of the internal 
micro-cracks could not be practically measured. The work on this implementation 
continued [Shigeishi and Ohtsu, 2001] on cement-mortar and concrete plate samples, 
estimating the damage parameters from the moment tensor components and comparing 
it with the calculated crack volume - a good agreement between the cracks volume and 
the damage was found. 
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4.10 Summary AE: Advantages and Drawbacks 
The AE method has two main differences from the other non-destructive techniques: 
the signal has its origin in the material itself and not in an external source; it detects 
movements (u), not absolute geometrical discontinuities [Pollock, 1989]. Moreover 
the question of whether AE is completely non-destructive is often posed, since during 
testing it is often necessary to fracture the samples [Grosse, 2002]. There is damage 
to the structure, but the method does not compromise the integrity of the structure. 
In this sense the method can be regarded as non-destructive. To observe the evolution 
to destruction, in this thesis, the laboratory samples were loaded until they failed 
completely. This allows a prediction of total failure from data recorded in the early 
stages of damage. As with all NDT techniques the Acoustic Emission method has some 
advantages and some drawbacks. Advantages include: 
The possibility to have continuous monitoring. 
It requires only limited accessibility to the tested object; when working on a 
bridge, no lane closure is required during the setting up and the monitoring (if 
using normal traffic as load). 
The instrumentation is relatively quick and easy to install and can be linked to a 
Modem to provide remote data collection. 
It can be retrofitted to existing structures and adapted to existing types and is 
not invasive. 
The AE technique can locate the sources generating the elastic waves (i.e.: the 
defect, cracks and so on) and can be used to predict crack locations, orientation 
and type before they are visible on the surface. 
It can detect active flaws. 
Drawbacks include: 
AE systems are generally quite expensive. 
The data analysis is not always trivial, requiring a skilled operator and lots of 
computer memory and disk space. 
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The emissions depend on the load configuration and on the material and are 
affected by inelastic attenuation and background acoustic noise. 
Although the AE systems can locate defects and cracks they cannot determine 
the absolute size, only the latest crack growth increment. 
A standardised procedure for civil engineering structures does not exist yet. 
A significant part of this thesis was dedicated to overcome the drawbacks related to 
the data analysis by developing and proposing new and alternative ways of processing 
AE data (Chapter 7). The last of the above mentioned drawbacks have also been 
addressed and a standard protocol for AE application was drafted (section 5.6). 
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Equipment and Experimental 
Procedure 
This chapter deals with the first stage of AE testing, which concerns the acquisition of 
useful AE data, as defined in Chapter 1. The AE equipment is presented, with specific 
description of the two main systems used during the experiments - the PAC and the 
SoundPrint systems. Their relative softwares and the different parameters that need 
to be set up during an experiment are also discussed. 
The AE sensors represent a crucial point during the acquisition phase of an AE 
experiment and emphasis was put in defining their characteristics and test requirements. 
The results of an experiment investigating the use of different sensors couplant materials 
are reported. 
The PUNDIT apparatus is described as it was used to calculate the velocity of the 
elastic wave through the concrete specimens. This velocity was necessary for performing 
the AE source location (section 7.2). The specific values were not of interest although 
they are reported in the next chapter. 
The key factors influencing an AE test are defined and a proposed protocol for AE 
application is drafted. 
5.1 Instrumentation 
The vast majority of the Acoustic Emission market is controlled by the Mistras Holdings 
Group (www.mistrasholdings.com ), whilst a few other smaller companies (Vallen - 
Germany, SoundPrint - Canada, NS - Japan...) make up the remainder. In this 
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study three AE systems have been used: the Mistras system, the DiSP system and 
the SoundPrint system. Their- specific characteristics are described in the following 
sections. 
The main AE instrumentation consists of a computer, a signal acquisition-processing 
device and a set of amplifiers and transducers. Although the settings differ for different 
systems, some common features can be highlighted, such as the "threshold" value and 
the "sample rate". 
An AE signal is recorded when it crosses the "threshold" value, a parameter set 
up by the operator on the instrumentation in order to avoid recording unwanted noise. 
If expressed in dB, a value between 30 and 45 dB is generally satisfactory for concrete, 
depending on the noise level of the surrounding environment. 
In a Digital Signal Process (DSP) environment, a signal is defined only for 
particular instants in time, or sampling instants. Therefore an analog signal is digitised 
through the process of sampling, i.e.: the wave is represented by a series of samples 
at a fixed defined interval. The Sampling Theorem which defines how often a signal 
should be sampled states that: "An analog signal containing components up to some 
maximum frequency fi  Hz may be completely represented by regularly-spaced samples, 
provided the sampling rate is at least 2f samples per second" [Lynn and Fuerst, 19891. 
A lower sampling rate would lead to aliasing errors, i.e. part of the signal is falsely 
translated, and the frequency spectrum distorted with false low frequency signals 
included. 
The settings used during the tests will be specified for each experiment. 
5.2 MISTRAS and DISP Systems 
Both the MISTRAS-2001 (Massively Instrumented sensor Technology for Received 
Acoustic signals) and the DiSP are PAC's (Physical Acoustic Corporation) systems 
(Figure 5.2). The PAC is the UK subsidiary of the Mistras Holdings Group. 
The DiSP is the new advanced version of the MISTRAS system and they both 
work at frequencies above 25 kHz. Both are fully digital, multi-channel, computerized 
acoustic emission systems that can perform waveform and signal measurements and 
store and display recording data. The systems mainly consist of a Personal Computer, 
a circuit board, sensors, preamplifiers and coaxial cables [PAC, 1995]. The MISTRAS 
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Figure 5.2: PAC's AE sensors. 
and DiSP models owned by Edinburgh University have eight channels and four channels 
respectively. Two sets of sensors were also available at the University: eight broadband 
sensors (PAC WD) and eight resonant sensors (PAC R61 Resonant 60 kHz Integral 
sensor) (Figure 5.2). A different broadband model of sensors (PAC UT-bOO) was used 
in Kumamoto University. The resonant sensors have an incorporated amplifier of 40 
dB, whilst the broadband types use an external amplifier that can be set to 40 or 60 
dB. The 40 dB option was adopted in all the experiments. Further details about the 
AE transducers are given in section 5.4. 
The PAC's systems are equipped with software packages to collect and process 
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data. The MISTRAS software deals with AE parameters, whilst the MI-TRA (Mistras 
Transient Recorder and Analysis) software allows the user to perform AE waveform 
collection and analysis. Both the Mistras systems software run under MS-DOS, a new 
version of the parametric software is available for the DiSP system [PAC, 1995]. The 
data collected with one software can be replayed with the other software, as long as 
they are converted using some of the utilities available with the software itself. In the 
conversion process some of the features of the software are lost. An example of one of 
these cases is described in section 7.2.1. 
The two software options need different settings to be set up before starting 
an experiment. When recording the AE data using the MISTRAS software, three 
specific parameters have to be defined in order to provide the software with the correct 
information to extract the AE parameters [PAC, 19951: 
• PDT - eak Definition Time - it enables the system to determine the peak time 
(i.e. the rise time) of the signal; if it is too short, the software will choose an 
incorrect value of rise time. Generally it can be computed as: 
PDT = D/C 	 (5.1) 
where D represents the sensors' spacing and C is the velocity of the elastic waves. 
• HDT - Hit Definition Time - it enables the system to determine the end of 
the recorded hit and on this basis to calculate all the AE parameters; it has 
to be set up long enough to include the whole signal but without overlapping two 
consecutive hits. It can be calculated as: 
HDT = L/C 	 (5.2) 
where L is the length of the structure under study and C is again the wave velocity. 
• HLT - lit jockout Time - it is the time that the system uses after having recorded 
a signal, to set itself up and be ready to record the following hit; it can be set up 
as the largest allowed value (65534 his) in order to control the quantity of data 
to be acquired when a large amount is expected. 
The quickest and most accurate way to choose the values of these settings is to 
collect some waveforms (using the MT-TRA software) from the area to be monitored 
and scan over their rise time and shape. An estimation of the rise time plus a margin 
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of error of approximately 50% gives the value of PDT. By looking at the tail of the 
signal and when it goes below the fixed thresold, the value of HDT can be estimated. 
Generaly the values of PDT and HDT comply with the following relationship: 
HDT> 2PDT 
The above parameters can be seen in Figure 5.3 whilst the values used during the 
experiments described in this thesis are summarised in Tables 6.2 and 6.5. During the 
recording of the data using the MISTRAS software, all the sensors are automatically set 
up in an independent "trigger mode", i.e. each channel has its own trigger. Conversely 
in the MI-TRA software the type of "trigger mode" can be determined by the operator: 
one can choose between the independent mode or a synchronised mode (i.e. when a 
hit triggers the first channel, all the remaining ones are also triggered automatically) in 
which the channels record waveforms generated from the same event are linked together. 
The MI-TRA software also allows one to define the "trigger source", choosing between 
External - EXT, Independent - IND and Digital - DIG. The trigger source identifies 
the way in which the channels get triggered, i.e. from an external source; from a 
digital trigger where the trigger is automatically generated when the signal exceeds the 
specified threshold; from a internal trigger, when the recording is continuous, without 
waiting for any form of trigger [PAC, 1995]. Finally, a pre-trigger time has to be set 
up in both software. This value defines the amount of time of signal that the software 
records before the threshold is exceeded (Figure 5.3). The definition of the pre-trigger 
time and of the trigger mode has a significance when a Moment Tensor analysis has to 
be carried out as will be explained in section 7.5. The values adopted during the other 
types of analysis will be therefore omitted. 
The MISTRAS software includes an option which, if selected, allows the user 
to collect waveforms together with the AE parameters. Enabling this option is 
fundamental if the data are expected to be replayed using the MT-TRA software, but 
it significantly increases the size of the acquired data file. A file containing only AE 
parameters data has a size generally less of iMegabyte, whilst when waveforms are 
recorded, file sizes up to few hundred Megabyte can be reached. 
An external zip drive or the Laplink software were used to transfer the data from 
the systems to other PCs for subsequent processing . The data were stored by the 
systems in a binary format, but it was possible to convert them to ASCII file using 
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Figure 5.3: PAC's settings parameters. 
specific software utilities. Once converted the file could be analysed and processed 
using MATLAB, taking advantage of its flexibility and advanced features. 
The reliability of the system itself was checked by connecting an oscilloscope to 
the system. This allowed comparison of the waves on the two screens, which apart from 
small differences due to system or cable noise, were very similar. 
5.3 SoundPrint System 
The SoundPrint System (SP) was developed by Pure Technologies Ltd (Canada) for the 
detection of wire breaks in tendons in ungrouted ducts in parking structures, buildings 
and bridges [Paulson, 1998]. It is generally set up to operate in the frequency range 
from 0 to 25 kHz. The system (Figure 5.4) is composed of low-cost data acquisition 
and computing hardware, an array of sensors, standard TV cables (RG-6 with "F" 
connectors) and analytical and data management "SoundPrint SPDaq Software" 
[SoundPrint, 1996]. 
The sensors used during the experiments of this thesis are high-output unpowered, 
polyaxial piezo-electric accelerometers. They have a range of sensitivity to over 100kHz, 
but have a peak sensitivity between 5 and 10 kHz, corresponding to a wavelength 
bewteen 0.8 and 0.4 m in concrete (applying equation 4.7). 
A different software, the SoundPrint Analyst, allows (if installed on a PC together 
with an accompanying hardware key connected to the parallel port) a user to personally 





Figure 5.4: SoundPrint System and sensor. 
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analyse the recorded data [Pure, 1996]. As a second option, the data can be sent to 
the processing centre in Calgary by means of an Internet file transmission protocol 
[Cullington et al., 1999]. 
The commonly used SP system is optimised .to detect tensile fractures in tendons. 
During this study however it was used to detect the formation and propagation of 
cracks which generate signals which have a much lower energy than a wire break. For 
this reason, the triggering of the system had to be modified. 
In the SP system, the triggering is governed by two controls: the T-Mast and the 
threshold settings. The T-Mast is an analogue adjustment of a potentiometer, located 
in the front panel of the system. By turning it clockwise, it amplifies the trigger 
signal and consequently increases the system sensitivity. The threshold setting consists 
of a 3-digit thumb-wheel control on the top of the instrument . The hardware also 
has a delay setting which sets an interval time between two consecutive trigger events 
[Hill et al., 2002]. As the cracking process usually generates emissions at a high rate, 
the delay was always set to minimum. 
5.4 AE Sensors 
The AE sensors are piezoelectric crystal transducers that convert movement (a variation 
of pressure) into an electrical voltage. Physically, the transducers detect a movement 
that leads to a redistribution of the electrical charges inside the crystal resulting in a 
change in the voltage. A typical AE sensor transforms elastic vibrations of 10 mm 
amplitude into electrical signals of 10-6  V amplitude. A good sensor should have a 
high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio [Ohtsu, 1995]. 
Two types of piezoelectric material are commonly used: quartz and polycrystalline 
ceramics. Quartz is a natural material that is considered the most stable and reliable 
of piezoeletric materials and it can be used over a relatively large temperature range 
with little loss of performance. Polycrystalline ceramic materials are man-made and a 
polarization process has to be carried out on them to force them to become piezoelectric. 
They are less reliable and more sensitive to temperature and electrical interference 
[PCB, 2000]. 
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5.4.1 Types of Sensors 
There are several types of AE sensors according to their different aims and applications. 
The choice of the appropriate transducer is an important matter in order to perform a 
successful AE test. The choice of the type of sensor depends on several factors: 
• structure material, geometry and: scale; 
• working environment; 
• type of data analysis which is required; 
• sensitivity and frequency range of the transducer; 
• signal attenuation. 
During its propagation through the medium, the acoustic emission signal is 
attenuated. It was found that in concrete, for frequencies of about 100 kHz, after im 
the waves are attenuated by 50% [Ohtsu, 19951. Higher frequencies have even greater 
attenuation. A large structure translates to a larger distance between the sensors and 
therefore a greater attenuation, so that only the lower frequencies are detectable. A 
small structure means a smaller distance between the sensors and then less attenuation, 
so that a larger range of frequencies can be detected [PAC, 2001]. In the light of these 
considerations, the sensor location and the dimensions of the structure that has to be 
analysed are important factors when choosing the appropriate type of sensor. 
The main classification of transducers distinguishes between "resonant" or 
"broadband" sensors. Resonant transducers are more sensitive but only within a 
certain fixed frequency range. They are usually used for low frequencies when there 
is large attenuation and an analysis of the signal frequency spectrum is not required. 
The broadband sensors although less sensitive, react to a wider range of frequencies 
and allow a reliable frequency analysis [PAC, 1997a] [PAC, 20011. On concrete, the 
working frequency range is normally up to few hundred kHz [Ohtsu, 1995]. 
5.4.2 Mounting and Coupling of the Transducers 
The mounting of a sensor is an essential requirement in order to record good quality 
data. Firstly a good acoustic coupling between the sensor and the surface of the 
structure has to be ensured. To achieve this, the sensor surface needs to be smooth 
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and clean and the couplant material should be thin so as to fill any eventual air gaps 
[PAC, 1997a]. 
It is common practice to use Cyanoacrylate adhesive glue (e.g. Superglue), but 
during the experiments it was found difficult to remove the sensors. 
The nature of the coupling substance affects the quality of the bond and has 
implications on the quality and reliability of the recorded signal. For this reason an 
experimental study of a range of materials that may be suitable as couplants was carried 
out. The following eight substances were selected, and the specific products were chosen 
to be representative of the commonly available brands of each substance: 
• superglue - Cyanoacrylate Adhesive, manufactured by RS Components 
• micro soft beads of wax 
• general purpose light brown grease by RS Components 
plasticine - indicating the trademark used for soft modelling material (generally 
used by children); the "Humbrol" brand was specifically used during this 
experiment 
• general purpose adhesive - manufactured by RS Components 
• sealant - indicating a waterproof all purpose sealant; the Uni-bond - Henkel brand 
was specifically used 
• adhesive pads - the "Pritt Sticky Pads" brand was specifically used 
Hot gluegun glue - indicating the hot glue commonly used in gluegun; the 
"Loctite" glue was specifically used 
As the thickness of some of the substances also affects the response, three different 
thicknesses were considered in those cases: 2 mm, 5 mm and 8 mm. 
Based on the problems encountered during the early AE tests, the following criteria 
were considered: 
• quality of the received signal- e.g. the frequency content and the amplitude; 
• adaptability to surface - e.g. ability of the substance to mould to the surface; 
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• repeatability - e.g. ability to produce the same quality of results during repeated 
tests; 
• durability - e.g. ability of the substance to hold the transducer over time; 
ease of installation; 
• ease of removal - e.g. time taken and effort required to remove the accelerometer 
from the surface and the couplant from the accelerometer, without the latter 
being damaged; 
• location limitations - e.g. necessity of power supply that could limit the ease of 
use in some fieldwork; 
• time for substance to set, if necessary; 
It was decided not to use the AE sensors but a general accelerometer during the 
experiment. The reasons for this were: 
• the PAC sensors do not exhibit a fiat calibration curve; 
• the SP sensors record signals that can only be used with the SoundPrint software, 
whose features did not suit this test; 
• by using an accelerometer, the results would be applicable not only to AE but 
to any non-destructive technique which involves the use of transducers, such as 
sonic testing and tomography and pulse-impact echo. 
The test was undertaken using an impact-echo system which tied into MATLAB. 
The impact echo technique consists of generating waves in a material through 
an impact applied by an external source, such as a hammer or a ball bearing 
[Sansalone and Streett, 19971. The system used for this experiment had three channels: 
one recorded the hammer impulse, the remaining two recorded the signal detected by 
the accelerometers. The latter were connected to a pre-amplyfier and through it to a 
switch box and then on to a laptop. The transducers were PCB Piezoelectric 308B15 
accelerometers, which have a broadband frequency range of 1-3000 Hz. They weigh 
about 55 grams and use quartz as piezoelectric material; they are connected through 
coaxial cables and have a built in amplifier. A metal mounting base was used for their 
protection. A PCB 0861303 inpulse hammer was used to generate the impacts at the 
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Figure 5.5: Photos of the equipment, hammer and ball bearing and concrete slab. 
centre of the bottom of the slab. The hammer has a working frequency range from 0 
to 8000 Hz and a resonant frequency at 31 kHz. Ten impacts were generated for each 
case in order to have a reliable sample of signals. An octagonal solid concrete plate, 
25 mm thick and with a side of 150 mm, represented the propagating medium. The 
plate was supported on eight brick columns, one positioned at each corner of the plate. 
Photos of the equipment, hammer and the slab can be seen in Figure 5.5. 
The two accelerometers were mounted on the slab in horizontal alignment; each was 
100 mm from the centre. With this arrangement the accelerometers were equidistant 
from the impact point at the centre of the slab and equally positioned with respect to 
external boundaries. A photo of the set up can be seen in the left half of Figure 5.8. 
A calibration was undertaken by mounting the two accelerometers with the same 
couplant and verifying that the recorded signals were identical. 
The test consisted of three stages, during which the signals were compared in the 
Time-Domain and Frequency Domain. The comparison was carried out using the Signal 
Processing MATLAB toolbox that automatically performs the conversion from Time 
to Power spectrum. The power spectrum describes the distribution, over frequency, 
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Figure 5.6: Time Domain Signals of Superglue and Sticky Pads. 
of the power contains in the signal. Different methods can be used to estimate the 
power spectral density and The Welch's method available in MATLAB was used for 
the data of this experiment as it produced smoother plots. This method divides the 
time domain data into (possibly overlapping) segments, producing a power spectrum 
for each of them and then averages them to produce the final plot. 
As a first stage two accelerometers were used simultaneously, one accelerometer was 
mounted as a "control", using superglue, whilst the other was mounted with different 
couplants that could then be compared against the "control" signal. The substances 
that provided a good signal with no major drawbacks were then advanced to the second 
stage of the investigation, where they were directly compared to each other. 
The results of this first stage permitted the elimination of a few materials. The 
sticky pad couplant was excluded as the quality of the signal (see Figure 5.6) was 
exceptionally poor: both amplitude and number of peaks in the time domain are much 
lower than those in the superglue signal. As a result it was considered unnecessary to 
convert the signal to its Frequency Domain. Wax and grease were disqualified due to 
installation difficulties. In fact the use of wax was very impractical. The beads of wax 
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must be placed in position and melted using a heating source such as a cigarette lighter. 
This requires a large amount of heat for a considerable length of time and it can be 
extremely difficult to ensure that all the wax is fully melted. Once all the wax was in 
a liquid state and the heat source removed, the wax set very quickly. Therefore the 
accelerometer had to be placed in position accurately and almost instantly. In practice 
it was easy to fail to get the accelerometer mounted at all, it was difficult to mount it in 
the perfect position and impossible to adjust it once the wax had set. Finally, this whole 
process would be impossible to carry out on anything but a horizontal surface. The use 
of grease was also problematic, as its bounding characteristics were very poor, resulting 
in poor coupling of the accelerometer. Both the sealant and the general adhesive were 
finally eliminated due to their slow set up times. In both cases approximately twelve 
hours were required in order for the couplant to set properly. Moreover, significant 
time and effort had to be put in to removing the substances from the transducer and 
the concrete. 
Three materials reached the second stage: superglue, 2 mm thick plasticine and 
gluegun glue. 
By comparing the amplitude of the recorded waveforms and their frequency 
components, the Superglue always provided the best quality signal. The signal 
recorded using the gluegun glue (top graph of Figure 5.7) showed some losses of 
amplitude compared to the Superglue signal. Some losses can be also seen in the 
plasticine signal (the middle graph) when compared to the Superglue, although the 
plasticine performed better than the Gluegun glue (bottom graph). The following 




In the final stage a test on a cast concrete cube (150 mm) specimen was carried out 
using these couplants. A ball bearing (13 mm in diameter) attached by an elastic band 
to a frame that sat above the impact point, was used as an impact source. The frame 
was located such that the ball would strike the surface only once. This system set-up 
would ensure an adequate, constant and reproducible impact. Only one accelerometer 
at a time was used and this was mounted on the centre of one of the vertical sides of 
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Figure 5.7: Concrete slab results: Time Doniain (left) and Power spectral density 
(right) plots for the different couplant types, shown in comparison with each other. 
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the cube. This was due to the fact that an initial calibration using two accelerometers, 
showed significant differences between the recorded signals, probably caused by internal 
flaws or differences in the concrete. The test was repeated using two different cube faces 
and the sett ilig Hf t he exj)erilneilt iaii he seen in the right Photo ( f Fioir 
Figure ;j.: lr;uls(lueer iiioiiiit i ug sIll)staIlees: let ilig set iii). 
The results (Figure 5.9 and 5.10), both in terms of time and frequency domain, 
showed that superglue provided by far the better signal, whilst the response of plasticine 
and gluegun glue were very similar to each other. 
A final comparison table was produced (Table 5.4.2) assigning a value between 1 
and 5 (5 = excellent; 1 = poor) to each of the previously mentioned criteria. 
Overall, plasticine appeared to be the best material. 
In the light of these results, plasticine was used in the following AE experiments. 
An exception was the tests carried out at Kuinamoto University, where following the 
Japanese standard practice, bees wax was adopted. Bees wax was not considered in the 
above described couplant experiment and thus for the tests carried out in Edinburgh 
laboratory in the project, but it proved to be a valuable option, for the experiments 
carried out in Japan. However the necessity of warming it makes it unsuitable for large 
contact areas or onsite testing. 
A second major factor to be considered when mounting the transducers is how 
well it is fixed to the surface of the tested material. For this purpose, the use of clamps 
was deemed advisable after the first experiments [Colombo et aL, 20021. Metal clamps 
were then designed to be used with the PAC R61 sensors and the SP accelerometers 
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Figure 5.9: Concrete cube results: Time-Domain Signals for the three candidate 
couplants. 
Criteria_J Superglue Pla.sticine Gluegun Glue Greas 
Quality of received signal 5 3 2 2 
Adaptability to surface 3 5 5 4 
Repeatability 5 5 5 2 
Durability 5 3 5 2 
Ease of installation 4 4 3 2 
Ease of removal 1 5 4 4 
Location limitations 5 5 3 5 
Timetoset 3 5 4 4 
Total 140: 31 35 32 25 
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Figure 5.10: Concrete cube results: Power Spectral Density plots for the three candidate 
couplants. 
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Figure 5.11: Sensor Clamps. 
throughout all the following experiments (Figure 5.4.2). 
5.4.3 Sensor Calibration 
The sensors should be calibrated at the beginning and at the end of the testing; an 
intermediate calibration, if possible, is also advisable, to ensure the correct performance 
throughout the whole test. 
In the course of the experiments it was found that the Schmidt Hammer can be 
used as a quick and easy method to verify that all the transducers are working. The 
Schmidt Hammer is a spring controlled hammer; when it is pressed against the concrete 
surface its spring is automatically released, causing an impact that generates a high 
energy and easily detectable signal [Bungey and Millard, 1996]. Secondly a pencil lead 
break (BS EN 1330-9:2000) near each sensor provides confidence on the sensitivity of 
individual transducers. This stage is also used to define the threshold level of the 
instrumentation. This level should be high enough to eliminate the background noise 
whilst being able at the same time to detect the events generated by the pencil lead 
break. 
The main drawback of this type of calibration, is that both the Schmidt Hammer 
and the pencil lead do not allow to have an exactly repeatable signal. Work has 
been undertaken at Cardiff University [Bradshaw et al., 2002] to develop a method of 
calibration using ball bearings but it has the major disadvantage that can be used only 
on horizontal surfaces, and therefore is not generally applicable to bridge structures 
where the beams are generally accessible at their side or underside. 
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5.4.4 Location of Sensors 
The optimal location of the sensors (their distance apart and position) depends on the 
structure itself and the aim ofthe monitoring. If using resonant low frequency sensors, 
(60 kHz) a maximum interspace of two metres is usually reasonable. This distance has 
to be reduced by approximately half if using broadband sensors. 
5.5 PUNDIT Equipment 
To identify the location of the AE sources (see section 4.7) it is necessary to know 
the velocity of the P-waves through the concrete. A PUNDIT (ortable llltrasonic 
Non-destructive Digital Indicating Tester) equipment was used for this purpose, 
at the beginning of each test, before starting loading the samples. The system 
generates a pulse from a transmitter transducer, transmits it through the concrete 
and receives it from a receiver transducer. The equipment measures and digitally 
displays the time taken for the pulse to travel from the transmitter to the receiver 
[Bungey and Millard, 1996]. 
From the experiment described above, plasticine appeared to be a good couplant 
material; it was therefore used with the PUNDIT instead of the commonly advised 
[Bungey and Millard, 1996] petroleum jelly or grease. An advantage of using plasticine 
instead of the commonly advised water pump grease is that plasticine stands the weight 
of the transducers better, making it easier to hold in place the transducers while the 
measurements are taken. The transducers always have to be initially calibrated using 
a reference bar so plasticine was used as the couplant during this calibration to ensure 
the reliability of the measurements. The velocity was thus measured by placing the 
two transducers (54 kHz) on the two sides of the concrete beam and recording the time 
displayed by the instrument. The velocity (v) was therefore calculated as: 
v = d/t 
	
(5.3) 
where d was the width of the beam and t the recorded travel time. The measurements 
were repeated in different locations, always making sure that the pulse would not cross 
the reinforcement bars. A final average value of the velocity was then obtained for each 
tested beam and used for the AE source location. 
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5.6 AE Experimental Procedure 
As previously mentioned, there is no standardised procedure in the UK for the 
application of the AET to civil engineering structures. In the light of the observations, 
results and experience gained throughout the undertaking of both the laboratory and 
the on-site tests, some key factors were identified. If correctly taken into consideration, 
before and during AE testing they lead to useful recorded AE data and therefore to 
a successful analysis and results. On this basis, a proposed standard experimental 
protocol was drawn, a draft of which is illustrated in Figure 5.12. Each single step is 
discussed below in more detail. It has to be pointed out, that the protocol provides 
general guidelines and that an experienced person should be required. 
• PRELIMINARY SURVEY - When dealing with a real structure, a preliminary 
survey should always be carried out, including an investigation of the historical 
records, actual drawings and photos of the structure, records and maps of existing 
damage and previous monitoring data, if existing. 
• AIM OF THE TEST - Although the specific problem of the structure under 
investigation might not be known, a general aim of the test should initially be 
defined. All the following factors and steps should then be evaluated on the basis 
of this aim. This does not necessary exclude the possibility of unexpected results 
during the test and the analysis. 
• CHOICE OF SENSOR - The choice of the right type and model of sensors is 
fundamental to ensure that no vital information is lost due to an incorrect choice. 
The latter is mainly affected by the signal attenuation; the structure, its scale, 
geometry and material characteristics; the sensitivity and frequency range of the 
sensor; and the type of analysis. When a large sensor spacing is needed (i.e. 
during global monitoring) low frequency resonant sensors should be preferred, 
as they are less influenced by attenuation and they are more sensitive. On the 
other hand, if a frequency analysis or a Moment Tensor Analysis is required, the 
broadband type should be used. It should also be noted that the frequency range 
is normally up to a few hundred kHz. 
• SENSOR LOCATION - The distance apart and position of the sensors depends 
on the structure itself and the aim of the monitoring. Global monitoring of 
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the whole structure generally implies a large spacing whilst local monitoring 
involves closer spacing concentrated on a smaller area. The available number 
of sensors is also an issue as in some cases the transducers are very expensive and 
therefore an optimum decision affects the cost-effectiveness of an investigation. 
Generally, a maximum interspace of two metres is reasonable when using resonant 
low frequency sensors (60 kHz). This distance has to be reduced to approximately 
half if using broadband sensors. The presence of pre-existing cracks or damage can 
affect the signal and its propagation and therefore has to be taken into account 
when deciding the sensor location. 
• SENSOR MOUNTING - The mounting of the AE sensors affects the quality 
and quantity of data that will be recorded and therefore it has to be carefully 
considered. The choice of the right couplant is fundamental: while Cyanoacrylate 
adhesive glue can be very good for permanent monitoring, different substances 
have to be used when the sensors need to be removed. Plasticine (2 mm thick) 
proved to be a good alternative. The use of clamps to hold the sensors in 
place is also advisable, as well as cable ties to avoid interference deriving from 
electromagnetics induced in the cables by wind activity or cross-talk. 
• INSTRUMENTATION SETTINGS - The settings of the AE instrumentation 
need to be determined. They specifically depend on the type of system, the 
software that is used - as previously discussed in this chapter. If the data are 
stored locally, the first check should consist of verifying the presence of enough 
disk space to store the data. Waveform data in particular generates large size data 
files. If the data are tranferred to a data centre, the necessary connections have 
to be provided. Although the settings are decided at this stage, results and/or 
considerations arose during the following calibration and noise-attenuation study 
might give reason to modify these initial settings. 
• SENSOR CALIBRATION - Once the sensors are chosen, located and mounted 
they need to be calibrated. The Schmidt Hammer is a quick and easy way to 
verify that all the transducers are functioning, whilst a pencil lead break (BS 
EN 1330-9:2000) near to each sensor provides confidence on the sensitivity of the 
transducers. The calibration should be done at the beginning, at the end and if 
possible in the middle of the test to assure the correct performance throughout 
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the whole test. 
• NOISE AND ATTENUATION STUDY - When working in the field, a noise and 
attenuation study can provide useful preliminary information about the condition 
of the structure under investigation. 
• COMPLEMENTARY MEASUREMENTS AND ENVIRONMENT - During AE 
testing, it may be useful to record additional information, such as displacement 
and/or strain. Although less important when working in a lab, the environment 
factor becomes important when monitoring on-site. Factors such as wind, 
temperature and rain can significantly affect the recording and should be recorded 
- as well as considered when setting the threshold value of the equipment. A 
threshold between 30 - 45 dB is generally appropriate for concrete. Possible 
external events that could generate signals similar to AE events should also be 
taken into consideration. 
5.7 Summary 
Detailed descriptions of the AE and PUNDIT equipment used during the experiments 
of this thesis were given in this chapter. The varied settings required during a test were 
discussed, as well as the different software that can be used in relation to each system. 
Different sets of AE sensors were used throughout all the tests, and their general as 
well as specific characteristics, were described. 
An experiment carried out to investigate the different couplant materials that can 
be used to mount the AE sensors on the specimens was reported - plasticine appeared 
a valid choice. 
The different features related to the acquisition of AE data that would lead to 
a successfull analysis and results were identified and discussed. Some guidelines were 
provided and a draft protocol for AE application was proposed. The protocol is a 
result of the critical understanding of the equipments as well as of the experience 
gained throughout all the laboratory experiments and the field work. The next chapter 
describes the method and experimental design of the laboratory tests, whilst the in-situ 
application is reported in Chapter 8. 
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As part of this thesis, several laboratory experiments were carried out and the data 
obtained were processed differently depending on the data themselves and the aim of 
the analysis. For this reason, this chapter describes all the laboratory experiments 
whilst all the analyses are included in the following chapter with specific references to 
the relative specimens. 
The experiments described here are divided according to the three different 
laboratories where they were performed: Edinburgh University (Scotland), Transport 
Research Laboratory (TRL, Crowthorne, England) and Kumamoto University (Japan). 
The experiments include both small scale and full scale tests and the most of them 
involve the use of reinforced concrete (RC) beams as specimens representative of the 
behaviour of concrete bridge beams. Load induced cracks were generated in these 
samples and the derived acoustic emissions were then recorded using different AE 
systems. Parameters such as strain, crack width and displacements were recorded as 
well - depending on the available laboratory facilities. Not all the recorded parameters 
proved to be relevant for the ensuing analyses; therefore only the most significant 
data will be shown. An experiment on a small concrete sample specifically related to 
the Moment Tensor Analysis was also carried out at Kumamoto University and its 
description is included in the relevant section. 
6.1 Edinburgh Laboratory Experiments 
Six RC beams were tested in the Structures Laboratory of the University of Edinburgh 
and they were named BF1 to BF6. Beam BF1 was considered as a trial whose utility 
Ap 
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Figure 6.1: Phases of the beam making process. 
lay in gaining an understanding of how to carry out the ensuing tests, so its results 
are not reported here. All beams were firstly designed then cast and cured for at least 
28 days before testing. An example of the different steps is shown in Figure 6.1 that 
specifically refers to beams BF3 and BF4. 
The design of all beams was based on BS 8110: Part 1: 1997. Except for beam 
BF6, all beams were designed to be under-reinforced, in order to be able to observe 
extensive cracking of the concrete and substantial defiections. The extensive cracking 
was expected to generate large amounts of acoustic emissions. Beam BF6 was designed 
with stirrups as bridge beams often have shear reinforcements. Examples of the design 
calculations can be found in Appendix A. 
Both fresh concrete and reinforcement needed to make the beams were ordered 
from an external supplier. The steel bars were assembled according to the design and 
placed in the formwork that was previously made using plywood planks and timber. 























Figure 6.2: Graphs of the two load cells calibration. 
poker. Cylinder and cubes were also cast and tested in compression according to BS 
1881: Part 116: 1983 to estimate the concrete strength; an average value of 25 MPa 
was obtained. 
During the tests all beams were simply supported using rollers positioned on the 
testing rig. The load was applied at two points that varied for the different specimens 
according to the type of failure that was to be achieved. Two hydraulic jacks were used 
to apply the load and a small layer of rubber material was placed under them during 
the test to reduce the noise generated by the jacks themselves. The load was applied 
in cycles of varying steps (generally determined on the basis of the calculated designed 
failure load) and measured via two lOOkN load cells, connected to a voltmeter. Both 
load cells were initially calibrated and their calibration diagrams are shown in Figure 
6.2. In the case of beams BF4, BF5 and BF6 a new connection made it possible to 
record the load using the MISTRAS system. A complete cycle usually consisted of four 
sequential phases 
• loading up phase 
• gauge readings at constant load 
• crack mapping at constant load 
• unloading phase. 
As a general rule, once the load reached the estabilished value for that specific 
cycle, it was then held as long as the beam stabilised (i.e. no more acoustic emissions 
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were recorded). This was not done for beam BF3 where the load was held for about 
1.5 hours to investigate any possible influence on the data due to the performing of a 
creep test. All beams were loaded up to failure, resulting in bending or shear depending 
on the beam design and load configuration. Beam BF2 although seriously damaged 
did not fail completely and the load could not be increased any further due to the 
limitations of the testing equipment. The beam was therefore re-tested (named BF2c) 
using a different load configuration that allowed generation of a higher stress level. The 
higher strength of beam BF2 was thought to be due to the fact that it was the only 
beam that was cured in a water tank. The different steps and cycles for each beam are 
schematically represented in Figure 6.3 where the time on the horizontal axis is merely 
representative, but the vertical axis is the absolute load. The beam design details, load 
configurations and type of failures are summarised in Table 6.1 and Figures 6.4 to 6.9. 
Dial gauges were used to measure the displacements of the beams but they were 
not always able to provide useful information; better results were obtained for beams 
BF4, BF5, BF6 and BF2c where a digital dial gauge was used. A six inch Demec gauge 
was adopted to measure the strain in beams BF2 and BF3 but due to the formation 
of cracks the data cannot be considered as totally reliable (an imperial Demec gauge 
was available at the University of Edinburgh, whereas a metric Demec gauge was used 
later at TRL). The use of strain gauges was excluded as they are unable to stand the 
tensile stress that developed in the bottom part of the beam. Before starting each test, 
Pundit ultrasonic equipment was used to measure the velocity of elastic waves through 
the concrete (see section 5.5). The values of velocity obtained are summarized in Table 
6.1. 
During the tests the beams were monitored using different AE systems and a 
varying number and location of sensors. Beams BF2 and BF3 were tested using the 
MISTRAS system with eight resonant R61 sensors, whilst for all the remaining beams 
the MISTRAS system with WD broadband sensors, the DiSP system with R61 resonant 
sensors (see section 5.2) and the SoundPrint system were used. Recording was stopped 
when the cracks were mapped and the data were originally recorded as parameters, 
enabling the software waveforms recording option during the testing of beam BF2 and 
BF3 (see sections 5.2 and 4.4 for more details). The different sensor configurations are 
shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.7. A linear location alongside the beam was usually adopted. 
The particular location of the sensors and the recording of waveforms on beams BF2 and 
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Figure 6.3: Load history of the beams of Edinburgh experiments. 
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Figure 6.4: Design details, test configuration and resonant sensor location (Si to S8) 
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Figure 6.6: Design details, test configuration and sensor location (resonant: Si to S4 - 
broadband WD type: Wi to W8 - SoundPrint: SP1 to SP4) of beam BF4. 
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Figure 6.7: Design details, test configuration and sensor location (resonant: Si to S4 - 
broadband WD type: Wi to W8 - SoundPrint: SP1 to SP4) of beam BF2c. 
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BF2 BF3 BF4BF2c BF5 BF6 
Section 125x270mm 200x275mm 200x275mm 125x270mm 200x275mm 200x275mm 
Span 2m 3m 3m 2m 3m 3m 
Reinfor- simply long. reinf. long. reinf. simply simply stirrups 
cements reinforced + shear links + shear links reinforced reinforced cage 
116mm at the end at the end 116mm 216mm 4516mm 
216mm 216mm 1508mm 
408mm 408mm 
Concrete 25MPa 25MPa 25MPa pre- 25MPa 25MPa 
strength damaged 
Wave 3800m/sec 3700m/sec 3300m/sec 3300m/sec 3100m/sec 3100m/sec 
velocity 
No.of 10 9 12 11 8 7 
cycles 
Load 10kN 5kN 3kN 1.5kN 5kN 5kN 
steps 
Failure 90kN 45kN 36.4kN 16.7kN 35.9kN 31.4kN 
load 
Failure shear shear bending shear shear bending 
type 
Sensors 1161 R61 1161 1161 1161 1161 
used WD WD WD WD 
SF SF SP SF 
Sensors varied varied 1000mm 666mm 1000mm 1000mm 
spacing 550-1000mm 550-1250mm 428mm 285mm 315mm 315mm 
1000mm 666mm 1000mm 1000mm 
Table 6.1: Summarized description of the beams of Edinburgh experiments. 
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BF2 BF3 BF4 BF2c BF5 BF6 
PAC 
SYSTEM 
Threshold 35dB 40dB 35dB 35dB 35dB 35dB 
Sample rate 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz 
Hit Length 2K 2K 2K 2K 2K 2K 
type --FSensor R61 R61 R61 WD R61 WD R61 WD R61 WD 
PDT 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 
HDT 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
HLT 65534 65534 65534 1000 65534 1000 65534 1000 65534 1000 















Threshold - - 999 999 999 999 
Sample rate - - 44.1kHz 44.1kHz 44.1kHz 44.1kHz 
Delay - - minimum minimum minimum minimum 
Table 6.2: Summary of the AE setting values for Edinburgh experiments. 
BF3 derived from the intention, albeit unsuccessful, of attempting a Moment Tensor 
Analysis (see section 7.5). The sensors were mounted using plasticine and from beam 
BF2c to BF6 metal clamps were used to hold the resonant and SF sensors in place (see 
section 5.4); no clamps were needed for the broadband transducers due to their small 
dimensions and weight. The different settings and thresholds used are summarised in 
Table 6.2. 
A technical problem occurred while testing beam BF2 as one of the jacks started 
leaking oil after cycle no.4. This affected the AE data and there were negligable 
emissions at this side of the beam during all the remaining cycles despite the visible 
appearance of cracks. The oil acted as a lubrificant attenuating the friction and 
therefore influenced the recording of the acoustic emissions. As a result of this, during 
the subsequent analyses of BF2, the data coming from the "oiled" side of the beam 
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after cycle no.4 was ignored. Some of the full instrumented beams can be seen in Figure 
6.10. 
At the end of the loading phase of each cycle, the cracks were marked on the 
beams by drawing a line beside them as they appeared visibly. A number referring 
to the relative load cycle was written next to the mark. The final crack pattern and 
the failure of these beams can be seen in Figures 6.11, 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16 and 
6.17. Beam BF5 showed the presence of plastic shrinkage cracks on the concrete surface 
when it was removed from the mould. It was generally possible to identify the following 
stages of cracking: 
. no cracks 
. cracks forming 
• no new cracks appearing but extending cracks and/or widening of the existing 
cracks 
. failure. 
6.2 TRL Experiments 
Two full scale experiments were carried out at the Transport Research Laboratory 
(TRL) in Crowthorne (England) on beams named CF1 and H132. 
Beam CF1 was tested as part of a TRL project looking at cracking and failure loads 
of concrete bridges. The beam was designed and made by TRL personnel on the basis 
of a reinforced concrete slab deck from a demolished bridge (Thurloxton underpass) 
which was tested by TRL in the mid 1990s [Hill et al., 20021. 
The beam was 345 mm wide, with an overall height of 305 mm. It was 4.2 rn long 
and reinforced with three 25 mm diameter mild steel bars. After having been cast, the 
beam was turned over through 180° so that it could be tested upside-down (i.e. with 
the tension zone at the top), in order to facilitate the monitoring of the cracks. The 
concrete compressive strength was 32 MPa and the beam was designed to fail in fiexure. 
The velocity of the wave-propagation was calculated using the PUNDIT (see section 
5.5) and an average value of 4118 rn/sec was obtained. One side and half the top and 
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Figure 6.11: Final crack pattern of beam BF2. 
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Figure 6.12: Final crack pattern of beam BF3. 
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Figure 6.13: Final crack pattern of beam BF4. 
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Figure 6.14: Final crack pattern of beam BF2c. 
A 
Figure 6.15: Final crack pattern of beam BF5. 
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Figure 6.16: Final crack pattern of beam BF6. 
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Figure 6.17: Photos of Edinburgh beam failures. Note the visible shear dislocation of 
the grid pattern for test BF5. 
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bottom faces of the beam were painted using watered down emulsion (water:paint ratio 
of 3:1) to compare the ability to see cracks on painted and unpainted surfaces. 
One of the aims of this test was to load the beam simulating the real live loading 
a bridge beam is subjected to. For short-span bridges the live loads are governed by 
single axles and bogies traversing the span such that the load starts at zero and returns 
to zero after the passage of each axle. The dead load is uniformly distributed and has 
less influence than the live one. For long-span bridges it is the multiple-vehicle loading 
that prevails and thus the load corresponds to a distributed load for as long as the 
vehicles pass over the structure. As the vehicles move, the total load fluctuates and 
a moment envelope is produced. The dead load has a greater influence in the global 
behaviour of the bridge as well [Hill et al., 2002]. 
In order to simulate the real effect of a vehicle crossing a bridge, the load was 
applied and removed at seven different positions (Wi to W7) along the beam using 
hand-pump operated hydraulic jacks. A 75 mm full width metal plate coupled with 
a thin piece of plywood was used to obtain a better contact. The load was measured 
via 200 kN load cells connected to a Scorpio data logger. The beam was tested over 
a span of 3.8 m. As a consequence of the upside-down position of the beam, the self 
weight load was acting in reverse to the normal direction. To compensate for this, two 
corrections were applied. Firstly, during each single point loading, an adjusted load 
was applied to overcome the negative self-weight. Secondly at the end of the seventh 
load position, three point loads were applied at positions W2, W4 and W6 to model 
the positive self-weight and to allow the crack mapping. The final failure of the beam 
was reached through a series of ten cycles of three-point loadings (W2, W4 and W6) 
and it occurred at 107.5 kN. 
The general load procedure can be summarized as follows: 
NSW - negative self-weight; no external load applied 
• PW1-PW7 - single-point adjusted load applied at positions W1-W7; all positions 
were repeated for five levels of load: 9 kN, 14 kN, 23 kN, 50 kN and 80 kN 
• PSW - positive self-weight; three point loads applied at W2, W4 and W6 to allow 
crack mapping under real dead load 
• C - cyclic three point loads applied at W2, W4 and W6 applied and removed ten 
times until failure. 
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Figure 6.18: Photo of instrumented beam CF1. 
The strain of the beam was measured using a 200 mm Deinec gauge. Two lines of 
Demec positions were located on the tension face of the beam extending for almost its 
full length. A crack microscope (with a resolution of 0.01 mm) was used to measure 
the crack width. The cracks were mapped as described for the Edinburgh experiment. 
The crack map and width and the Demec readings were taken after each loading point 
was applied. 
During the test the beam was monitored using two AE systems, the MISTRAS 
system in conjuction with six 1161 sensors and the SP system with twelve transducers. 
Full details of the beam, instrumentation, failure, loading configuration and sensor 
positions are shown in Figures 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20. 
Beam H132 was tested as part of a TRL project looking at the behaviour and design 
criteria of hinge beam decks on concrete bridges, the so called "hinge beam bridges" 
[Hill et al., 2002]. 
In a cantilever span of this type of bridge it is possible to identify three distinct 
regions: 
. the haunched region, where due to the great depth and fully effective tension 
steel, there should not be structural problems 
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Figure 6.19: Photo of beam CF1 failure. 
• the coiistant depth section, containing the main cantilever tension reinforcement; 
it carries the shear forces transmitted through the hinge 
• the section adjacent to the hinge, where the great concentration of shear 
reinforcement should reassure against structural problems. 
This experiment concerns the second of these regions. 
The beam, designed and made at TRL, was based on the cantilever proportion of 
a motorway overbridge. It was cast in-situ and was about 8 in long, with a height of 
524 mm at the hinge and 1300 mm at the haunch. The cross sectional dimensions were 
524x524 mm at the constant depth section increasing to 524x1004 mm at the end of the 
haunch. The beam contained three layers (of six R25 bars) of tension reinforcements 
in the top flange. The hinge reinforcement consisted of three T20 bars bound by R6 
sturrups; the main shear reinforcement over a length of 424 mm either side of the hinge 
was made up of six R8 bars. Design details are shown in Figure 6.21. The concrete 
compressive strength was 45 MPa and the velocity of the wave propagation, calculated 
using the PUNDIT equipment (see section 5.5) at the beginning of the test, was found 
to be approximately 4100 in/sec. 
The beam was tested as a cantilever and the haunch end was tied down to the 
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of the hinge with the aim of replicating the tranfer of shear forces across the hinge that 
might occur as a vehicle passes over a real bridge. 
The load was applied using a hollow column load cell, sandwiched between the 
hydraulic jack and a loading plate situated on the top of the beam. The first cycle 
was repeated a second time to allow extra mesurements necessary for the specific TRL 
project. The general load cycle was composed of four sequential phases: 
• loading up phase 
• gauge readings 
• crack mapping 
• unloading phase. 
The whole load history, as summarized in Figure 6.22, was: 
• cycle 1: 
to 
- loading up: 0-+40 kN, in steps of 10 kN 
t 
- unloading: 40-40 kN, in steps of 10 kN 
• cycle 2: 
- as for cycle 1 
• cycle 4: 
to - loading up: 0-*80 kN, in steps of 10 kN; 
- unloading: 80-0 kN, in steps of 10 kN; 
• cycle 6 
to 
- loading up: 0-4120 kN, in steps of 20 kN; 
to 
- unloading: 120-W kN, in steps of 20 kN; 
• cycle 7: 
- loading up to failure, in steps of 20 kN; 
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Figure 6.22: Load history of beam 1-1132. 
During the last failure cycle the loading equipment was switched from load control 
to displacement control to provide better control over the failure. The beam failed 
at 202 kN in shear in the constant depth region, outside the densely reinforced hinge 
region as expected. 
A four inch (no metric gauge of an equivalent size was available, so an Imperial 
gauge had to be used once again) Dernec gauge was adopted to measure the strain in 
the area below the predicted crack and adjacent to the hinge. Ten LVDTs connected 
to a Scorpio data logger were used to measure the displacements along the length of 
the beam. 
The crack mapping was carried out as previously described for the Edinburgh 
experiments. The first fiexural cracks, which were found in the top surface of the 
cantilever section extending for about 75% of the length of the beam, appeared when 
the load reached 60 kN. The fiexural cracks widened (up to 0.06 mm) with the increase 
in the load (from 60 to 120 kN), extending for about 91% of the length of the surface 
beam span and appearing also alongside the beam. Shear cracks started to appear 
when the load reached the value of 140kN. 
During the tests the beam was monitored using the MISTRAS sytem in 
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Figure 6.23: Beam HB2. Test configuration and instrumentation. 
Figure 6.24: Beam HB2. Shear Failure. 
conjunction with six R61 sensors and the SP system with eight transducers. Details 
of the instrumented beam, its failure and sensors' locations are shown in Figures 6.21, 
6.23 and 6.24. 
For both beams CF1 and HB2, all sensors were mounted using Cyanoacrylate 
adhesive glue. This did not cause any complication with relation to the SP transducers 
as they were left in place after the experiment, but it proved to be a problem during the 
removal of the PAC sensors. The sensors were so heavily glued that their removal proved 
to be troublesome and dangerous for the sensors themselves as they risked damage in 
the process. The location of the PAC sensors was determined, in both cases, by the 
intention to carry out a MTA. For the same reason the data was originally acquired as 
IM 
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Beam CF1 Beam HB2 
PAC SYSTEM 
varied 40-70dB Threshold varied 40-60dB 
500kHz Sample rate 500kHz 
2K Hit Length 2K 
1100 Pre-trigger 1100 
65534 HLT 65534 
SP SYSTEM 
3 oclock position T-Mast 3 oclock position 
N/A Threshold N/A 
44.1kHz Sample rate 44.1kHz 
minimum Delay minimum 
Table 6.3: Summary of the AE setting values for TRL experiments. 
waveforms using the MT-TRA software (see section 5.2 and 7.5). The settings of the 
AE instrumentation for both beams are summarized in Table 6.3. 
6.3 Kumamoto Laboratory Experiments 
Six RC beams were tested in the laboratory of Kumamoto University in Japan and 
they were named Ki, K2, K3, K4, KL1 and KL2. The main aim of the testing of these 
beams was to understand the Japanese methodology and to obtain more data for the 
Relaxation ratio analysis. 
The beams were designed according to experiments previously performed in the 
laboratory and the dimensions were determined by the existing metal mould that could 
be used. Two types of beam were made in order to verify the influence of beam design 
on the results. Four beams were designed having stirrup cages (beams Ki, K2, K3 and 
K4) whilst the remaining two beams were simply reinforced (beams KL1 and KL2). 
Due to the limited available time, rapid hardening concrete was used and as before 
the fresh concrete and the reinforcement were ordered from an external supplier. The 
longitudinal bars and the stirrups were bent and the stirrup cages assembled in the 
laboratory and the assemblies placed in the formwork (Figure 6.25). The concrete was 
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then poured and vibrated. Due to the particular characteristics of the rapid hardening 
concrete the beams were ready to be tested after a week. Cylinders were cast and 
tested in compression using four strain gauges. This allowed calculation of the strength 
and the static Young's Modulus E of the concrete and thus the velocity of the waves 
through the sample. Details of these calculations are in Appendix C. The strength of 
the concrete and the velocity of the waves were approximately 45.99 MPa and 3600 
rn/sec respectively. The quality of this concrete was higher than that used in the 
Edinburgh experirnents. It has to be pointed out that the value of velocity cannot be 
compared directly with the velocity of the beams tested in Edinburgh and TRL. In 
these two cases, the velocity was calculated using the PUNDIT and therefore is related 
to a dynamic elastic modulus, whilst in the velocity calculations for the Kurnamoto 
beams a static modulus was used. 
During the tests, the beams were simply supported using rollers placed on the 
testing rig. The load was applied using a hydraulic jack and uniformly distributed on 
two points of the beam using a steel bar and two rollers. Different load configurations 
were applied and for each, the designed failure load was calculated (see Appendix B) and 
used to define the loading steps. All beams failed in bending with some shear damage 
appearing on beams K3, K4 and KL2. The loading procedure and the composition of 
the cycles were as previously described for the Edinburgh experiments. The different 
steps and cycles are described in Figure 6.26. 
An LVDT was used to record the displacements in the middle span of the beams 
during the testing. Clipping crack gauges were also used to measure the width of the 
cracks. A gauge was generally placed on a crack thought to be representative of the 
cracking behaviour of the beam. The load, LVDT and clipping gauge were directly 
connected to the AE system, with reading of a sample every second. Thus no manual 
recordings were needed. 
Drawings showing design details, load configuration and gauge positions of all 
beams are shown in Figures 6.27, 6.28, 6.29, 6.30, 6.31 and are summarized in Table 
6.4. 
During the test the beams were monitored using a DiSP AE system in conjunction 
with eight UT-bOO broadband transducers. The choice of the type of sensors was 
dictated by the availability in the Kumamoto laboratory. The sensors were mounted 
on the beam using bees wax according to the Japanese procedure. The sensors were 
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Figure 6.25: Phases of the casting of the beams in Kumamoto Laboratory. 
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Figure 6.26: Load history of the beams of Kumamoto beams experiments. 
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Figure 6.27: Design details, test configuration and broadband sensor location (UT-bOO 
type: Ui to U8) of beams Ki and K2. 
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Figure 6.28: Design details, test configuration and broadband sensor location (UT-1000 
type: Ui to U8) of beam K3. 
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Figure 6.29: Design details, test configuration and broadband sensor location (UT-bOO 
type: Ui to U8) of beam K4. 
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Figure 6.30: Design details, test configuration and broadband sensor location (UT-boo 
type: Ui to U8) of beam KL1. 
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Figure 6.31: Design details, test configuration and broadband sensor location (UT-1000 
type: Ui to U8) of beam KL2. 
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Ki K2 K3 K4 KL1 KL2 
Section 150x250mm 150x250mm 150x250mm 150x250mm 150x250mm 150x250mm 
Span 2.2m 2.2m 2.2m 2.2m 2.2m 2.2m 
Reinfor- stirrups stirrups stirrups stirrups simply simply 
cements cage cage cage cage reinforced reinforced 
4013mm 4013mm 413mm 413mm 2013mm 213mm 
1205mm 1205mm 125mm 1205rnrn 
Concrete 45.99MPa 45.99MPa 45.99MPa 45.99MPa 45.99MPa 45.99MPa 
Concrete rapid rapid rapid rapid rapid rapid 
type hardening hardening hardening hardening hardening hardening 
Wave 3600m/sec 3600m/sec 3600m/sec 3600m/sec 3600m/sec 3600m/sec 
velocity 
No. of 10 15 12 9 14 14 
cycles 
Load 3kN 3kN varied varied 3.5kN varied 
steps 1.2-1.6kN 1.2-1.6kN 
Failure 30kN 44kN 81.6kN 114.5kN 40.8kN 116.6kN 
load 
Failure bending bending bending bending bending bending 
type some shear some shear some shear 
Sensors UT-bOO UT-bOO UT-bOO UT-bOO UT-bOO UT-bOO 
used 
Sensors 315mm 315mm 315mm 315mm 315mm 315mm 
spacing 
Table 6.4: Summarized description of the beams of Kumamoto experiments. 
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IL 
Figure 6.32: Photo of instrumented beam at Kumanioto Laboratory. 
equally spaced alongside the beam and their exact location is shown in Figures 6.27, 
6.28, 6.29, 6.30, 6.31, whilst Figure 6.32 is a photo of an instrumented beam and Table 
6.5 summarizes the instrumentation settings. The data were recorded as parameters 
(see section 4.4). 
During each cycle the cracks were marked as in the Edinburgh experiments 
although their exact pattern was of no specific interest for the purpose of these tests 
and it is therefore not shown here in detail. Depending on the load configuration the 
crack patterns appeared to be composed of pure bending cracks (beams Ki, K2 and 
KL1) or of a predominance of bending cracks alongside the beam with few shear cracks 
appearing at the beam ends (beams K3, K4 and KL2). Photos of the failures are in 
Figures 6.33 and 6.34. 
One of the main aims of the period spent in Japan was to understand how to 
perform a Moment Tensor experiment and analysis. To achieve this aim part of time 
was spent assisting the undertaking of Moment Tensor experiments on small concrete 
samples. The experiments were planned by Prof. M. Ohtsu and Assoc. Prof. M. 
Shigeishi of Kumamoto University and no personal claim is made on their originality or 
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Figure 6.33: Photos of failed beams at Kumamoto Laboratory. 
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K1 K2K3 K4 KL1 KL2 
Threshold 40dB 43dB 43dB 43dB 43dB 43dB 
Sample rate 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz 
Hit Length 2K 2K 2K 2K 2K 2K 
PDT 500 500 500 500 500 500 
HDT 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
HLT 1000 2000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Pre-trigger 512 512 512 512 512 512 
Table 6.5: Summary of the AE setting values for Kumamoto experiments. 
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Figure 6.34: Failure of a beani at Kumamoto Laboratory. 
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results. They are considered merely as an example of how a Moment Tensor experiment 
should be carried out and to help in the understanding and provide explanations as 
to why previous attempts to carried out a Moment Tensor anlaysis in Edinburgh were 
unsuccesful. Having clarified this point, an explanation of the whole experiment and 
its aims are hereby given, although it is the section concerning the MTA that is of any 
interest with regards to this thesis. 
The experiment was planned in order to use the MTA to confirm the results 
obtained by a crack propagation analysis carried out using the Boundary Element 
Method (BEM) and reported in [Farid, 20011 and [Farid and Ohtsu, 2002]. The 
analysis is still under development at Kumamoto University and this experiment was 
specifically planned to deal with the cracking generated by the corrosion of the concrete 
reinforcements. 
Corrosion is one of the major cause of deterioration affecting RC structures. 
Carbon dioxide and chloride can penetrate through the pores of the concrete and 
annul the passivity of the steel that can then be subjected to corrosion. As a 
result of the corrosion and the corrosion products the volume of the steel increases 
and generates tensile stress in the sourrounding areas and thus cracks develop 
(Farid and Ohtsu, 2002). 
The model developed at Kumamoto University showed that the corrosion of the 
rebars gives rise to different crack patterns depending on the thickness of the concrete 
cover [Farid, 2001]. Several concrete samples were made and set up to simulate the 
corrosion mechanism of the rebar. The specimens consisted of concrete notched slabs 
of varying dimensions and cover and a hole in place of the rebar. The tested slab 
was instrumented with four strain gauges around the rebar hole and a pressure gauge, 
which were all connected to a data logger. Six AE UT-bOO sensors were mounted on 
the sample and connected to the DiSP system. As an example of a Moment Tensor 
experiment, one sample is taken into consideration and its set up and failure are shown 
in the sketch of Figures 6.35 and 6.36. The settings used are summarized in Table 6.6 
and their importance for the success of the analysis will be discussed in section 7.5. 
The experiment consisted of pouring an expansive agent (dolomite paste) in the 
rebar hole of the concrete sample. This agent then expanded (over a period of about 12 
hours) simulating the corrosion of a rebar and thus generating the cracking and failure 
of the sample. The pressure gauge, placed in the rebar hole before pouring the agent, 
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Figure 6.35: Set up of the concrete sample for the Moment Tensor test. 
Figure 6.36: Failure the concrete sample for the Moment Tensor test. 
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L Moment Tensor Settings 
Threshold 40 dB 
Sample rate 1 MHz 
Hit Length 2K 
Pre-trigger -256 
HLT 2000 
Trigger Mode SYN 
Trigger source 5 EXT and 1 DIG 
Table 6.6: Summary of the AE setting values for the Moment Tensor experiment. 
measured the increase in pressure during the expansion process. During the expansion 
period, acoustic emissions were generated and recorded by the UT-bOO sensors in the 
form of waveforms using the MT-TRA software. A Moment Tensor Analysis was then 
performed on this data and it will be further discussed in section 7.5. 
At this stage two key points have to be higlighted. Firstly the sensors were 
located asymmetrically. This method of placement helps and makes more precise the 
mathematical calculation of the sources performed by the software during a step of 
the successive MTA. This point was in fact reported in [Ohtsu et al., 1998a] and this 
location was adopted in the attempts of beams BF2 and BF3. Secondly, the use of 
the broadband sensors have to be highlighted. Discussions held with Assoc. Prof. 
Shigeishi proved that the use of broadband sensors is vital for the success of the Moment 
Tensor Analysis. Although there is no certainty about the motives behind it, a possible 
explanation is that the resonant sensors are sensitive to a narrow frequency range. Thus 
depending on their frequency range either low frequency slow motion signals or high 
frequency quick motion signals are detected, resulting in the loss of some information. 
The broadband sensors due to their wider frequency range can by comparison record 
the whole motion. No references to the specific need to use broadband sensors could 
be found in the literature but this is thought to be the main cause of the failure of the 
experiments attempted in Edinburgh and TRL. 
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6.4 Summary 
This chapter provided a complete description of the method and experimental design 
adopted during the experiments. Overall, twelve small scale RC beams were designed 
and made and thirteen tests, as beam BF2 was tested twice, were carried out on them: 
• BF1, BF2, BF3, BF2c, BF4, BF5, BF6 - at the University of Edinburgh 
• Ki, K2, K3, K4, KL1, KL2 - at Kumamoto University 
Moreover, two full scale tests were undertaken at TRL on beams CF1 and H132 and 
a small concrete sample was tested at Kumamoto University. The specimens were 
differently designed, instrumented and loaded, depending of the specific aim of the 
experiment. Different types of analysis were performed on the data collected during 
the tests and they are thus fully described and discussed in the following chapter. 
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Analysis and Results 
A significant portion of this thesis was dedicated to the investigation of different types 
of analysis of the AE data and sought alternative ways of processing and interpreting 
the data recorded during AE monitoring. This chapter includes the analyses that have 
been successfully carried out on the concrete specimens from the laboratory experiments 
described in the previous chapter. They include both "global" and "local" types of 
monitoring analysis and both parameter and waveform analyses (see section 4.4). A 
conventional b-value analysis is proposed and described and an analysis of the source 
location is presented, to process data obtained by a "local" and a "global" monitoring 
respectively. Its accuracy was assessed against the visible cracking on the specimen 
during the experiment. The introduction of a new parameter, the "relaxation ratio" 
described in section 4.8, is also proposed to assess the state of damage of RC beams and 
compared to the criteria proposed by the JSCE [Ohtsu et al., 2002]. The SoundPrint 
system was not originally developed to detect cracking in concrete (see section 5.3). 
For this reason particular emphasis has been placed on the data analysis collected by 
this technique. Fi,pally, an example of Moment Tensor Analysis is described. 
7.1 b-value Study 
7.1.1 b-value Analysis 
This section presents the results of a b-value analysis carried out on data recorded 
during the laboratory test on Beam BF2. Details about the b-value theory have been 
described in section 4.6. The b-value analysis is presented and proposed as a method 
to study the development of the fracture process of the concrete. 
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During the test it was possible to identify different stages of cracking: 
• cycle 01: no cracks 
• cycle 02 to cycle 05: cracks forming and the appearance of tensile cracks along 
the whole span of the beam 
• cycle 06: appearance of shear cracks at the two ends of the beam 
. after cycle 06: no new cracks growing; old cracks opened up 
These stages had to be compared with the b-value analysis. 
The raw data recorded with the MISTRAS system were processed using MATLAB 
software in order to carry out a b-value analysis. During all the processing the first 
cycle was ignored as the number of AE events was not significant. First, the range of 
amplitude was decided, starting from a threshold of 35 dB to a maximum of 100 dB in 
steps of 5 dB. Then the total number of events during a loading cycle were divided in 
groups. For each group the log-frequency-magnitude graph was plotted and their linear 
trend calculated using the least squares method of fitting curves. The slopes of the 
graphs represented the b-values. An example of some of these graphs and their relative 
b-values can be seen in Figure 7.1 where the b-value is calculated for groups of events 
during the whole cycle number 2. The graphs represent the log-frequency-magnitude 
chart and its relative curve fitting and b-value calculation for different groups of 100 
events. 
These b-values, during a whole cycle, were then plotted versus time (which 
corresponded to the final time in seconds of the time-range in which the relative group 
of events happened during the test). This was done for each loading cycle and for each 
channel. It was necessary to determine the number of events forming the groups on 
which the calculations were based. In order to do this, the whole calculation process 
was repeated using groups formed by different numbers of events. The trends of b-value 
values were then plotted for each case and overlapped. The results (see Figure 7.2) 
showed that using groups formed by a number of events between 70 and 130 did not 
substantially modify the final trend. It was then decided to use an intermediate value 
of 100 events. This whole process allowed verification that the choice of the number of 
events on which the b-value calculation would be based, did not affect the results. 
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Frequency vs Amplitude. Channel 2 
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Figure 7.1: Example of calculation of b-values for channel 2 during the loading cycle 
number 2. The graphs represent the log- frequency- magnitude chart with the best fitting 
curves shown as straight lines, and the best fitting slope or b-value shown. 
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Figure 7.2: b-value over time calculated with using groups of respectively 70 (blue line), 
100 (red line) and 130 (green line) events. 
The trend of the b-value was then calculated and plotted for each cycle of the 
test and for each channel. The pattern was clearer in the early cycles when the cracks 
were forming. The presence of a large number of concentrated rnicrocracks creates 
a clear pattern. However once the external macrocracks are formed (the beam is 
failing) the AE sources are fewer and more scattered so the pattern is less clear. This 
might imply that the analysis of the b-value is meaningful on sound structures as it 
provides information between the microcracking beginning up to the stage where macro 
fractures occur by localisation (i.e.: the number of microcracks is high and they join, 
thereby creating a localised macrocrack). The trend of the b-value for channels 3 and 
7 during the second cycle of the test is shown in Figure 7.3; the load over time is shown 
on the same graph (dotted line) on the vertical axis on the right. The localisation 
predicted on the basis of the minimum b-value is shown by the arrow and the error bars 
of the statistical calculation are shown. As the two sensors were located respectively 
on the end and the middle area of the beam they can be considered as giving a whole 
representation of the full beam. Notwithstanding the presence of "fluctuations" in the 
trend (due to the presence of reinforcement bars in the concrete), it is possible to see 
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in both cases a pattern showing a decrease at the beginning (the dashed line in the 
chart) when the load is going up, and then a transient during the relaxation when the 
load is held constant. The b-value decrease corresponds then to the loading phase of 
the test, when the cracking is happening. The b-value reaches its minimum when the 
load and the damage on the beam are maximum. Its value can therefore be a good 
representation of what is really happening on the beam in the early stages of failure, 
when the beam is damaged but still structurally intact. 
The b-value was also compared with the damage parameter D (see section 4.6). 
D was calculated for each loading cycle, using intervals of 100 events as for the b-value. 
The whole damage parameter was normalised to one, so that one was equal to the 
maximum damage at the end of each cycle. The results were compared with the b-value 
trend and they are shown in Figure 7.4 where the continuous line is the b-value trend, 
while the dotted line represents the damage parameter. On the graph the trend of the 
b-value, on the left vertical is overlapped with the trend of the normalised damage 
parameter, on the right vertical axis. The error bars of the statistical calculation are 
also shown. The graph shows how the minimum of the b-value corresponds to the 
sudden increase in the damage of the beam represented by the D parameter. Such an 
increase in damage corresponds to the final stage of the loading up when the visual 
observations during the experiment confirmed the appearance of cracking on the beam. 
In a post-failure phase, the minimum and maximum value of the b-value were 
considered, for each cycle and for each channel. The trend of the range during the 
whole cycle and for each channel was then plotted. Due to the relationship mentioned 
earlier in the paper between the increasing and decreasing of b-value and the micro 
and macro cracking, the minimum b-value trend suggests macrocracks have formed, 
whilst the maximum b-value trend implies microcrack growth. The chart of the trend 
for channel 3 and channel 7 during the whole experiment is shown in Figure 7.5, where 
the vertical lines show the different cracking stages indicated by the arrows. 
When examining the results for channel 3 (which is located near to the end of 
the beam (see Figure 6.4), the maximum trend is increasing from cycle number 2 to 3, 
implying that microcracks are forming. During the experiment it was actually in these 
early stages that the cracking appeared and could be mapped on the beam. A peak of 
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Figure 7.3: b-value over time for channels 3 (top) and 7 (bottom) during load cycle 
number 2 - the load is shown by the dashed ime with a scale shown on the vertical axis 
on the right. The localisation predicted on the basis of the mininum b-value is shown 
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the trend appears in cycle number 9, which when correlated with the experiment was 
the point at which all the cracks were already formed. However, the shear cracks at 
the end of the beam were visibly opening up, just before the failure that happened in 
the following cycle. The minimum trend is decreasing in the early stages, reaching a 
minimum in cycle number 4, suggesting the existence of macrocracks. It was possible 
to observe that at this stage all the macrocracks had appeared on the beam. Therefore 
from this point onwards the minimum trend is constant as no major changes of damage 
could be observed on the beam. The b-value evolution is in good agreement with the 
damage observed independently on the beam. 
Looking at the results for channel 7 (which is located in the middle of the beam), 
the maximum trend still decreases at the beginning, implying that microcracks are 
forming; once again this corresponds to the stage of the test when the microcraking 
was happening. After this phase, the trend remains constant as at this point the cracks 
could be seen uniformly spread along the beam. The peak at the end (shown in the 
results from channel 3) is unclear now, as this channel is located too far from the end 
of the beam where the shear cracks are opening to be affected strongly by them. The 
minimum trend is decreasing in the first cycle as macrocracks started to be visible on 
the beam and it stabilises afterwards when all the macrocracks had appeared on the 
beam and no more new cracks could be seen. 
In both cases, three stages of the fracture process can be identified. A first stage is 
where the microcracks are dominant and the macrocracks are starting to appear. This 
corresponded to the early stages of loading when the cracking could be seen starting 
to appear on the beam. A second phase of constant range when the macrocracks are 
constant and uniformly distributed all along the beam can then be recognised during 
the middle phase of the loading when visually no new cracks could be seen appearing on 
the beam. After this stage the cracks do not grow towards the top part of the beam (as 
the concrete is in compression) so a last stage can be identified when the macrocracks 
are opening up as the beam is failing. 
The crack pattern during these phases as it appeared on the beam is represented 
in Figure 7.6. The stress level related to the fracture stages could not be estimated 
exactly as the data obtained using a Demec gauge are not reliable once macrocracks 
appear. 
Finally, the b-value was calculated considering all the events (instead of groups 
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Figure 7.5: Variation of the maximum and minimum b-value for channels 3 (top) and 
7 (bottom) during all the cycles of the whole experiment. The vertical lines show the 
different identified cracking stages indicated by the arrows. 
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MICROCRACKS DOMINANT 
Side 1 - crack pattern after cycle no.03 
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Side 1 - crack pattern after cycle no07 
MACROCRACKS OPENING 
Side 1 - crack pattern at the end of cycle no.10 
Figure 7.6: A skecth of the fracture process development.s during the different stages 
of the loading. The dotted line outlines the location of the steel reinforcement. Note 
the inclined shear cracks near the edges of the sample. 
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Figure 7.7: Frequency vs. Amplitude charts and corresponding b-values during the 
whole cycle number 2 for each channel. 
of 100 events) of a whole cycle and for all channels, to compare the slopes of each 
channel. The results of these b-value calculations for two of the loading cycles (number 
2 and number 6) are shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. By comparing the numerical values 
obtained in all cycles for all eight sensors with the location of the sensors themselves and 
the appearance of the cracks on the beam some quantitative considerations were drawn 
and they are summarized in Table 7.1. At this stage, the results confirm observations 
from earthquake aftershocks, slope stability studies and laboratory rock mechanics, 
that the b-value is (negatively) correlated with the degree of localisation of damage 
{Sammonds et al.. 19941. 
7.1.2 b-value Conclusions 
A conventional b-value analysis was applied on the AE data obtained from the 
experiment on beam BF2. The trend of the b-value was then compared with the 
development of the fracture process of the beam observed during the experiment: 
A good relationship was found between the trend of the b-value and the 
microcracking and macrocraking appearance during the test. 
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Figure 7.8: Frequency vs. Amplitude charts and corresponding b-values during the 
whole cycle number 6 for each channel. 
b-value Cracking process 
1.0 < b - value < 1.2 Implies that the channel is very near 
to a large crack; i.e. macrocracks forming 
1.2 < b - value < 1.7 Uniformly distributed cracking; 
i.e. macrocracks are constant 
b - value> 1.7 Microcracks are dominant 
or macrocracks are opening 
Table 7.1: b-value quantitative results. 
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. The results confirmed that the b-value is correlated to the fracture process of the 
concrete and to the degree of localisation of damage. 
. The mimimum b-value trend suggests the formation of macrocracks, whilst the 
maximum b-value trend implies microcrack growth. 
• This study suggests that a b-value analysis could be used to interpret data 
obtained by "local monitoring" of concrete bridges, although further work is 
needed in order to consolidate the results that were found and to make the b-value 
suitable for practical use. 
The significance of this analysis is that the b-value analysis possibly provides a tool 
to enable an engineer to diagnose the degree and type of degradation of a concrete beam 
from remote monitoring of sensors mounted on the structure. The specific practical 
application relates to the monitoring on concrete bridge beams. The installation of 
the AE monitoring on a bridge would provide information on changes in the cracking 
forming in the structure, although at this stage the monitoring should be applied 
continuously and at an early age of the structure to be effective. Table 7.1 summarizes 
the results in a quantitative way. Note that these values of b correspond to the relative 
ratio of source duration to recording frequencies that applied in the tests reported here. 
7.2 AE Source Location Study 
The b-value analysis described in the previous section has been proposed as a "local" 
monitoring process. Its use can be extended to global monitoring applications, as long 
as the structure under study is not too large. The b-value analysis is based on the 
amplitude of the recorded signals, so an increased spacing of the sensors (which would 
be necessary in a larger structure) would generate generally low amplitude signals, 
making any distinctions in terms of related cracking activity unlikely. The source 
location type of analysis was then considered as a possibility for "global" monitoring 
applications. 
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7.2.1 AE Source Location Analysis 
This section presents the results of the AE source linear location carried out using 
the MISTRAS software, both in terms of AE events and AE energy (section 4.7) on 
the beams tested at Edinburgh Laboratory. The location of the AE activity was then 
compared to the crack pattern that was mapped on the beams during the experiments 
to verify their relationship. 
In order for the data to be representative of a variety of situations, a set of cases 
was considered, choosing tested beams with different designs, load configuration, type of 
sensors and type of failure. Therefore among the beams tested at Edinburgh Laboratory 
and described in section 6.1, the following ones were chosen for this analysis: 
. beam BF2 
. beam BF3 
. beam BF6 
This range of samples embraces (see section 6.1): 
. the two main types of failure: shear (BF2 and BF3) and bending (BF6) 
. the two types of sensors: resonant (BF2, BF3, BF6) and broadband (BF6) 
• different types of design: simply reinforced (BF2), simply reinforced with shear 
links at the end (BF3) and stirrups cage (BF6) 
The results are shown in Figures 7.9 to 7.17 both in terms of AE events (left column) 
and of AE energy (right column). It has to be pointed out that the scale of the vertical 
axis changes for the different cycles and beams. This was because using the same scale 
for each of them would have obscured information in the early cycles, when the AE 
activity is significant but small compared to the last failing cycle, which has high AE 
activity. On the other hand, a comparison of the absolute values of activity of the 
different cycles or beams was not of interest and therefore the change of scale was not 
considered an issue. 
Figures 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 show the results relative to beam BF2 from loading cycle 
number 2 to 10. Cycle number 1 was ignored as no significant activity was recorded. 
After cycle number 4, only the right half of the beam should be considered as the 
presence of oil made the data of the other half unreliable (see section 6.1). A good 
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relationship can be seen between the AE events and the crack pattern mapped on the 
beam, but it should be noted that the correlation with the cracks is stronger in terms 
of energy than events. This was more apparent in the early cycles (from number 2 to 
number 4) where the events spread all along the beam, whilst the energy concentrated 
in areas where new cracks formed. This might be due to the fact that events generated 
by reflections, noise or interference can still be located but the energy associated with 
them is irrelevant. On the other hand, structurally meaningful events are characterised 
by a relatively large amount of radiated energy. It can also be observed that a high 
peak of located energy appeared in the middle of the beam in cycle number 5. Although 
no correlation could be seen with the cracks marked at the end of this cycle, in the 
following cycle a new crack appeared in this area. The high energy released by this 
crack was therefore recorded when the crack was internal and thus not visible to be 
marked in cycle number 5. After cycle number 6, the middle of the beam had become 
inactive, whilst a concentration of AE activity was recorded at the right supported end, 
where the beam failed in shear. 
Figures 7.12 and 7.13 illustrate the results of the data recorded on beam BF3. 
Once again cycle number 1 was ignored as no significant activity was present so that 
the above mentioned figures include the source location of cycle number 2 to 6 and cycle 
number 7 to 9 respectively. Once again, the correlation between the located AE activity 
and the cracks is clearer in terms of energy than events, especially with reference to 
the newly appeared cracks. A clear example is given by cycle number 5. By looking 
at the events location it would appear that the beam has a constant behaviour along 
all its length. Conversely the energy location showed few peaks from the middle to 
the left side of the beam indicating the presence of particular activity and three new 
cracks had appeared in this region. The energy location during cycle number 7 finally 
revealed a sudden concentration of energy on the right end side of the beam, where the 
shear failure occurred in the following cycle. 
Figures 7.14 and 7.15 describe the results obtained by carrying out the source 
location on the data recorded by the resonant sensors placed on beam BF6, from cycle 
number 1 to 5 and from number 6 to 7 respectively. As before, in the early cycles 
the located energy tended to identify few areas of damage, whilst the events showed a 
more uniformly distributed pattern. Overall, this case appeared less evident than the 
previous two. This is probably due to the fact that the bending generated more cracks 
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alongside the beam, affecting the precision of the source location algorithm. In order 
to calculate the AE sources, the software requires the user to introduce the velocity 
of the wave propagation, which is generally the velocity measured at the beginning of 
the test and it is considered to be uniform through the whole specimen. The presence 
of cracks formed during an experiment affect this velocity as the waves have to now 
travel a longer path through the air which fills the gap of the existing cracks. This 
decreases the propagation velocity and leads to the generation of more reflections and 
thus interference. Concentrations of cracks in specific areas also makes the assumed 
velocity variable through the sample. This explains why the pattern is generally more 
accurate during the early loading cycles when fewer cracks are present. In the graph 
relating to cycle number 6, an intense energy activity can be identified. This was shown 
to precede the bending failure which was reached in this zone in the following cycle. 
The last two figures 7.16 and 7.17 still refer to beam BF6 but to the data recorded 
by the broadband sensors. The concentration of energy and the presence of energy 
peaks in corresponding to areas where new cracks appeared can again be observed. In 
cycle number 1 an energy peak on the left side of the beam (between 0.6 and 0.8 m) 
is present; a new crack can be seen near to this very position in the following cycle. 
The same situation can be observed in cycle number 3, where a first peak between 0.6 
and 0.8 m and a second peak between 1.8 and 2 m corresponded to two new cracks 
formed in these areas in cycle 4. The less precise correlation of this case compared to 
cycle number is due to the previously explained reasons. Finally, the events located 
in cycle number 6 indicate a quite uniform AE activity along the entire length of the 
beam, whilst two peaks in the middle of the energy graph anticipated the beam failing 
in this area in the successive cycle. 
It would have been interesting to undertake this type of analysis on the full scale 
tests on beam CF1 and 11132, but the recorded data were not suitable for this type of 
processing. These data were recorded using the MI-TRA software and later converted 
and exported into the MISTRAS software using a software utility. However on this 
newly created file the location function was disabled. The PAC manual [PAC, 1995] 
does not report any explanation on the matter. When recording with the MI-TRA 
software, the sensors were set as synchronised, i.e. as soon as a signal exceeds the 
threshold and triggers one sensor all the remaining sensors are contemporary triggered. 
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Figure 7.9: AE Source location results for beam BF2 and for cycle number 2. Each 
graph shows the amount of events (left column) and energy (right column) at each 
linear location along the beam, compared to the location of the macrocracks (upper 
diagram in each case) at the end of the specific cycle, with the dashed lines to aid 
comparison. The thick dark blue lines represent the new cracks, whilst the light blue 
lines indicate the presence or extension of pre-existing cracks. The position alongside 
the beam, expressed in meters, is shown on the horizontal axis. The green squares 
along the top of the horizontal axis represent the position of the transducers used to 
calculate the source location. 
This is thought to make the software unable to automatically pick up the relative arrival 
times of the sensor which is necessary for the computation of the source location. 
7.2.2 AE Source Location Conclusions 
The AE source location analysis investigated the relationship between the located AE 
events and AE energy with the cracks appearing on the beams during the different 
loading cycles. The different cases studied gave rise to the same conclusions. 
• A good relationship was observed between the located activity and the crack 
pattern mapped on the beams 
• The precision of the location was higher in the early cycles when less cracks were 
present 
• The AE activity - cracks correlation appears to be stronger in term of AE energy 
than AE events. This is more evident when related to the formation of new cracks 
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Figure 7.10: AE Source location results for beam BF2, for cycle numbers from 3 to 6, 
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10, plotted as for Figure 7.9. The "oil" annotation refers to the technical problem 
described in section 6.1. 
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Figure 7.15: AE Source location results relative to the resonant sensors on beam BF6 
for cycle iiumbers 6 and 7, plotted as for Figure 7.9. 
non-visible cracks are present. which appeared during the subsequent loading 
cycle 
• Concentrations of located AE energy can be considered a precursor of failure 
. The energy can be considered as an effective parameter to indicate and anticipate 
the location of damage of a concrete structure. 
In terms of practical application of this type of analysis it has to be pointed out that the 
location of the AE sources is a relatively quick type of processing that can be applied as 
a means of global monitoring and gives immediate and easy to interpret results. On the 
other hand it only provides a qualitative assessment of a structure and no quantitative 
information about the state of damage can be obtained. 
7.3 Quantitative Assessment 
The assessment of a bridge does not simply consist in determining if it is safe or not. 
During the evaluation of the safety of a bridge, it would be very useful for the bridge 
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Figure 7.16: AE Source location results relative to the broadband sensors on beam 
BF6, for cycle numbers from 1 to 5, plotted as for Figure 7.9. 
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Figure 7.17: AE Source location results relative to the broadband sensors on beam 
BF6, for cycle numbers 6 and 7, plotted as for Figure 7.9. 
engineer to be able to establish not only if the bridge is damaged, but also "how 
seriously" it is damaged. A quantitative way to assess the structural condition of a 
bridge is therefore highly desirable. 
This issue was approached and a new type of parametric analysis of the AE data 
was developed, based on the concept of the "relaxation ratio" described in section 4.8. 
This section describes this new method of analysis and presents the results obtained 
to date. In order to have results that would be representative of a significant range of 
cases (in terms of type of failure, design, load configuration, concrete properties and 
type of sensor) the PAC data related to all the beams tested in Edinburgh (i.e. beams 
BF2, BF3, BF2c, BF4, BF5 and BF6) and to all the beams tested in Kumamoto (i.e. 
beams Ki, K2, K3, K4, KL1 and KL2) were considered. For beams BF2c, BF4, BF5 
and BF6 the sets of data obtained from both the resonant and the broadband sensors 
were used, giving a total of sixteen sets of data. The reason for the use of such a large 
number of samples lies also in the fact that during the analysis some contradictory 
results were found. On the basis of the results, some preliminary conclusions are drawn 
and a criterion to assess concrete bridge beams is proposed and discussed. The Japanese 
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Society for Non-Destructive Inspection (NDIS) has itself proposed a criterion, based on 
the Kaiser effect, to quantitatively assess concrete beams. This criterion was described 
in detail in section 3.5 and here it is applied to some of the data to compare it with 
the alternative method developed and suggested here. 
7.3.1 Relaxation Ratio Analysis 
The initial idea that led to the development of this analysis derives from some 
observations made during the undertaking of the experiments. It was in fact noted 
that the AE activity recorded during the unloading phase of the loading procedure was 
increasing as the damage on the beam was progressing. In fact, AE activity observed 
during the unloading process is generally an indication of structural instability 
[Ohtsu et al., 2002] [Williams, 1980]. 
Generally in an AE test, the activity generated during the unloading of the sample 
is neglected. Conversely, the analysis presented here focuses on this particular activity 
and the relaxation ratio described in section 4.8 was defined specifically for this purpose. 
As mentioned in that section the decision to characterize the AE activity in terms of 
energy came from the results discussed in section 7.2.1 that showed how the energy is 
an effective parameter to identify the damage in a RC beam. 
The duration of the different experiments and of the single loading and unloading 
phases that were anlaysed was varied and that could affect the results in terms of the 
comparison of the amount of recorded activity. For this reason the relaxation ratio was 
computed in terms of average energy. 
The analysis consisted in calculating the value of the relaxation ratio for each 
loading cycle of a sample. The process was repeated for each of the previously 
mentioned specimens, for a total of sixteen different cases. These are divided in three 
main Groups. 
The PAC original data were converted into ASCII files to be used in MATLAB, 
which was thus adopted to carry out the necessary calculations, as the average energy 
for each loading and unloading phase was computed by dividing the total cumulative 
energy for the total number of recorded hits. The data acquired by all the active 
channels were used, with the exception of beam BF2, for the reason explained in section 
6.1. As a result of the above calculations, the value of the relaxation ratio for each cycle 
of each experiment was attained. 
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The final results of all the sixteen cases are shown in Figures 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20. 
The red horizontal line corresponds to a relaxation ratio equal to one. It therefore 
divides the area above the line, in which the - relaxation phase is dominant, from the 
zone below the line - where the loading phase is dominant. According to the preliminary 
observations, a dominance of the relaxation phase would be indicative of increased 
damage of the beam. 
Group 1 and 2 
Group 1 includes the beams BF2, BF3, BF4 and BF2c, tested in Edinburgh. Their 
results are shown in Figure 7.18 and a common behaviour can be noted. Initially, 
the loading phase is dominant and the values of the relaxation ratio all lie below 
the horizontal red line. An inversion of trend then occurs when the load reached 
approximately 45% of the ultimate failure load of the specimen. The relaxation phase 
then becomes dominant. The data related to the resonant sensors on beam BF2c 
indicate the change of trend at a lower percentage (36.9%). This can be explained by 
the fact that the beam was pre-damaged. The resonant sensors might then be recording 
more activity and/or noise generated by the closing of the pre-existing cracks during 
the relaxation of the sample. 
The general effect can be explained as a dominance of the primary AE activity (see 
section 4.5) during the early stages of the fracture process when the cracks are forming 
and thus the damage is still restricted. Conversely, once the damage has seriously 
progressed, the secondary AE activity due to the friction of the existing cracks starts 
to prevail - manifesting itself during the relaxation phase of the tests. 
Group 2 includes the beams Ki, K2, K3, K4, KL1 and KL2 tested in Kumamoto 
University and their results are illustrated in Figure 7.19. The data are more scattered 
and this is probably due to the fact that during these tests a higher threshold value 
was used (see Tables 6.2 and 6.5). The higher threshold generates a higher "signal to 
noise" ratio, resulting in the dispersion. However, no clear pattern can be identified in 
any of these six cases. In some graphs (beams Ki, K4 and KL2), the relaxation ratio 
never exceeds the threshold value of one represented by the red line. In the remaining 
cases, some values go beyond the horizontal red line, but without a constant trend. 
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Figure 7.18: Relaxation ratio results of Group 1: beams BF2, BF3, BF4 and BF2c. 
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Discrepancy between Group 1 and Group 2 
From Tables 6.1 and 6.4, the main significant differences between the tests used in 
Figures 7.18 and 7.19 consisted of: 
• type and model of the AE sensor 
• dimensions, design and type of failure of the beams 
. characteristics of the concrete 
The difference in the type of sensor does not seem to be a likely cause as the results 
using two types of sensors (the 1161 and the WD models) provided a similar pattern in 
the Edinburgh beams. Both the UT-bOO model used in the Kumamoto experiments 
and the WD model adopted in the Edinburgh tests were broadband type. The main 
difference between the two models lay in their operating frequency which is 100-1000 
kHz for the WD model and 60-1000 kHz for the UT-bOO [PAC, 1997a]. The wider 
range of the UT-bOO implies that no vital information could have been lost in Figure 
7.18, whilst being instead recorded by the WD type and may thus explain the difference 
in the results. 
A similar conclusion can be drawn regarding the dissimilarities in design and 
dimensions. The beams tested in Edinburgh have different dimensions and types of 
reinforcement and this did not affect their results so it appears unlikely that it would 
do it for the beams tested in Kumamoto. 
The last of the above mentioned possibilities is related to the characteristics of 
the Portland Cement concrete. The concrete used in Japan, due to time restrictions, 
was Rapid Hardening Portland type. This type of concrete develops strength more 
rapidly, due to a higher C3S (tricalcium silicate) content and a higher fineness. In 
fact as the hydratation during the last step in the manufacture of the cement starts 
at the surface of the cement particle, it is the total surface that gets hydrated. A 
higher degree of particle fineness for a given mass has a greater surface area, this 
implies more hydratation and thus a rapid development of strength [Neville, 1995]. As 
the secondary AE activity recorded during the relaxation phase is due to the friction 
between the surfaces of the existing cracks, then a higher degree of particle fineness 
is expected to generate more friction (as there are more "contact points" from which 
the friction derives). This should then accentuate the predominance of the unloading 
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phase. On the other hand, the concrete used in Japan had a much higher strength and 
thus it cracked at a higher level of stress. AE derives from the energy released from 
the material, so it seems reasonable to expect that higher stress should release a higher 
amount of energy. This could therefore be the reason for the dominance of activity 
recorded during crack nucleation and formation, i.e. during the loading phase. 
It has also finally to be pointed out that the load rates used in Edinburgh and 
Kumamoto were different. In both cases the load was applied and removed by manually 
turning a wheel on the loading machine. Due to the manual aspect involved, it was 
not possible to quantify the exact loading rate. An average value was then calculated 
by simply dividing the sum of the maximum load applied (and removed) in each cycle 
for of the duration time of each cycle. The case of beam BF3 was neglected as it was 
a creep test. An average value of approximately 0.06 - 0.07 kN/sec was found for 
the experiments carried out in Edinburgh, whilst a value of approximately 0.04 - 0.05 
kN/sec was found in the experiments in Kumamoto. This could then have affected the 
generation of AE activity and therefore the results. 
Group 3 
To have a further confirmation, the data related to the beams BF5 and BF6 (Group 
3) were analysed and the results are shown in Figure 7.20. To verify the influence 
of the load rate, the load was applied and removed as slowly as possible, within the 
limits of the test machine. The average value of load rate was in fact calculated as 
approximately 0.04 kN/sec. 
By looking at the graphs referring to the resonant sensors, it is possible to note 
that a similar trend to the one observed in the previous Edinburgh experiments is 
present. The percentage of failure load to which the change of dominant phases occurs 
is however different, being 31.8% for beam BF6 and 83.6% for beam BF5. Looking 
at Table 6.1, the lower wave velocity measured on these beams seems to suggest a 
lower quality of the concrete compared to all previous cases. The characteristics of the 
concrete and the lower load rate might have influenced the results. 
The results obtained from the data sets recorded by the broadband sensors did 
not reveal a clear pattern. The spacing of the sensors was fixed to be exactly the same 
as the sensors in Kumamoto. As a consequence, they did not cover the whole length of 
the beam and this might explain the discrepancy with the results from the data of the 
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resonant sensors. 
Discussions 
At this stage it appeared that two main causes affected the previous results: 
the loading rate 
the properties of the concrete 
Very few references could be found in which the use of the AE activity during the 
relaxation phase of a test was considered significant and that would help in supporting 
and/or explaining the findings that have just been discussed. Although the AE activity 
was found to be dependent by the level of load [Yuyama et al., 2000], no specific 
reference to "loading rate" were found. Concerning the relationship between the 
concrete strength and the AE activity, Muravin [Muravin and Lezvinsky, 19951 stated 
that "... specimens with higher strength have higher median AE energy" but as he 
refered to experiments on hardening concrete the direct translation of this finding 
to cured concrete is questionable. On the same topic, Bordyugov and Erminson 
[Bordyugov and Erminson, 1993] did not find any significant relationship between the 
AE energy and the different strength of the plain concrete samples that were tested. 
During the loading phase, when the cracks are in the initial stage of their growth, 
and thus the damage is starting and it is not yet structurally significant, they release 
high energy and a large number of events. Conversely, once the damage has progressed 
macrocracks have formed and opened up, generating fewer events. The primary AE 
activity is therefore dominant and the relaxation ratio value is less than one. In these 
circumstances, the friction between the surfaces of the cracks plays a dominant role 
during the unloading phase, when due to the relaxation the cracks close up. The 
secondary AE activity is then prevalent and the relaxation ratio value is greater than 
one. 
With reference to the work of Mori and Obata [Mori and Obata, 1988], it could 
be said that in the loading phase the cracking sources prevail, whilst in the unloading 
phase the friction sources are dominant (see section 4.5). The explanation of the "silence 
effect" (see section 4.3) also states that when the damage increased and therefore is 
localized, there are fewer AE sources and then less activity. This leads to the "silence 
time", i.e. to a period of absence of AE activity. The dominance of the unloading phase 
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corresponding to a relaxation ratio greater than one could thus be seen as corresponding 
to this stage of the fracture process. 
7.3.2 A proposed new procedure for evaluating bridge beams integrity 
by acoustic emissions 
Although at this stage the conclusions with this type of analysis are not definitive, 
the method appears very promising and suitable to practical application. Although 
many aspects need further investigation and therefore its application is for now merely 
hypothetical, the idea behind this way of processing the AE data is that it could be 
used during (or instead of) a full scale assessment load test on a real bridge. 
A load test is generally intended to check the serviceability and working strength 
of a bridge. The full scale test consists in loading a bridge using fully loaded vehicles 
of known axle weights and spacings, concrete blocks of known weight, water tanks 
or hydraulic jacks. The load is generally applied in five equal increments (plus a 
final load that has to be maintained for 24 hours) until the elastic limit is reached 
and with a pause of about two hours between a load and the next one. After each 
increment, defiections, cracks pattern and width, and the strain are measured. The 
load is then removed in five equal decrements, always measuring the previous mentioned 
parameters. These tests can be very time consuming and expensive but sometimes are 
unavoidable [Raina, 1994]. 
A new procedure is here suggested using the AET and the relaxation ratio analysis. 
The assessment test would consist of gradually loading and unloading, alternatively, the 
bridge, whilst monitoring it with an AE system. The value of the load applied should 
be determined on the basis of the maximum expected load that the bridge has to carry. 
Values of approximately 45% of this expected load, which demonstrated a significant 
change of trend of the relaxation ratio in the earlier experiments at Edinburgh, could 
then be applied during the loading cycles. From the AE data, the relaxation ratio 
of each cycle should be calculated. A value greater than one would indicate heavy 
damage, whilst a value less than one would reassure the Engineer about the condition 
of the bridge and its capacity to hold the expected load. The need to gradually load 
and unload the bridge is highlighted and the use of hydraulic jacks might be suitable. 
When a source of water (i.e. a river) is available, a system of tanks in which the water 
could be pumped in and out could also be used. 
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The main advantage of this test would be: 
. the AE system is relatively easy and quick to install 
. the installation of the AE system would not cause any traffic disruption 
. no need of additional instrumentation to measure strain or cracks would be 
necessary 
the analysis itself is reasonably easy and quick and the results very immediate 
• no damage would be generated to the structure as the loading would not need to 
reach or exceed the maximum expected load capacity, thus it is safer than proof 
load testing 
Further work is needed to obtain final conclusions and thus on the feasibility of this 
type of analysis and eventual test procedure. On site trials would also be indispensable. 
7.3.3 Comparison with the NDIS Procedure 
This section tests the feasibility of the procedure described above, using the quantitative 
assessment criterion proposed by the NDIS and described in section 3.5. 
The NDIS criterion was successfully validated [Ohtsu et al., 20021 by experiments 
on RC beams, where the limits of the classification (i.e. the dashed line in figure 3.1 
that defined the boundary of the area of damage) were fixed on the basis of the crack 
mouth opening displacement (CMOD). The data from the most active channel were 
used for the calculation. 
Two significant cases were considered, beam BF4 for which the new procedure 
appeared to work (as for all the first set of the BF tests) and beam K2 for the K tests 
which in general were not successful (probably because of the different loading rate and 
concrete properties). The NDIS assessment procedure was carried out for both cases, 
using the data of the most active channel as well as the data relative to all the recording 
channels. The limits were determined graphically as the values of the CMOD were not 
available. The most active channel was number 5, for both beams. 
The results are shown in Figures 7.21, 7.22 for test BF4, and 7.23 and 7.24 for test 
K2. The load ratio and the calm ratio are indicated on the horizontal and vertical axes 
respectively. The number inside the circle represents the corresponding loading cycle 
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Figure 7.21: NDSI assessment for beam BF4, using all data. The numbers indicate the 
loading cycle and the red lines define the different areas of damage. 
Although there is no significant difference (i.e. the area of damage in which the 
cycles fall, does not change) between the results obtained from data related to all 
channels and data related only to channel 5, the numerical values are different and 
the limits of the graph are subjected to changes. Moreover in beam K2, the value 
corresponding to the last cycle fell in the area of the graph related to intermediate 
damage. 
For beam BF4, the change of trend during the relaxation analysis occurred 
during cycle number 5. It can be noted on the NDSI assessment table that that cycle 
corresponds to the last one falling into the intermediate damage area - after which 
serious damage takes place. The two results appear then to support each other. 
7.3.4 Relaxation Ratio Conclusions 
At this stage, preliminary conclusions can be drawn. 
• The method of analysis seems to be very promising and able to define the state 
of damage of concrete beams. A structurally serious damage condition should 
in fact result in the relaxation phase being dominant and thus a relaxation ratio 
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Figure 7.22: NDSI assessment for beam BF4, using only channel 5 data. The numbers 
indicate the loading cycle and the red lines define the different areas of damage. 
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Figure 7.23: NDSI assessment for beam K2, using all data. The numbers indicate the 
loading cycle and the red lines define the different areas of damage. 
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Figure 7.24: NDSI assessment for beam 1<2, using only channel 5 data. The numbers 
indicate the loading cycle and the red lines define the different areas of damage. 
greater than one. 
• However 10 of the 16 studied cases (i.e. 62.5%) showed a disagreement which is 
thought to be due to a combination of different properties of the concrete and 
loading rate adopted during the experiments. 
• The successful results obtained at this stage were supported by the NDIS 
assessment procedure. 
• A full load test procedure for a real bridge is suggested, on the basis of further 
analysis to further define the limits of the method. 
Further experiments are needed to evaluate in which specific conditions the analysis 
is successful, to establish the limits of its application and the confirm the feasibility 
of this type of analysis. These experiments should consider a large variety of samples 
tested in different ways with one parameter changing at time. On site trials would also 
be indispensable. 
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7.4 SoundPrint (SP) Study 
This section deals with the investigation of the data recorded with the SP system 
described in section 5.3. 
The use of two indipendent AE systems (PAC and SP) allows a dual perspective 
on the feasibility of AE monitoring for assessing the integrity of bridges. Data obtained 
using the SP method from the small scale tests undertaken at Edinburgh University, 
and from the full scale tests carried out at TRL (and described in sections 6.1 and 6.2), 
are presented and interpreted in this section. From the Edinburgh data, only beams 
BF4, BF5, BF6 and BF2c are considered, as the SP system was not available during 
the experiments on the remaining beams. This set of samples provides information 
about both bending and shear failure cases, simply reinforced and doubly reinforced 
stirrups cage designed cases and the implications related to an application on a heavily 
pre-damaged beam (see Table 6.1). The SP data obtained by the full scale TRL 
tests were processed by the TRL personnel [Hill et al., 2002], and then made available 
for further discussions and comparison with the PAC data recorded during the same 
experiments. 
As mentioned in section 5.3 the SP system was not originally designed for detecting 
cracking in concrete. The experiments have then to be considered as trials to evaluate 
the possibility and the performance of the current SP system towards this new task. 
No fundamental changes to the SP operation system were considered necessary at this 
stage, but some settings of the equipment were modified within their existing range, as 
specified in section 5.3. 
7.4.1 The SoundPrint Analyst Processing Software 
The data acquired by the SP system were not sent to the Pure Technologies 
headquarters in Calgary according to the standard SP procedure, but instead were 
stored and processed locally. However the SP Analyst software developed by Pure 
Technologies Ltd. was used to analyse the data recorded with the SP system. 
The software allows one: 
. to locate the events (manually or automatically), providing information about 
their accuracy 
. to visualize the waveforms of the signal 
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• to visualize the frequency spectrum of the signals 
• to show the energy of the event 
• to create specific filters to discharge or keep only particular types of events 
• to generate an automatic report about the results 
Two points have to be highlighted. Firstly, the software deals with the events on 
a "single" base, i.e. it visualizes one event at a time. For this reason, Excel and/or 
Autocad have to be used subsequently to illustrate the totality of the results. Secondly, 
the software allows one to create a "Decision Tree" including several filters in order to 
classify different types of signals that have various characteristics. The filters can be 
manually defined, by specifying parameters such as: energy content, frequency range, 
time and so on. 
A specific decision tree was used for the analysis of the data recorded during the 
samli scale experiments. The tree was developed by Pure Technologies Ltd. on the basis 
of previous trials carried out by TRL and it needed to be validated on further data. 
The tree is illustrated in Figure 7.25. Its first step (corresponding to number 1 on the 
figure) divides all the signals into two groups according to their energy content. Events 
for which the signals of at least three channels have an energy content (calculated over a 
window of 0.15 sec) above 0 dB pass to step number 2. Step 2 consists in an automatic 
location of the signal and then a classification of such events as Schmidt Hammer 
Impact (number 2A on the figure) due to the calibration. The events whose energy 
does not meet the above described requirements are directed towards step number 3, 
which imposes a new energy condition. The events for which at least one sensor records 
an energy above -10 dB (that is the cut off value commonly used during instrument 
calibration) are automatically located (step 4) and therefore classified as a crack (step 
4A). The events that did not reached the fixed energy threshold were instead classified 
as a small crack (step 5) and a manual location can be attempted on them. 
7.4.2 Small scale tests - Analysis and Results 
The SP system was used on four of the beams tested in Edinburgh, BF4, BF5, BF5 
and BF2c. They include the cases of shear and bending failure as well as a test of the 
pre-damaged beam (see Table 6.1). 
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Figure 7.25: SoundPrint Decision Tree. 
The analysis was carried out initially using the SoundPrint Analyst software and 
then Autocad, MATLAB and Excel to visualize the results. Firstly, a location of the 
AE events was attempted, using the Decision Tree discussed above. The tree classified 
approximately all the recorded events as small cracks, and therefore they had to be 
located manually. The results are shown in Figures 7.26 and 7.27. 
These figures show the cracks as they appeared on one side of the beam (as the 
crack pattern was generally symmetrical) at the end of the test; the numbers indicate 
the exact cycle in which they appeared. The circles represent the located SP events; the 
different colours indicate the varied loading cycles as specified in the legend. The radius 
of the circles is proportioned to the number of events recorded in the same location. 
As the location algorithm was linear, all the events are on the same line, whilst on 
the figure they are represented in different levels to avoid overlapping that would have 
hidden some of the events. 
On beam BF4 (top of Figure 7.26) two active areas can be identified, corresponding 
to the region where the bending moment was maximum; very few events were however 
located in the middle of the beam. The two active areas correspond to the peaks in 
Figure 7.28, which shows the PAC results. 
On beam BF5 (bottom of Figure 7.26) it is not possible to identify a clear pattern. 
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failed in shear. A uniform distribution also emerged from the PAC results (Figure 
7.28). 
On beam BF6 (top of Figure 7.27) the activity resulting was concentrated in the 
middle region of the beam, where the majority of the cracks were visible and the beam 
finally failed in bending. In this case the cracks mapped on both sides of the beam are 
shown whilst the number of their relative cycle is omitted to make the drawing easier 
to read. A similar situation is found from the PAC results (Figure 7.29). 
Finally, on the pre-damaged beam BF2c, three active areas were evident: two at 
the ends of the beam, where heavy shear damage was present and one in the middle of 
the beam. By comparison only two areas can be seen in the PAC results (Figure 7.29). 
In all cases, acoustically active regions were identified, although on beam BF5 
the pattern was not as evident as on the other beams. These regions corresponded 
to the areas of high structural stress and generally are similar to the areas identified 
by the PAC location. On the pre-damaged beam, the most active area appeared to 
be the middle of the specimen. The beam was heavily pre-damaged in shear and it is 
therefore possible that most of the activity derived from cracks growing in the middle 
of the beam, although the beam finally failed in shear. 
The locations shown in Figures 7.26 and 7.27 include the events recorded during 
all the cycles and a pattern can be recognized for beams BF4, BF6 and BF2c. 
It was noted that for these beams, the pattern of AE activity emerged on cycles 
number 6, 3 and 6 respectively (Figures 7.30). These cycles corresponded to 53.6%, 
49.4% and 53.4% of the ultimate load to which each beam failed. The SP activity was 
then able to give an early indication of where ultimately those beams were going to fail. 
As mentioned earlier, the events had to be located using the manual option of 
the software. Not all the events could however be located. Figure 7.31 shows the 
relationship between the total number of recorded events and the events that were 
finally located for the four beams. Although there is not a clear pattern on the absolute 
percentage values of events that were located during the cycles, it can be noted that 
this percentage always decreased in the last two or three cycles. This was probably due 
to the fact that the large number of cracks present at this stage on the beam were an 
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Figure 7.28: PAC AE location for the full test of beams BF4 and BF5. 
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Figure 7.29: PAC AE location for the full test of beams BF6 and BF2c. 
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Figure 7.31: Histogram representation of the recorded and located SP hits for beams 
BF4, BF5, BF6 and BF2c. 
the sources of such waves. A similar problem occurred during the location of the PAC 
data (see secion 7.2.1) when it was noted that the accuracy of the location was affected 
by the amount of cracks. From Figure 7.32, the broadband sensors appeared to record 
a greater number of events. 
7.4.3 Beam CF1 - Analysis and Results 
The results of the automatic location of the events recorded by the SP system and 
performed by the Analyst software were illustrated using Excel in Figures 7.33 and 
7.34. 
In both cases it can be noted that some events were located outside of the beam. 
This was due to problems of accuracy. The events generated by cracking have a lower 
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Figure 7.32: Histogram representation of located hits recorded by SoundPrint (SP), 
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Figure 7.33: Location of SP events during initial loading stage for beam CF1. The 
different colors indicate different loading stages. 
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Figure 7.34: Location of SP events during the whole experiment for beam CF1. The 
different colors indicate different loading stages. 
and the software were originally designed. This might explain the difficulty in the 
location process. A poorer location precision is more evident in the vertical than in the 
longitudinal direction, probably due to a closer spacing of the sensors. 
Figure 7.33 shows the events recorded during the first stage of the loading, when 
the load was moved alongside the beam from position Wi to W7. At this stage it is 
not possible to identify a clear pattern of the acoustic emission sources. 
Figure 7.34 comprises the recorded and located events during the whole 
experiment, with the red dots indicating the new events, i.e. the events acquired 
during the cycling load at mid-span and thus in the range between 90% and 100% 
of the ultimate load. In this case a cluster of events in the middle of the beam can 
be observed. The load applied at mid-span generated a high bending moment in this 
region and this explains the area of concentrated AE activity. 
The two situations are illustrated on the same graph using a histogram 
representation, Figure 7.35, and a clearer pattern emerged. The graph indicates 
the number of located events on the vertical axis and their longitudinal position on the 
beam on the horizontal axis. If the red part of the histogram, related to the mid-span 
loading, was ignored, then most of the events during the first loading phase resulted in 
events generation at the two ends of the beam, the converse of what would be expected. 
In fact, during this loading phase, the cracks started to appear in the middle of the 
beam and then spread towards its ends; events would normally be expected from the 
middle of the beam. 
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Figure 7.35: Distribution of SF events for beam CF1. 
A similar situation is highlighted by the histogram representation of Figure 7.36, 
where the cumulative energy of all channels is computed (using equation 4.15) instead 
of the events. A lack of symmetry is also noted from this graph, as most of the energy 
seems to be recorded in the left half of the beam. Although the lack of symmetry might 
be a consequence of the complexity of the loading procedure, no plausible explanation 
could be found for the unexpected scarcity of events recorded at mid-span during the 
early stage of the loading. 
A comparison with the PAC data was therefore carried out to validate the results 
and to establish if this unespected behaviour was due to a real effect or it was a 
consequence of the system. 
During the test on beam CF1, AE data were also independently recorded with 
the PAC MISTRAS System using the Mi-tra software, as described in section 6.2 and 
therefore analysed to compare and/or support the findings obtained with the SF system. 
Before proceeding with the analysis of the PAC data, some observations need to be 
considered. During the recording phase, all the channels were synchronised. Therefore 
it does not make sense to analyse the data in terms of AE hits for each channel, as each 
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Figure 7.36: Cumulative energy distribution for SP events for beam CF1. 
of them had recorded exactly the same number. The data had thus to be processed in 
terms of AE energy. For the same reason, the PAC software was not able to perform a 
location of the AE events. The only information about the location that we can obtain 
is in relation to the sensor position. An histogram representation of the cumulative 
PAC energy is shown in Figure 7.37, for both sides of the beam. The same lack of 
symmetry noted in Figure 7.36 can be seen in the PAC results, supporting the SP 
findings and thus implying that the SF results were not affected by the system. On 
side 1, the PAC results confirmed that the most of the energy during the first loading 
phase came from the end of the beam, conversely to what would be expected, but in 
agreement with the SP results. This comparison could not be done for side 2, as both 
sensors were in the middle of the beam. 
7.4.4 Beam HB2 - Analysis and Results 
As in the previous hill scale test, the results of the automatic location performed by 
the Analyst software were processed using Excel. 
Figure 7.38 illustrates the distribution of all events captured by the SP system 
during all load cycles. The thick black line indicates the final failure shear crack, the 
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Figure 7.37: PAC cumulative energy distribution for beam CF1. 
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Figure 7.38: Location of SP events during the whole experiment for beam HB2. The 
different colors indicate different loading stages. 
vertical and horizontal axis have different scales to ease the viewing of the located 
events; this results in a distortion of the proportion of the beam. The events are 
distinguished on the basis of the loading cycle in which they appeared and of the load 
range as well. 
From Figure 7.38, two clusters of acoustic emission activity can be identified. The 
main cluster localized along the cantilever section where the shear failure eventually 
occurred. A second zone also appeared at the widest part of the haunch where due 
to the large distance from the load, the moment increased substantially, although no 
severe cracking was noted in this area. Both the active areas are therefore compatible 
with the structural behaviour of the beam. It might be noted that the location appears 
more precise along the horizontal than the vertical axis. This might be due to the close 
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Figure 7.39: Location of SP events during different load ranges for beam HB2. 
vertical spacing of the sensors. 
Figure 7.39 shows the located events recorded during different ranges of load: from 
0 to 60 kN (top) and from 120 kN to failure (bottom). During the first load interval, 
up to approximately 30% of the failure load (i.e. 202 kN), few events were identified. 
A pattern started to emerge, becoming clearer in the final stage when the events from 
60% to 100% of the ultimate load are taken into consideration. 
A clear space with no activity appeared between the two active regions. This might 
be due to the spacing of the sensors and a poor transmission of the signals throughout 
the forming of the cracks. On the other hand, this zone could be simply inactive, as the 
stress generated by either the bending moment and the shear force does not represent 
an issue. 
An analysis of the energy was also carried out. The cumulative energy related 
by all the located events and recorded by all channels is shown in Figure 7.40, where 
the energy (calculated using equation 4.15) is indicated on the vertical axis and the 
location along the length of the beam is represented on the horizontal axis in mm. It 
is interesting to note that although the two previously pinpointed active regions can 
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Figure 7.40: Histogram representation of the cumulative energy of SP events for beam 
HB2. 
still be recognized, most of the energy was concentrated in the area of the shear failure 
(i.e. on the right side on the histogram). This indicates that although both regions 
were acoustically active and subjected to cracking, it was the one on the right that 
expressed the most serious energy structural damage and released the larger amount 
of AE energy. This finding supports the conclusions reached during the AE location 
study discussed in section 7.2 - that the energy is an effective parameter to identify the 
degree of damage of a structure. 
In a later analysis, the energy was divided according to the magnitude of the load. 
The results are shown in Figure 7.41, where four ranges are adopted: 
from 0 to 120 kN 
from 120 to 158 kN 
. from 158 to 190 kN 
. from 190 kN to failure 
It is clear that the most amount of energy was recorded during the last stage, i.e. when 
the load was over the last 5% of the ultimate load. This might represent a limitation 
of the SP system at this stage when monitoring a structure, as this is too late a stage 
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Figure 7.41: Histogram representation of the cumulative energy of SP events as a 
function of load for beam HB2. 
to be effective as a warning of the ensuing failure. 
During the test on the hinge beam 11132, AE data were also recorded with the 
PAC MISTRAS System using the Mi-tra software, as described in 6.2 and therefore 
analysed to compare with the findings obtained with the SP system. 
For the same reasons discussed for beam CF1, the data had to be processed only in 
terms of AE energy and the only information about the location that we can obtain is in 
relation to the sensor position. Moreover, the threshold was not kept constant during 
the whole test. A 50 dB threshold was adopted during the first two loading cycles 
and then it was raised up to 60 dB during the last two. This created difficulties when 
comparing the data obtained from different cycles using the PAC software. To overcome 
the problem, the data were converted into ASCII format and MATLAB software was 
used to process the data. MATLAB allowed filtering of the data by imposing a 60 dB 
threshold to the whole data set. This made the comparison between different cycles 
reliable. Finally, in the light of further experiments (undertaken after the test on the 
beam H132) it was established that 60 dB is a very high threshold to be used on concrete. 
The fact that the sensors were located quite close to each other and to the failure area 
may have reduced the problem, although this still means that some meaningful data 
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Figure 7.42: PAC energy as a function of location and loading cycle for beam HB2. 
were probably lost. 
An analysis of the AE energy recorded during the test was carried out. The energy 
was analysed as a function of location (i.e.: for each channel), of cycle and of load. 
Figure 7.42 shows the energy associated with each channel on the two sides of 
the beam (the dotted line represents the beam itself) and as a function of the loading 
cycles. The shear failure region appears to be more active in terms of energy, especially 
in the left half-span. It is also shown that the largest amount of energy (over 80%) is 
released during the last cycle. Figure 7.43 considers the energy as a function of load 
intervals and it can be seen that most of the energy arises when the load is between 
190 and 202 (failure load) kN. Very low energy was recorded up to 30% (i.e. 60 kN) 
of the ultimate load when no visible cracking had yet occurred. It has to be pointed 
out again that the high threshold probably prevented the recording of useful data, 
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Figure 7.43: PAC energy as a function of load for beam 1-1132. 
PAC sensors were all located on the cantilever span of the beam, only the results for 
this area can be compared with the SP conclusions. Figures 7.42 and 7.43 can be 
related respectively to Figures 7.40 and 7.41 that show the SP results. These show 
that most of the energy comes from the cantilever span cracked area. Moreover, most 
of the cumulative energy appeared when the load is up to 190 kN. At this stage of the 
analysis the results of the two systems were then in agreement. 
7.4.5 Differences and/or Similarities between the PAC and SP sys-
tems 
In the light of the experiments carried out and of the results that were obtained, some 
differences and similarities can be drawn concerning the PAC and the SP system. 
1. 	• The PAC system is normally targeted to detect accumulating data arising 
from several sources and therefore to identify the presence of acoustically 
active regions. 
• The SP system is normally set up in order to record single "failure" events, 
and therefore to identify the occurrence and position of significant individual 
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events. 	 - 
2. 	• The PAC system records the development of microcracks before they are 
visible. 
. The SP system detects large failure events, such as the sudden development 
of a large crack. 
1 	• The PAC system is intended as a general purpose equipment; its settings 
are therefore very flexible and the user is free to modify and adjust them 
according to his specific needs. 
• The SP system is generally set up by the company according to the required 
specific task, and the user only has the facility to change a limited number 
of parameters. 
• Both systems are suitable for laboratory and field work. 
• The filtering features of the SP system may in the future enable outputs 
similar to the MTA which can be carried out using the PAC system, as 
described in section 7.5. The location step is already covered by the software 
and it would be interesting to see if filters and decision trees could be 
developed in order to exactly distinguish between different types of cracks. 
• During the data acquisition process, the PAC system allows filtering on 
frequency and amplitude. 
• During the data acquisition process, the SP system allows filtering on 
frequency, amplitude, energy content and time. 
• The location process in the MISTRAS software is performed automatically 
in real-time by the software - all the events can be visualized on the same 
screen. 
• The location process in the SP system is performed automatically or 
manually, for single events. 
7.4.6 SP Conclusions 
The SP data recorded during small scale and full scale tests were analysed in order to 
evaluate the potential and capability of the system to detect cracking in concrete. 
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• In all the experiments the SP was able to record and thus locate AE events 
generated by concrete cracking. 
• The pattern recognized in the SP activity location emerged at approximately 
50-60% of the failure load of the samples, for the small scale tests as well as for 
the full scale test on beam HB2. 
• In the small scale tests: 
- acoustically active regions could be identified 
- the location process was affected by the number of cracks, i.e. fewer events 
were located during the last cycles of the experiments, due to the presence, 
at this stage, of a large amount of cracks 
- the Decision Tree appeared to classify all the events recorded during the 
small scale tests as "small cracks" 
- the location of the events had to be done using the manual option of the SP 
software and it therefore proved to be very time consuming 
• On beams CF1 and H132 the accuracy of the longitudinal location was better then 
the vertical one. 
• The differences and similarities of the SP and PAC systems were discussed: 
- both system allow filtering and source location and are suitable for 
laboratory and field work 
- the PAC system is targeted to accumulating data, it records the early stage 
of microcracks and its settings are very flexible 
- the SP system is targeted to single signals, related to "failure" events and 
its settings are generally pre-defined 
• On beam CF1: 
- events were recorded and successfully located in corresponding with the 
visible cracking 
- areas of high activity was identified in the centre of the beam during the 
mid-span loading, corresponding to the areas of maximum bending moment, 
as expected 
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- very few events were recorded in the central area of the beam before the 
cycling load. 
. On beam H132: 
- events were recorded and successfully located in corresponding with the 
observed cracking 
- the located events correctly identified active cracking areas 
- most of the events were located once the load was over 30% of the ultimate 
load 
- most of the energy occurred over the last 5% of the load to failure. 
- high energy characterized serious structural damage, in agreement with the 
findings described in section 7.2 
• On beams CF1 and H132, the results, in terms of energy, of the PAC and SP 
systems were in good agreement. 
7.5 Preliminary Moment Tensor Study 
The aim of a Moment Tensor Analysis (MTA) is to characterise the AE sources in 
terms of their location, type and orientation. The MTA presented in this chapter is 
based on the method developed by Ohtsu and described in section 4.9. This Moment 
Tensor method while widely used in Japan, has seen limited usage in the rest of the 
world, probably due to its complexity and the lack of a clear understanding of how the 
analysis is carried out in practical terms. This limited adoption worldwide is despite 
several publications on the subject, and could be due to the fact that they in fact mainly 
deal with the theory on which the method is based, rather than providing a practical 
explanation for the actual analysis procedure. This gap is only partially covered by 
the software manual [PAC, 1997b]. In fact it was not possible to achieve a clear, total 
understanding until the writer spent a period in Japan, and experiments were carried 
out there and discussions held with Prof. Ohtsu and Assoc. Prof. Shigeishi - without 
whom this section could not have been written. 
This section firstly describes in detail each step that has to be followed in order 
for an MTA to be successful and it summarizes the whole procedure by drafting a 
protocol. Particular emphasis is placed on the steps that are not covered by the manual 
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or references. Only after having clarified the correct procedure, is the analysis of the 
experiments presented. The unsuccessful attempts that were carried out before the 
experience in Japan are discussed, explaining the reasons for their failure. In the light 
of the correct procedure the analysis of the Moment Tensor experiment undertaken at 
Kumamoto University and described in section 6.3 is presented. Data related to the 
experiment were made available for analysis and the results of one of the samples is 
shown here. It has to be stressed once again that the analysis presented here was aimed 
at attaining a critical understanding of the MTA. Final conclusions are drawn about 
the advantages and drawbacks of the method. 
7.5.1 Moment Tensor Analysis 
The Moment Tensor Analysis consists of several different steps that require the use of 
varied software. In order to complete the whole analysis, four software packages are 
needed: 
the PAC MT-TRA software, or its equivalent latest version DMT-TRA when the 
new DiSP system is used 
• the PAC SiGMA 3D software 
• Microsoft Excel 
• a visualizing program, such as the Cosmo Player or the Cortona VRML Client 
4.0 Web 3D viewer 
To start the analysis, an input data file is needed. Although this point might be thought 
to be trivial, it is in fact vital for the success of the analysis. The data included in the 
file has to meet and to be recorded according to some specific requirements: 
the data file has to have a .tda extension, i.e. the data has to be recorded as 
waveforms using the MT-TRA software 
the waveforms have to be recorded with a pre-trigger value (see section 5.2) equal 
to at least 25% of the total waveform length; this is required by the software 
automatic algorithm to determine the background noise [PAC, 1997b] 
six recording channels are required [PAC, 1997b] [Ohtsu et al., 1998a] 
the trigger mode (see section 5.2) has to be set up as "SYN" 
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the trigger source (see section 5.2) has to be set up as "EXT" in five out of the six 
channels, whilst the sixth channel has to be set up as "DIG". This sixth channel 
is chosen as the main trigger of the system and thus has to be placed in the 
proximity of the expected AE sources 
the data file has to be placed in the same directory folder of the executable 
MT-TRA program 
A few points have to be clarified. As mentioned in sections 4.9 and 6.3, the 
sensors have to be broadband type transducers and they have to act as a network of 
instruments, i.e. be distributed around the target area for a variety of the azimuths. 
Better results are obtained if the sensors are located asymmetrically and with a 
spacing less than 1 m [Ohtsu et al., 1998a]. According to the Moment Tensor manual 
[PAC, 1997b], the first of the above five conditions is not essential and the data could 
be recorded using the MISTRAS software as long as the waveform collection option 
is enabled (section 5.2); a utility can then be used to convert the file a second time. 
This method of processing was tried during one of the Edinburgh experiments, but 
as a consequence of this the MT-TRA software used during the successive step was 
continuously crashing, making it impossible to bring the analysis to an end. The use of 
this method is therefore not advised. The manual states that the trigger mode of the 
sensors has to be set as synchronized, but it does not give any particular requirement 
for the trigger source. 
Before being able to characterize the AE sources, it firstly has to be located. Once 
the data have been correctly recorded, the first step consists in replaying the input 
file with the MT-TRA software and starting its Moment Tensor Analysis option by 
picking up the arrival time P1 of the signals. These times are needed by the automated 
algorithm to perform the source location. The arrival time has to be picked up for 
each waveform and for each sensor. It is strongly recommended that the process is 
undertaken manually, as the automatic option of the software available appears to be 
unreliable. 
At the same time, the amplitude of the first motion P2 has to be picked up for 
each waveform and each channel; this value represents the amplitude defined in equation 
4.39. For the reasons stated above this has to be again a manual process. The two 
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Figure 7.44: 	Arrival Time P1 and First Motion Amplitude P2 , from 
[Ohtsu and Shigeishi, 2002]. 
parameters, the arrival time and the amplitude of the first motion, are shown in Figure 
7.44. At the end of the two processes the software generates a series of .PTn file, one 
for each sensor, containing all of the values picked up. 
A few practical factors need to be highlighted in relation to this step. The process 
of selecting the arrival time and the first motion amplitude has to be undertaken only 
for the waveforms that are judged to be "valid data"; i.e. the arrival time and the 
amplitude are clearly identifiable above the background noise in all the six channels. 
This makes the quantity and quality of the results dependent on the ability of the 
user to correctly select the data and choose the values. Both values do not have to be 
picked up for the waveforms whose peak amplitude exceeds 10 V, which is the limit 
value of the software window. Although the use of the mouse is available during the 
manual process its use is not recommended as it often causes the software to crash. 
Finally and occasionally not all the channels record the same number of hits, probably 
due to a fault in the software. This generates a delay in selecting the two values as it 
has be done by groups of six signals belonging to the same hit. 
Once the above step has been completed, the SiGMA software can be run. It 
requires the user to specify the location and direction of the sensors, and a value for the 
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Poisson's ratio and the P-wave velocity for the sample material studied. The previously 
created .PTn file is also required. The direction of the sensor has to be established in 
relation to a system of axis on the sample that has to be defined by following the "left 
hand rule". 
The SiGMA 3D code runs in the DOS environment (a new Windows version has 
been developed at Kumamoto University, but at the moment it can only deal with a 
maximum of 1000 hits) in two phases. The first one calculates the location of the AE 
sources. If successful, the second stage can be run and it performs the calculation of 
the Moment Tensor components and the characterization of the located sources. The 
program has to be run for each hit for which the arrival time and the first amplitude 
were selected. The code finally generates: 
• an output file .00n (containing the summarised results) for each of the hit signals 
successfully run through the two phases 
• an .chd file with the latest run hit 
• a final .1st 
• an ASCII file that includes the results of the calculations for all these hits 
The next step consists of checking if the results computed by the SiGMA code are 
correct. This is done by opening the .1st file with Excel and manually verifying that 
the location of the source fell inside the actual sample and that the relative calculated 
"mean" value (i.e. the normalized Z eigenvalue of equation 4.43) is positive. Due to 
its definition the Z eigenvalue can in theory have only one direction. All the results for 
which any of the two above conditions are not satisfied, are discarded. A new .txt file 
is then created containing only the valid results. An example of its format is shown in 
Figure 7.45. 
The last step concerns the visualization of the obtained results. Until very recently, 
this was done by an additional SGMPLOT program that would read the final output 
file, create a new file and send it to a printer that would then plot a 2D drawing of 
the results. The drawing illustrated the sample itself and the located sources using 
different symbols to differentiate between the type of cracks and arrows to indicate 
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AE Source Inversion SiGMA Solution List 
(Date, 01-06-2003 Time, 13:42:58 )" 
in put settings 
[Channel Data List]  
ch. I Transducers Position 	I Transducers Direction I Arrival Time I Amplitude 
x 	y z I 	x y z j 	(see) I (volts) 
B 1 0.000 0.000 0.075 10.0000 0.0000 -1 .0000 10.100000E-04 1-0.0021 
B 2 1-0.125 0.000 0.00011.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1 0.100000E-05 1-0.0015 
B 3 I 0.000 0.000 -0.075 10.0000 0.0000 1.0000 I 0.000000E+00  I -0.0006 
B 4 1 0.125 0.000 0.0001-1.0000 0.0000 0.000010.440000E-041-0.0015 
B 5 I -0.063 0.125 0.025 10.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 I 0.320000E-04  I 0.0012 
B 61 0.063 0.125 -0.025 10.0000-1.0000 0.0000 I 0.790000E-04  I -0.0024 
* Velocity of P-wave: 4000.0 (mlsec) 	input velocity & 
* Poisson's Ratio : 0.20000 	 Poisson's ratio 
[Step 1: AE Source Location ---> Completed] 
"Source ( x , y , z ) = ( -0.766, -0.493, -1.599 	Location Results 
[Step 2 : Moment Tensor Solution ---> Completed] 
MOMENT TENSOR ****** 
0.2166 0.3212 -0.1984 
1.0000 -0.4994 	Moment Tensors Components 
sym. 	0.2585 
*************************** 
[Step 3 : Eigen Value Analysis ---> Completed] 	Eigen values & 
I max  I mid I min 	 Eigenvectors Results Eigen Value I 1.000  I 0.076  I -0 002 
Eigen Vector x I 0.3094  I -0.9045 I 0.2935 
EigenVectory I 0.8461  I 0.40271 0.3491 
Eigen Vector z I -0.4340 I 0.14031 0.8899 
Decomposition of 
<Composition Ratios of Eigen Value> 	 // Eigenvectors 
Shear: 7.81 % I CLVD: 56.39 % I Mean: 35.80 % 
Figure 7.45: Output format of SiGMA results - the red comments have been added as 
further explanation. 
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their orientation. The major drawback of this method was that it would work only if 
a Japanese printer was used! 
A recent implementation modifies this last step [Ohtsu and Shigeishi, 2002] and 
a new visualization system was developed using VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling 
Language) to illustrate the crack locations, types and orientations in a three dimensional 
way. In order to create the necessary .vrml file for the visualization, a program in VBE 
(Visual Basic Editor) language has to be run in Excel. The program reads the final 
.txt file containing the valid results and converts it in the . vrml file that can be viewed 
by an Internet 3D Viewer. The latest proposed viewer program is the Cortona VRML 
Client 4.0 that can be freely downloaded from the Internet and it shows a 3D image of 
the results (see Figures 7.47 to 7.58). 
It has to be pointed out that the VBE program contains internal information 
about the geometry of the tested sample and the location of the sensors. Thus it has 
to be modified according to the varied samples that are used. Besides, at this stage, 
the existing code contains Japanese characters and it can only be run on a Japanese 
version of Excel! 
All the above steps are summarized in a diagram in Figure 7.46. 
A Moment Tensor Analysis was attempted on the data recorded from the TRL 
experiments and from the beams BF2 and BF3 at Edinburgh. In the TRL experiments 
the data were recorded using the MT-TRA software, whilst in the Edinburgh beams 
the data were recorded as parameters using the MISTRAS software and later on 
converted, leading to the problems explained earlier. All cases were unsuccessful. A 
follow up investigation showed that the settings used in terms of sensor locations and 
pre-trigger were correct. The sensors were set in the synchronised mode, following the 
instructions in the manual, and in all cases the resonant R61 transducers were used. 
The latter are assumed to be the substantial reason for the failures (see section 6.3 for 
more details). 
A complete and successful MTA was carried out on the data of one of the samples 
tested at Kuma.moto University and described in section 6.3. This analysis was 
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Figure 7.46: Schematic diagram of the Moment Tensor procedure. 
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The steps concerning the selection of the arrival times and of the first motion 
amplitude was very time consuming. Approximately 8500 hits were recorded on just 
one sample; multiplying this by the number of sensors leads to a total of approximately 
51,000 signals that had to be manually scanned through. Approximately 700 of the 
total number of hits were judged to be "valid data" (i.e. 8.2%) and therefore for those 
the arrival time and first motion amplitude were selected and the SiGMA code was 
run. The process of verifying the SiGMA results eliminated approximately one third 
of them, resulting in approximately 6% of the initial recorded hits reaching the final 
step of the analysis. The final valid results are shown using the Cortona 3D viewer in 
Figures 7.47 to 7.55. The Figures show the sample itself, the location of the sensors 
in a white color, and the different types of located cracks. More specifically, the arrow 
vector indicates the crack motion vector, whilst the circular plate corresponds to the 
crack surface [Ohtsu and Shigeishi, 2002]. 
These figures give a clear example of the different phases of the cracking in time, 
with the main crack along the middle of the sample developing first and the lateral 
crack starting to form only later. The final stage (Figure 7.55) can then be compared 
with the photo of the failure of the sample in Figure 7.56 and a good agreement can 
be seen. The program allows a plan view of the results which can be conveniently 
rotated enabling one to have different views of the sample; examples of which are given 
in Figures 7.57 and 7.58. 
7.5.2 Moment Tensor Conclusions 
Attempts at undertaking an MTA were carried out on RC specimens tested at TRL 
and at Edinburgh University and they were all unsuccessful as the data were not 
recorded following the previuosly described procedure and therefore were not suitable 
for the MTA. The period spent in Japan allowed both a critical understanding of the 
reasons behind these failures and of the correct analysis procedure steps that have to 
be performed. 
. The whole procedure of an MTA was discussed, summarized and applied to a 
concrete sample tested at Kumamoto University. 
o The quality of the results obtained by the MTA was unquestionably high, 
providing complete information about the location, type and orientation of the 
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Figure 7.47: Moment Tensor results: First stage of the cracking on the sample. The red 
symbol represents a mixed-mode crack; the circle represents the crack surface, whilst 
the arrow indicates the P-axis, i.e. the direction of the crack extension. The white 
cilinders or circles represent the sensors. The grey circle and line indicates the hole and 
notch on the sample. 
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Figure 7.47. The different colors (red, green and blue) indicate different crack types 
(mixed-mode, tensile and shear). 
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Figure 7.49: Moment Tensor results: Third stage of the cracking, plotted as in Figure 
7.48. 
Figure 7.50: Moment Teiisor results: Fourth stage of the cracking, plotted as in Figure 
7.48. 
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Figure 7.51: Moment Tensor results: Fifth stage of the cracking, plotted as in Figure 
7.48. 
Figure 7.52: Moiiieiit Tensor results: Sixth stage of the cracking, plotted as in Figure 
7.48. 
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Figure 7.53: Moment Tensor results: Seventh stage of the cracking, plotted as in Figure 
7.48. 
Figure 7.54: Moment Tensor results: Eighth stage of the cracking, plotted as in Figure 
7.48. 
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Figiir 7.57 5: \Iortiezit Tviiso r i 	uIt : Fitial stagc' f t }i rrakiiig. J)lcJt ted as in Figure 
7.48. 
Figure 7.56: Failure of the sample used for the Moment Tensor analysis. 
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Figiiie T..7: \luiiiiit [11SuI iult s. first, rutated viw: fiiial s age uf t he ei;tekiug. 
plotted as in Figure 7.48. 
Figuit i.j: \.IuIIieI1t leiisur 1esi1lt.. 	u11tI III aNd view: fiiial tagu of the (1a(killg. 
plotted as in Figure 7.48. 
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cracks. 
. The results of the analysis were in good agreement with the failure observed on 
the sample, confirming the validity of this type of analysis. 
. Over 90% of the initial data were disregarded during the analysis. 
. The final step of the procedure that is needed to visualize the results is at this 
stage not compatible with non Japanese software, although further development 
to solve this issue is in progress. 
The analysis procedure is highly time consuming, as many steps have to 
be undertaken manually. This is considered to make this type of analysis 
"non-commercial". 
. Due to the manual aspects ivo1ved in some of the procedure steps, both the 
quantity and the quality of the results depends on the individual skills of the 
operator. 
• During the data recording, one of the AE sensors has to be chosen as the main 
trigger and positioned near to the expected failure. This implies the need to 
correctly foresee where the failure of the sample or structure under study is going 
to happen. 
7.6 Summary 
This chapter presented different methods of processing AE data, in some cases adapted 
from existing procedures and in other cases newly proposed: 
a b-value analysis was proposed and showed a good agreement with the different 
cracking and damage appearing during the tests 
• an AE source location analysis demonstrated the effectiveness of the AE energy 
as a parameter to identify and predict damage 
• a Relaxation ratio analysis was developed and seemed very promising to define 
the degree of damage, altough its results are affected by the loading rate and 
concrete properties 
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. a SoundPrint data analysis was undertaken and it showed the possibility to adapt 
the sytem to be used to detect concrete cracking 
. a Moment Tensor analysis was carried out, its procedure was explained and its 
validity was demonstrated 
Detailed conclusions about each method were described at the end of each study and 
their advantages and drawbacks were discussed. It has to be pointed out that these 
different types of analysis do not exclude each other but they have to be considered for 
use, when possible, in conjunction with one another in order to support each others 
results. 
Both the PAC and SP location and the b-value analysis were then applied to a 
real structure, as described in the next chapter to test their validity on site. Overall 
discussions and conclusions about the different processing methods investigated is 
finally given in chapter 9 and 10 respectively. 
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Boghall Bridge Monitoring 
This chapter describes the field work element in the thesis. The monitoring of Boghall 
bridge was intended as a demonstration of global monitoring (see 4.4) and it was 
carried out in line with the procedure described in sections 2.2 and 5.6. The existing 
documentation was studied (section 8.1), a visual survey and verification of damage 
was performed (section 8.2) and based on the findings the monitoring was planned and 
undertaken. All the steps are herein presented and discussed. 
8.1 Boghall Bridge 
Boghall Bridge is located in the Scottish Borders, south of Carfraemill north-east of 
Lauder on the A697. The original bridge was a flat masonry arch built, according 
to the Council records, in 1793 using red sandstone blocks. Later on, the road was 
widened and a trapezoidal cast in-situ concrete slab, consisting of four beams, was 
placed alongside the masonry arch. The road orientation was also altered explaining 
the lack of alignment. Construction details of the bridge and its actual aspect can be 
seen in Figure 8.1 and 8.2. 
The work described in this chapter focuses on the concrete side of the bridge. One 
of the main reasons this bridge was chosen was that it had been already monitored with 
AET back in 1999 [Shigeishi et al., 20011 allowing a comparison with the old data. As 
a result of the previous monitoring it was known that one of the concrete beams was 
visibly damaged and this was expected to give rise to interesting data. Finally, the 
resonably small size of the bridge and its location in a traffic area which was safe, 
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Boghall bridge. 
8.2 Preliminary Investigation 
Initially a visual survey was undertaken. The most northerly of the four concrete 
beams (named Beam 1) shows extensive visible cracking on both sides, concentrated 
mainly on the eastern end of the beam (Figure 8.1). This cracking is probably due 
to unseen corrosion of the reinforcement, as iron staining can be observed clearly on 
the beam. According to the bridge documentation, there is no joint present at the 
interface between the masonry arch and the concrete slab, thus it can be supposed that 
water can penetrate freely and cause such corrosion. Salt, commonly spread on roads 
to avoid ice can also dissolve in water and infiltrate the bridge - accelerating the rate 
of corrosion. The other three beams appear to be in good condition. At the beginning 
of this preliminary investigation, it was decided to focus the monitoring on the visibly 
damaged beam (Beam 1) and the one in good condition beside it (named Beam 2). 
The main objectives of this investigation were: 
• to investigate the feasibility of the AE technique on a real concrete bridge 
• to investigate the different factors that can influence the collection of AE 
data during in-situ monitoring, such as: wind, temperature, rain, traffic, 
displacements, presence of cracks, etc 
• to compare the response from a beam in visibly poor condition to one that shows 
little deterioration and to gain an understanding of the bridge condition 
• to compare the actual results with the findings obtained in the previous 
monitoring in 1999 
• to verify the application of the SP system on a real concrete structure. 
8.3 Monitoring Description 
During the monitoring, different sets of data were recorded in order to obtain a 
comprehensive understanding of the bridge. A low scaffold platform was built over the 
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MISTRAS SoundPrint 
30 dB Threshold T-Mast max clockwise position 
Analog 999 
1MHz Sample Rate Sample Rate 44.1kHz 
2K Hit Length  
65534 HLT Delay minimum 
500 PDT 
1000 HDT 
Table 8.1: Boghall Bridge: Instruments Settings. 
Acoustic Emission data were recorded using two systems: the PAC MISTRAS 
equipment in conjunction with eight PAC R61 (Resonant 60kHz Integral) sensors and 
the SoundPrint system with eight transducers. The settings used for both systems are 
summarised in Table 8.1. 
Pre-existing cracks can generate acoustic emissions (section 4.5) and their presence 
has to be taken into account. The cracks visible on Beam 1 were mapped and measured. 
Metal base points were positioned (in nine locations) on either side of the cracks and the 
distance between them measured using a digital Vernier caliper. This allowed recording 
of any variation in crack width throughout the whole monitoring. The length of the 
cracks was also recorded at the beginning and at the end of the study. 
Excessive movements and vibrations of the bridge could affect the AE data 
by generating misleading signals. A laser vibrometer was used to measure the 
displacements of the bridge and it was set on the river bank with the laser pointing 
at the mid-span of Beam 1. The instrument allows displacement measurements to be 
made over a range of 0.08 microns to 80 mm with a frequency range of up to 1.5 GHz 
[Manual, 2002]. The laser vibrometer was connected to a data logger and to a laptop, 
where the data was recorded and stored using MATLAB software. 
Acoustic emissions are generated by stress release deriving from an applied load 
(4.1). To avoid any road closure or disruption, passive monitoring was adopted using 
normal traffic conditions as a load to induce AE. A video camera was positioned on 
the deck of the bridge to film the flow of traffic during the monitoring period. The 
number of vehicles passing per minute for each thirty minutes period was established, 
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indicating the volume of traffic. 
Previous studies, [Shigeishi et al., 2000] -. [Shigeishi et al., 2001], showed that 
environmental factors can influence AE readings and so meteorological data was 
obtained from the Meteorological Office, Charterhall station, 23.1 Km east of Boghall 
bridge. Due to the distance of the meteorological station from Boghall Bridge, it 
was anticipated that the information might not be totally accurate, but would still 
provide an understanding of the meteorological condition. This information was then 
integrated with the field observations. 
In the light of the experiment described in section 5.4.2 all the sensors were 
mounted on the surface of the beam using plasticine as an acoustic couplant and 
were held in place with metals clamps. The cables connecting the sensors to the 
acquisition system were secured using cable holders and ties to prevent movements 
and/or interference. Every day before recording commenced, the transducers were 
calibrated using a Schmidt Hammer and a pencil lead as described in section 5.4.3. 
Three different cases were investigated. Firstly, the sensors were placed underneath 
Beam 1 (Case 1). Due to the poor quality data recorded using this location, the sensors 
were removed and located alongside Beam 1 on side 2 (Case 2). Finally (Case 3), half 
of the sensors were placed on Beam 1 (side 2) and the other half on Beam 2 (side 1), to 
compare the response of beams in different states of deterioration. The exact location 
of the sensors for Case 2 and Case 3 is shown in Figure 8.3. The bridge was monitored 
over a period of about 10 days. The exact monitoring time for each case is shown in 
Figure 8.4. The figure also includes a summary of the meteorological and traffic data. 
8.4 Analysis 
8.4.1 Cracks, Metereological and Displacements Measurements 
The measurements showed that the cracks did not grow in length during the monitoring 
period. Little variation (Figure 8.5) in their width was recorded between the start and 
end of each day; and this small variation was probably due to temperature conditions 
or instrument inaccuracy. Only one discrepancy was noticeable - on the 23rd May 2002 
- but it is believed to be due to an error in the reading as on the following day the 
recorded crack width had returned to the previously recorded value. 
The laser measurements showed that the displacements were minute (about 1 mm) 
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Figure 8.3: Boghall bridge. Location of sensors: Case 1 and 2. 
and followed a regular trend (Figure 8.5). It can then be assumed that they did not 
affect the AE readings. 
The data seemed not to be affected by the wind and the rain. This confirmed that 
the use of cable holders and ties was effective and the beams being at the centre of the 
structure resulted in them being protected from the direct action of the rain and wind. 
8.4.2 Attenuation Study 
In order to gain an understanding about the properties and uniformity of the concrete, 
a study of the AE signal attenuation and noise was undertaken. 
The attenuation study consisted of an analysis of the amplitude of the signals 
generated by the pencil lead during the calibration of the sensors. The results are 
shown in Table 8.2. 
The pencil lead was broken near to each sensor and it generated a signal that was 
recorded by the nearest sensor with an amplitude varying between 70 and 82 dB (the 
red values in the Table 8.2). In all cases, the signal was only able to reach the two 
sensors directly adjacent to the one near which the lead was broken. The amplitude of 
the signal when it reached these sensors is represented in the above mentioned table by 
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EASTERN SIDE 	- - WESTERN SIDE 
SENSOR 
INTERSPACEJ 1.08m 1.15m 1.05m 1.04m 1.12m 1.10m 1.11m 
SENSOR NO 8 	7 	6 	5 	4 	3 	2 	1 
(34) 
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Table 8.2: Boghall bridge: Results of attenuation study. The red values indicate the 
starting amplitude, whilst the blue values are the amplitude recorded by the near sensor. 
The drop of the amplitude is shown in brackets. 
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Figure 8.5: Boghall bridge: crack width (left) and bridge displacements (right). 
By comparing the drop in the amplitude of the signals (values in brackets) it is 
possible to recognize two trends: 
• in the western half of the beam (sensors 1 to 4) the average attenuation was 
approximately 35 dB over a distance of 1.10 m; 
• in the eastern half of the beam (sensor 4 to 8) the average attenuation was 
approximately 38 dB over a distance of 1.10 m. 
The attenuation appeared greater in the damaged eastern half of the beam, in 
agreement with the fact that the presence of cracks causes elastic scattering and 
anelastic absorption. This results in greater attenuation and then lower amplitude of 
the waves. 
Although the threshold was fixed at 30 dB during the monitoring a 15 minutes 
test was carried out using the PAC system at the beginning or at the end of the day 
using a lower threshold of 25 dB, to verify if any information could be obtained about 
the noise level of the structure. 
The location of the AE activity recorded during these tests is shown in Figure 
8.6 both in terms of events and energy (see section 4.7). The graphs illustrate similar 
outputs. A few events, with no associated energy, were recorded - but only on the 
eastern side of Beam 1. This complied with what was expected, as the surfaces of 
the pre-existing cracks in that area are subject to friction that generates few acoustic 
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emissions which have low energy, resulting in the area being more noisy. No relevant 
data was obtained when the same study was carried out on Beam 2. A variation in 
the distribution of the noise level can then be indicative of a difference in the state of 
a structure. 
8.4.3 AE Source Location - PAC Data 
The analysis of the AE location consists of locating the AE sources. These sources can 
then be related to development or existence of crack patterns on the beams. 
A linear location (alongside the beams) of the PAC data was carried out using the 
MISTRAS software (see section 4.7). The sources were located with reference to both 
the recorded events and energy but only the latter are shown here as previous results 
show that energy can be considered as the effective parameter to indicate the active 
damage of a structure (see section 7.2). 
Case 1 
On a bridge beam, it is the bottom part that is in tension and as a result this is the 
area where the cracks and the acoustic emissions are generally expected to develop. 
For this reason, in the first case study, all the sensors were placed underneath Beam 
1. Very little AE activity was recorded and it was confined to the western area of the 
beam (Figure 8.7). This was thought to be due to the presence of the large visible 
cracks propagating alongside the eastern area. The existence of these cracks prevented 
the elastic waves from travelling through the concrete and reaching the sensors located 
on the underside of the beam. This led to the relocation of the sensors. 
Case 2 
With the second location of the sensors, Beam 1 was monitored for about four days 
and the results are shown in Figure 8.8. During three out of the four days, the data 
consistently showed that the majority of the AE activity was occurring on the western 
side of the beam. The cracks already visible on the eastern side generated acoustic 
emission but of lower energy as the opening up of existing cracks creates AE events 
of smaller amplitude and energy. Most of the energy is usually released during the 
formation and localisation of new microcracks (section 4.5). This suggests that the 
existing cracks on the western side are propagating towards the opposite side of the 
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Figure 8.6: AE activity location: Noise study. The location along the beam is indicated 
on the x-axis in meters, whilst the green squares (on top) indicate the AE sesnors. 
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Figure 8.7: Boghall bridge. AE source location for Case 1, plotted as for Figure 8.6. 
beam and that the process of corrosion is progressing. It has to be pointed out that 
a clearer pattern was observed on the 23rd and 30th of May, when a longer duration 
test was carried out. A longer monitoring time highlights the AE trend of the whole 
structure and minimises the influences due to single specific local events that can 
mislead the interpretation of the results. On the other hand long monitoring time 
would be less cost effective. 
Case 3 
Case 3 allowed a comparison between the behaviour of a badly damaged beam (Beam 
1) and a beam that appeared to be in good condition (Beam 2). The results for the 
respective days of monitoring are shown in Figure 8.9. On the 24th May 2002, the 
wind was stronger (Figure 8.4) but this did not affect the results, showing that the use 
of cable holders and ties helped to prevent wind interference. Comparing the results 
to those obtained on Case 2, and taking into account the shorter duration of the test, 
much less AE activity was recorded in Case 3 - even if the volume of traffic (Figure 
8.4) on those days appeared higher than during the previous days. Beam 1 did not 
show differences during the two monitoring days, as it was probably in a relatively 
stable condition. The results for Beam 2 showed very few emissions on the 24th of 
May, whilst more activity was recorded on the 29th of May. This can be explained 
by looking at the time of the recording. On the 24th of May the recording was made 
in the afternoon, when more traffic was travelling out of Edinburgh along the A697 
thus running above Beam 1 (Figure 8.2). On the 29th, the data was acquired during 
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Figure 8.8: Boghall bridge. AE source location for Case 2, plotted as for Figure 8.6. 
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Case no. Day Total signals Located signals I% 
1 21st May 364 271 74% 
2 22nd May 138 71 51% 
2 23rd May 200 122 61% 
2 24th May 79 44 56% 
2 30th May 9 7 78% 
3 24th May 173 64 37% 
3 29th May 9 4 44% 
Table 8.3: Boghall bridge: SP recorded and located signals. 
lunchtime, when more vehicles were travelling towards Edinburgh and therefore over 
Beam 2. As Beam 2 appears to be in good condition and the east end of Beam 1 is 
already badly damaged (i.e. it does not generate high energy events), the structural 
response in terms of AE is limited and the traffic effect is relevant. This suggests that 
for totally reliable monitoring and easier comparisons the recordings should be done 
ideally at the same time and for the same duration. Once again, longer monitoring 
might have overcome the problem, allowing the identification of a pattern representing 
the structural behaviour of the beams. 
8.4.4 AE Source Location - SP Data 
A linear location of the data collected by the SP system was undertaken using the 
SP Analyst software and the results were plotted using Autocad. The filter developed 
during the TRL experiments (see section 7.4.1) was applied, but it led to a classification 
of all the signals as small cracks and therefore they were not located. For this reason, 
despite the time consuming nature of the undertaking, the signals were manually located 
for each case and each day of the monitoring. A summary of the total number of the 
recorded signals and the number of the located signals is shown in Table 8.3. 
Case 1 
Contrary to the results obtained from the PAC system, the largest number of signals 
were recorded when the sensors were located underneath the beam. The results (Figure 
8.10) show that the majority of the AE activity was located on the east end with 
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Figure 8.9: Boghall bridge. AE source location for Case 3, plotted as for Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.10: Boghall bridge. Location of the SP events, for Case 1. The green triangles 
represent the SP sensors, while the red circles show the located AE sources. 
only 8% of the located signals derived from sources on the west end of the beam. A 
possible explanation is that as the SP sensors are more sensitive to low frequencies, 
their response is highly influenced by the noise derived from the existing cracks on the 
east area. 
Case 2 
The results of Case 2 (Figure 8.11) did not result in the emergence of any constant 
pattern during the three days of the monitoring. Once again this could be explained 
by the response and sensitivity of the SP transducers. As the SF sensors were located 
nearer to the bottom of the beam than the PAC's and thus nearer to the cracks, this 
might have amplified the influence of the existing cracks. No explanation could be 
found for the low number of events recorded on the last day. A visual analysis of the 
signals and their spectrum was performed in order to develop a filter, able to separate 
the signals coming from the two different sides of the beam - but no specific features 
needed for the filter could be identified. 
Case 3 
Fewer signals were located in relation to Case 3, and the AE sources were mainly coming 
from Beam 2 (Figure 8.12). Although the presence of low AE activity agrees in this 
case with the results obtained from the PAC system, it does not agree with the findings 
of the Case 2 as high activity on the cracked side of Beam 1 would be expected. 
8.4.5 b-value Analysis 
A b-value analysis of the PAC data was undertaken. The b-value was calculated using 
an interval range of amplitude of 3 dB for each day of monitoring and for each channel 
(see section 4.6). The results were plotted in Figure 8.13 and refer to the monitoring 
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Figure 8.11: Boghall bridge. Location of the SP events, for Case 2, plotted as for Figure 
8.10. 
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Figure 8.12: Boghall bridge. Location of the SP events, for Case 3, plotted as for Figure 
8.10. 
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Figure 8.13: Boghall bridge: Frequency-magnitude plots and resulting b-value 
estimated on Beam 1. 
of Case 2 on the 23rd of May. It can be seen that channels 5, 6 and 7 (east end) have 
a lower b-value than channels 1, 2, 3 and 4 (west end). This is due to the fact that 
the opening up of the existing cracks on the eastern end of the beam generated a large 
number of events but of small amplitude. Conversely, the possible formation of new 
cracks in the western areas created acoustic emissions of larger amplitude. Channel 8 
showed a high b-value implying that the existing cracks may be growing also towards 
the western end of the beam, where it is possible that the corrosion is expanding and 
new cracks are occurring. The b-value analysis appears to support the results obtained 
from the previous data processing. 
8.4.6 Old Monitoring Comparison 
Monitoring of Boghall Bridge was undertaken at the beginning of 1999 using a PAC 
system and was reported by Shigeishi and associates [Shigeishi et al., 2001]. Although 
that research focused on the masonry arch, some data were collected from the concrete 
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Figure 8.14: AE energy location: old monitoring results, plotted as for Figure 8.6. 
beam (Beam 1 - side 1). The location of the AE energy activity from Shigeishi's study 
is shown in Figure 8.14. It shows that most of the AE activity was coming from 
the western end of the beam, suggesting that the cracks present on the eastern side 
were propagating into the opposite area. This observation agrees with the results 
obtained from the PAC system during the recent monitoring, suggesting that the 
damage situation has not changed and the beam has been stable during these years. 
It must be pointed out that a larger number of events and larger amount of energy 
were recorded by the PAC system during the old monitoring study. This may be due 
to the fact that during 1999, a different type of sensor was used (R31 Resonant 30kHz 
Integral). As these transducers are resonant at a lower frequency, they were probably 
able to pick up a larger number of acoustic emissions. Since the earlier monitoring 
was carried out during winter, another possible explanation is that the heaviest rainfall 
occurred during that period together with the use of salt to avoid freezing - accelerating 
the rate of corrosion propagation and making the structure more acoustically active. 
However it remains more likely that the response can be attributed to the transducer 
sensitivity and frequency range. 
8.5 Conclusions 
This chapter provided an example and a detailed description of the application of the 
AE technique to a real structure. The AE method has proved to be a promising and 
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obtain an understanding of the structural condition of concrete bridge beams without 
any traffic disruption. From the undertaking of this study and the processing of the 
data, the following conclusions were drawn: 
o A preliminary visual survey of the structure is always of fundamental importance 
to establish a first view of the state of the bridge. 
. The presence of pre-existing cracks must be considered when deciding the sensor 
locations and when processing the data, as it affects the generation and detection 
of elastic waves. 
. Environmental factors (rain, wind, temperature) as well as traffic volume must 
be considered in order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the AE data. 
. The cables should be clamped and fixed tightly in order to reduce wind 
interference. 
A preliminary study of the attenuation and noise can provide useful information 
about the condition of the structure. 
. The location of the AE energy allows identification of the areas of highest activity, 
where possible damage is occurring, as visible cracking produces waves of low 
energy, whilst new internal cracks generate high energy signals. 
The monitoring should be repeated over time to allow verification of the results. 
For a more reliable comparison it is also advisable that such time is kept constant 
(both in terms of daily time and duration). 
A longer period of monitoring is preferred in order to obtain a realistic pattern 
of the AE activity and to minimise the effects of single events that can lead to 
misinterpretation of the data. 
• The SoundPrint system was able to record AE activity on a real concrete structure 
but the response of the transducers was highly affected by the existing cracks. 
Some of the SP results were contradictory and at this stage a final conclusion 
about their significance could not be reached. 
• The b-value analysis can be successfully applied on a real structure to distinguish 
between areas where macrocraking and/or microcracking are occurring. 
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• The existence of previous monitoring data is a useful feature in order to have an 
overview of the behaviour of the bridge over a period of years. Thus in order to 
verify the stability of a bridge's condition and to confirm and support the findings 
from AE work; the creation of a database containing information about the bridge 
stock should be developed. 
The field work represented the last stage of this research. The next chapters will 




This chapter presents an overall discussion of the research reported in this thesis. As 
detailed discussions were already included in each of the previous chapters, only a 
few critical points are discussed herein and emphasis is mainly put on discussing the 
further work that could be carried out to continue the study presented herein. 
This thesis investigated the feasibility of the Acoustic Emission (AE) technique to 
evaluate the structural condition of concrete bridges. The study consisted of two main 
stages - (1.) how to carry out an AE test in order to acquire useful data - (2.) how 
to analyse and interpret the AE data. The two phases are strongly interdependent, 
without correctly collected data the processing will rarely be successful. Vice-versa, 
if the aim and type of analysis required is not known, the recording of useful data is 
unlikely. Not all the data are suitable for certain types of analysis and thus the way 
they are recorded and the instrumentation settings that are used need to be determined 
in accordance with the required type of processing. 
An experimental protocol was drafted for AE monitoring of bridges (section 
5.6). It however should be pointed out that it merely provides general guidelines 
that identify the main steps to should be taken into consideration during an AE 
testing. Each bridge is a unique structure and thus has to be singly and specifically 
evaluated. Moreover as for most of the non-destructive methods, a complementary 
use of AE and other NDT techniques is desirable to support and strengthen the 
respective findings. One of the reasons for the mistrust that is sometimes related 
to NDT is caused by the lack of knowledge about the real possibilities and limits of 
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their applications. For this reason, during the thesis, emphasis was put on clearly 
stating the advantages and disadvantages of the AET and of the different analysis 
that were studied. Once again, a complementary use of NDT methods could overcome 
some of the disadvantages, as other techniques may be successful where the AET is not. 
From an analysis of the AE literature (Chapter 3), several varied ways of analysing 
the data were found and few of them were personally applied to the data obtained from 
the experiments. Not all the attempted types of analysis have been included herein, 
only the ones that led to successful results and/or seem to be promising, have been 
reported. As the aim of this thesis was always very practical, the choice of processing 
was based on "practical" considerations, i.e. could it realistically be applied on real 
structures. 
The proposed b-value analysis (section 7.1) appeared very promising but at this 
stage its application implies a continuous monitoring, possibly starting as soon as the 
bridge is built and it could therefore prove to be expensive for the owner of the bridge. 
Further work is needed to address this issue. 
The AE source location analysis (section 7.2.1) is quick, easy, totally automatic 
and it has the significant advantage of being able to be carried out in real time. Its 
main drawbacks is that it provides only qualitative information, i.e. it can identify 
areas where acoustic emission is present and where damage may be occurring, but it 
cannot establish how serious that damage would be. On the other hand, this analysis 
can pinpoint areas acoustically active that can be investigated further with different 
AE analysis and/or NDT techniques. 
The Relaxation ratio analysis (section 7.3) was proposed and it appeared to be 
very promising for practical applications. The novelty of this analysis lies in the use 
of the AE energy released during the unloading phase of a AE loading test, and which 
is generally not taken into consideration. However, the results obtained during the 
experiments suggested that the properties of the concrete and the loading rate affects 
the results. Notwithstanding the large amount of publications about AE work on 
concrete, no specific study was found about the correlation between the strength of 
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the concrete and the generated acoustic emissions or between the loading rate and 
the derived AE activity. The subject appeared very interesting and worthy of further 
investigation. Such an investigation should consist of testing several samples, changing 
one of the test features or concrete characteristics at the time. Data from field work are 
desirable at this stage. The procedure, based on this study and suggested to be applied 
to assess a bridge, needs further implementation once the possibilities and limits of 
the method have been clearly established. Only at this point, can one estimate the 
exact way of loading the bridge, the number of cycles required and the level of the 
applied load estimated. A cost effective analysis could then be carried out. Compared 
to the passive monitoring undertaken on Boghall bridge (Chapter 8) this type of AE 
testing would require a partial closure of the bridge. No closure is required during 
the installation of the system and the loading procedure could be done at night time, 
limiting the traffic disruption. Also, the bridge would not need to be tested all at once, 
so that partial lane closures only are needed. 
The potential of the SoundPrint system to detect cracking in the concrete 
was investigated. Positive results were obtained, but at this stage some software 
modifications should be considered to better adapt it to deal with the large amount 
of AE events, that are usually generated during the fracture process. The filter utility 
incorporated within the existing software is however a powerful tool, and further 
investigation to verify if it could be able to distinguish between different types of crack 
is worth of study. 
The Moment Tensor Analysis (section 7.5) is the method able to provide the most 
complete type of information. However its complex procedure and time consuming 
analysis are considered serious limitations towards its practical commercial application. 
The experiment reported in section 7.5 is a preliminary example to show the validity 
and high potential of the method. Due to the drawbacks, as well as time restrictions, 
no further experiments were carried out, although a field application would be highly 
desirable to test the MTA feasibility on-site. Further work to implement the software 
and increase the automation is needed and it is known that steps in this direction are 
currently being taken at Kumamoto University. 
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Working on-site always represents an interesting challenge. It starts from the 
necessity to find power sources in remote regions and continues through the need of 
data transfer, safely transporting the equipment and protecting it throughout the 
whole investigation. The case of the Boghall bridge described in Chapter 8 highlighted 
the issue of moving the systems. The SoundPrint is equipped with wheels that make 
its transportation on "asphalt like" roads very simple. Conversely, in the case of rough 
terrain (as for Boghall bridge) it needs to be lifted and its heavy weight represents 
an obstacle. Conversely, the PAC system is lighter but it has to be lifted in all 
circumstances. This sometimes created problems, such as the shifting of some of the 
internal hardware boards out of position and fixing on site. Work is necessary to 
improve these aspects of the systems. The safety of the instrumentation in relation 
to environmental factors as well as to human vandalism is a fundamental issue that 
needs to be taken into account, especially when permanent monitoring is required. It 
needs to be stressed that the collection of on-site data is a critical step to assess the 
real feasibility of the AE method. 
The following chapter summarises the overall conclusions reached during the 




This chapter provides a summary overview of the conclusions reached during this 
research and already described in detail in the previous chapters. 
10.1 Bridges 
• Bridges represent a fundamental part of the asset of a country and their 
maintenance is a critical issue. Throughout the history of their development, 
their aspect evolved, their structural characteristics were modified and different 
problems arose (section 2.1). Concrete bridges constitute a particular type of 
bridge with its specific features and problems (section 2.2) and recently, as a 
consequence of their age: 
- UK bridges: 25-35 year old 
- USA bridges: 30-45 year old 
they have started to show signs of distress. The necessity to assess their safety is 
thus a matter of concern (section 2.3). This thesis investigated the feasibility to 
use the Acoustic Emission (AE) technique to evaluate the structural integrity of 
concrete bridges. 
10.2 AE Method 
• The AE method was not born as a civil engineering tool and its application to 
concrete started in the 1960s. A review of AE work on concrete was undertaken 
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(section 3.2) to gain an understanding of the theory, instrumentation and different 
factors that influence and have to be taken into account during an AE test 
(Chapters 4 and 5). Although the AET started to be used on steel bridges in 
the 70s and a few years later on concrete bridges (section 3.4), no "standardised 
procedure" for its application to bridges existed in the UK (sections 3.5 and 5.6) 
prior to that suggested in this thesis on the basis of the author's experience. 
Two main and intercorrelated phases of an AE test were identified and investigated: 
- the acquisition of AE data 
- the processing of the AE data. 
The investigation required the undertaking of several experiments, during which two 
different types of AE systems were used, the FAG and the SoundPrint system. The 
laboratory tests included six RC beams at the University of Edinburgh (Scotland), two 
full scale RC beams at the Transport Research Laboratory (England), pius six RC 
beams and a concrete sample at Kumamoto University (Japan). An on-site monitoring 
of a RC bridge in the Scottish Borders was also carried out (Chapter 8). 
• An experiment on different couplant materials was carried out. Piasticine (2 mm 
thick) was seen to be a valid alternative to superglue, when temporary monitoring 
is required. 
• In relation to the first above mentioned stage the results and experience gained 
throughout the undertaking of both the laboratory and the on-site tests identified 
some key factors that have to be taken into account before and during an AE 
testing: 
- preliminary survey 
- aim of the test 
- choice of sensor 
- sensor location 
- sensor mounting 
- instrumentation settings 
- sensor calibration 
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- noise and attenuation study 
- complementary measurements and environment 
If correctly considered these factors would lead to useful AE data and therefore 
to a successful analysis and results. From the above, an experimental protocol 
was drafted (section 5.6). 
10.3 Analysis 
The analysis and interpretation of the AE data, which represents the second stage 
of an AE test, is often not a trivial matter. To address this issue, different types of 
processing were investigated and alternative ways of analysis of the data were developed. 
10.3.1 b-value Analysis 
A conventional b-value analysis was applied and proposed (section 7.1). 
• The trend of the b-value showed good agreement with the cracking appearing 
during the test, confirming that the b-value is correlated to the fracture process 
of the concrete and to the degree of localisation of damage and it is able to 
distinguish between the formation of macrocracks and microcracks growth. 
• The use of the b-value analysis to interpret data obtained by "local monitoring" 
of concrete bridges was suggested, although the need for further work to make 
the b-value suitable for practical use was highlighted. 
10.3.2 Source Location 
An AE source location analysis was undertaken to investigate the relationship between 
the AE events and AE energy locations and the cracks as they appeared on the beams 
(section 7.2.1). 
• The located activity showed a good agreement with the crack pattern mapped on 
the beams although its accuracy was higher in the early cycles when less cracks 
were present. 
• The AE activity/crack correlation was stronger in term of AE energy than AE 
events, especially in relation to the formation of new cracks. 
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• The located energy showed concentrations of activity where cracks were not 
visibly present, but subsequently appeared and thus the AE energy can be 
considered a precursor of the failure and an effective parameter to indicate and 
anticipate the damage of a concrete structure. 
This type of analysis is relatively quick and easy to interpret, but it only provides 
a qualitative assessment of a structure and no quantitative information about the state 
of damage can be obtained. 
10.3.3 Relaxation Ratio 
The issue of a quantitative assessment method was addressed by developing a new type 
of analysis, based on the definition of a new parameter, the "relaxation ratio" (section 
7.3). Some disagreements, between the results obtained from different samples were 
found, so that only preliminary conclusions can be drawn at this stage. 
• The method of analysis seemed very promising to define the state of damage of 
concrete beams - as structurally serious damage condition should result in the 
relaxation phase being dominant and thus a relaxation ratio greater than one. 
• The results were affected by the different properties of the concrete (type and 
strength) and the loading rate used during the experiments. 
• The successful results obtained at this stage were supported by comparison with 
the NDIS assessment procedure. 
• On the basis of these results a full load test procedure for a real bridge was 
suggested, although further analysis is needed to define the limits of the method. 
10.3.4 SoundPrint 
The SoundPrint system was not originally designed to detect cracking in concrete and 
work focused on evaluating the potential of the system to address this task during the 
small and full scale experiments (section 7.4). 
• In both the small and full scale experiments, the system was able to: (a) record 
AE data generated by concrete cracking, and (b) to identify acoustically active 
regions and thus locate AE events corresponding to the visible cracks. A clear 
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pattern of the AE activity generally emerged when approximately 50-60% of the 
ultimate load was reached. 
• In the small scale tests the location process was affected by the number of cracks, 
as fewer events were located when a large amount of cracks were formed, i.e. 
during the last cycles of the experiments. The location of the events had to be 
done using the manual option of the SP software as the Decision Tree classified 
all the events as "small cracks" and thus did not locate them. The process was 
therefore very time consuming. 
• On the full scale tests, the accuracy of the longitudinal location was greater then 
the vertical one. 
• The results, in terms of energy, of the full scale tests obtained with the PAC 
and SP systems agreed with each other and, as previously found during the AE 
location study, high energy characterized serious structure damage. 
• The differences and similarities of the SP and PAC systems were discussed, in 
terms of equipment, settings, filtering and targets. 
10.3.5 Moment Tensor Analysis 
The MTA was studied and the MTA procedure was discussed, summarized and applied 
(section 7.5). 
• The results obtained by the MT experiment provided complete information about 
the location, type and orientation of the cracks, in good agreement with the 
failure of the sample. The validity of the method was thus confirmed, although 
only approximately 6% of the data collected could be processed through all the 
stages of the analysis. 
• A few drawbacks were identified: 
- The analysis is highly time consuming, as many steps have to be undertaken 
manually. This manual aspect makes both the quantity and the quality of 
the results dependent on the individual skills of the operator, whilst being 
time consuming, making it "non-commercial". 
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- The final visualization step of the procedure is at this stage incompatible 
with non Japanese software. 
- During the test, one of the AE sensors has to be positioned near to the 
expected failure and this implies a knowledge of where the failure will occur. 
10.3.6 Full - Scale Field Test 
Finally, a field monitoring of a real concrete bridge was carried out. The AET proved to 
be a promising and effective means of investigating the condition of the bridge, allowing 
one to obtain an understanding of the structural condition of concrete bridge beams 
without any traffic disruption (Chapter 8). 
• After a survey of the structure, a number of factors were identified which would 
affect the AE investigation: the presence of pre-existing cracks; environmental 
factors (rain, wind, temperature) as well as traffic; the need to use clamps and 
cable holder and ties to reduce wind interference; the need to undertake a study 
of the attenuation and noise to obtain preliminary information about the general 
condition of the structure. 
• The AE energy locations pinpointed areas of highest activity, where possible 
damage was occurring. 
• The monitoring was repeated over time to allow verification of the results. Also, 
a longer period of monitoring was found to provide a more realistic pattern of 
the AE activity and to minimise the effects of single events that can lead to 
misinterpretation or distortion of the data. 
• The SoundPrint system was able to record AE activity but the response of 
the transducers was highly affected by the existing cracks. Some results were 
contradictory and a final conclusion could not be reached. 
• The b-value analysis was successfully applied and it distinguished between areas 
where macrocraking and/or microcracking was occurring. 
• The existence of previous monitoring data was a useful feature to obtain an 
overview of the behaviour of the bridge over a period of years. A database 
containing information about the bridge stock should therefore be created. 
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Overall, the feasibility and potential of the application of the AE method to 
assess concrete bridges was demonstrated in a positive way. An experimental protocol 
was drafted and alternative and new ways of data processing and interpretation were 
discussed and proposed. 
10.4 Further Work 
Further work is desirable to implement the conclusions reached at this stage. 
Work is needed to make the b-value suitable for practical use. More in-situ data 
are desirable as well as the creation of a database that would allow an analysis 
of the variation of the b-value trend over a period of time. A reduction of the 
equipment cost is desirable, as this would make the installation of a continuous 
AE monitoring system on significant bridges easier. On continuous data, the 
b-value analysis could then provide vital information about the condition of a 
bridge. 
Further experiments are needed to establish in which exact conditions the 
relaxation ratio analysis is successful. The limits of its application and the 
confirmation of its validity need to be investigated. These experiments should 
consider a large variety of samples tested in different ways with one parameter 
changing at a time. Particular emphasis should be placed on studying the effect 
of different loading rates and different types and strength of concrete. On site 
trials would also be indispensable. Once this stage would be concluded, a final 
procedure to apply this type of analysis to bridge loading test could be drafted. 
Further work on the SoundPrint system is necessary. This should include 
alterations to the system software, in order to be able to automatically deal with 
large amounts of data. Field data are needed to confirm its feasibility to detect 
and distinguish concrete cracking on a real structure. 
Effort needs to be expended to spread the application of the Moment Tensor 
method. In order to achieve this, the automation of the whole process of the 
analysis needs to be implemented. 
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5. Finally a full field trial on a representative sample of bridges of different ages, 
designs and locations is highly desirable. 
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Design Calculations of RC Beams 
The design calculations of the RC beams tested in Edinburgh were based on BS 
8110: Parti: 1997 - Section 3. The calculations given below illustrate an example of 
the steps followed for the design of the singly reinforced beams and they specifically 
refer to beam BF3. Beams BF1, BF2 and BF4 were designed following the exact same 
procedure. The design of beam BF5 was based on the same calculations but the shear 
links were omitted to assure a shear failure. Once again these basic calculation were 
considered in designing beam BF6 but the failure load was calculated following the 
procedure described in Appendix B. For each beam the calculation was carried out 
according to the specific load configuration. 
Design of beam BF3 
Dimensions 
Span of the beam = L = 3000 mm 
Depth of section = d = 275 mm 
Width of section = b = 200 mm 
Properties 
Characteristic concrete cube strength = f assumed = 25 N/mm 2 
Yield stress of reinforcement = f, = 460 N/mm 2 
Yield stress of link reinforcement = f = 250 N/mm 2 
Max. size of aggregate = 20 mm 
Max. bar size assumed = 16 mm 
Mm. size of link assumed = 8 mm 
Exposure condition = mild 
Fire resistance required = 1 hr therefore cover = 25 mm 
Effective depth of tension reinforcement = deff = 275 - 25 - (16/2) - 8 = 234 mm 
Assumed load configuration 
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Pu 
Mn cix = Mu 
Load = P = 50 kN 
Shear span = a = 0.75 in 
Max bending Moment = 	= P x a 37.5 kN 
Max shear force at face of support = 50 kN 
Check slenderness of the beam 
60b = 60 x 200 = 1200 mm = 12 m 
250b2 - 250x2002 = 42735.04 mm = 42.74 m - 234 
L = 3 m < 60b < 250b2 	slenderness is OK. - -a- 
Calculate K 
K - 	Al - 37.5x 
106  (Nm 	
- 
m) 0.137 - fbd11 - 25x200x234 2 (Nmm) - 
as K < K' = 0.156 . . . NO compression reinforcement is required. 
Design for flexure 
Calculate the lever arm z: 
z/d = 10.5 + /ö- 1-] = 0.81.25 
as it is not greater than 0.95d then z=190 mm 
and the required cross-sectional area of tension reinforcement is: 
A 	___ - 37.5x 
106  (Nmm) = 451 mm 2 S 
- 
- O.95f 11 z - 0.95x460x190 (N/mm) 
Using 216 mm bars provide an area of 402 mm 2 so to have an under-reinforced beam. 
Design for shear 
Design shear stress at a cross section = v 
= 	
- 5x 
200x234 = 1.068 N/mm 2 
GIN 
Check that v <0.8/j = 4 and v < 5.0 N/mm 2 . . . OK 
Being the ratio R R == 0.86 
from Table 3.8 of the BS 8110: Part 1: 1997 - Section 3 it derives that: 
Design concrete shear stress =v,= 0.68 N/mm 2 
It can be seen that: 
0.34 = 0.5v <v = 1.068 < (v + .4) = 1.08 
then the minimum links have to be provided, i.e. web reinforcement that will provide 
a shear resistance, v - v, of at least 0.4 N/mm 2 
Checking the maximum allowable spacing Sv max = 0.75d = 175.5 mm and therefore 
assuming a link spacing sv = 175 mm 
the cross sectional area of the web reinforcement is then calculated from: 




- 	- 0.95x250 - 	
-  
thus 08mm links © 175mm spacing will satisfy the request. 
Design Stress block 
Assuming the characteristics ofthe simplified design stress blocks as: 
k1 = 0.9 x 0.67 = 0.9 x 0.671.5 = 0.402 
k2 = 0.45 
then the position of the neutral axis x is calculated as: 
k1fbx = A 8f8 .. .0.402 x 25 x 200 x x = 402 x 460 . . . x=82.19 mm 
and x/d = 0.351 > 0.2 . . . therefore OK 
while the tension steel ratio results: 
p = 	= 0.0086 bd 
Calculate ultimate bending Moment 
The ultimate moment of resistence for under-reinforced beams is calculated as: 
M = A 3 	(i 
- 	
dj1 = 402 () (i - O.0O86j) 234 = 25.44 kNm 0-45 
where 	= 1.5 is the partial factor of safety. 




Failure Load Calculations of Kumamoto Beams 
The failure load for beams Ki to K4 was computed on the basis of the following 
general procedure. 
The doubly reinforced section of a beam can be subdivided into two virtual sections as 
shown in the diagram below: 
cli 	As2 
LL ASI  





I 	Cs \/  
AsAsl 
Ash 	Ts2 
For the equilibrium of the virtual section 1 it is: 
C+i =o 
(A 81 - A 52) fr,, 
where C = resultant of compression 
T = resultant of tension. 
The ultimate Moment results to be: 
Mi = (A 31 - A 32 ) 1 (di - 
For the ecui1ibrium of the virtual section 2 it is: 
OS = Ts2 = A 52f 
and the ultimate Moment is: 
M2 = A 52f (di - d2 ) 
Therefore the total ultimate Moment M is: 
M. = Mi - M 2 = (A 31 - A 32) 1 (di - + A 32f (d1 - d2) 
In the case of beams Ki to K4, the compression and tension reinforcement are 
symmetrical and therefore: 
A 31 = A 32 and (A 31 - A 32 ) = 0 
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thus: 
M. = A 32f (di - d2) 
Assuming the same four points load configuration shown in Appendix A, the failure 
load is calculated as: 
p=IL 
av 
The failure loads were calculated for all four beams using the following values: 
f, = 295 N/mm 2 
(d1 - d2) = 218.5 mm 
A 52 = 265.33 mm 2 
The results were as follows: 
Beam Ki: . . . P = 30 kN 
Beam K2: . . . P = 31.5 kN 
Beam K3: . . . P = 50 kN 
Beam K4: . . . P = 81 kN 
For the simply reinforced beams KL1 and KL2 the calculations described in 
Appendix A were used and the results were as follows: 
Beam KL1: . . . P = 23 kN 
Beam KL2: . . . P = 60 kN 
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Appendix C 
P-wave Velocity Calculations for Kumamoto 
Beams 
During the experiments in Kumamoto, the velocity of the P-wave was computed 
using equation 4.3, where the static modulus E was used instead of the Bulk modulus. 
The static modulus of elasticity of the concrete was estabilished using The Japan 
Industrial Standard JIS A 1149:2001 "Method of test for static modulus of elasticity 
of concrete". The method consisted of carrying out a compression test on a concrete 
cylinder, 200 mm high and 100 mm diameter, during which two couples of strain gauges 
were mounted on the sample, each of them comprised a horizontal strain gauge and a 
vertical strain gauge. They measured the strains Ei and 62  respectively. The following 
steps were undertaken: 
• During the compression test, the load and the strains were recorded by means of 
a data logger and thus the average vertical strain E between the two couples of 
strain gauges and the stress a (=Applied Load/Area) were calculated. 
• The value of 01 was calculated as: al 
= Pmax/3 where Pmax  was the maximum 
applied load and A was the area of the sample. 
• The value of 02 was calculated as the value of stress corresponding to an average 
basic vertical strain E2  of 50 x 10-6 . 
• The data interval between the above calculated values al and 2  was then used 
to obtain the best fit graph of "€' vs a", where the apex indicates the values on 
the fitting line. 
• From the best fit graph, the following pairs of values were obtained: (ar, c) 
(a, E2) 
• The above values were then used to calculate the static modulus using the formula: 
E = Oi•O 
It is interesting to note that the above Japanese procedure is similar to the 
procedure described in the British Standard BS 1881: Part 121:1983 "Method for 
determination of static modulus of elasticity in compression", which instead of 
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referring to a basic strain of 50 x 10-6,  refers to a basic stress of 0.5 N/mm 2 . 
The results of the numerical calculations carried out for a cylinder tested in 
Kumamoto are reported herein. The following table includes: the applied load; the 
values of strain recorded by the strain gauges - €', €' from the first pair and €i", €" 
from the second pair; the average strain is calculated in the 6th column and the applied 
stress is computed in the 7th column. The double horizontal line in the table identifies 
the group of data that were used to obtain the ensuing fitting graph. 
Load ET €2" €y ci" Avg. Evert  Stress 
tf 10-6 10-6 10-6 10-6 N/mm 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.01 34 24 7 15 0.000029 1.29 
2.01 75 47 12 25 6.10 10 2.56 
3.01 114 74 19 34 9.40 iO 3.83 
4.01 152 102 25 45 1.27 10 5.12 
5 189 132 33 54 1.61 10 6.37 
6.01 228 163 41 64 1.96 10 7.67 
7.01 266 196 47 74 2.31 10 8.93 
8.01 307 229 56 85 2.68 10 10.20 
9.01 348 262 63 94 3.05 10 11.48 
10 387 297 71 105 3.42 10 12.74 
11.01 429 335 80 114 3.82 10 14.03 
12.03 472 370 89 125 4.21 10 15.32 
13.03 514 408 96 136 4.61 10" 16.60 
14.01 559 445 105 147 5.02 10 17.85 
15.03 604 484 113 158 5.44 10" 19.15 
16.03 647 525 123 169 5.86 10" 20.42 
17.03 690 568 133 180 6.29 10 21.69 
18.03 734 614 143 191 6.74 10 22.97 
19.02 777 660 154 202 7.19 10 24.23 
20.02 821 708 166 215 7.65 iO 25.50 












Avg. €vert Strcss 
N/mm 2 
22.03 913 811 192 238 8.62 iO 28.06 
23.02 960 864 206 250 9.12 iO 29.32 
24.02 1008 919 221 263 9.64 i0 30.60 
25.02 1058 974 239 277 1.02 10 31.87 
26.02 1110 1031 259 292 1.07 10 33.15 
27.03 1167 1091 278 308 1.1310 34.43 
28.03 1225 1153 302 324 1.19 10 35.70 
29.03 1285 1215 327 342 1.25 10 36.98 
30.03 1349 1281 358 362 1.32 10 38.25 
31.02 1414 1350 394 383 1.38 10 39.52 
32.02 1485 1425 436 404 1.46 iO 40.79 
33.02 1559 1503 489 429 1.53 10 42.06 
34.02 1639 1589 563 457 1.61 10 43.34 
35.04 1725 1684 663 491 1.70 10 44.64 
36.02 1820 1791 808 536 1.81 10 45.89 
37.02 1934 1921 1028 608 1.93 10 47.16 
38 2135 2124 1701 844 2.13 10 48.41 r38.05 2170 2160 1888 912 2.17 10 48.47 












- 	- - - 	- y. =- 35395x + 06056 
1OOE-04 	2.00E-04 	3.00E-04 	4OOE-04 5.00E-04 
ra in 
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From the above best fit graph and its relative equation the following values were 
obtained: 
= 4.9028 x 10, corresponding to ai = Pma/3 = 16.16 N/mm 2 
= 2.1460 x 10 N/mm 2 , corresponding to 2 = 50 x 10-6 Or2 
and then: 
E = 3.194 x 10 04 
The velocity of the P-wave was thus calculated: 
Sample Weight Radius Height Volume Density Static Static Velocity 
Modulus Modulus 
no. kg mm mm mm 3 g/mm 3 N/mm 2 kg f/cm 2 rn/sec 





%prg that reads the data file with all The recorded parameters 
%and creates a different vector chl, ch2, ch3 etc for each channels and Then 
%a vector with the time as well, tl ,t2,t3 etc. 
fn= lnput('insert the name (or path) of the file containing all the AE parameters for all The channels(no file 
extension) ','s'); 
s=load([fn '.txt']); 
format long g %to visualise all the decimals 
dim =size(s); %calculates the dimension of the initial file 
hits=dim(1,1); %total number of hits=number of rows 
par=dim(1 ,2); 	%total number of columns 








for k= 1 hits 	%create separate file for each channel 
switch s(k.2) 
case 1 
















error(This is impossible); 
end 
end 
t=s(:, 1); 	%create a vector with all time 










%prg that creates the column vectors al a2 a3.. with the amplilude of the signals in dB 
%need to run prg channels.m first so that 
%the input data are already there 	- 
%it verifies That no hits was lost in The process 
events=input(insert the number of AE events: '); %ask for number of events I want to use 
al =chl(:,10); 	%create a file with signals amplitude for each channel 









dim3 = size(a3); 




dim8 = size(a8); 






da7 =fix(length(a 7)/events); 
da8 =fix(length(a8)/events); 
Ni =zeros(14,dal(1,1)); 
N2=zeros(i 4,da2(1 p1)); 
N3=zeros(1 4,da3(i ,1 )); 
N4=zeros(1 4,da4(i .1)); 
N5=zeros(1 4,da5(i .1)); 
No=zeros( 1 4,da6(1 .1)); 
N7=zeros(14,da7(1 .1)); 



















%l have the vector b with all the b-values duiing all the time for this channel 
%now I can draw the chart with the trend of the b-values dung the recording time 
B2=b2*20; %molflply the b-values by 20 (as this is the sismic value) and I made it positive as well 
q=T2t(1,:)>0; 
T2=T2t(1 ,q); %vector of the time to beplotted 
figure 	%plot the chart 
plot(12,B2,-,T2,B2,o); 
axis([0 12(1 ,da2(1 .1 ))+ 100 2.5]) 
dabel(tiime sec) 
,1abel(b-value) 
fltle(Trend of b-values CHANNEL 2) 








p3 = polyval(p,A3); 











axls((0 13(1 da3(1 1 ))+ 10 0 2.51) 
dabel(time sec) 
ylabel(b-value) 
fiflerlrend of b-values CHANNEL 3) 








p4 = polyval(p,A4); 























m = 35; 
while m-<100 
n=n+1; 
q =a5((2 +ev): (events+ 1 +ev),1)>(m-1) & a5((2+ev):(events+1 +ev),1)<(m+5); 
A5=a5(q, 1); 













m = 35; 
while m<100 
n=n+1; 
q=a6((2+ev):(events+1 +ev),1)>(m-1) & a6((2 + ev): (events+ 1 +ev),1)<(m+5); 
A6=a6(q, 1); 
N6(n,i) = lengfh(A6); 










for 1=1 :da7 
n=0; 




q=a7((2-i-ev):(events+1 +ev),1)>(m-1) & a7((2+ev):(events+1 +ev),1)<(m+5); 














m = 35; 
while m<100 
n=n+1; 
q = a 8 ((2 + ev): (events + 1 +ev),1)>(m-1) & a8((2+ev):(events+1 +ev),1)<(m+5); 
A8=a8(q, 1); 
N8(n,i) =lengfh(A8); 




T8t=[T8t,t8(events+1 +ev,1 )]; 
ev = ev + events; 
end 
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b-va Iue_ver2 .m 
%prg to calculate the b-values 
%l need to have already the data loaded 
%i.e. : I need to run prg amplitudes ver2 first. 
%l do not call that prg from here cos in this way I can choose which 
%Iime interval to use and run the relative amplitude prg. 
A=[35:5: 100]; 
A=A; 
bi =zeros(1 ,dal (1.1)); 
b2=zeros(1 ,da2(1 .1)); 
b3 =zeros(1 ,da3(1 .1)); 
b4=zeros(1 ,da4(1 .1)); 
b5=zeros(l,da5(l .1)); 
b6=zeros(1 ,da6(l .1)); 
b7 =zeros(1,da7(1,1 )); 
b8=zeros(1,da8(1 .1)); 
%FOR CHANNEL 1 
for n=1 :dal(l,l) 
q=N1(:,n)>0; 
N1b=N1(q,n); 



















flfle(1rend of b-values CHANNEL 1) 
%FOR CHANNEL 2 
for n= 1 :da2(l .1) 	 %cycle for each column. da2(1 .1) is the number of columns of N2 




if lengtf(A2)>3 %fifflng curve only if I have at least 4 valuesl 
N2L=LOG10(N2b); 	% create a new vector N2L, with the log of the frequency. 
p=polytlt(A2,N2L(:,1).1); 
p2 =polyval(p,A2); 







%l have the vector b with all the b-values dung all the time for this channel 
%now I can draw the chart with the trend of the b-values dunng the recording time 
B2=b2*20; %molliply the b-values by 20 (as this is the sismic value) and I made it positive as well 
q=T2t(1,:)>0; 
T2=T2t(1 ,q); %vector of the time to be ploffed 
figure 	%plot the chart 
plot(T2, B2,-,12,B2,o'); 
axis([0 12(1 ,da2(1 ,1))+ 10 0 2.5]) 
dabel(time see) 
ylabel(b-value) 
tille('Irend of b-values CHANNEL 2) 
%FOR CHANNEL 3 



















axis([0 13(1 ,da3(l 1))+ 100 2.5]) 
dabeI(time sec) 
4abel(b-value) 
flfle(Trend of b-values CHANNEL 3) 




















plot(T4, B4,-,T4, 64,'o'); 
axis([0 14(1 ,da4(1 .1 ))+ 10 0 2.5]) 
xlabel(lime sec') 
ylabel('b-value) 
flfle('Trend of b-values CHANNEL 4') 
%FOR CHANNEL 5 






p=polyfit(A5,N5L(:, 1), 1); 
p5 = polyval(p,A5); 
b5(1 ,n)=p(1 .1); 
else 












tille('Trend of b-values CHANNEL 5') 
%FOR CHANNEL 6 
for n=1 :da6(1,1) 





















flfle(Trend of b-values CHANNEL 6) 
%FOR CHANNEL 7 






p=polyflt(A7,N7L(:, 1), 1); 
p7=polyval(p,A7); 











axis([O 17(1 ,da7(1 ,1))± 100 2.5]) 
xlabel(lime see) 
ylabel(b-value) 
fifle(Trend of b-values CHANNEL 7) 
%FOP CHANNEL 8 






















fifle(Trend of b-values CHANNEL 8) 
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bvaluech2_ver7. 
%prg that creates a graph for a single channel 
%with the trends of bvalues for different groups of events 
%need to run prg channels.m first 





da2 =fix(Iength(a2)/events); %calculates with events number of events 








q = a2((2 + ev): (events + 1 +ev),1)>(m-1) & a2((2 + ev): (events + 1 +ev),1)<(m+5); 
A2=a2(q,1); 
N2(n,i) =length(A2); 














p2 = polyval(p,A2); 












axis([0T2(1,da2(1,1))+10 0 2.5]) 
x1abeI(time sec) 
ylabel(b-value) 






events = events + 30; 
da2 =fbqlength(o2)/events); 	%calculate with events+ 30 events 















12f=[T2t,t2(events+ 1 +ev, 1)]; 
ev=ev+ events; 
end 
























events = events-60; 
da2 =fix(lengfh(a2)/events); 	%calcu late with uevents30n  events 
















T2t= [T2f,t2(events+ 1 +ev, 1)]; 
ev=ev+events; 
end 






p=polyfit(A2,N2L(:, 1), 1); 
p2 = poiyval(p,A2); 


















%prg to calculate the b-value for all cycle 










q=al >(m-l) & al <(m+5); 
Al =al(q,l); 
N] (n,l )=length(Ai); 




A=[35:5:100]; %now I can calculate the b-values 
A=A; 
bi =0; 











plot(A1 ,pl ,-,A] ,N] L,o') 
axis([30 Al (length(A 1), 1 )+5 -0.5 4]) 
dabel(Arnplilude range dB') 
ylabel('Frequency - logN) 
tttle(CHANNEL 1') 
text] =num2str(bl(1 1 )20); 






%when it contains all the channel I can 
%oveap of all the curves for all the channels! 
figure 
ptot(A1 p1 ,r-,A2,p2,c-,A3,p3,y-,A4,p4,g-,A5,p5,b-.Aó,pó,b:, A7,p7,m-,A8,p8,r:); 
axis([30 A8(lengThA8), 1 )+5 -0.5 5]) 
xlabel(Arnplitude range dB) 
ylabel(Frequency - logN) 
tille(Frequency vs Arnplilude - Beam 8F2 - Cycle 05') 
legend(Ch 1 ,Ch2,'Ch3,Ch4,Ch5,Cho,Ch7,Ch8); 
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Bar_err_bf2ch 7. m 
%prg to draw the error bar on a figure already cretaed - 
%need to have the figure already up in maflab.: 
%created for the trend of the b-value 
%specifically for beam BF2 
%it does one channel at the time 
%so this is for channel 7 
%need to have the lxt file created from the excel spreadsheet for the right channel 
%run first the bvalues_ver2, which creates the vectors 17 and 137 
fn= input(inserl the name (or path) of the file containing all mm-max errors(no file extension) ,$); 
bar7=load([fn .txf]); 
format long g 
hold on 
)o(=[17-7;T7+ 7); 	%create the vector to draw the horizontal bar 
for i= 1 :lengfh(17) 
T17=[17(1 ,i) 17(1 ,i)]; 
BAR7=[bar7(i.1) bar7(i.2)1; 
plot(1T7,BA17,c-) 
)0(=[xx( 1 ,i) )o((2.i)); 





b-value fitcurve ch7.m 
%prg to calculate the b-values 
%l need to have already the data loaded 
%i.e. :1 need to run prg amplifudes_ver2 first. 
%l do not call that pig from here cos in this way I can choose which 
%time interval to use and run the relative amplitude pig. 
A=[35:5: 100]; 	%create the vector with the amplitude range from 35dB to 100d13 
A=A; 	 %transposition to make it a column vector 
b7=zeros(1,da7(1.1)); %initialise vectors b. where Ill put all the b-values. A vector for each channel 
%FOR CHANNEL 7 
for n = 1 :da7( 1.1) 	 %cycle for each column. da2( 1.1) is the number of columns of N2 
q=N7(:n)>0; %delete zeros from N2 cos otherwise the log goes mad. Use the logical variable q. 
N7b=N7(q,n); 	%create temporary var N2b without zeros. lire-writes it every cycle for the other column so its 
always a one column vector 
A7=A(q.1); 	%cut zeros in range di amplitude, still re-write itat every cycle 
if length(A7)>3 	%fiffing curve only if I have at least 4 valuesl 
N7L=LOG1 0(N7b); 	 % create a new vector N2L with the log of the frequency. 
%re-wnte at every cycle; always one column 
p=polyfit(A 7 .N 7L(:, 1), 1); %create the variable p with 2 elements: 
%the 1st is the b_value the second is the a of the curve 
p7=polyval(p.A7); 	%calculate the values on the curve 
b7(1 ,n)=p(1 .1); 	%pul the b-value in the b vector 
figure 
plot(A7.p7,-,A7,N7L,o); 
axis([30 A7(length(A7),1)-t-5 0 2.5)) 
xlabel(Arnplilude range dB) 
ylabel(Frequency - logN) 








%prg to calculate the damage parameter D 
%done for beam BF2 
%it recalls the prg channels to load up data 
%it calculates the damage parameter each n events, where I tell it how many is n 
%it calculates the maximum value of the damage parameter Dmax 
%it plots the trend of D normalized by Dmax over the time of the cycle 
%one plot for each channel 
channels 	%load up data 
events=input(insert the number of AE events: ); %ask for number of events I want to use 
c=input('insert the value of the factor c ); %ask for the value of the factor c that I want to use 
a] =chl (:, 10); 	%create a filewith the amplitude of the signals, for each channel 







dim] =size(al); 	%calculate the dimensions of the vectors for each channel 
dim2=size(a2); %NB it is not the number of hits,., its the number of hits plus 1! 














%calculate Dmax for each channel 
bl = 1 0*ones(size(al )); 
c1=b1.(c*a1); 
Dlmax=sum(cl)-1; 
b2= 1 0*ones(size(a2)); 
c2=b2. ^ (c*a2); 
D2max=sum(c2)-1; 
b3= 1 0*ones(size(a3)); 
c3=b3. ^ (c*a3); 
D3max=sum(c3)-1; 
b4= 1 0*ones(size(a4)); 
c4=b4. ^ (c*a4); 
D4max=sum(c4)-1; 
b5= 1 0*ones(size(a5)); 
c5=b5. "(c'a5); 
%need to suntract 1 costhe amplitude vectors have the first row of zeros! 
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D5max=sum(c5)-1; 
bo= 1 O*ones(size(ao)); 
có=bó. ^(c*a6); 
D6max=sum(c6)-1; 
b7= 1 O*ones(size(a7)); 
c7=b7. s(c*a 7); 
D7max=sum(c7)-1; 
b8= 1 O*ones(size(a8)); 
c8=b8. S(c*a8); 
D8max=sumtc8)-1; 
%colculate D for tof events and plot them 
%explanaiion is next to channel 2 
%channel 1 
Ti t=zeros(1 .1); 
Dl =zeros(1,1); 
Dlt=zeros(1 ,1); 
for i=2:(dal +1) 
if i<(dal+1) 
format long g 
Al =a 1 ((events*(i1 ))(events2):events*(i 1 )+ 1); 
B 1 = 1 O*ones(size(A1 )); 
C1=131.(c*A1); 
Dl (i,1 )=sum(C1 )+D1 (i-i ,1 ); 
Dl t(i, 1) = Dl (i, 1 )/D 1 max; 
Ti t=[T1 ttl (events*(i_1 )+ 1,1)1; 
else Al =a 1 ((events*(i  1 ))-(events-2) :end); 
Bi = 1 O*ones(size(A1 )); 
Cl =B1.(c*A1); 
Dl (i,l )=sum(C1 )+D1 (i-i .1); 
D1t(i,1 )=D1 (Li )/D1 max; 




plot(T1 tDl t,r); 
filie(Evolulion of the Damage Parameter D - Ch. 1) 
axis([OTit(1,end)+100 1.1]) 
dabel(flme sec) 











D2(i, 1 )=sum(C2)+D2(i-1 .1); 
D2f(i, 1) = D2(i, 1 VD2max 
T2t= [r2tt2(events*(i1 )+ 1.1)); 
else A2=a2((events*(i1  ))-(events-2):end); %need two cases, cos the last interval does not have 
4101 
82=1 0*ones(size(A2)); 	%an exact number of events according to the step I set up 
C2=B2. (c*A2); 
D2(i,1)=sum(C2)+D2(1-1 ,1); 
D2t(i, 1) = D2(i, 1 )/D2max; 





fille(Evolulion of the Damage Parameter D - Ch.2) 
axis([0 T2t(1 ,end)+ 10 0 1.1]) 
dabel(time sec) 
ylabel('damage parameter D) 
%channel 3 





format long g 
A3=a3((evenls*(i1 ))(events2):events*(i1)+1); 
B3 = 1 0*ones(size(A3)); 
C3=B3. ^ (c*A3); 
D3(i, 1 )=sum(C3)+D3(i-1 .1); 
D3t(i,1 )=D3(i, 1 )/D3max; 
T3t= [r3f,t3(events*(i  1) + 1,1 )]; 
else A3 =a3((events*(i1  ))-(events-2):end); 









lille(Evolutlon of the Damage Parameter D - Ch.3) 
axis([0 300 0 1 1]) 
xlabel('time sec) 






if i < (da4 + 1) 
format long g 
A4 =a4((even1s*(i  1  ))(events2):events*(i  1 )+ 1); 
84=1 0*ones(size(A4)); 
C4=134. "(cA4); 
D4(i. 1 )=sum(C4)+D4(i-1 .1); 
D4t(i, 1) = D4(i, 1 )/D4max 
T4t=(T4t,t4(events*(i1 )+ 1,1)]; 
else A4=a4((events*(i1  ))-(evenls-2):end); 
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B4= 1 O*ones(size(A4)); 
C4=B4. (cA4); 
D4(i, 1) =sum(C4)+ D4(i- 1 .1); 
D4t(i, 1 )=D4(i. 1 )/D4max; 





lifle(Evoluflon of the Damage Parameter D - Ch.4) 
axis([OT4fll,end)+100 1.1]) 
xlabel(fime sec) 







format long g 
A5=a5((events*(i 1  ))(events2):events*(i  1 )+1); 
B5= 1 O*ones(size(A5)); 
05=B5. ^ (c*A5); 
D5(i,1)=sum(C5)+D5(i-1 ,1); 
D5t(i,1)=D5(i,1)/D5max; 
T5t=[T5t,t5(events*(i1)+ 1 .1)]; 
else A5 = a5((events*(i-1 ))-(events-2):end); 
B5= 1 O*ones(size(A5)); 
05=85. (c*A5); 
D5(i,1)=sum(C5)+D5(i-1 1); 
D5t(i, 1) = D5(i, 1 VD5max; 





flfle(Evolulion of the Damage Parameter D - Ohs) 
axis([OT5t(1,end)-1-100 1.1]) 
x1abellime sec) 







format long g 
A6=a6((events*(i1 ))(events2):events*(i1 )+1); 
86=1 O*ones(size(A6)); 
06=B6. ' (c*A6); 
D6(i, 1 )=sum(06)+D6(i-1 .1); 
D6t(i, 1) = D6(i, 1 )/Domax; 
T6t=[T6t,t6(events*(i1 )+1 .1)3; 
else A6=a6((events*(i1  ))-(events-2):end); 
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B6= 1 0*ones(size(A6)); 
C6=136. /(c*A6), 
D6(1, 1 )=sum(Co) + Dó(i-1 .1); 
Dót(i, 1 )=Do(i, 1 )IDómax; 





flfle(Evolulion of the Damage Parameter D - Ch.6) 
ads([0 T6t(1 ,end)+ 10 0 1.1]) 
,dabel(flme sec) 





for 1=2:(da7+ 1) 
if kz(da7+1) 
format long g 
A7 =a 7((events*(i  1 ))-(events-2) :events*(i  1) + 1); 
B7 = 1 0*ones(slze(A7)); 
C7=137. ^ (c*A7); 
D7(i, 1 )=sum(C7)+D7(i-1 .1); 
D7t(i,1 )=D7(i,1 )/D7max, 
T7t=[T7t,t7(events*(i1 )+ 1 ,1)]; 
else A7 =a7((events*(i  1 ))-(events-2) :end); 
B 7 = 1 0*ones(size(A7)); 
C7=B7. "(c"A7); 
D7(i,1 )=sum(C7)+D7(i-1 ,1); 






flhie(Evolulion of the Damage Parameter D - Ch.7) 
axis([0 T7t(1 ,end)+ 10 0 1.1]) 
xlabelllme sec) 







format long g 
A8=a8((events*(i1))(events2):events*(i1)+ 1); 
B8= 1 0*ones(size(A8)); 
C8=138. (c*A8); 
D8(i, 1 )=sum(C8)+D8(i-1 .1); 
D8ti,1)=D8(i,1 )/D8max; 
T8t=[T8t,t8(events*(i1 )+ 1, 1)]; 
else A8=a8((events*(i1  ))-(events-2):end); 
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B8= 1 O*ones(size(A8)); 
C8=B8. (c*A8); 
D8(i,1)=sum(C8)+D8(i-1 ,1); 






fifle(Evoluflon of the Damage Parameter D - Ch,8) 
axis([OT8t( 1,end)+ 100  1.1]) 
,dabel(Iime sec) 
ylabel(damage parameter D) 
b-value_boghaUm 
%prg for the b-value ana'sis 


























%create vector with the frequency. Its just one column! 
%'cos its with all the events of the cycle 
%CHANNEL 1 
n =0; 
m = 30; 
while m<76 
n=n+i; 






















m = 30; 











m = 30; 











m = 30; 
while m<76 
n=n+1; 














N6(n, 1 )=length(A6); 






m = 30; 












m = 30; 
while m<76 
n=n+1; 
q=a8>(m-1) & a8<(m+3); 
A8=a8(q, 1); 





%now calculate the b-values 
A=[30:3:75]; %create the vector with the amplitude range from 35dB to 100dB 
A=A; 	%transposiflon to make it a column vector 








%FOR CHANNEL 1 
q = Ni (:, 1)> 0; 
Nlb=N1(q,1); 
Al =A(q, 1); 
if length(A1)>2 
Ni L=LOG1 0(N1 b); 





plot(A1 ,pl ,-,A1 ,N1 L,o) 
axis([25Al(length(Al),1)+5 -0.5 4]) 
xlabel(Arnplitude range dB) 
ylabel(Frequency - logN') 
flfle(channel 1 1 ) 
fexti =num2slilbl(l ,1)*20); 
outi =(bl =fextl]; 






%FOR CHANNEL 2 





p=polylit(A2,N2L(:, 1), 1); 




axis([25 A2(length(A2), 1 )+5 -0.5 4]) 
xlabel(Arnplitude range dB) 
ylabel(Frequency - logN) 
fitle(channel 2) 
text2=num2str(b2(1 .1 )*20); 
ouf2 = [b2 = text2]; 











p=poif(A3,N3L(:, 1), 1); 




axis([25 A3(length(A3). 1 )+5 -0.5 4)) 
dabel(Arnplifude range dB) 
ylabel(Frequency - logN) 
tifle('channel 3) 
texf3=num2str(b3(1 .1 )*20); 
out3=fb3 = text3]; 





%FOR CHANNEL 4 
q=N4(:, 1)>0; 
N4b = N4(q, 1); 
A4=A(q,1); 
if length(A4)> 2 
N4L=LOG1 0(N4b); 






axis([25A4(lengfh(A4),1)+5 -0.5 4]) 
xlabel(Arnplifude range dB) 




















axis([25A5(lengfh(A5).1)+5 -0.5 4]) 
xlabel('Amplitude range dB) 




















axis([25 A6(Iength(A6), 1) + 5 -0.5 4]) 
xlabel(Arnplitude range dB) 










%FOR CHANNEL 7 
q=N7(:,1 )>O; 
N7b=N7(q,1); 








axis([25 A7(length(A7),1)+5 -0.5 4]) 
xlabel(Arnplitude range dB) 
ylabel(Frequency - logN) 
fille(channel 7) 
text7=num2str(b7(1 1 )*20); 
out7=[b7= text 7]; 
















axis([25  A8(length(A8),1)+5 -0.5 4]) 
xlabel(Arnplitude range dB) 
ylabelFrequency - logN) 
fifle(channel 8) 
text8=num2sli(b8(1 ,1)*20); 
out8=fb8 = I texf8]; 







%prg for processing of beam 1-1132 
%so I only have channels 1 2 5 6 7 8 
%prg that reads all the data files related to the beam 1-1132 
%after reading the file, as first thing it selects only the signals 
%with ampfltude above 60dB, to make all the cycles comparable 
%l load all the 4 cycles all the time 
%it plots the energy in the different load intervals and as function of sensors location 
%create the cell array to put in all the data files 




























legenda{2} = cycle no.4'; 
legenda{3} ='cycle no.6; 
legenda{4} = cycle no.7'; 
legenda{5}='all the test; 
legenda{6}='up to 60kN'; 
legenda{7}='up to 1 20kN'; 
legenda{8} =up to 1 4OkN'; 
legenda{9} ='up to 1 oOkN'; 
legenda{10}='up to 190kN'; 
legenda{1 ]}='up to failure'; 
%cell array only with the total energy for each cycle and for each 
%create cell array with the cum energy for each ch (columns) and for 
%create cell array with data for ch 1 up to a certain load 
%create the cell with the stung to define the line lype and colour of 
%create the cell with the possible legend 
%need to have the vector for x-axis 
%INSERT DATA 
for i=1:4 
fn= input('insert the name (or path) of the file containing all the AE parameters for all the channels(no 
file extension) ',s'); 
s{i} = load((fn .txt')); 
format long g 




for k= 1 :dim(1 1) %create cells for each channel 
switch s{i}(k.2) 
case 1 























for I=1 :4 







%CALCULATE THE TOTAL CUM ENERGY FOR EACH CHANNEL & FOR EACH CYCLE 
for I=1:4 
if size(chl {i})>O 
cumenergy{i}(1 ,] )=sum(chl {i}(:,5)); 

















cumenergy{i}(1 .5) =sum(ch7{i}(:,5)); 
else cumenergy1i}(1 ,5)=0; 
end 
if size(ch8{i})>0 
cumenergy{i}(1 ,ó)=sum(ch8{i}(: .5)); 
else cumenergy{i}(1 ,6)=0; 
end 
end 
%PLOT THE CUM ENERGY OF EACH CHANNEL FOR EACH CYCLE 
%IN TWO WAYS: ONE CYCLE NEXT TO THE OTHER OR ONE CYCLE ON THE TOP OF THE OTHER 
CUMENERGY= [cumenergy{ 1 }; cumenergy{2}; cumenergy{3}; cumenergy{411; 
figure 
bar(CH,transpose(CUMENERGY)); 	%one next to the other 
fifle(CUMULATIVE ENERGY,'FonlSize, 1 2,FonlWeightboId,FontName,serifa Br) 
axis([0 90 max(max(CUMENERGY))+50]) 
xlabel(channel,FontSize, 1 2,FontName,sefa thin BT) 
ylabel(energ,FonfSize, 1 2,FontName,sefa thin BT) 
legend(legenda{ 1 :4}) 
figure 
bar(CH,transpose(CUMENERGY),stack); 	%on the top 
tille(CLJMULATIVE ENERGY,FonlSize, 1 2,FontWeightbold,FontName,sefa Br) 
axis([0 9 0 max(max(CUMENERGY))*3]) 
xlabel(channel,FontSize. 1 2,FontName,sefa thin Br) 
1abel(energ',FonISize, 1 2,FontName,senfa thin BT) 
legend(Iegenda{ 1:4)) 
%CONSIDERING THE DATA OF ALL 4 CYCLES 
%DMDE THE ENERGY FOR GROUPS OF LOAD - 60-1 20-140-160-1 90-FAlL 
%AND FOR EACH CHANNEL 
%STACK THE DIFFERENT GROUPS ON THE TOP OF EACH OTHER 
%the vectors toO,.. contains the time when the relative load is reach in each cycle 
t60=[1 233517422101; 	%1 stands for ALL CYCLE! 
t120=[0 0 1 2340]; 	 %0 stands for no contribuflons of that cycle 
t140=[000  37201; 
tloO=[0 0 0 55201; 
t190=[0 0062701; 
ffail=[0 00 1]; 
%for óOkN 
%for channel 1 
if size(chl {21)>0 
p=chl {2}(:,1) <2335; 
CH1 {2}=chl {2}(p,:); 
else CH1 {2}=zeros(1 ,5); 
end 
if size(chl {3})>0 
p=chl{3}(:,1)<1 742; 




if size(chl 14})>0 
p=chl {4}(:,1)<21 0; 
CH1 {4}=chl {4}(p,:); 
else CH1{4}=zeros(1,5); 
end 
energyóO=[(sum(chl { 1 1(:,5)))+(sum(CH1 {2}(: .5))) +(sum(CH 1 {3}(:,5)))+(sum(CH 1 {41(:,5)))]; 









else CH2{31=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
if size(ch2{4})>O 




energyoO(1 ,2)=sum(ch2{ 1 }(:,5))+sum(CH2{2}(:,5))+sum(CH2{3}(:,5)) +sum(CH2{4}(:,5)); 
%for channel 5 
if size(ch5{2})>0 
p=ch5{2}(:, 1 )<2335; 
CH5{2}=ch5{2}(p.:); 










else CH5141=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
energyoO( 1 ,3)=sum(ch5{ 1 }(:,5)) +sum(CH5{2}(:,5))+sumCH5{3}(:.5))+sum(CH5{4}(:,5)); 









else CH6{3} =zeros(1 .5); 
end 
if size(ch6{4})>0 





energyoO( 1 ,4)=sum(chó{ 1 }(:,5))+sum(CH6{2}(:,5)) +sum(CH6{3}(:,5)) +sum(CH6{4}(:,5)); 
%for channel 7 
if size(ch7{2})>O 














energyoO(1 ,5)=sum(ch7{1 }(:,5))+sum(0H7{2}(:,5))+sumtoH7{3}(:,5))+sum(CH7{4}(:,5)); 
















energyoo( 1 ,o)=sum(ch8{ 1 }(:,5))+sum(0H8{2}(:,5)) +sum(CH8{3}(:,5)) +sum(CH8{4}(:,5)); 
%for up to 120kN 
%for channel 1 
if size(chl 121)>0 
p=chl {2}(:,1)>2334; 
CH1{2}=chl{2}(p,:); 
else CH1 {2}=zeros(1,5); 
end 
if size(chl {3})>0 





p=chl{4}(:,1)>209 & chl{4}(:,1)<2340; 
OH] {4}=ch1 {4}(p,:); 
else CH1 14}=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
energyl 20=[sum(CH1 {2}(:,5))+sum(CH1 {3}(:,5))+sum(CH1 {4}(:,5))); 










else CH2{3} =zeros(1 .5); 
end 
if size(ch2{4})>0 
p=ch2{4}(:. fl>209 & ch2{4}(:,1)<2340; 
CH2{4}=ch2{4}(p,:); 
else CH2141=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
energyl 20(1,2) = [sum(CH2{2}(:,5)) +sum(CH2{3}(:,5))+sum(CH2{4}(:,5))); 









else CH5131=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
if size(ch5{4})>0 




energyl 20(1 , 3)=[sum(CH5 { 2}(: ,5))+sum(CH 5{ 3}(: ,5))+Sum(CH5 { 4}(:. 5))]; 









else CH6{3}=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
if size(ch6{4})>0 




energyl 20(1 ,4)=[sum(CH6{2}(:,5))+sum(CHo{3}(:,5))+sum(CH6{4}(:.5))]; 

















energyl 20(1 ,5)=[sum(CH7{2}(:,5))+sum(CH7{3}(:.5))+Sum(CH7{4}(:.5))1; 









else CH8{31=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
if size(ch8{4})>0 




energyl 20(1 ,o)=[sum(CH8{2}(:.5))+sum(CH8{3}(:.5))+sum(CH8{4}(:.5))]; 
%for up to 140 
%for channel 1 
if size(chl {41)>0 
p=chl{4}(:,1)>2339 &chl{4}(:,1)<3720; 
CH1{4}=chl{4}(p,:); 
else CH1 {4}=zeros(1,5); 
end 
energy] 40=[sum(CH1 {4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 2 
if size(ch2{4})>0 




energy] 40(1 ,2)=[sum(CH2{4}(:.5))]; 
%for channel 5 
if size(ch5{4})>0 
p=ch5{4}(:,1)>2339 & ch5{4}(:,1)<3720; 
CH5{4}=ch5{4}(p,:); 
else CH5{4} =zeros(] .5); 
end 
energyl 40(1 ,3)=[sum(CH5{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 6 
if size(ch6{4})>0 
p=ch6{4}(:,1)>2339 & ch6{4}(:,1)<3720; 
CH6{4}=ch6{4}(p,:); 
else CH6{41=zeros(1 .5); 
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end 
energyl 40(1 .4)=[sum(CH6{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 7 
if size(ch7{4})>0 
p=ch7{4}(:,1)>2339 & ch7{4}(:,1)<3720; 
CH7{4}=ch7{4}(p.:); 
else CH7{41=zeros(1 ,5); 
end 
energy] 40(1 ,5)=[sum(CH7{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 8 
if size(ch8{4})>0 
p=ch8{4}(:, 1)>2339 & ch8{4}(:,1)<3720; 
CH8{4}=ch8{4}(p,:); 
else CH8{4} =zeros(1 ,5); 
end 
energy] 40(1 ,6)=[surn(CH8{4}(:,5))1; 
%up to 1 óOkN 
%for channel 1 
if size(ch] {4})>0 
p=chl {4}(:,])>37]9 & ch] 14}(:,])<5520; 
OH] {41=ch] {4}(p,:); 
else OH] 141=zeros(1 ,5); 
end 
energy] 60=[sum(CH] {4}(:,5))]; 




else CH2{4}=zeros(1 ,5); 
end 
energy] 60(1 ,2)=[sum(0H2{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 5 
if size(ch5{4})>0 
p=ch5{4}(:,1)>3719 & ch5{4}(:,1)<5520; 
CH5{4}=ch5{4}(p,:); 
else CH5{4}=zeros(] ,5); 
end 
energyl 60(1 ,3)=[sum(0H5{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 6 
if size(ch6{4})>0 




energyl 60(1 ,4)=[sum(CHo{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 7 
if size(ch7{4})>0 




energy] 60(1 ,5)=(sum(CH7{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 8 
if size(ch8{4})>0 





energy] 60(1 , 6)=[sum(CH 8{ 4 }(: ,5 ))]; 
%upto 190kN 
%for channel 1 
if size(ch] {4})>0 
p=ch]{4}(:,])>5519 &chl{4}(:,1)<6270; 
CH1{4}=chl{4}(p,:); 
else CH] {4} =zeros(] .5); 
end 
energy] 90=[sum(CH1 {4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 2 
if size(ch2{4})>0 




energyl 90(1 ,2)=[sum(CH2{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 5 
if size(ch5{4})>0 
p=ch5{4}(:,1)>5519 & ch5{4}(:,])<6270; 
CH5{4}=ch5{4}(p,:); 
else CH5{4}=zeros(] .5); 
end 
energy] 90(] , 3)=[sum(CH 5 { 4 }(: ,5 ))J; 
%for channel 6 
if size(ch6{4})>0 
p=ch6{4}(:,1)>551 9 & ch6{4}(:,1)<6270; 
CH6{4}=ch6{4}(p,:); 
else CH6{4}=zeros(] .5); 
end 
energy] 90(1 ,4)=[sum(CH6{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 7 
if slze(ch7{4})>0 
p=ch7{4}(:,1)>551 9 & ch7{4}(:,] )<6270; 
CH7{4}=ch7{4}(p.:); 
else CH7{4}=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
energy] 90(] ,5)=[sum(CH7{4}(:,5))]; 
%for channel 8 
if size(ch8{4})>0 




energy] 90(1 , 6)=[sum(Cl-l8{ 4 }(: ,5 ))]; 
%up to failure 
%for channel 1 
if size(chl 14})>0 
p=chl 141(:,1 )>6269; 
















else CH5141=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
energyfail(1 ,3)=[sum(CH5{4}(:,5))]; 




else CH6{4} =zeros(1 ,5); 
end 
energyfail(1 ,4)=[sum(CH6{4}(:.5))j; 
%for channel 7 
if size(ch7{4})>0 









else CH814}=zeros(1 .5); 
end 
energyfail(1 ,6)=[sum(CH8{4}(:,5))]; 
%NOW PLOT THE DATA FOR EACH CHANNEL 
%DMDED BY INTERVAL OF LOAD :60-1 20-1 40-160-190-failure 
ENERGYLOAD=[energyoo; energy] 20; energyl 40; energyl 60; energyl 90; energyfail]; 
figure 
bar{CH,transpose(ENERGYLOAD),stack); 
tifle(CUMULATIVE ENERGY,FonlSize, 1 2,FonlWeighf,bold,FontName,senfa Br) 
axls([0 9 0 max(max(ENERGYLOAD))*2]) 
xlabel(channel,FontSize, 1 2,FontName,'sefa thin 81) 
ylabel(energ,FonfSize, 1 2,FontName,'sefa thin BV) 
legend(legenda{6: 11 }) 
%PLOT DMDE FOR SIDE AND PROPER LOCATION 
x=[5000 5000 8171 8171 5421 50001; 




CUMENERGYSIDE =[CUMENERGY(:,5) CUMENERGY(:,2) CUMENERGY(:, 1)]; 
Xl =[5936 6536 71461; 
bar(X1 ,transpose(CUMENERGYSIDE1 )); 	%one next to the other 
tifle(CUMULATIVE ENERGY - beam HB2- SIDE 
1 ',FontSize, 1 2,FonlWeight.bold,FontName,serifa Br) 
adst[5000  8171 0 max(max(CUMENERGY))+50]) 
xlabel('x positon,FontSize, 1 2,FontName,'sefa thin Br) 






CUMENERGYSIDE2 =[CUMENERGY(:,o) CUMENERGY(:,4) CUMENERGY(:,3)1; 
X2=[5276 5846 72911; 
bar(X2,transpose(CUMENERGYSIDE2)); 	%one next to the other 
flhle(CUMULATIVE ENERGY - beam HB2 -SIDE 
2,FontSize, 1 2,FontWeightbold,FontName,serifa Br) 
a,ds([5000  8171 0 max(max(CUMENERGY))+50]) 
xlabel(x positon,Fontsize, 1 2,FontName,serifa thin BT) 
ylabel(energ,FontSize, 1 2,FontName,serifa thin Bi) 
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establishing the static state of material in a soil filled 
masonry bridge. This includes selective coring to de-
termine material composition, chemical analysis of ma-
sonry or fill and laboratory investigation of the mechan-
ical properties of samples obtained from coring. Condi-
tion assessment of the structure can he enhanced by 
techniques such as external crack monitoring to detect 
movement, conductivity, resistivity profiling, acoustic 
impact-echo and ground probing radar to detect water 
ingress and construction anomalies. It is often it pre-
requisite that a bridge remain open to traffic whilst a 
condition assessment survey is carried out. This pre-
vents or limits the use of some techniques, as access to 
the bridge deck is severely limited. Furthermore, these 
methods are time consuming and labour intensive and 
can he costly. 
Another aspect of bridge assessment that needs con-
sideration is the dynamic behaviour of the structure 
under load. This is difficult and expensive to determine. 
One method is to install displacenient or strain gauges 
on the structure and apply a large, quantifiable, dy-
namic load to the deck. This method requires closure 
of the bridge to traffic. None of the techniques de-
scribed so far are capable of detecting seasonal and 
longer-term ageing factors that may alter the behaviour 
of the structure. To do this wouJd require that many 
surveys he carried out on a continuous basis, which is 
not presently cost effective. 
The focus of the work described in this paper has 
been to evaluate the potential for the introduction of 
acoustic emission (AE) monitoring to provide cost ef-
fective in situ long-term monitoring of bridge condi-
tion. The AE technique uses the dynamic response of a 
structure to traffic loading. In effect vehicles become 
the signal excitation and the AE equipment monitors 
the response of the bridge to the excitation. Acoustic 
energy is emitted from materials within the bridge 
whenever there is movement due to changes in loading. 
An array of acoustic sensors is used to record the 
response and facilitate location of the noise sources 
within the structure. 
The AE technique is used widely in Japan for the in 
situ monitoring of reinforced concrete bridges. AE has 
the potential to provide cost effective condition moni-
toring for UK bridges because: 
it does not interfere with the flow of traffic or 
require closure of the bridge; 
it is relatively quick and easy to install; 
it is not labour intensive and can be linked via 
telemetry to provide remote data collection; 
it provides continuous monitoring; and 
it can be retrofitted to existing structures and 
adapted to existing topologies. 
Although theoretical and experimental work in the 
[:jg. I. l3ogIiaII Bridge viewed from the north side. 
AE technique has been progressing for many years, the 
use of AE for civil engineering applications has only 
become a practical reality within the last 30 years [1-3]. 
The introduction of portable equipment based on per-
sonal computer components and using digital signal 
processing techniques has paved the way for cost-ef-
fective implementations [4,5]. Encouraging results have 
been obtained working on concrete structures [61 al-
though AE has rarely been applied to masonry struc-
tures [7] and no precedent exists for the application of 
full signal analysis of AE data from masonry arch 
bridges. 
2. Experimental programme 
The work described in this paper was performed on a 
bridge, chosen to he representative of both masonry 
and reinforced concrete construction methods, located 
in the Scottish Borders on the A697. Boghall Bridge is 
an old flat masonry arch bridge (shown in Fig. 1). It is 
located just south of Carfraemill, north-east of Lauder. 
Records provided by the Scottish Borders Council date 
the construction to 1793. More recently, the bridge was 
widened by the addition of a cast in situ reinforced 
concrete deck and beams alongside the masonry arch 
as seen in Fig. 2. The original parapet has been reposi- 
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Abstract 
Increased axle loads and traffic density necessitate strengthening and widening of traditional masonry arch bridges. The 
question remains as to how to evaluate the condition of a bridge and assess the effect of modern traffic on its serviceability? The 
focus of this paper has been the evaluation of the potential for the acoustic emission technique to provide cost effective in-situ 
long term monitoring of bridge condition. The work was performed on a bridge chosen to he representative of both masonry and 
reinforced concrete construction methods. The results demonstrate that acoustic emission technique can be applied to condition 
assessment of bridges. These results confirm that strong acoustic emission signals are obtained from reinforced concrete 
structures and demonstrate that acoustic emissions can he detected in masonry structures but at lower energy levels. The 
experimental programme has shown that AE is useful in detecting crack growth and determining the position of the crack tips at 
a much earlier stage in their development, before they are noticed during visual inspection © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords: Acoustic emission; Masonry; Reinforced concrete; Bridges 
1. Introduction 
The UK bridge stock is a mix of the old and new. 
Unlike, say in Japan, where many new bridges have 
been built within the last 50 years or so, UK bridge 
design and construction methods span many centuries. 
Many older UK bridges built in the 1700s and 1800s 
were designed to carry horses and carts. The increased 
axle loads and traffic density of the 21st century have 
*Corresponding  author. Tel.: +44-131-650-5791; fax: ±44-131-
650-7167. 
E-mail address: kevin@srvO.civ.ed.ac.uk  (K.J. Broughton).  
necessitated strengthening and widening of traditional 
masonry arch bridges. Modern constructions are pre-
dominantly of reinforced concrete and steel. 
The assessment of design life and structural integrity 
of older bridges is problematic. Quite often historical 
records of design and construction method give sparse 
detail or have been lost. It is probably safe to assume 
that, of all bridges built over 100 years ago, what 
remains are the more robust and better engineered 
examples; the rest having fallen down or been rebuilt. 
The question is how to evaluate the condition of those 
that remain and assess the effect of modern traffic on 
their serviceability. 
A range of diagnostic techniques exists to assist in 
0950-0618/01/$ - see front matter © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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All sensors mounted horizontally facing south on 
the north side of the beam. 
A combination of vertical and horizontal beam 
mounted sensors. 
All sensors mounted vertically facing up on the 
underside of the masonry arch. 
A combination of beam and arch mounted sensors. 
Sensors mounted horizontally along the west ma-
sonry spring wall of the arch. 
A combination of spring wall and arch mounted 
sensors. 
For signal detection, it is necessary to have a good 
acoustic coupling between the sensors and the material 
surface. This was easily achieved on the relatively flat 
surface of the concrete beam but difficulties were expe-
rienced with attachment to the rough and uneven fac-
ing of the sandstone masonry. Cyanoacrylate adhesive 
was used to bond the sensors to the concrete. Attach-
ment to the masonry required surface preparation with 
a rotary sander prior to fixing. On very rough surfaces 
it was found necessary to 'fill in' large indentations with 
quick setting mortar, to ensure that the adhesive re-
mained on the protruding stone surface and did not 
flow away from the intended bonding site before it had 
cured. On some occasions, particularly after heavy 
overnight rainfall, the sandstone on the underside of 
the arch became saturated and it was necessary to 
re-locate sensors to prevent them being 'washed off. 
The AE events, generated by dynamic loading due to 
traffic on the bridge, were recorded and analysed para-
metrically by the MISTRAS system. Although the en-
tire sensor waveform can be digitised and stored for 
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Fig. 6. Relationship of threshold and hit counts for a recorded event. 
not stored during tests because the large number of 
samples needed to provide a typical 1 MHz bandwidth 
on all sensor channels would rapidly fill the storage 
capacity of the analyser. The MISTRAS system uses 
parallel channels (one for each sensor) of real time 
digital signal processing to pre-process the received 
waveform. They describe its characteristics using a small 
number of quantitative numerical parameters that 
closely relate to the waveform energy (see Figs. 5 and 
6) as expressed in both the time and frequency do-
mains. By storing only the processed parameters, the 
MISTRAS system can record a large number of events 
over long periods without excessive data redundancy, 
whilst providing sufficient information of interest at low 
bandwidth. 
The source location of AE events was used to plan a 
complementary ground probing radar survey using a 
GSSI SIRIOC at frequencies of 500 and 900 MHz, 
shown in Fig. 7. It was intended that the radar survey 
II!'. 
Energs as Measured Area undei 
Rectified Signal Enselope 
Fig. 5. Relationship of threshold, energy and amplitude for a recorded 
event. 	 7. SIKMA irnpuls. LiiI,.L 	IotIn i,idar 	stCIi1, 
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tioned and the alignment of the road altered to assume 
the current aspect-this explains the lack of alignment 
with the original arch bridge. The concrete slab has a 
trapezoidal shape, and comprises four beams of rein-
forced concrete with longitudinal and transverse rein-
forcement. Abutments, wing walls, parapets and span-
drels of the arch bridge are made of red sandstone 
masonry blocks. 
A preliminary visual survey was performed. In many 
places mortar has eroded and several masonry blocks 
show signs of freeze-thaw cracking. The concrete beam 
nearest to the masonry arch also showed signs of 
damage. Wide cracks were observed along the length of 
the web and iron staining suggested that the reinforce-
ment was heavily corroded. Observable cracking and 
corrosion were greatest at the east end of the beam 
closest to the arch. The presence of a thin paper joint 
between the old and new structures, as shown on the 
engineering diagrams of the bridge extension, was con-
firmed. It was decided to concentrate efforts around 
the interface between the concrete beam and the 
masonry arch as it was assumed that the amplitude of 
acoustic emissions associated with any interaction 
between the beam and the arch would be most easily 
detected close to this interface. 
A series of experimental tests, each lasting between 
2 and 6 h. were carried out over a period of 3 weeks 
during the Spring of 1999. Air shade temperature did 
not vary much between tests but wind velocity was 
highly variable, ranging from dead calm to gusts of 
force 4-5. Precipitation also varied. Although rainfall 
did not have a direct effect on measurements, changes 
in the degree of saturation of the bridge fabric, from 
test to test, were noticeable. 
3. Experimental objectives 
The aims of the experimental program were to 
Investigate the effectiveness of applying AE to a 
masonry structure, by comparison of the different 
responses of masonry and concrete. 
Investigate the behaviour of the reinforced con-
crete beams by recording the AE response. 
Determine from the AE data what, if any, interac -
tion occurs between the concrete beam and the 
masonry arch. 
Determine the reliability of the AE data by using 
ground probing radar to verify the results. 
4. Experimental method 
Fig. 3. Mistras ddL 	uI'iu iiJ 	 stem. 
using a Physical Acoustics Corporations MISTRAS-
2001 (Massively Instrumented Sensor Technology for 
Received Acoustic Signals) fitted with DSP-32/16 sig-
nal processing devices (shown in Fig. 3). The parallel 
processing architecture used for computerised AE was 
configured to simultaneously perform signal measure-
ment on eight channels. Eight AE sensors of Type R31 
were used. These transducers of 30 mm diameter by 40 
mm high incorporated a built in pre-amplifier of 40 dB 
and had a low resonant frequency of approximately 30 
kHz and operated in the 100 Khz to 1 Mhz frequency 
range. 
The equipment was mounted beneath the arch on a 
low scaffold platform to raise it clear of the stream, as 
shown in Fig. 4. The equipment was powered from a 
600 W inverter operating from 24 V. In all tests one 
sensor was configured as a trigger to initiate event 
recording on all channels. The positions of the AE 
sensors were varied for each test to try to establish the 
best positioning strategy for detection of AE events. 
This included: 
All sensors mounted vertically facing up on the 
underside of the concrete beam. 
All sensors mounted horizontally facing north on 
the south side of the beam. 
7. 
PAP 
The results presented in this paper were obtained 	Fig 4. South Licin \ s t experimental installation under bridge. 
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Fig. 10. Case 1: recorded energy for all channels on the arch. 
Figs. 9-11. Fig. 9 shows one chart for each of the eight 
transducers. In the vertical axis the number of hits, that 
is the number of detected signals that cross the thresh-
old value, have been shown, whilst the recording time is 
on the horizontal axis. The low amplitude and flat 
response lines indicate that very few events are de-
tected, with the exception of channels six and seven. In 
Fig. 10 there are also eight charts, one for each chan-
nel. The time is on the horizontal axis, whilst the 
energy, which is related to the amplitude of the signal, 
is on the vertical axis. The large amplitude recorded on 
channel eight is attributed to the impact of a hammer 
used to test the transducers at the beginning of the test 
and is not significant. Channels six and seven show a 
large amplitude response. Fig. 11 shows the hits re-
sponse of every channel. A logarithmic vertical scale 
has been used. Sensors six and seven show a large 
energy response. 
5.2 Case 2: acoustic emission recorded on the west spring 
wall 
signal-to-noise ratio at this position allowed for a lower 
threshold value of 28 dB. The results are shown in Figs. 
15 and 16. Fig. 15 shows that compared with case 1, a 
larger number of hits can be detected. Channels seven 
and eight in particular gave a frequent response. Al-
though the number of hits increased in all channels, 
the energy of the recorded events remained low in the 
first six channels as shown in Fig. 16. 
5.3. Case 3: acoustic emission and connectititv of the 
masonry arch and concrete beam 
Seven of the sensors were located along the west 
HITS vs CI-HHEL 
The sensors were located along the west spring wall 
of the masonry arch as shown in Figs. 12-14. From 
previous tests it had been determined that a good Fig. 11. Case 1: cumulative total hits for each channel on the arch. 
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Fig. 8. Plan view of sensor positions on the masonry arch, adjacent to concrete beam. 
would provide additional information about the inter-
nal structure of the bridge at places were AE events 
were recorded most often. 
5. Experimental results 
Four representative case studies are presented along 
with the radar results for the second case.  
5.1. Case 1: acoustic emission recorded on the masonry 
arch 
The sensors were located along the masonry arch, 
near the interface of the masonry and the concrete, 
from the crown towards the west side as shown in the 
plan view of Fig. 8. The signals were recorded using a 
threshold value of 35 dB and the results are shown in 
HITS vs TIIIE(sec) HITS vs TIME(sec) 
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Fig. 9. Case I: recorded hits for all channels on the arch. 
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Fig. 15. Case 2: recorded hits for all channels on the spring wall. 
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Fig. 16. Case 2: recorded energy for all channels on the spring wall. 
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i;jg. 12. Scn r lixcti to c't prIn 	all of masonry arch. 
spring wall of the masonry arch, whilst the eighth was 
positioned beneath the concrete beam. The sensor 
positions are shown marked by crosses on the side 
elevation of the west abutment of the beam facing 
north (Fig. 17, left) and on the end elevation of the 
spring wall, facing west, at the join between the arch 
and the beam (Fig. 17, right). It was necessary to record 
the signals using a threshold value of 35 dB because 
the sensor on the concrete was being used to trigger 
event capture. The results are shown in Figs. 18-20. 
The scale used for channel one is thousands and the 
scale used for channels two through eight is in units. 
Although there are responses for both concrete and 
masonry, the magnitude of the response for channel 
one on concrete is approximately 100 times larger than 
the response obtained from sensors on the masonry 
arch. The different behaviour of the sensors on ma-
sonry and concrete is apparent in Fig. 20 (plotted on a 
logarithmic scale). The lack of a strong correlation 
between observed events suggests that the two struc-
tures act independently of each other, as large acoustic 
emissions that propagate within the concrete cannot be 
detected close by on the masonry. 
arch and prItt \,thI. 
5.4. Case 4: acoustic emission and linear source location 
on the concrete beam 
All the sensors were located along the concrete 
beam on the upstream (north) side as shown in Figs. 
21-23. A threshold value of 35 dB was used, having 
been established from previous tests as the optimum 
value to use on this beam. The results are shown in 
Figs. 24-26. Fig. 24 demonstrates a larger number of 
detected events than have been present in any of the 
other cases examined. This is consistent with a number 
of extensive, well-established cracks in the concrete on 
this section of the beam, as can be seen in Fig. 27. The 
energy levels are quite high in the first five channels, 
which are located on the west side where there are few 
visible cracks, whilst the energy decreases towards the 
east side where many wide visible surface cracks are 
present. Fig. 26 (upper) shows the hits response of all 
channels. Fig. 26 (lower) shows the result of processing 
the hits response using the Mistras software to provide 
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Fig. 14. Side elevation of sensors positions along the west spring wall of the arch. 
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Fig. 19. Case 3: recorded energy for all channels. 
related to structural composition at these positions 
(Fig. 29). 
6. Discussion 
Coupling and bonding of sensors to bridge materials 
needs further consideration. In these tests which were 
of short duration and exploratory, sensor placement 
was temporary and the limitations of the fixing method  
were not considered to be significant. For extended 
tests and semi-permanent placement it will be neces-
sary to develop standardised fixing methods that can be 
adapted and applied to the range of materials that are 
commonly found in constructions. In particular, any 
fixing method must be capable of operating and of 
being deployed in both wet and dry conditions. 
Both sensors and cables need to he securely fixed. It 
was found that gusting wind blowing against loose 
cables could couple acoustic energy to the sensors. 





Fig. 20. Case 3: cumulative tntal hits for each channel. 
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Fig. 17. Elevations showing sensors positions on side of beam and on spring wall. 
events. Fig. 26 (lower) shows the number of AE events 
in relation to the linear position of the sensors along 
the beam, where zero corresponds to the crown of the 
arch. The large peak at position 25 of Fig. 26 (lower) 
corresponds to a position at the west-end of the beam. 
This is consistent with the (hidden) propagation of 
cracks that originate and are visible at the east-end of 
the beam. 
5.5. Results of radar intestigation on the west spring wall 
Radar was used to provide a comparison with the AE 
results of case 2 along the west spring wall of the arch. 
These results are shown in the elevation of Fig. 29. The  
left side of these scans is the start, indicated by 0 m on 
the right in Fig. 28. The white bars indicate the approx-
imate horizontal alignment with sensors 5, 7 and 8 from 
left to right. The two scans shown side-by-side corre-
spond to the upper and lower survey line positions. The 
radiograms show hyperbola indicative of structural 
anomalies near the positions of sensors 4, 5 and 7 as 
indicated by arrows. In addition, the leftmost survey 
results show similar anomalous reflections near the 
position of sensor 8. These were the areas within which 
most AE activity was detected. Since the positions of 
hyperbola in the radar data that indicate structural 
anomalies coincide with the locations of sensors that 
gave strong AE responses, it is possible that AE is 
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Fig. 18. Case 3: recorded hits for all channels. 
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Fig. 24. Case 4: recorded hits for all channels on the beam. 
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Fig. 25. Case 4: recorded energy for all channels on the beam. 
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('lose-up ot scnNors mounted on south side 
Fig. 	 he 	'1_ 
concrete beam. 
Securing the cables close to the bridge fabric using 
cable clips can prevent this, as shown in Figs. 13 and 
22. Another unintended source of acoustic coupling 
was the water flowing in the stream under the bridge. 
Stones thrown into the water were observed to gener -
ate acoustic events within the concrete section of the 
bridge. It may he that acoustic energy coupled from the 
water flow into the concrete is partly responsible for 
the poorer signal to noise ratio, requiring a threshold 
setting of 35 dB. 
Concrete appears to be a relatively low loss material 
for at least some of the frequencies detected by the 
sensors. The improved signal-to-noise ratio obtained on 
masonry (allowing a threshold of 28 dB) may be related 
to greater attenuation and scattering of acoustic energy 
due to inherently greater inhomogeneity within the 
masonry construction. In particular, air spaces behind  
facing blocks and within fill material are thought to act 
as barriers to the passage of acoustic signals. 
The influence of water penetration of bridge materi-
als on the measurements requires further investigation. 
As water is useful in coupling acoustic energy it is 
thought that wet conditions may he advantageous for 
AE techniques. Conversely, it may be difficult to obtain 
results from air voided structures in dry conditions. It 
would also be useful to know if AE from freeze-thaw 
events can be detected as concern was expressed that 
expansion of frozen water in the gap between the 
concrete beam and masonry arch could exert a side-
ways thrust on the arch. 
The results obtained along the cracked concrete 
beam are consistent with fracture mechanics in that the 
highest stresses, and hence most likely source for AE, 
are found at the crack tips. Fig. 24 shows that hits were 
recorded at all positions along the beam in response to 
AE events. Fig. 25 shows that low energy was recorded 
in channels six, seven and eight at the east-end of the 
400 
800 	866 	_t00_00 	800 	OO 
7000 
Fig. 23. Side elevation of sensor positions along the north side of the beam. 
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1tg. 29. Results at 900 Mhz radar sursey on west spring wall of arch. 
alignment of the arch it could be that the higher 
number of acoustic events occurring towards the west 
side of the bridge simply reflects the closer proximity of 
the signal excitation. Results from sensors mounted on 
the west spring wall and, therefore, further away from 
the traffic contradict the assumption that closeness to 
the excitation source is the primary determinant of 
acoustic activity. The results of the radar survey were 
helpful in confirming that anomalies existed behind the 
spring wall that could account for the acoustic signals 
detected. 
Although the acoustic signals detected on masonry 
were much lower in energy than those obtained on 
concrete, their presence indicates that further investi-
gations may be worthwhile. 
The equipment used was found to be easy to set up, 
despite its computational complexity. It took between 
30 and 60 min to install and activate. Unlike other 
survey methods that require the constant attendance of 
one or more operators, it was possible to leave the 
equipment recording without human intervention for 
several hours. Employing personnel to operate equip-
ment is a large proportion of the direct costs of any 
survey, thus the ability to perform unattended data 
collection and analysis has favourable cost implications. 
The use of compressed, parameterised data recording 
makes it feasible to provide remote telemetry for auto-
mated downloading of data at intervals of days or 
weeks. Although the equipment is expensive to pur -
chase, it may be that savings that accrue over the 
lifetime of the structure (through reductions in costs 
due to the ability to provide planned maintenance 
rather than reactive repairs) could be factored in to 
offset the initial capital cost of the equipment. 
7. Conclusions 
The results of this experimental program demon-
strated that: 
AE can be applied to condition assessment of 
bridges; 
strong AE signals are obtained from reinforced 
concrete structures; 
AE can be detected in masonry structures but at 
lower energy levels than those obtained from con-
crete structures; 
large, wide, visible cracks do not release much AE 
energy, whilst invisible internal ones do; and 
AE is useful in detecting crack growth and de-
termining the position of the crack tips at a much 
earlier stage in their development, before they are 
noticed during visual inspection. 
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Abstract: Concrete bridges in the United Kingdom represent a major legacy and they are starting to show signs of distress. Therefore, 
the need for monitotingtliem is an urgent task. The acoustic emission (AE) technique was proposed as a valid method for monitoring 
these bridges but more study is needed to develop methods of analyzing the data recorded during the monitoring. The writers would like 
to propose a b-value analyis as a possible way to process AE data obtained during a local monitoring. The b-value is defined as the 
log-linear slope of the frequency-magnitude distribution of acoustic emission. This paper presents the results of a b-value analysis carried 
out on data recorded during a laboratory test on a reinforced concrete beam designed as representative of a bridge beam. During the 
experiment, the specimen was loaded lically and it was continuously monitored with an AE system. The data obtained were processed 
and a b-value analysis was carried oü-Theb-value was compared with the applied load, with a damage parameter, and with the cracks 
appearing on the beam. The damage parameter represents the cumulative damage in terms of total sum of acoustic emissions. The results 
ment of the fracture process of the concrete. From a study of the b-value calculated for a whole showed a good agreement with the develp  
loading cycle and for each channel, some quantittive considerations were also drawn. Further development work is needed to make the 
b-value technique suitable for practical use-ón'ari' bridge. 
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Introduction 	 '\ 
	
taken and a b-value analysis is presented and proposed as a 
(,I method to study the development of the fracture process of the 
Concrete bridges represent the majority of the U.K. ays 
and trunk roads stock bridges. As their age is of the order of/< Pifferent types of cracks generate different types of AE signals 
25-35 years they are starting to show signs of deterioration. This 	- -with varying frequency ranges and amplitudes. These differences 
compares with the U.S. bridge stock, which is commonly ap- >n-bërelated to the degree of damage of the structure. Microc- 
proaching 40 years old. Consequently, the necessity to monitor 	cg~ erate a large number of events of a small amplitude 
and verify their performance and safety is a matter of urgent 
whim'acrocracks generate fewer events but of a larger ampli- 
concern. Acoustic emission (AE) can be used to monitor these 	
tude.Whenthe cracks are opening up, as most of the energy has 
bridges and to gain a better understanding of their conditions 
alread'beefrèleased, many events are created, but of a small 
(Yuyama et al. 1998). Two types of monitoring are possible: A 	
amplitude.Fiirthermore, tensile cracks spawn large amplitude 
global monitoring which is intended to yield general information 
events whi1esl(e?racks create smaller amplitude signals (Li and 
Xi 1995; Iwàitani &al. 1997). 
on the state of the whole structure and a local monitoring which 	The b-value analy sis ,can take all these factors into account and 
yields a more detailed understanding of a certain area of the it could then be ed as-at alternative way to process and inter- 
bridge. The writers consider that work needs to be done in order 	 n pret data recorded dung a local AE monitoring. 
to find alternative ways to process and interpret the AE data ob- 
tained during monitoring. As a first stage in this direction, some 
experiments on reinforced concrete (RC) beams have been under- 
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b-value Analysis 	 - 
2. 
In earthquake seismology, eventslof larger magnitude occur less 
frequently than events of smaller i1riitude.  This fact can be 
quantified in terms of a magniwde-fequcy relationship, for 
which Gutenberg and Richter propose te.empirical formula: 
log, o N=a—bM4. 	(1) 
where M L Ritcher magnitude of the events; N=increiental fre- 
quency (i.e., the number of events with magnitüdeiin the range 
of ML±MI2); and a and b=empirical constants (Sheärer'1999). 
The Richter magnitude ML is proportional to the1oaiithm of 
the maximum amplitude A.  recorded in a seismic tracé,cor-
rected for the attenuation in amplitude with distance duewlè \ 
propagation and inelastic absorption. The magnitude i o s propo- 
tional to the logarithm of source rupture area S 
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MLX jc log 10AQ c log 10 S 	 (2) 
where the factor c varies depending on the transducer. If the sen-
sor is acting as a strainmeter then c= 1; while if it is acting as a 
velocity transducer, c= 1.5; and finally c = 3 in the case of an 
accelerometer. 
The sárie principle can be applied to the AE method to study 
the scaling of the "amplitude distribution" of the acoustic emis-
sion waves generated during the cracking process in the labora-
tory or in engineering structures. From relationship (1), the 
b-value is the negativégradient of the log-linear AE frequency/ 
magnitude plot and hCnce it represents the slope of the amplitude 
distribution. The b-value changes systematically with the different 
stages of fracture growth(Sammonds et al. 1994), 50 it could be 
used to estimate the develôpnent of fracture process. In terms of 
AE technique, the Gutenberg-Ritëher formula can be modified as 
LOM Ky - Bm W2 
6 
Fig. 1. Beam BF2-representation of load history cycles. Time on 
log 10 N=a—b'A 	 (3) x-axis is only representative and it does not correspond to real time 
during test. 
where now A= peak-amplitude of the AEevents in decibels 
AdB= 	 g lo A rmx 	 (4) Test Description 
Comparing Eqs. (2) and (4), the b-value obtainId,with this rela- 
tionship should be multiplied by a factor of, 20- to; be comparable All the data reported in this work refer to an experiment carried 
with the one used in seismology (Shiotani et out on an RC beam in the Structures Laboratory of the University 
In general terms, when the distributed micr 	l(s aroccur- of Edinburgh. The beam (named beam BF2) was designed based 
ring in the early stages of damage, the b-value is higtiand'when on the BS 8110: Part 1997 to represent the behavior of a beam 
the macrocracks begin to localize the b-value is low (Samrnoids belonging to a real bridge. The beam was 125 mm wide, with an 
et al. 1994). 
overall height of 270 mm; it was 2.16 m long and simply rein- 
- 	/ 
Although the analysis of the b-value is well known iñ'rock-- forced with a 16 mm diameter deformed steel bar. The beam was 
/ / mechanics and seismology, very little work has been done on designed to be under-reinforced in order to have extensive crack- 
concrete and civil engineering structures. In the work of STI- 'ing of the concrete and substantial deflection. The extensive 
monds et al. on damage evolution in rock, the trend of the 	
1 /cracking was then expected to generate a large amount of acoustic 
over time is plotted and a single minimum is observed just prior emission. 
to dynamic failure. The decrease in b-value leads directly to dy- iLuiing the test, the beam was simply supported, using rollers, 
namic failure immediately following minimum b-value (Sam- ovewsp1an of 2 m. The load was applied at two points using two 
monds et al. 1994). hydrau1icjacks. A small layer of rubber material was placed under 
An 'improved' lb-value was proposed and applied to the the Jackdur)ng the test of the beam to reduce the noise due to the 
evaluation of slope failure by Shiotani et al. (1994). The lb-value jack itlf. The5'load was applied in 5 kN steps and measured via 
was defined as two l00k11öad,cells, connected to a voltmeter. The load cycles 
are shown inFi'i: At the end of each loading and off-loading 
logN(—a 1 )—logN(—a 2o) cycle, the load-wáshld just for the time that the beam needed to 
Ib= 	 (5) 
(a1+a2)i stabilize (i.e., no thorè'acoustic emissions were recorded). At the - 
end of the last cycle the'beam was seriously damaged but it did 
where o= standard deviation; p.=mean value of the amplitude not fail completely and no ti'gher load could be applied due to the 
distribution; a 1 =coefficient related to the smaller amplitude; and maximum load limitation6f the loading equipment. 
a 2 = coefficient related to the fracture level. The variation of the During the test the'beam, was monitored using a Physical 
lb-value was found to be in significant agreement with the pro- Acoustic Corporation (PAC)Mistras system. Eight PAC R61 sen- 
gressive failure of the slope model, suggesting that the lb-value sors (Resonant 60 kHz int'eg1- seisor) were mounted on the 
has the possibility to be a precursor for slope failure (Shiotani beam using plasticine. The AE threshold was set to be 35 dB: 
et al. 1994), just as it is in the laboratory to rock failure. This allowed us to eliminate the background noise and record 
The use of the improved lb-value was later on applied by only the emissions due to the cracking of the concrete. All the 
Shiotani et al. (2000) to evaluate the fracture process in concrete. transducers were calibrated at the beginning and at the end of the 
The work showed that the lb-value analysis was succesful in test using a hammer and a pencil leadba,k (BS EN 1339- 
evaluating fracture process of concrete specimens (Shiotani et al. 9:2000—section 6.8). The exact location-of a1 sensors can be 
2000). seen in Fig. 2. The test rig and the instrumentd beim are shown 
In this work, a conventional b-value analysis was applied on in Fig. 3. 	 'S 
the data recorded on a reinforced concrete beam, using relation- During the test the cracks were marked with numbersrefemng 
ship (3) and assuming to the load cycle number in which they appeared. It vapssible 
b=b'*20. 	 (6) 
to identify different stages of cracking:  
Cycle 01: no cracks, 
 
The trend of the b-value was then compared with the develop- • 	Cycle 02 to cycle 05: Cracks forming and the appearance 
ment of the fracture process of the beam observed during the test. tensile cracks along the whole span of the beam, 
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Fig. 2. Designing details—load configuration and AE sensors loca-
tion on beam. AE sensors are labeled Sl–S8. All measurements are in 
millimeters. 
Cycle 06: Appearance of shear cracks at the two ends of the 
beam, and 
After Cycle 06: No new cracks growing: the old cracks opened 
up. 
Analyses and Results 
The raw data recorded with the PAC Mistras system were pro-
cessed using Mailab in order to carry out a b-value analysis. 
During all the processing the first cycle was ignored as the num-
bers of AE events was not significant. First the range of amplitude 
was decided, going from a threshold of 35 dB to a maximum of 
100 dB in steps of 5 dB. Then the total number of events during 
a loading cycle was divided in groups. For each group the log-
frequency–magnitude graph was plotted and their linear trend 
calculated using the least-squares method of fitting curves. The 
slopes of such graphs represented then the b-values (an example 
of some of these graphs and their relative b-values can be seen in 
Fig. 4). These b-values, during a whole cycle, were then plotted 
versus time (which corresponded to the final time in seconds of 
Fig. 4. Example of calculation of b-values for Channel 2 during 
loading cycle Number 2. b-value is calculated for groups of events 
during whole cycle. Graph represents log-frequency-magnitude chart 
and its relative curve fitting and b-value calculation for group of 100 
events. 
the time-range in which the relative group of events happened 
during the test). This was done for each loading cycle and for 
each channel. It was necessary to determine the number of events 
forming the groups on which the calculations were based. In order 
to do this, the whole calculation process was repeated using 
groups formed by different numbers of events. The trends of 
b-value values were then plotted for each case and overlapped. 
The results (see Fig. 5) showed that using groups formed by a 
number of events between 70 and 130 did not substantially 
modify the final trend. It was then decided to use an intermediate 
value of 100 events. This whole process allowed verification that 
the choice of the number of events on which the b-value calcula-
tion would be based does not effect the results. 
The trend of the b-value was then calculated and plotted for 
each cycle of the test and for each channel. The pattern was 
clearer in the early cycles when the cracks were forming. The 







Fig. 3. Test rig and instrurnemed bcni in iruuraI laboratory of the 
University of Edinburgh 
2 	 ,lm.vents 
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Fig. 5. b-value over time calculated with using groups of. respec-
tIsely, 70 (dotted line), 100 (continuOus line), and 130 (dashed line) 
numbers of events to verify independence of final results from num-
ber of events chosen for calculation 
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Fig. 7. b-value over time for Channels 3 (top) and 7 (bottom) during 
load cycle Number 2—load is shown on vertical axis on nght. Lo-
calization predicted on basis of minimum b-value is shown by arrow. 
Bar errors of statistical calculation are shown. 
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Fig. 9. Overlapping of b-value (left vertical axis) and- normalized 
damage parameter (right vertical axis) for Channels 3 (top)and"7\ 
(bottom) during load cycle Number 2. Bar errors of statistical calóu-
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load cycle Number 2—load is shownd'n 'v"ertical axis on right. Lo-
calization predicted on basis of miniiuth bvälue is shown by arrow. 
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Fig. S. Overlapping of b-value (left vertical axis) and normalized 
damage parameter (right vertical axis) for Channels 3 (top) and 7 
(bottom) during load cycle Number 2. Bar errors of statistical calcu-
lation are shown. 
presence of a large number of concentratec ni 9r sa cks creates a 	decrease at the beginning (the dashed line in the chart) when the 
clear pattern. However once the external mcrom9k' ,9r5\ formed load is going up, and then a transient during the relaxation when 
(the beam is failing) the AE sources are fewer an'dy1orsca\ttered 	the load is held constant. The b-value decrease corresponds then 
so the pattern is less clear. This might imply that thenalysis of to the phase of the test (the loading up) when the cracking is 
the b-value is meaningful on good structures as it provideifo- 	happening and it reaches its minimum when the load and the 
mation between the microcracking beginning up to the stagy damage on the beam are maximum, giving consequentially a 
where macrofractures occur by localization (i.e., the numo)\ good representation of what is really happening on the beam. 
microcracks is high and they join creating a localized mac9c 	. 	The trend of the b-value was also compared with the damage 
rack). The trend of the b-value for Channels 3 and 7 during the (-' parameter  D. This parameter was derived by the study of Cox and 
second cycle of the test are shown in Figs. 6 and 7; the load over.-/.Meredith on the microcrack formation in rock [Cox and Meredith 
time is shown on the same graph (dotted line). As the two sensors 	':I99:3] The accumulated state of damage in a material can be 
were located, respectively, on the end and on the middle area of 'analzéd in terms of acoustic emissions by defining a damage 
the beam they can be considered to give a whole representationof 	arniI~r 
the full beam. Notwithstanding the presence of "up and down" in 
the trend (due to the presence of reinforcement bars in the con- 	\= /1 	 ØCm 	 (7) 
crete), it is possible to see in both cases a pattern showing a 
Trend of 	 7 
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Fig. 10. Variation of maximum and minimum b-value for Channels 
3 (top) and 7 (bottom) during all cycles of whole experiment. Vertical 
lines show different identified cracking stages indicated by arrows. 
where m=seismic magnitude and c 3 here because the instru-
ment acts as an accelerometer. In terms of AE. m can be com-
puted as the AE event amplitude in dB/20. Such a parameter is 
proportional to cube of the mean of the crack length [Cox and 
Meredith 1993]. The parameter is descriptive of a damage and 
then by definition is related to the volume of the cracks, i.e.. to a 
change of porosity in the concrete. The latter fails due to dilatant 
cracking, just like rocks, although the evolution of the damage 
itself might be different for both materials. 
The use of this parameter was applied to the tested concrete 
beam. D was calculated for each loading cycle, using intervals of 
100 events as for the b-value. The whole damage parameter was 
normalized to one, so that one was equal to the maximum damage 
at the end of each cycle. The results were compared with the 
b-value trend and they are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 where the 
continuous line is the b-value trend, while the dotted line repre-
sents the damage parameter. The graph shows how the minimum 
of the b-value corresponds to the sudden increase of damage on 
the beam represented by the D parameter. Such an increase of 
damage corresponds to the final stage of the loading up when the 
visual observations during the experiment confirmed the appear-
ance of the cracking on the beam. 
In a postfailure phase, the minimum and maximum values of 
the b-value were considered, for each cycle and for each channel. 
The trend of the range during the whole cycle and for each chan-
nel was then plotted. Due to the relationship mentioned earlier in 
the paper between the increasing and decreasing of the b-value 
Ch.7 - b-value min&max 
1.5  
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Fig. 11. Variation of maximum and minimum b-value for Channels 3 
(top) and 7 (bottom) during all cycles of whole experimeni Vertical 
lines show different identifiedcracking stages indicated by arrows. 
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Side I - oacir pattern after cycle no 03 
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Side 1 . cracS pattern at the end of cyde no 10 
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Fig. 12. Fracture process developments during different stages of 
loading. Dotted line outlines steel reinforcement. 
and the micro- and macro-cracking, the minimum b-value trend 
suggests macrocracks have formed, while the maximum b-value 
trend implies microcrack growth. The chart of the trend for Chan-
nels 3 and 7 during the whole experiment is shown in Figs. 10 
and 11. 
When examining the results for Channel 3 (which is located 
near to the end of the beam, see Fig. 2), the maximum trend is 
increasing from cycle Number 2 to 3, implying that microcracks 
are forming. During the experiment it was actually in these early 
stages that the cracking appeared and could be mapped on the 
beam. A peak of the trend appears in cycle Number 9: at this time 
of the experiment, all the cracks were already been formed but the 
shear cracks at the end of the beam were visibly opening up, just 
before the failure that happened in the following cycle. The mini-
mum trend is decreasing in the early stages, reaching a minimum 
in cycle Number 4, suggesting the existence of macrocracks: it 
was indeed possible to observe that at this stage all the macroc-
racks had appeared on the beam. Therefore from this point on-
ward the minimum trend is constant as no major changes of dam- 
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Fig. 13. Frequency versus amplitude charts and b-values during 
whole cycle Number 2 for each channel 
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Fig. 14. Frequency versus am1i6id'harts and b-values during 
whole cycle Number 6 for each chanel 
age could be observed on the beam. The-vaIue evolution is in 
good agreement with the damage observed ind 
Z 
 éj,ehdently on the 
beam. 
Looking at the results for Channel 7 (which 1 is 7located in the 
middle of the beam), the maximum trend still déëres \at the 
beginning, implying that microcracks are forming; oncgain this 
corresponds to the stage of the test when the microcrngk's 
happening. After this phase, the trend remains constantäs at'this 
point the cracks could be seen uniformly spread along ttIe \beant 
The peak at the end (shown in the results from Channel3)/, 
unclear now, as this channel is located too far from the end ofth 
beam where the shear cracks are opening to be affected strongly \ 
by them. The minimum trend is decreasing in the first cycle as 
macrocracks started to be visible on the beam and it stabilizes 
afterwards when all the macrocracks had appeared on the beam 
and no more new cracks could be seen. 
In both cases, three stages of the fracture process can be iden-
tified. A first stage is where the microcracks are dominant and the 
macrocracks are starting to appear. This corresponded to the early 
stages of loading when the cracking could be seen starting to 
appear on the beam. A second phase of constant range when the 
macrocracks are constant and uniformly distributed all along the 
beam can then be recognized during the middle phase of the 
loading when visually no new cracks could be seen appearing on 
the beam. After this stage the cracks do not grow toward the top 
part of the beam (as the concrete is in compression) so a last stage 
can be identified when the macrocracks are opening up as the 
beam is failing. The crack pattern during these phases as it ap-
peared on the beam is represented in Fig. 12. The stress level 
related to the fracture stages could not be estimated exactly as the 
data obtained using a Demec gauge are not reliable once macro-
cracks appeared. 
Finally, the b-value was calculated considering all the events 
(instead of groups of 100 events) of a whole cycle and for all 
channels, to compare the slopes of each channel. The results of 
these b-value calculations for two of the loading cycles (Numbers 
2 and 6) are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. By comparing the numeri-
cal values obtained in all cycles for all eight sensors with the 
location of the sensors themselves and the appearance of the 
cracks on the beam some quantitative considerations were drawn 
and they are summarized in Table I. At this stage, the results 
confirm observations from earthquake aftershocks, slope stability 
Table 1. b-value Quantitative Results 
Implies that the channel is very near to a 
I .0<b-value< 1.2 	 large crack; i.e.,macrocracks forming 
I .2<b-value< 1.7 	 Uniformly distributed cracking; 
i.e., macrocracks are constant 
b-value> 1.7 	 Microcracks are dominant or 
macrocracks are opening 
studies, and laboratory rock mechanics, that the b-value is corre-
lated with the degree of localization of damage (Sammonds et al. 
1994). 
Practical Significance 
The significance of this work is that the b-value analysis possibly 
provides a tool to enable an engineer to diagnose the degree and 
type of degradation of a concrete beam from remote monitoring 
of sensors mounted on the structure. The specific practical appli-
cation that motivated this project related to the monitoring on 
concrete bridge beams. These are instances when a concrete 
bridge is showing signs of deterioration and the bridge engineer is 
faced with the choice of "pass" or "fail." To "fail" the bridge 
implies one of the following options: 
• Closure, 
• Weight restriction, and 
• Lane closure. 
All of the above options are undesirable for the bridge owner. 
, 	Thus a third option of "monitoring" would be highly desirable- 
provided that the monitoring procedure gave real confidence re- 
(.<!gaiding its accuracy re: deterioration progress. This work to date 
valuable step in providing the bridge engineer with another 
quntitative monitoring tool. The installation of the AE monitor-
(iáia bridge would provide information on changes in the 
crckiri'gforming in the structure, although at this stage the moni-
torihish&id be applied continuously and at an early age of the 




The paper presents' the results from a laboratory experiment on a 
RC beam. The beath was lo'ded in cycles and the acoustic emis-
sions were recorded durin ' the test. A conventional b-value analy-
sis was applied on theAE datit Obtained from the beam and the 
trend of the b-value was theiiZ.cO'nipared  with the development of 
the fracture process of the beañ observed during the experiment: 
• A good relationship was found 'between the trend of the 
b-value and the microcracking / a1i'dmacrocraking appearing 
during the test, 
• The results confirmed that the b-valueis/correlated to the frac-
tare process of the concrete and to the dee9 of localization of 
damage, 
• The mimimum b-value trend suggests macrocracks have 
formed, whilst the maximum b-value trend implies microcrack 
growth, and 1/ 
• This study suggests that a b-value analysis couldbeiused to 
interpret data obtained by a "local monitoring"fçincrète 
bridges, although further work is needed in order toorisoli- \ 
date the results that were found and to make the b-value suit-'-' 
able for practical use. 
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AE monitoring of concrete bridge beams in situ 
Synopsis 
Concrete bridges were built originally to have a cost-effective 
maintenance free life of 120 years, but work in the UK and USA 
shows that substantial maintenance is required after 20 to 30 
years. This paper presents the description and results of an 
acoustic emission (AE) monitoring exercise on concrete bridge 
beams in situ, as part of a larger project aimed to develop an 
Advice Note on the use of AE to evaluate the structural 
conditions of concrete bridges. 
The fieldwork focussed on the concrete beams on Boghall 
Bridge, which is located in the Scottish Borders, south of 
Carfraemill on the A697. The AE processing described in this 
paper includes location of the AE sources in terms of the 
recorded energy and a b-value analysis. From the results one is 
able to distinguish between the different structural behaviour 
of the beams - thus showing that the AE method is a promising 
way to evaluate the condition of an in-situ structure. 
Introduction 
From the late 1960s to late 1970s the motorway construction 
boom in the UK gave rise to a large number of new highway 
bridges. Concrete was mainly chosen as the building material as 
it was perceived to be 'maintenance free and was thought to give 
bridges a cost-effective life span of 120 years. As a result, concrete 
bridges represent the majority of the UK motorway and trunk 
road bridge stock. As of now their average age is of the order of 
25-35 years and they are starting to show signs of deterioration, 
due to varied construction defects and general wear and tear. 
The original designers' expectation thus has been demonstrated 
to be too optimistic. The US bridge stock is older and faces a 
similar situation with concrete road bridges that are typically 40 
years old and are approaching the end of their useful life. 
Concrete bridges frequently require major maintenance after 20 
to 30 years in order to extend their life by a further 20 years. The 
scale of the rate of deterioration is related to the increased axle 
loads dictated by Europeans Standards and the increased 
volume of modern traffic - neither of which was envisaged at the 
time of the original design. There is therefore a necessity to 
verify their serviceability under the new conditions that have 
arisen. 
Authorities and engineers are faced with the assessment of 
these structures to verify their structural integrity. Lang term 
plan& and a range of diagnostic techniques have been 
proposed and developed to assist the undertaking of this task. 
but the question of how to cost-effectively evaluate concrete 
bridges still remains. 
The standard bridge assessment provides a 'pass' or 'fall' 
answer to that question but lately a third option of 'monitor-
ing' has been proposed 2 for those bridges that fail the assess-
ment by a small margin. A long or short term monitoring 
would provide information on defects, damage or deficiencies 
and their relative degree of risk for the structure. A reliable 
evaluation should take into account a combination of factors 
(materials, design, construction methodology, structural 
history) that would give a comprehensive knowledge of the 
bridge and its actual condition. A distinction can be made 
between 'global' monitoring aiming to obtain an understand-
ing of the whole bridge and local' monitoring which addresses 
a very specific problem generally concerning components or 
smaller areas of the bridge. At the moment in the UK, no 
Standards or procedures to monitor concrete bridges exist. 
This research is part of a project sponsored by the Highways 
Agency (London) to verify the feasibility of the acoustic emis-
sion (AE) technique as a valid method of monitoring concrete 
bridges. The acoustic emission technique AET) is a passive, 
non-intrusive, method that allows monitoring of concrete 
structures. Its basic principle, derived from the theory of 
elastic waves, is ver. - similar to that used for earthcivakes in ing. S. 
seismology. The term acoustic emission encompasses all Colombo phenomena where elastic waves are generated by the releae 
of energy from localised sources. In every solid body subject,d Qualifications? 
to stress - the occurrence of cracking, corrosion, slip or friction 
is followed by a release of stored strain energy that generates Prof. M. C. 
elastic waves, which is referred to as acoustic emission. Forde 
Acoustic emission testing was largely used in the nuclear and 
the oil industries to remotely monitor critical structures such FRErig, Other 
as pressure vessels and storage tanks. Lately, the technique Qualifications? 
has started to be used in a broader range of fields such as in Both Unitvrsityof 
the research of material properties, fracture mechanics, rock Edinburgh, The King's 
e corrosion studies, the aircraft industry and finally civil 	ngi- 
Bin (clings. Edin burgh 
EHri;jv St/and, ('K 
neering3 . 
One possibility is that AE might give the bridge engineer 
Jack Hall id ay confidence about the mechanism of deterioration of individ ual 
members of a bridge already showing signs of significant Qualifications? 
distress. The eventual plan is to write an Advice Note on the Tb,- High wars Agcncy 
use of AE on concrete bridges. The work presented here puts I St. Christopher House, 
into practice on a real structure, information and results Southwork Street, 
London SEI OTE. UK 
obtained in previous laboratory experiments. This will permit 
verification of their applicability for in situ monitoring. The  
bridge investigated in this research is a composite masonry 
archfRC beam bridge. It was chosen on the basis of its char - 
acteristics (dimensions, materials, and degree of distress. 
location (easy access, safe location and environment) as well  
as the fact that it had already been monitored during 1999. 
This allowed a comparison between the earlier findings and 
the actual current state of the bridge and comparisons to be 
drawn. 
The Boghall bridge 
The Boghall Bridge is located in the Scottish Borders, south 
of Carfraemill on the A697. The original bridge was a flat 
masonry arch built, according to the Council records, in 1793. 
Later on, the road was widened and a trapezoidal cast in situ 
concrete slab was placed alongside the masonry arch. The 
concrete slab consists of four beams, whilst the masonry arch 
was built using red sandstone blocks. The road orientation 
was also altered explaining the lack of alignment. This work 
focuses on the concrete side of the bridge. Construction details 
of the bridge and its actual aspect can be seen in Fig 1 and 2. 
Monitoring description 
Prelirninqry in vest igation 
Initially a visual survey was undertaken. The most northerly 
of the four concrete beams (named beam 1) shows extensive Fig 1. Plan view of 
visible cracking on both sides, and concentrated mainly on Boghall bridge 
tuluI(bI•I, 	i 	
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l Mu. 	 Fig 2. (above) 
I 	 . 	 Boghall bridge: 
masonry and 
I— 	 concrete side; pre- 
I — 	 existing cracks 
the eastern end of the beam (Fig 2). This cracking is proba-
bly due to the corrosion of the reinforcement, as iron stain-
ing can be clearly observed on the beam. As there is no joint 
present between the masonry arch and the concrete slab, 
water can penetrate freely and cause such corrosion. Salt, 
commonly spread on roads to avoid ice can also be dissolved 
in water and infiltrated through the bridge - accelerating the 
rate of corrosion. The other three beams appear in good condi-
tion. At the beginning of this preliminary investigation it 
was decided to focus the monitoring on the visibly damaged 
beam )beam 1) and on the one in good condition beside it 
(named beam 2). 
Experimental objectives 
The main objectives of this research were: 
• to investigate the feasibility of the AE technique on a real 
concrete bridge; 
• to investigate the different factors that can influence the AE 
data during in situ monitoring, such as: wind, temperature, 
rain, traffic, displacements, presence of cracks, and so on. 
• to compare the response from a beam in visibly poor condi-
tion to one that shows little deterioration and to gain an 
understanding of the bridge condition; 
• to compare the actual results with the findings obtained in 
the previous monitoring in 1999. 
Recorrled data &equipment 
During the monitoring, different sets of data were recorded in 
order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the bridge. 
Acoustic emission data were recorded using the PAC 
Mistras equipment detecting frequencies above 25 kHz. The 
settings used for the system are summarised in Fig 3. Eight 
PAC R61 )Resonant 60kHz Integrall were used in conjunction 
with the system. 
Pre-existing cracks can generate acoustic emissions and 
their presence has to be taken into great account. The cracks 
visible on beam 1 were mapped and measured. Metal base  
points were positioned un nine locations) on either side of the 
•racks and the distance between them measured using a 
digital Vernier caliper. This allowed recording any variation 
in crack width throughout the whole monitoring. The length 
f the cracks was recorded as well at the beginning and at the 
nd of the study. 
• Excessive movements and vibrations of the bridge could 
affect the AE data by generating misleading signals. A laser 
vibronieter was used to measure the displacements of the 
bridge; it was set on the river bank with the laser pointing 
at the mid-span of beam 1. The instrument allows displace-
ment measurements to be made over a range of 0.08pm to 
80mm with a frequency range of up to 1500kHz (1.5GHz). 
The laser vibrometer was connected to a data logger and to 
a laptop, where the data were recorded and stored using 
Matlab software. 
• Acoustic emissions are generated by stress release deriving 
from applied load. To avoid any road closure or disruption, 
a passive monitoring was adopted using normal traffic 
condition as load to induce AE. A video camera was posi-
tioned on the deck of the bridge to film the flow of traffic 
during the monitoring period. The number of vehicles 
passing per minute for each 30 minutes period was estab-
lished, indicating the volume of traffic. 
• A previous study5 showed that environmental factors may 
influenced the AE readings. Meteorological data were 
obtained from the Meteorological Office. Charterhall 
station, 23.1km east of Boghall bridge. Due to the distance 
of the meteorological office station from Boghall Bridge, it 
was anticipated that the information might not be totally 
Fig 3. (left) Settings 	accurate, but would still provide an understanding of the 
values of AE system meteorological situation. This information would then be 
and PAC system 
	
integrated with the field observations. 
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• Sensor location 
• Sensor mounting 
• Instrumentation settings 
___ 	• Sensors calibration 
• Complementary measurements and environment 
Case study 
Three different cases were investigated. Firstly, the sensors 
were placed underneath beam 1 (case 1). Due to the poor 
quality data recorded using this location, the sensors were 
removed and located alongside beam 1 on side 2 (case 2. Fig 
5a). Finally (case 3. Fig 5b, Fig 5cJ, half of the sensors were 
placed on beam 1 (side 2) and the other half on beam 2 (side 
1), to compare the response of beams in a different state of 
deterioration. The exact location of the sensors for case 2 and 
case 3 is shown in the drawings of Fig 5. 
The bridge was monitored over a period of about 10 days. 
The exact monitoring time for each case is shown in Fig 6. The 
figure also includes a summary of the meteorological and 
traffic data 
ig S. Sensors 
ocation: case 2 (a) 
sod case 3 (b/c) 
Sensors mounting & calibration 
All the sensors were mounted on the surface of the beam 
using metals clamps to hold them in place. Plasticine was 
used as acoustic couplant. The cables connecting the sensors 
to the acquisition system were secured using cable holders 
and ties to prevent movements and/or interference. Every day 
before recording commenced, the transducers were calibrated. 
The calibration consisted of: 
Generating some high energy elastic waves using a Schmidt 
Hammer, to verify the functionality of all the sensors; 
Breaking a 0.5mm pencil lead IBritish Standards EN 1330-
9:2000 Non Destructive Testing Terminology - Part 91 near to 
each sensor to verif' their sensitivity. 
AE monitoring procedure 
A simplified sketch of the AE procedure followed during this 
work has been summarised in Fig 4 and it included the follow -
ing steps: 
• Preliminary survey 
• Aimofthetest 
• Choice of sensor 
Data processing 
Crack and displacements measurements 
The measurements showed that the cracks did not grow in 
length during the monitoring period. Little variation (Fig 7a( 
in their width was recorded between the start and the end of 
each day; and this small variation was probably due to 
temperature conditions or instrument inaccuracy. Only one 
discrepancy is noticeable - on the 23rd May 2002 - but it is 
believed to be due to an error in the reading as on the follow-
ing day the recorded crack width was returned to the previ-
ously recorded value. 
The laser measurements showed that the displacements 
were limited (about lmm( following a regular trend (Fig 7b). 




The analysis of the AE location consists in locating the AE 
sources. These sources can then be related to development or 
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Fig 8. AE energy 




existence of cracks pattern on the beams. 
A linear location (alongside the beams) was carried out 
using the Mistras (PAC) software. The sources were located 
with reference both to the recorded events and energy but only 
the second ones are shown here as it is energy that can be then 
considered as an effective parameter to indicate the damage 
of a structure. Events generated by reflections, noise or inter-
ference can be located but the energy associated with them is 
irrelevant. On the other hand, structurally meaningful events 
are characterised by a relevant amount of energy. The energy 
is calculated as the area under the envelope of the AE signal. 
Figs 8,9 and lOin the following paragraphs show the sensors 
(represented by the green squares) on the top horizontal axis 
and their distance in metres on the beam on the bottom hori-
zontal axis: the located energy is shown on the vertical axis. 
Case 1: On a bridge beam, it is the bottom part that is in 
tension and then that is the area where the cracks and the 
acoustic emissions are generally expected to develop from. 
For this reason, in the first case study. all the sensors were 
placed underneath beam 1. Very few AE activities were 
recorded and it was confined to the western area of the beam 
(Fig 8). This was thought to be due to the presence of large 
visible cracks propagating alongside the eastern area. The 
- 




existence of these cracks prevented the elastic waves from 
travelling through the concrete and reaching the sensors 
located on the underneath of the beam, The sensors were then 
moved to another location. 
Case 2: Beam 1 was monitored for about 4 days and the results 
are shown in Fig 9. In 3 out of the 4 days (Figs 9 b, c, d (the loca-
tion shows consistently that the majority of the AE activity 
was occurring on the western side of the beam. The cracks 
already visible on the eastern side generated acoustic emission 
but of lower energy as the opening up of existing cracks creates 
AE events of smaller amplitude and energy. Most of the energy 
is usually released during the forming and localisation of new 
microcracks. This suggests that the existing cracks on the west 
side are propagating towards the opposite side of the beam and 
that the process of corrosion is progressing. It has to be pointed 
out that the clearer pattern appeared in Fig 9b and Fig 9d 
when a longer duration was involved. A longer monitoring time 
highlights the AE trend of the whole structure and minimises 
the influences due to single specific local events that can 
mislead the interpretation of the results. 
Case 3: Case 3 allowed a comparison between the behaviour 
of a badly damaged beam (beami) and a beam that 
appeared to be in good condition (beam 2). The results for 
the relative days of monitoring are shown in Fig 10. On the 
24th May 2002 the wind was stronger (Fig 6) but this did 
not affect the results, showing that the use of cable holders 
and tie helped to prevent wind interference. Comparing the 
results to those obtained on case 2, and even taking into 
account the shorter duration, much less AE activity was 
recorded in case 3-even if the volume of traffic (Fig 6) on 
those days appeared higher than during the previous days. 
Beam 1 did not show differences during the two monitoring 
days, as it was probably in a quite stable condition. The 
results for beam 2 (Fig 10) showed few emissions on the 
24th May. but some activity was recorded on the 29th May. 
This can be explained by looking at the time of the record-
ing. On the 24th May the recording was made in the after-
noon, when more traffic was travelling out of Edinburgh 
along the A697 and then running above beam 1 (Fig 1). On 
the 29th, the data were acquired during lunchtime, when 
more vehicles were travelling towards Edinburgh and then 
over beam 2. As beam 2 appears to be in good condition and 
the east end of beam 1 is already badly damaged (i.e.: it does 
not generate high energy events) the structural response in 
terms of AE is limited and the traffic effect is relevant. This 
suggests that for totally reliable monitoring and easier 
comparison, the recordings should be done ideally at the 
same time and for the same duration. Once again, a longer 
monitoring might have overcome the problem, allowing the 
identification of a pattern representing the structural 
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)ehaviour of the beams. 
)-L'alUe analysts 
challenge with the AE technique is to decide how best to 
tnalyse and present the data in a meaningful way. One way 
)f doing this is to look at a frequency-magnitude plot and a 
achnique for this can be borrowed from seismic engineering 
vhich is also about vibration emissions (from the fault) of 
iarying magnitude and at variable intervals. In the light of 
his a h-value analysis of the data was undertaken. The b-
;alue is the negative gradient of the log-linear AE 
'requency/magnitude plot and hence it represents the slope of 
;he amplitude distribution. It is defined by the following 
mpirical formula proposed by Gutenberg and Ritcher: 
loga N = a — bM! 
whereML is the Ritcher magnitude of the events. N is the 
.ncremental frequency (i.e. the number of events with magni-
:udes in the range of (ML±iM), and a and b are empirical 
onstants7. The Richter magnitude M L  is proportional to the 
iogarithm of the maamum amplitude A_ recorded in a 
jeismic trace, corrected for the attenuation in amplitude with 
Jistance due to wave propagation and inelastic absorption. 
Equation (1) defines the fact that in earthquake seismology. 
?vents of larger magnitude occur less frequently than events 
)f smaller magnitude. 
The same principle can be applied to the AE method to 
tudy the scaling of the 'amplitude distribution' of the acoustic  
emission waves generated during the cracking process in the 
laboratory or in engineering structures. The h-value changes 
systematically with the different stages of fracture growtW, 
so it could be used to estimate the development of the fracture 
process. In terms of the AE technique, the Gutenberg-Ritcher 
formula can be modified as: 
toes, N = a - bAdR 
where now Ads  is the peak-amplitude of the AE events in 
decibels: 
Aa = 101ogisA 2 = 20iogioA, 
The b-value obtained with this relationship should be then 
multiplied by a factor of2O to be comparable with the one used 
in seismology5 . 
In general terms, when the distributed microcracks are 
occurring in the early stages of damage, the b-value is high 
and when the macrocracks begin to localise or to open up the 
b-value is low. 
In the analysis presented in this paper, a conventional b-
value analysis was applied on the data recorded on the bridge 
beam 1, using the relationship (2) and assuming: 
It = b* 20 
The b-value was calculated using the least squares method Fig 11. b-value 
and interval range of amplitude of 3dB for each day of moni- results on beam 1 
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ring and for each channel. The results were plotted in Fig 
[which refer to the two full days of monitoring of case 2. 
It can be seen, in both days, that channels 5.6 and 7 (east 
de) have a lower b-value than channels 1, 2, 3 and 4 (west 
de). This is due to the fact that the opening up of the exist-
g cracks on the eastern end of the beam generated a large 
umber of events but of small amplitude. On the contrary, the 
ssible formation of new microcracks in the western areas 
•eated less acoustic emissions but of larger amplitude. 
hannel 8 showed again a high b-value implying that the 
dsting cracks may be growing also towards the western end 
the beam, where it is possible that the corrosion is expand-
ig and new cracks are localising. 
The h-value analysis appears to support the results 
Dtained by the previous data processing. 
('('Is 
At 'nght actrnly 
omparison with earlier monitoring 
lonitoring of Boghall Bridge was undertaken at the beginning 
1999 and reported in Shigeishi et a1. Although that research 
cused on the masonry arch, some data were collected on the 
sncrete beam (beam 1—side 1) as well. The location (Fig 12) of 
se AE activity was quantified in terms of AE events instead of 
aergy. It did show that the most of the AE activity was coming 
'Gm the western end of the beam, suggesting that the cracks 
resent on the eastern side were propagating into the opposite 
rea. This observation agrees with the results obtained during 
e recent monitoring. Therefore it must be pointed out that it 
ppeared that a larger amount of events were recorded by the 
AC system during the monitoring study. This may be due to the 
ict that during 1999 a different type of sensor was used (1131 
sonant 30kHz Integral). As those transducers were resonant 
a lower frequency they were probably able to pick up a larger 
umber of acoustic emissions. Since the earlier monitoring was 
si-ned out during winter, a possible explanation is that the 
eaviest rainfall happening during that period together with the 
se of salt to avoid freezing - accelerated the rate of corrosion 
ropagation and made the structure more acoustically active. 
lowever it remains more likely that the response can be attnib-
ted to the transducer sensitivity and range. 
:onclusions 
he AE method has proved to be a promising and effective 
seans of investigating the condition of concrete bridges. It can 
e used a trend tool to obtain an understanding of the struc-
ui-al condition of concrete bridge beams without any traffic 
isruption. An AE testing can provide physical measure of 
ihether a situation is getting worse with time and so alert the 
uthonities and bridge engineers that it time to intervene on 
he structure. If the testing is repeated in time, it can also 
how if the state of the structure is stable, i.e. if it is getting 
orse or can be lived with. 
The procedure followed during the study has been 
resented. 
From the undertaking of this work and the processing of the 
lata. the following conclusions were drawn: 
A preliminary visual survey of the structure is always of 
fundamental importance to establish a first view of the 
state of the bridge; 
The presence of pre-existing cracks must be considered 
when deciding the sensors locations and during the data 
processing, as it affects the generation of elastic waves: 
Environmental factors (rain, wind, temperature) as well as 
traffic volume must be considered in order to obtain a 
comprehensive understanding of the AE data; 
The cables should be clamped and fixed tightly in order to 
reduce wind interference: 
The location of the AE energy allows identification of the 
areas of highest activity where possible damage is occur-
ring; visible cracking produces waves of low energy whilst 
new internal cracks generate high energy signals; 
The monitoring should be repeated in time to allow verifi-
cation of the results: for a more reliable comparison it is also 
advisable that such a time is kept constant (both in terms 
of daily time and duration): 
'I The Structural Engineer - 99 Month 2003 
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Fig 12. AE energy • A longer period of monitoring is preferred in order to obtain 
location on beam 1, 	a realistic pattern of the AE activity and to minimise the 




• The b-value analysis can be successfully applied on a real 
structure to distinguish areas where macrocraking andior 
microcracking is occurring: 
• The existence of previous monitoring data is a useful feature 
in order to have an overview of the behaviour of the bridge 
over a period of years - in order to verify the stability of its 
condition and to confirm and support the findings from AE 
work: the creation of a database containing information about 
the bridge stock should be developed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Non-destructive test (NDT) methods such as the impact echo (I-E), ground probing radar 
(GPR) and acoustic emission (AE) techniques have been used increasingly in recent years for 
investigating structural integrity. Although these methods have sometimes been' used for 
bridge investigations, such uses have been mainly confined to research related or trial 
applications. It has not so far been possible to use these methods directly in the structural 
assessment of bridges because of the qualitative nature of the results. 
Nevertheless, the current national bridge assessment and strengthening programme has 
highlighted the fact that the results of conventional assessments can be uncertain to varying 
degrees. It has been discussed elsewhere [1] that, even for structurally simple bridges where 
assessments ought to be precise, the uncertainties in some of the input parameters are such that 
it will be more rational for the assessment results to be qualified with confidence levels for 
taking important decisions. This can be achieved through uncertainty analysis using methods 
such as fuzzy set theory and Bayesian updating. 
In addition, there are certain older bridge types such as the masonry arch bridges, for which the 
factors influencing structural behaviour are not amenable to precise analysis. For such bridges, 
instead of the "pass or fail" type of results from the assessments, it may be more logical to allow 
a graduated "pass, fall or monitor" type of result. The monitor option could be used when a 
bridge passes or fails a conventional assessment by a small margin but may have features or 
faults which are likely to influence structural capacity, which cannot be taken into account in the 
calculations. 
There is a third group of bridges, for example the post-tensioned concrete bridges or bridges 
over waterways, for which conventional assessment of structural capacity is only a part of the 
overall risk assessment, which has to take into account many factors that do not enter into the 
calculation of capacity. These factors are generally of a 'fuzzy' nature, and hence for these 
bridges, uncertainty analysis would be appropriate for defining the potential risk levels. 
COLOMBO, FORDE and DAS 
Non-destructive testing methods such as the sonar, radar or the dynamic methods could be of 
great value in canying out the uncertainty analysis desirable in the above situations. 
Furthermore, once the monitor option is decided upon, some of these methods could also be 
used for examining the bridge periodically to see if any significant structural deterioration is 
taking place. 
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the areas of bridge assessment and management where 
non-destructive testing techniques, particularly the impulse radar and impact echo methods, 
could be fruitfully used in conjunction with uncertainty analysis. 
METHODS 
NDT methods such as radar, impact echo and acoustic emission techniques are being used 
increasingly to investigate structural faults and hidden features. The following are a few 
examples of such applications, presented in brief here in order to give a broad overview of 
typical results. 
Olson Ct al [2] have carried out an investigation of the integrity of the raised terrace concrete 
slabs at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C.. They used the impact echo technique and 
an example of the test results is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Impact Echo test record [2]. 
The results show the transducer displacements against frequency. They indicate a resonance 
at 6.2 kHz corresponding to a slab thickness of 27'.4 cm (10.8 inches). 
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Another example is a radar application on the surface of a masonry wall of the Torrazzo 
tower (Cremona, Italy) [3]. The radar image shown in Fig.2 indicates the presence of a 












Figure 2. Radar image of a masonry wall [3]. 
An example of the application of acoustic emission monitoring is given by Shigeishi et al [4]. 
In this work, a reinforced concrete beam of 400mm length, with a notch as shown in Fig.3, 
was monitored. The beam was first tested under a static load and then was put under cyclic 
loading. As the cracks developed in the tests, 'events' were recorded (see Fig.4), and these 
records were then used to determine the progress and the extent of the cracks. 











Figure 3. RC beam subjected to acoustic emission monitoring (a) and arrangement of 































Figure 4. Results from acoustic emission monitoring: microcracks generated by static 
pre-loading (a) and cycling loading (b) in RC beam specimen "Type B" [4]. 
It can be seen from these examples that the recorded results from NDT techniques can be 
very vague, and any quantitative information will at best be approximate. This is primarily 
the reason why these methods have not found routine use in bridge engineering applications. 
The important advantage of such NDT methods is however in the very fact that they provide 
qualitative information without incurring great costs or traffic disruption. The information 
gathered can be not only extensive but also of considerable significance as far as structural 
capacity is concerned. If applied in conjunction with appropriate uncertainty analysis 
methods, these techniques will prove to be valuable tools in the armoury of the bridge 
engineer. 
EXAMPLE OF UNCERTATh4TY ANALYSIS 
The following is an example of how such methods could contribute to the confidence (or lack 
of it) in an assessment. 
In this example, let us consider a brick wall which has been assessed as being without any 
fault. A radar investigation reveals the possibility that there may be some de-lamination. A 
fuzzy set analysis is carried out to determine the appropriate confidence levels of the assessed 
result in the light of the NDT fmding. The analysis is carried out in two stages as shown in 
Figures 5 and 6. In Stage 1, the uncertainty (confidence levels) of the actual length of de- 
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lamination is determined. In Stage 2, the confidence levels in respect to the possible 
assessment errors are calculated using the Stage 1 results as input. The calculations are 
carried out using the following methodology. 
Referring to Fig.5, X is a set of five numbers representing five lengths of de-lamination 
which may be observed from the tests. Similarly, Y is a set of five de-lamination lengths 




R=Relation Matrix between estimated delamination 
actual 
and 
flf''mm 0 0.1 0.4 0.8 1 
'mm 0.1 0.4 0.8 1 1 
unm 0.3 0.8 1 1 0.6 
________ 	'mm 0.8 1 1 0.6 0.1 
''mm I 1 0.61 0 . 1 1 0 1 
Figure 5. Fuzzy set analysis of error involved in the estimation of de-lamination from a radar 
survey. 
R is the relation between X and Y, the membership levels of which (1, 0.1 etc.) represent the 
confidence levels with which the different elements y (i.e. 100mm to 500mm) of Y are 
related to each element x (i.e. 100mm, 200mm, etc.) of X. 
A is a subset of X, representing a particular dc-lamination observation, the relation of which 
with X is defined as follows :- 
A = 0.4 500, 1400, 0.3 300, 0.1200 
where 0.4, 1, 0.3 and 0.1 are membership levels of A corresponding to when x is 500, 400, 
300 and 200mm respectively. A thus represents an estimated de-lamination length of 'about' 
400mm. 
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X=Length of R=Relation Matrix between true delamination and 
tfl 
	
hil Jelamination assessment error levels 
WOmm 1 	0.4 	0.1 	0 	0 
- 
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Figure 6. Fuzzy set analysis of assessment error after the identification of d-lamination from a 
radar survey. 
The membership levels of the fuzzy subset A in X are expressed as A(x). 
For the given relation R between X and Y, and for a given subset A of X, it is possible to find 
a subset B of Y the membership of which are obtained by: 
first, for each x, taking the minimum of the membership of A and the corresponding 
membership in R, and then taking the maximum of the resuliing column of 
membership for each y. This will give the membership of B in Y. 
As shown in Fig.5, in the example concerned, 
B = 0.3 100, 0.4 200, 0.8 300, 1400, 1 500 
which indicates that the actual de-lamination length can be anything from 100mm to 500mm, 







Figure 7. Error levels based on fuzzy analysis of radar investigation of a brick arch 
bridge with de-lamination. 
The Stage 2 analysis, which is shown in Fig.6, is carried out using the same procedure. The 
resulting confidence levels in the assessment in respect of the different error levels are shown 
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in Fig.7. In this example the finding of de-lamination has meant that the already carried out 
assessment has now become less safe. Of course, it may be possible to carry out another 
assessment using analysis methods which can take into account de-lamination. In that case a 
different relation matrix R will be appropriate for Stage 2. 
Finally, it should be noted that some features can actually indicate greater strength than 
assumed in an assessment, and therefore will make the assessment more conservative. In such 
cases, if such features could be identified using NDT, an uncertainty analysis as described 
here will give a measure of the conservatism in the assessment. 
POTENTIAL AREAS OF APPLICATION 
Masonry Arch bridges 
Masonry arch bridges form a large proportion of the existing national bridge stock in the UK. 
Periodic structural assessment of these bridges is therefore very important for the authorities to 
ensure their continued safety and serviceability. 
It has been observed from full scale tests and theoretical investigations that, under extreme load 
conditions, masonry arch bridges can fail in a manner in between the two following modes [5] :- 
If the bridge is very flexible, it will fail by forming a 'mechanism', i.e. by the line of thrust 
moving outside the arch ring. 
If the bridge is very rigid, it will fail by compressive failure of the ring material. 
How close the actual failure will be to either of these modes will depend upon the interaction 
between a large number of factors, which can be broadly itemised as :- 
Geometrical and material properties of the arch ring material 
Geometrical and material properties of the surrounding fill 
Lateral resistance of the fill 
Rigidity of the supports 
Condition and the material of the joints 
General condition i.e. permanent deformation etc. 
Most of these parameters cannot be determined with any certainty and should indeed be 
considered as 'fuzzy parameters. The MEXE method of arch bridge assessment; described in 
BA 16 [6], takes into account all these factors in a series of numerical modifying factors. The 
modifying factors are multiplied to a 'provisional axle load' (PAL) in order to obtain the 
'allowable axle load' (AAL) which corresponds to the vehicles to be permitted on the bridge. 
The 'provisional axle load' is determined from a nomogram, which is believed to be based on 
the elastic analysis of an arch ring [7]. A number of other more precise methods have been 
developed in recent years. However, due to the uncertainty involving the above factors, the 
results from these do not seem to be any better than those derived from MEXE when compared 
to the collapse loads from a number of full scale tests [6]. 
A more rational approach would be to express the MEXE AAL as a probable range of allowable 
7 
Radar plot of the empty 2-span bridge model (900 MHz and 20ns). 
Figure 8. Radar images of a two arch bridge model [8]. 
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axle loads and the confidence levels for these could be determined by fuzzy set analysis as 
illustrated earlier in the paper, using the input MEXE 'modifying factors' as fuzzy subsets. Once 
the probable range of AAL is determined with its confidence levels, an appropriate 'pass', 'fail' 
or 'monitor' decision could be taken. 
To apply such a procedure, it will be necessaly to determine the confidence levels of each of the 
input modifying factors. For some of these factors, NDT methods can be a quick and cost 
effective way of obtaining qualitative information. For example, such information has been 
obtained during a research study carried out by Colla at Edinburgh University [8] to investigate 
the feasibility of using radar on a masonly bridge model to determine various parameters. Fig.8 
shows two radar images of the model with and without any fill. Colla determines the fill depth 
above the crown as well as the presence of fill from this investigation. 
Clearly such investigations can be veiy useful in determining the likely range of a MEXE 
'modifying factor' and its confidence levels for inputting into an uncertainty analysis of the 
allowable axle load of a masonry arch bridge. 
ASSESSMENT OF SCOUR RISK 
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Scour under flood conditions is the most frequent cause of bridge failure. It is therefore very 
important to assess the bridges over waterways for their potential of failure under such 
conditions. In such assessments, many factors in addition to their existing structural adequacy 
need to be considered. The Drafi Advice Note BA 73 [9] recommends a risk assessment 
procedure, which involves determining two parameters - 'relative scour depth' D R and 'priority 
facto? P. These parameters are based on the following factors :- 
Depth of scour 
Depth to the underside of the foundation 
Foundation type - piled or spread 
History of scour 
Foundation material 
Type of river - mountain, estuary etc. 
The priority (risk) rating is then determined from a graph using D R  and P.  Based on the priority 
rating (from S possible ratings), the suggested action can be determined. 
Most of the factors listed above cannot be determined precisely, hence the whole process of risk 
assessment is 'fuzzy'. Uncertainty analysis will therefore be very appropriate for such risk 
assessment of bridges over waterways. - 
Some of the factors, such as the depth to the underside of foundation and foundation material 
are amenable for radar investigation. Indeed,, Davidson et al [10] at Edinburgh University have 
conducted impulse radar surveys for scour at two sites to obtain such information. In addition to 
the radar equipment a sonar device was used to detect the river bed profile. A dingy carrying the 
transceivers was towed behind a small boat which contained the instrumentation. Various 
traverses, across and up and down the river, were then made in the vicinity of the bridge. The 
whole procedure was recorded on video to provide information on the position of the boat 
during traverses. 
From these investigations it was found that the nature of the river bed affected the strength of 
signals returned from within the bed. At the site of a bridge crossing a river with a gravel bed 
only the surface of the bed was shown on the radar section, demonstrated in Fig.9. However, the 
texture of the bed was resolved indicating the position of rock armour around the piers. In the 
case of a river with a sandy bed, see Fig.! 0, signals from the bed itself and subsurface interfaces 
were received. This allowed a proposal for the history of scour formed during past floods to be 
put forward (Fig.1 1). This information allows the extent to which the hole may be opened up 
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Figure 9. Radargram of river bed with gravel bed and rock armour [10]. 
Figure 10 Radargram of sandy river bed showing penetration [10]. 
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Figure 11 GPR data showing an "infihled" scour hole in a sandy riverbed [10]. 
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The research has shown that impulse radar produces useful, accurate information when applied 
to the problem of bridge scour. Such information can be used as 'fuzzy set' input into an 
uncertainty analysis of the BA 73 recommended risk assessment of a bridge. 
POST-TENSIONED CONCRETE BRIDGES 
A number of post-tensioned concrete bridges have collapsed in service in the UK and abroad, 
and many have been found to have corrosion in the prestressing components. As a result the 
safety of such bridges is a subject of concern. Indeed, the construction of grouted duct bridges 
was banned in the UK for some time. Although, following the development of better 
specification and quality control procedures such bridges are now permitted to be constructed, 
the risk assessment of the existing bridges is likely to be an on-going process. 
Advice Note BA 50 [11] recommends two stages of risk assessment, first based on the existing 
information, and the second following detailed inspection and testing. Lindsell [12] lists the 
factors to be considered in these two stages as follows :- 





grouting material and extent 
reinforcement 
past maintenance 
Final risk assessment 
general condition - leakage, cracks 
condition at critical sections - extent of voids etc 
concrete corrosion agents 
rebar corrosion 
structural capacity. 






Strengthening or replacement. 
Clearly such risk analysis and the subsequent choice of action are likely to be very approximate 
or 'fuzzy' since most of the risk factors listed above cannot be determined precisely for an 
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existing bridge. In such cases, uncertainty analysis based risk assessment would be more 
rational than choosing arbitrary numbers as precise measures of these factors. Here again, NDT 
methods can assist in determining some of the factors, such as the presence and extent of voids 
in ducts, in a quick and qualitative process. Martin et al [13 & 14] at Edinburgh University have 
carried out laboratory tests on grouted and voided duct samples (Fig. 12) to examine the 
feasibility of using the 'impact echo' method to identify voids in post-tensioned concrete 
bridges. Some of the results are shown in Fig.13. 
C9 
G9 	G2 	Cross-section 
Legend 




Note: Beam 2000mm * 1000mm * 700mm 
Figure 12. Post-tensioned concrete beam model [13]. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of results from impact echo tests on grouted and voided sections [13]. 
The trial investigation showed that impact echo testing can be used to detect voids in ducts in 
post tensioned concrete beams. The test model was simple and an actual bridge is likely to be 
more complex. But the tests showed that the technique could reliably produce useful, accurate 
information when applied to the problem of voided ducts. Such information can potentially be 
used as 'fi3r set' input into an uncertainty analysis of the risk assessment of a post-tensioned 
concrete bridge. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
However rigorously the bridge assessment calculations are carried out, the assessment 
process will always contain an element of uncertainty. This means that the assessment results 
cannot be taken as absolute, and hence need to be qualified by confidence levels. In addition, 
there are bridge types such as masonry arch bridges and bridges over waterways, where 
structural assessment is only a part of the risk assessment process, which itself is based on 
'fuzzy' parameters. The paper demonstrates that in such cases, NDT methods have the 
potential for useful application in conjunction with uncertainty analysis techniques such as 
the fuzzy set theory and Bayesian updating. 
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ABSTRACT 
The average age of concrete highway bridges in the UK is approximately 25-35 years and they are starting to 
show signs of deterioration. The investigation of these bridges is then a matter of topical concern and a third 
category of "monitoring "has been proposed to be added to the two "passed" or "failed" categories in order 
to evaluate a bridge. 
This article gives a general overview on the Acoustic Emission (AE) technique: how it works, its 
applications, advantages and drawbacks to try to understand if, why and when this method can be used. 
Several types of non-destructive techniques (NDT) can be used during the monitoring of a bridge. The 
choice of the right method is a key point in order to obtain successful results. A research in progress at the 
University of Edinburgh (sponsored by The Highways Agency) concerning the feasibility of Acoustic 
Emission to monitor concrete bridges is outlined. 
BACKGROUND 
Concrete bridges represent a large part of the UK bridge stock (Figure 1). The average age of the concrete 
highway bridges in the UK is of the order of 25-35 years. Concrete bridges in particular are starting to show 
signs of deterioration. As a consequence of this situation, the investigation of these bridges is a matter of 
topical concern. The WS Atkins Consultants Ltd, reported that 10% of the Highways Agency bridges failed 
assessment and 30% of other bridges failed as well. This gives a total amount of about 30,000 bridges, but as 
there are no reports of bridges failing in service, this suggests that the assessment standards are too 
conservative (Chubb, 2000). Particular effort has then been made to increase the accuracy of the assessment, 
so that the answer to whether a structure is safe or not is not a simple pass or fail (Das, 2000). 
Until recently, the common strategy for bridge inspection was, for the appropriate authorities, to undertake an 
inspection and then evaluate if a bridge either "passed" or "failed" that inspection. A third category of 
"monitoring" has been proposed to be applied when a bridge passes or fails by a small margin (Colombo, 
Forde & Das, 2000). In this case the monitoring might be undertaken using NDT methods as they can 
provide qualitative information without great cost and disruption. 
Research is being carried out at the University of Edinburgh, sponsored by the Highways Agency in order to 
understand if, between all the different types of NDT, the Acoustic Emission technique could be a valid 
alternative to monitor concrete bridges. 





Figure 1. Type of bridges in the UK. The data includes England, Scotland and Northern Ireland. 
AE TECHNIQUE 
Literature Review 
As with all the other non-destructive methods, the Acoustic Emission technique was not born as a "civil 
engineering" tool. T. F. Drouillard (Ohtsu, 1995) found that the first report on a planned acoustic emission 
experiment was published in 1934 by F. Kishinouya on AE on fractures in wood. Studies were carried out by 
Obert in 1941 and by Hodgson in 1942 (McCabe et al, 1976) using acoustic emission to predict rock bursts in 
mines, generated during the excavation process. They formulated the basic ideas of AE monitoring. 
A key contribution was provided by Kaiser's studies (McCabe et a!, 1976) in the early 1950s   on AE in metals 
(copper, steel, lead, zinc and aluminium). He noticed the "irreversibility" of acoustic emissions (today 
known as the Kaiser effect), i.e. emissions are not generated in a material until it is stressed beyond its prior 
stress states. Several studies have been then developed especially in areas where safety is of prime concern 
(i.e. nuclear energy) (McCabe et al, 1976). Acoustic Emission work also continues to be active in the study 
of metals structures and rocks. 
The first Acoustic Emission research in concrete started in 1959 (Ohtsu, 1995; McCabe et al, 1976). 
In that year, Rush produced preliminary observations on noises produced by stressed concrete and the 
confirmation of the Kaiser effect for stresses up to 70-85% of the fracture load. In the same year, I'Hermite 
reported a study on the noises generated during concrete deformation, simply using a microphone and an 
amplifier. He found out that the noises occurred and increased in relation to a significant volumetric change 
in the concrete structure. Besides, a sudden increase of the Poisson's ratio and a sharp decrease of the 
velocity of noise propagation accompanied a great increase of acoustic emissions (McCabe et a!, 1976). 
Studies on AE in mortar and concrete of different sizes and aggregates were undertaken in 1965 by 
Robinson. They proved that the Acoustic Emission method gives information about structural changes, 
before the Poisson's ratio and the propagation velocity were affected (McCabe et a!, 1976). In 1970, Wells 
recorded acoustic emissions from concrete under strain in a range of frequency between 2 and 20 kHz. In 
the same year, Green undertook one of the most comprehensive studies on concrete, up to that time. Using 
better instrumentation he was able to record acoustic emissions on cylindrical specimens of frequency up to 
100 kHz. His studies also confirmed, once again, the Kaiser effect and a source location method was used in 
order to localise defects (McCabe et al, 1976). 
More references can be found in the bibliography published in 1986 by Thomas F. Drouillard (Drouillard, 
1986). It contains a list of 76 references specifically about acoustic emission on concrete. Although not 
completely exhaustive, the list gives a useful compilation of the word literature published on this subject 
from 1959 to the date of the article. 
More recently, thanks to technological improvements, researchers have examined the application of AE to 
civil engmeermg structures. 
An application on high strength pre-stressed concrete girders has been carried out in the laboratory of the 
University of Texas, by L. 0. Y. Roca (Roca, 1997). A parametric analysis, source location and moment 
tensor analysing was reported. The test showed clear warning signs prior to the appearance of the cracks at 
the surface and a good agreement with the crack pattern visible on the surface. 
Another application (Yuyama et al, 1998) on different conditions of reinforced concrete beams, subjected to 
cyclic loading has found interesting conclusions. It suggested a criterion to measure and evaluate the degree 
of damage for these RC beams, based on the CBI (concrete beam integrity) ratio: 
CBI = load at onset of acoustic emissionlmaximum prior load 
so that a CBI< 1 indicates the presence of damage. 
An analysis of AE generated by cyclic bending in damaged RC beam was undertaken and it provided helpful 
information about the damaging process of the material structure (Shigeishi & Otshu, 1997). AE 
measurements were carried out on a 60 year old RC bridge beam under a bending test to confirm the results 
obtained on small scale RC beam specimens (Shigeishi et al., 1999). 
Principles 
The Acoustic Emission technique was derived from the theory of elastic waves and by 1970 it was 
widespread in concrete engineering applications. This method of investigation differs from most other non-
destructive method in two points. Firstly, the signal has its origin in the material itself, not in an external 
source. Secondly, acoustic emission detects movements, whilst most other methods detect existing 
geometrical discontinuities. 
Acoustic emission is the term used to indicate all those phenomena in which elastic waves are generated by 
the release of energy from localised sources. Every rapid dislocation of mass, such as crack formation, 
corrosion, slips or friction, in every solid body subjected to stress is followed by the release of stored strain 
energy, and emits transient elastic waves which are called acoustic emissions. After having been generated, 
these waves propagate through the material and can be detected by AE sensors, previously mounted on the 
surface of the material (Figure 2). The sensors detect the waves and then turn the vibrations into an electrical 
signal that can be subsequently analysed and interpreted. As the source of the AE energy is the elastic stress 
in the material, without stress there is no emission. Therefore, an acoustic inspection is usually carried out 
during a controlled loading of the structure. 
AE research implies then an understanding of physics, fracture mechanics and mechanical behaviour. 
AE sensor 
Reflected P-wave 
incident S-wave \\ 	 reflected P-wave 
reflected S-wave 
Propagation of AE waves 
Crack generation: 	 through the structure 
AE source 
Propagation offracture sound 
Figure 2. Acoustic Emission Principle. 
WHY AE? 
Why between all the different available non-destructive methods, could the Acoustic Emission technique be 
feasible to monitor concrete bridges? As a general rule, the type of NDT that needs to be used during a 
survey, should take into account several aspects, such as the aim of the survey, the type of structure and 
material, and the environment. The different kind of techniques do not exclude each other, but on the 
contrary have to be thought of as complementary in order to improve and increase the acquirable data. 
The choice of the right method is a key point in order that the survey is successful. 
Infrared termography can be used to detect delamination and cracks on bridges, whilst GPR was successfully 
used for scour detection (Forde et al, 1999) and it can be used to detect voids in post-tensioned concrete 
bridges. Both radar and sonic tomography can help to identif' the presence of defects or anomalies inside of 
a structure. However, none of these methods can determine the presence of microcracks inside a structure 
before they become externally visible. For this reason and for the characteristics of the technique itself, the 
Acoustic Emission technique has been considered as a possibility. 
The disadvantages of the AE technique are: 
• The technique is dependent by the loading method, as if an area is unstressed it is not possible to detect 
acoustic emission; 
• The results are dependent on the geometry of the structure and on the attenuation; 
There is not yet a standardised procedure for data interpretation; 
The technique does not allow to detect the size of the flaw. 
The disadvantages of the AE technique are: 
• It collects data quickly; 
• It does not interfere with the flow of traffic or require closure of the bridge. 
• It is not labour intensive and can be linked via telemetry to provide remote data collection. 
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• It provides continuous monitoring. 
• It can be retrofitted to existing structures and adapted to existing topologies; 
• It can predict the presence of cracks before they are visible. 
RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 
Research is in progress at Edinburgh University concerning the "non destructive testing and monitoring of 
concrete bridges using Acoustic Emission". The main aim of the project is to obtain a better understanding of 
Acoustic Emission (AE) monitoring of bridges in order to provide more confidence to engineers concerned 
about the safety of bridges. A draft Advisory Note will be delivered on the use of Acoustic Emission testing 
to assess concrete bridges, based on the evaluation of generically different systems. 
The project consists of: 
• Small scale laboratory tests on concrete beams; 
• Full scale laboratory tests on concrete beams; 
• Monitoring of an existing bridge in Scotland or England. 
The research will be carried out using two different acoustic emission systems: the Physical Acoustic 
Corporation (PAC) Mistras system and the Pure Technologies Ltd (PTL) SoundPrint ® system (Figure 3). 
SoundPrint® System 
The SoundPnnt®  system was originally developed by Pure Technologies Ltd for the detection of the failure 
of unbonded tendons in car parks and buildings. The System is composed of low-cost data acquisition, 
computing hardware, analytical and data management software and an array of sensors that are low-cost 
piezo-electric accelerometers. The System measures and records the dynamic response of a structure and it 
transmits the data automatically to the headquarters of Pure Technologies by means of an Internet file 
transmission protocol (FTP) (Cullington Ct a!, 1999). The System is currently used in Canada to monitor 
buildings and to detect wire breaks. In the UK it was adopted to continuously monitor the Railway Viaduct at 
Huntingdon. Work will be carried out using this System in collaboration with the Transport Research 
Laboratory (TRL). 
Mistras Physical Acoustic System 
The MISTRAS-2001 (Massively Instrumented Sensor lechnology for Received acoustic Signals), PAC's 
(Physical Acoustic corporation) is a DSP-32/1 6 new parallel processing AE architecture for (2-256) digital 
channels. The system performs waveform and signal measurement and stores and displays resulting data. 
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Figure 3. TVtistras Systeni ( Icli ). and oundPrint Ssiem (rih1) 
Test Procedure 
In terms of an AE test in the UK it does not exist a standardised procedure. However, it is possible to 
identify two main steps during an AE test: 
Acquiring AE data; 
Processing/analysing AE data. 
The first step is of crucial importance if the second step is to be successful. Only by recording good quality 
AE data is it possible to obtain meaningful results during the processing. On the other hand, the type and 
data that need to be acquired depends on the kind of analysis and information that are expected. The two 
steps are then mutually influenced. Generally, it is possible to identify the following factors that need to be 
taken into considerations: 
• Choice of the right sensor - it is affected by the signal attenuation, the structure material and geometry, 
the sensitivity and the frequency range. Working with small samples or small scale it implies working 
with a wider range of frequencies, whilst for larger structures the range of frequency is reduced (Figure 
4); 
• Location of the sensors- the distance and the position of the sensors have to be chosen taking into 
account the attenuation of the signal through the structure and the area that is needed to be monitored; 
• 
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Figure 4. Frequency spectrum of a signal recorded dunng a compression test on the concrete cube (a) and of 
a signal acquired on a concrete beam of the Boghall Bridge (b) (Shigeishi et al, 2000). 
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With reference to the PAC system, the AE signals can be analysed in an analog way or in a digital ay. The 
analog analysis consists of a parametric test, whilst the digital one of a moment tensor analysis. The 
parametric test analysis allows the determination of several AE parameters (i.e.: amplitude, duration, AE 
counts, arrival time ... ), which are correlated with the fracture process. Examples can be seen in Figure 5. 
The two charts represents the events and energy location of the data recorded on a masonry arch!RC beam 
Scottish Bridge (Shigeishi et al., 2000). The area with the highest AE activity can be easily localised. 
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Figure 5. Events and energy location of AE data collected on the concrete beam of a Scottish bridge 
(Shigeishi et al., 2000). 
Figure 6 shows an example of a different type of chart: duration of the signal vs amplitude. The data refers 
to a test carried out at TRL on a hmge beam. The charts refer to 4 cycles of loading: from 0 to 40kN, from 0 
to 8OkN, from 0 to 1 2OkN and from 0 up to failure. It is possible to see the presence of truncated hits, which 
increases with the load and deterioration of the beam giving an indication of the state of the beam. 
I 	®r 
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Figure 6. Duration vs Amplitude charts of the hinge beam tested at TRL, 
during 4 different cycles of loading: 0-440kN (a); 0—*80kN (b); 0-120kN (c); 0—failure (d). 
The waveform analysis is about looking at the shape of the waves, at the frequency response and to apply the 
Moment Tensor Analysis. The latter is a technique developed by M. Ohtsu and based on the measurement of 
P waves amplitudes and it can provide quantitative three-dimensional information on the cracks location, 
type and orientation. 
The parametric analysis appears to be quick and cost-effective to monitor structure, whilst the wave analysis 
is more time consuming. On the other hand the latter can provide more detailed information. The parametric 
analysis could then be used in the first instance to pinpoint the critical areas of a structure. On these areas, 
subsequently a waveform analysis could be performed. 
CONCLUSION 
The investigation of concrete bridges in the UK is a matter of topical concern. The use and development of 
new methods capable of providing useful information and monitoring concrete bridges is needed. Amongst 
the non-destructive methods, the AE technique appears to have good potential in order to monitor concrete 
bridges. Research is in progress at the University of Edinburgh to obtain a better understanding of AE testing 
and to develop a standardised procedure for its applicability to concrete bridges. 
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ABSTRACT 
Bridges in the UK represent a huge legacy and concrete bridges are the majority of this estate. 
As the average age of these bridges is of the order of 25-35 years, they are starting to show 
signs of deterioration. Therefore there is a need to monitor and verify their performance and 
safety for ongoing usage. 
The questions that will be addressed are: could the Acoustic Emission technique be a possible 
and effective way of monitoring and evaluating the safety of concrete bridges; and if so, how 
would it be used and applied? The Highways Agency (London, UK) has sponsored a research 
project, currently in progress at the University of Edinburgh, to verify the feasibility of the AE 
method. 
This paper concerns the first stage of that project and it describes the experiments undertaken 
in the laboratory on concrete beams. Some key points are drawn and discussed about the 
different features that influence an AE test and about the procedure to carry it out. 
The data recorded during the tests are presented. A parametric analysis was undertaken in 
order to process the data. The relationships between some of the AE parameters and the 
structural behaviour and cracking of the beams are discussed. A comparison of the AE 
activity and AE energy showed that the energy appears to be the most effective parameter to 
identify structural damage. A b-value analysis is also presented; the b-value was compared 
with the applied load and with the cracks appearing on the beam. The results showed a good 
agreement with the development of the fracture process of the concrete. 
INTRODUCTION 
Concrete bridges represent the majority of the UK motorways and trunk roads stock 
bridges. As their age is of the order of 25-35 years they are starting to show signs of 
deterioration. This compares with the US bridges stock, which is around 40 years old. 
Consequently, the necessity to monitor and verify their performance and safety is a matter of 
urgent concern. When faced with the choice of "pass" or "fail" for a bridge, the Bridge 
Engineer knows that the "fail" option implies one of the following consequences: closure, 
weight restriction or lane closure. All the above options are undesirable for the bridge owner. 
Thus a third option of "monitoring" would be highly desirable. The Acoustic Emission (AE) 
technique has been proposed [1] as a valid method for monitoring these bridges. However 
more study is needed to develop a standard procedure for undertaking an AE investigation as 
well as to find out alternative methods of processing and interpreting the obtained data. 
As a first stage in this direction, some experiments on reinforced concrete (RC) beams 
have been undertaken and some key points on the factors that influenced, and have to take 
into account during, an AE investigation are discussed. Two types of monitoring are possible: 
a "global" monitoring which is intended to yield general information on the state of the whole 
structure and "local" monitoring which yields a more detailed understanding of a certain area 
of the bridge. Two parametric ways of data processing, representative of the two monitoring 
methods, are shown in the paper: location of the AE activity as a way of "global" monitoring 
and a b-value analysis as a mean for "local" monitoring of the structure. 
AE PROCEDURE 
In the UK there is no standardised procedure for the AE method applied to civil 
engineering structures. However, acquiring meaningful data during a test it is of crucial 
importance in order to obtain useful results [2]. Generally, it is possible to identify some key 
factors that need to be taken into consideration: 
- Choice of sensor - it is affected by the signal attenuation, the structure material and 
geometry, the sensitivity and the frequency range; 
- Sensor locations - the distance apart and position of the sensors depends on the structure 
itself and the aim of the study ("local" or "global" monitoring). For concrete a maximum 
interspacing of 2 metres is usually reasonable. The choice of the right couplant is 
fundamental: while Cyanoacrylate adhesive glue can be very good for permanent 
monitoring, other solutions have to be found when the sensors need to be removed. 
Plasticine proved to be a good option. The use of clamps to hold the sensors in place is 
also advisable; 
- Sensor calibration - the sensors need to be calibrated at the beginning and at the end of the 
test. The Schmidt Hammer is a quick and easy way to verify that all the transducers are 
working, whilst a pencil lead break [3] near to each sensor provides confidence on the 
sensitivity of the transducers. 
- Condition of the structure - the presence of pre-existing crack or damage can affect the 
signal and its propagation and therefore has to be taken into account; 
- Environment - less influencing when working in a lab, it becomes important when 
monitoring on-site. Factors such as wind and rain can heavily affect the recording and 
have to be considered when setting the threshold. In lab environment a threshold between 
30-35dB is generally acceptable for concrete. 
A summary of all the main factors can be seen in the sketch of Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Sketch of the main factors influencing an AE te.'.!. 
EXPERIMENT 
The data refer to a test carried out on a RC beam in the Structures Laboratory of the 
University of Edinburgh. The beam (named beam 13172) was designed to represent the 
behaviour of a beam belonging to a real bridge. The experiment consisted of a four points load 
test of a simply supported beam. The load was applied in lOkN steps. During the test the 
beam was monitored using a Physical Acoustic (PAC) Mistras system. Eight PAC R61 
sensors were mounted on the beam and set at a threshold of 35dB. The details of the beam 
and the sensor location can be seen in Figure 2. 
During the test it was possible to identify different stages of cracking: 
- cycle 01: no cracks; 
- cycle 02 to cycle 05: cracks forming and the appearance of tensile cracks along the whole 
span of the beam; 
- cycle 06: appearance of shear cracks at the two ends of the beam; 
- after cycle 06: no new cracks growing; the old cracks opened up. 
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Figure 2. Designing details - Load configuration andAE sensors location on the beam. AE 
sensors are labelled Si -S8 
AE ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING 
Different types of damage and cracks generate different types of AE signals. These 
differences can be related to the degrees of damage of the structure and can be associated to 
different parameters of the AE data. The analysis presented in this paper focuses on some of 
these parameters and their interpretation. 
AE LOCATION 
The analysis of the AE location consists in locating the AE sources. These sources can 
then be compared with the crack pattern on the beam to see if there is any agreement. 
A linear location (alongside the beam) was carried out using the Mistras software. 
The sources were located with reference both to the recorded events and energy and the 
results for two of the loading cycles are shown in Figure 3, where the black thick lines 
represent the cracks as they appeared on the specific cycle. The energy is calculated as the 
area under the envelope of the AE signal. A good relationship can be seen between the AE 
events and the cracks but it should be noted that the correlation with the cracks is stronger in 
terms of energy than events. This might be due to the fact that events generated by 
reflections, noise or interference can still be located but the energy associated with them is 
irrelevant. On the other hand, structurally meaningful events are characterised by a relevant 
amount of energy. The energy can be then considered as an effective parameter to indicate 
the damage of a structure. 
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Figure 3. AE events andAE energy location during cycles 02 and 04. 
B-VALUE ANALYSIS 
In earthquake seismology events of larger magnitude occur less frequently than events 
of smaller magnitude. This fact can be quantified in terms of a magnitude-frequency 
relationship, for which Gutenberg and Ritcher proposed the empirical formula: 
log 10 N=a—bM 1 	 (I) 
where ML is the Ritcher magnitude of the events, N is the incremental frequency (i.e. the 
number of events with magnitudes in the range of ML±zlA'l),  and a and b are empirical 
constants [4]. The Richter magnitude ML is proportional to the logarithm of the maximum 
amplitude Amax recorded in a seismic trace, corrected for the attenuation in amplitude with 
distance due to wave propagation and inelastic absorption. 
The same principle can be applied to the AE method to study the scaling of the 
"amplitude distribution" of the acoustic emission waves generated during the cracking process 
in the laboratory or in engineering structures. From the relationship (I), the b-value is the 
negative gradient of the log-linear AE frequency/magnitude plot and hence it represents the 
slope of the amplitude distribution. The b-value changes systematically with the different 
stages of fracture growth [5], so it could be used to estimate the development of fracture 
process. In terms of AE technique, the Gutenberg-Ritcher formula can be modified as: 
log 10 N=ab''11d 	 (2) B 
where now AdB is the peak-amplitude of the AE events in decibels: 
A dB  =10log10A 2  =20logj0 A, 	(3) max 
The b-value obtained with this relationship should be then multiplied by a factor of 20 to be 
comparable with the one used in seismology [6-7]. 
In general terms, when the distributed microcracks are occurring in the early stages of 
damage, the b-value is high and when the macrocracks begin to localise the b-value is low. 
In the analysis presented in this paper. a conventional b-value analysis was applied on 
the data recorded on the RC beam, using the relationship (2) and assuming: 
b=b'*20. 
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The trend of the b-value was then compared with the development of the fracture process of 
the beam observed during the test. 
The b-value was calculated using the least squares method for groups of 100 events 
during each loading cycle; the trend of the b-value was then plotted for each cycle and for 
each channel. The pattern was clearer in the early cycles when the cracks were forming as the 
presence of a large number of concentrated microcracks creates a clear pattern. However 
once the external macrocracks are formed (the beam is failing) the AE sources are fewer and 
more scattered so the pattern is less clear. This might imply that the analysis of the b-value is 
meaningful on good structures as it provides information between the microcracking 
beginning up to the stage where macro fractures occur by localisation. 
The trend of the b-value for channels 3 and 7 during the second cycle of the test are 
shown in Figure 4; the load over time is shown on the same graph (dotted line). As the two 
sensors were located respectively on the end and on the middle area of the beam they can be 
considered to give a whole representation of the full beam. In both cases, the pattern shows a 
clear decrease at the beginning (the dashed line in the chart) when the load is going up, and 
then a transient during the relaxation when the load is held constant. 
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Figure 4. Trend of b-value over lime for channel 3 (left) and 7 (right) during the load cycle 
number 2; the load is shown on the vertical axis on the right. 
In a post-failure phase, the minimum and maximum value of the b-value was 
considered, for each cycle and for each channel. The trend of the range during the whole 
cycle and for each channel was then plotted. The minimum b-value trend suggests 
macrocracks have formed, whilst the maximum b-value trend implies microcrack growth. 
The chart of the trend for channel 3 and channel 7 during the whole experiment is shown in 
Figures 5. 
The results for channel 3 (located near to the end of the beam) show that the maximum 
trend is increasing from cycle number 2 to 3, implying that microcracks are forming. A peak 
appears in cycle number 9 when all the cracks that formed in cycle number 2 are visibly 
opening up. The minimum trend is decreasing in the early stages, reaching a minimum in 
cycle number 4. When all the macrocracks had appeared on the beam, then from this point 
onwards the minimum trend is constant. The b-value evolution is in good agreement with the 
damage observed independently on the beam. 
The results for channel 7 (located in the middle of the beam) show that the maximum 
trend decreases at the beginning, implying that microcracks are forming, but it then remains 
constant as the cracks are uniformly spread. The peak at the end is unclear now, as this 
channel is too far from the shear cracks that are opening to be affected strongly by them. The 
minimum trend is decreasing in the first cycle and it stabilises afterwards when all the 
macrocracks had appeared on the beam. 
In both cases, three stages of the fracture process can be identified. A first stage where 
the microcracks are dominant and the macrocracks are starting to appear. A second phase of 
constant range when the macrocracks are constant and uniformly distributed all along the 
beam. After this stage the cracks do not grow towards the top part of the beam (as the 
concrete is in compression) so a last stage can be identified when the macrocracks are opening 
up as the beam is failing. 
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Figure 5. Trend of maximum & minimum b-value for channel 3 (left) and 7 (right) during the 
whole experiment. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The paper presents the results from a laboratory experiment on a RC beam. The beam 
was loaded in cycles and the acoustic emissions were recorded during the test. 
• Some key points were drawn about the procedure to carry out an AE test. 
• From a location of the AE sources, the AE energy appeared to be the most effective 
parameter to indicate the damage in a structure. 
• A good relationship was found between the trend of the b-value and the microcracking 
and macrocracking observed during the test. 
• The results confirmed that the b-value is correlated to the fracture process of the concrete 
and to the degree of localisation of damage. 
• The mimimum b-value trend suggests macrocracks have formed, whilst the maximum b-
value trend implies microcrack growth. 
• This study suggests that a b-value analysis could be used to interpret data obtained by a 
local monitoring" of concrete bridges, although further work is needed in order to 
consolidate the results that were found and to make the b-value suitable for practical use. 
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Extended Abstract 
In Europe, there are huge of masonry structures, built of brick or stone that represent great legacies but 
also significant problems for the countries. Most of them are at least a century old and they were built to 
carry traffic over railways, canals and rivers, which were very different from modem transport. The 
years have brought them to a new condition in which they have to support loads mostly greater and 
decidedly severer than those capacities. Consequently, there is now the necessity to control and verify 
their performance and safety, as well as intervene with strengthening works to avoid collapse 
This paper reports basic consideration on applying of acoustic emission technique (AET) to masonry 
structure. To examine the characteristics of AE in masonry. brickwork test-pieces likened to the masonry 
structure were used in the first study. The frequency component and attenuating of the elastic wave that 
propagates the inside of brickwork were examined. 
Figure 1. Experimental set-up for the detection of shock wave through brickwork 
By the elastic collision between an aluminum small flying body and brick test-piece, the shock wave in 
bandwidth up to 200kHz can be inserted into the specimen. From the Fast Fourier Transformation results 
of the waveforms detected at other side by a calibrated seismic sensor, it is confirmed that the wave 
components in upper rage were dumped and the significant frequency band for waveform analysis in 
brickwork was up to 100kHz. It was also confirmed that elastic wave in the band below 100kHz did not 
receive the attenuation by the existence of the joints. 
To examine the possibility of the practical application of AET, AE from the specimens were observed 
while the brick structures were loaded. The difference between the cracking pattern could not be 
recognised, even if the loading arrangement was different. However, the result of AE source location 
clearly showed the difference in distribution of the AE sources. 
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Figure 2. Load arrangements for bending (left), bending shear (middle) and four points bending (right) 
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Figure 3. Cracking and AE source locations in case of the three point bending (top), the bending shear 
(middle) and the four points bending (bottom) 
In the second, the possibility of Acoustic Emission (AE) method for application to the non-destructive 
inspection technique of masonry arch bridges was examined. Having become the object of AE 
measurement was the in-service masonry arch bridge combined with a reinforced concrete (RC) bridge 
in Scottish Borders, Scotland, United Kingdom. 
11007 
Figure 2. Elevation view of the Boghall Bridge. 
Using 8-channels AE analyser, the measurements were carried out separately for some parts of the 
bridge under the usual traffic. Because it was a traffic situation made quiet, the generation behaviour of 
AE was small. However, when a large-scale vehicle passed, AE generation was observed. The AE 
generation behaviour in the part of concrete beam was clearly observed. The number of A.E generated in 
the concrete beam largely exceeded the number of AE observed at the same time in the masonry arch rib. 
It could be suggest that this shows the displacement behaviour with different these two bridges 
relatively. 
The results of linear AE source location applied to AE data on a RC beam shows that the distributions of 
AE sources agree with the area have been damaged. Radar investigation was also performed for the part 
of abutment and detected the faults nearby the areas of high AE activities observed. 
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ABSTRACT 
Bridges in the UK represent a huge legacy and concrete bridges are the majority of this estate. 
As the average age of these bridges is of the order of 25-35 years, they are starting to show 
signs of deterioration. Therefore there is a need to monitor and verify their performance and 
safety for ongoing usage. 
The questions that will be addressed are: could the Acoustic Emission technique be a possible 
and effective way of monitoring and evaluating the safety of concrete bridges; and if so, how 
would it be used and applied? The Highways Agency (London, UK) has sponsored a research 
project, currently in progress at the University of Edinburgh, to verify the feasibility of the AE 
method. 
This paper concerns the first stage of that project and it describes the experiments undertaken 
in the laboratory on concrete beams. Some key points are drawn and discussed about the 
different features that influence an AE test and about the procedure to carry it out. 
The data recorded during the tests are presented. A parametric analysis was undertaken in 
order to process the data. The relationships between some of the AE parameters and the 
structural behaviour and cracking of the beams are discussed. A comparison of the AE 
activity and AE energy showed that the energy appears to be the most effective parameter to 
identify structural damage. A b-value analysis is also presented; the b-value was compared 
with the applied load and with the cracks appearing on the beam. The results showed a good 
agreement with the development of the fracture process of the concrete. 
INTRODUCHON 
Concrete bridges represent the majority of the UK motorways and trunk roads stock 
bridges. As their age is of the order of 25-35 years they are starting to show signs of 
deterioration. This compares with the US bridges stock, which is around 40 years old. 
Consequently, the necessity to monitor and verify their performance and safety is a matter of 
urgent concern. When faced with the choice of "pass" or "fail" for a bridge, the Bridge 
Engineer knows that the "fail" option implies one of the following consequences: closure, 
weight restriction or lane closure. All the above options are undesirable for the bridge owner. 
Thus a third option of "monitoring" would be highly desirable. The Acoustic Emission (AE) 
technique has been proposed [1] as a valid method for monitoring these bridges. However 
more study is needed to develop a standard procedure for undertaking an AE investigation as 
well as to fmd out alternative methods of processing and interpreting the obtained data. 
As a first stage in this direction, some experiments on reinforced concrete (RC) beams 
have been undertaken and some key points on the factors that influenced, and have to take 
into account during, an AE investigation are discussed. Two types of monitoring are possible: 
a "global" monitoring which is intended to yield general infonnation on the state of the whole 
structure and "local" monitoring which yields a more detailed understanding of a certain area 
of the bridge. Two parametric ways of data processing, representative of the two monitoring 
methods, are shown in the paper: location of the AE activity as a way of "global" monitoring 
and a b-value analysis as a mean for "local" monitoring of the structure. 
AE PROCEDURE 
In the UK there is no standardised procedure for the AE method applied to civil 
engineering structures. However, acquiring meaningful data during a test it is of crucial 
importance in order to obtain useful results [2]. Generally, it is possible to identify some key 
factors that need to be taken into consideration: 
- Choice of sensor - it is affected by the signal attenuation, the structure material and 
geometry, the sensitivity and the frequency range; 
- Sensor locations - the distance apart and position of the sensors depends on the structure 
itself and the aim of the study ("local" or "global" monitoring). For concrete a maximum 
interspacing of 2 metres is usually reasonable. The choice of the right couplant is 
fundamental: while Cyanoacrylate adhesive glue can be very good for permanent 
monitoring, other solutions have to be found when the sensors need to be removed. 
Plasticine proved to be a good option. The use of clamps to hold the sensors in place is 
also advisable; 
- Sensor calibration - the sensors need to be calibrated at the beginning and at the end of the 
test. The Schmidt Hammer is a quick and easy way to verify that all the transducers are 
working, whilst a pencil lead break [3] near to each sensor provides confidence on the 
sensitivity of the transducers. 
- Condition of the structure - the presence of pre-existing crack or damage can affect the 
signal and its propagation and therefore has to be taken into account; 
- Environment - less influencing when working in a lab, it becomes important when 
monitoring on-site. Factors such as wind and rain can heavily affect the recording and 
have to be considered when setting the threshold. In lab environment a threshold between 
30-35dB is generally acceptable for concrete. 
A summary of all the main factors can be seen in the sketch of Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Sketch of the main factors influencing an AE test. 
EXPERIMENT 
The data refer to a test carried out on a RC beam in the Structures Laboratory of the 
University of Edinburgh. The beam (named beam 13172) was designed to represent the 
behaviour of a beam belonging to a real bridge. The experiment consisted of a four points load 
test of a simply supported beam. The load was applied in 1 OkN steps. During the test the 
beam was monitored using a Physical Acoustic (PAC) Mistras system. Eight PAC R61 
sensors were mounted on the beam and set at a threshold of 35dB. The details of the beam 
and the sensor location can be seen in Figure 2. 
During the test it was possible to identifS' different stages of cracking: 
- cycle 01: no cracks; 
- cycle 02 to cycle 05: cracks forming and the appearance of tensile cracks along the whole 
span of the beam; 
- cycle 06: appearance of shear cracks at the two ends of the beam; 
- after cycle 06: no new cracks growing; the old cracks opened up. 
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Figure 2. Designing details - Load configuration andAE sensors location on the beam. AE 
sensors are labelled Si -S8 
AE ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING 
Different types of damage and cracks generate different types of AE signals. These 
differences can be related to the degrees of damage of the structure and can be associated to 
different parameters of the AE data. The analysis presented in this paper focuses on some of 
these parameters and their interpretation. 
AE LOCATION 
The analysis of the AE location consists in locating the AE sources. These sources can 
then be compared with the crack pattern on the beam to see if there is any agreement. 
A linear location (alongside the beam) was carried out using the Mistras software. 
The sources were located with reference both to the recorded events and energy and the 
results for two of the loading cycles are shown in Figure 3, where the black thick lines 
represent the cracks as they appeared on the specific cycle. The energy is calculated as the 
area under the envelope of the AE signal. A good relationship can be seen between the AE 
events and the cracks but it should be noted that the correlation with the cracks is stronger in 
terms of energy than events. This might be due to the fact that events generated by 
reflections, noise or interference can still be located but the energy associated with them is 
irrelevant. On the other hand, structurally meaningful events are characterised by a relevant 
amount of energy. The energy can be then considered as an effective parameter to indicate 
the damage of a structure. 
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B-VALUE ANALYSIS 
In earthquake seismology events of larger magnitude occur less frequently than events 
of smaller magnitude. This fact can be quantified in terms of a magnitude-frequency 
relationship, for which Gutenberg and Ritcher proposed the empirical formula: 
log 10 N=a—bM 	 ( 1) 
where ML is the Ritcher magnitude of the events, N is the incremental frequency (i.e. the 
number of events with magnitudes in the range of ML±AM),  and a and b are empirical 
constants [4]. The Richter magnitude ML is proportional to the logarithm of the maximum 
amplitude Am recorded in a seismic trace, corrected for the attenuation in amplitude with 
distance due to wave propagation and inelastic absorption. 
The same principle can be applied to the AE method to study the scaling of the 
"amplitude distribution" of the acoustic emission waves generated during the cracking process 
in the laboratory or in engineering structures. From the relationship (1), the b-value is the 
negative gradient of the log-linear AE frequency/magnitude plot and hence it represents the 
slope of the amplitude distribution. The b-value changes systematically with the different 
stages of fracture growth [5], so it could be used to estimate the development of fracture 
process. In terms of AE technique, the Gutenberg-Ritcher formula can be modified as: 
log, 0 N=a—b'AdB 	 (2) 
where now AdB  is the peak-amplitude of the AE events in decibels: 
A =l0log 10 A =20log 10 A 	 (3) max 
The b-value obtained with this relationship should be then multiplied by a factor of 20 to be 
comparable with the one used in seismology [6-7]. 
In general terms, when the distributed microcracks are occurring in the early stages of 
damage, the b-value is high and when the macrocracks begin to localise the b-value is low. 
In the analysis presented in this paper, a conventional b-value analysis was applied on 
the data recorded on the RC beam, using the relationship (2) and assuming: 
b=b' *20. 
The trend of the b-value was then compared with the development of the fracture process of 
the beam observed during the test. 
The b-value was calculated using the least squares method for groups of 100 events 
during each loading cycle; the trend of the b-value was then plotted for each cycle and for 
each channel. The pattern was clearer in the early cycles when the cracks were forming as the 
presence of a large number of concentrated microcracks creates a clear pattern. However 
once the external macrocracks are formed (the beam is failing) the AE sources are fewer and 
more scattered so the pattern is less clear. This might imply that the analysis of the b-value is 
meaningful on good structures as it provides information between the microcracking 
beginning up to the stage where macro fractures occur by local isation. 
The trend of the b-value for channels 3 and 7 during the second cycle of the test are 
shown in Figure 4; the load over time is shown on the same graph (dotted line). As the two 
sensors were located respectively on the end and on the middle area of the beam they can be 
considered to give a whole representation of the full beam. In both cases, the pattern shows a 
clear decrease at the beginning (the dashed line in the chart) when the load is going up, and 
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Figure 4. Trend of b-value over time for channel 3 (left) and 7 (right) during the load cycle 
number 2; the load is shown on the vertical axis on the right. 
In a post-failure phase, the minimum and maximum value of the b-value was 
considered, for each cycle and for each channel. The trend of the range during the whole 
cycle and for each channel was then plotted. The minimum b-value trend suggests 
macrocracks have formed, whilst the maximum b-value trend implies microcrack growth. 
The chart of the trend for channel 3 and channel 7 during the whole experiment is shown in 
Figures 5. 
The results for channel 3 (located near to the end of the beam) show that the maximum 
trend is increasing from cycle number 2 to 3, implying that microcracks are forming. A peak 
appears in cycle number 9 when all the cracks that formed in cycle number 2 are visibly 
opening up. The minimum trend is decreasing in the early stages, reaching a minimum in 
cycle number 4. When all the macrocracks had appeared on the beam, then from this point 
onwards the minimum trend is constant. The b-value evolution is in good agreement with the 
damage observed independently on the beam. 
The results for channel 7 (located in the middle of the beam) show that the maximum 
trend decreases at the beginning, implying that microcracks are forming, but it then remains 
constant as the cracks are uniformly spread. The peak at the end is unclear now, as this 
channel is too far from the shear cracks that are opening to be affected strongly by them. The 
minimum trend is decreasing in the first cycle and it stabilises afterwards when all the 
macrocracks had appeared on the beam. 
In both cases, three stages of the fracture process can be identified. A first stage where 
the microcracks are dominant and the macrocracks are starting to appear. A second phase of 
constant range when the macrocracks are constant and uniformly distributed all along the 
beam. After this stage the cracks do not grow towards the top part of the beam (as the 
concrete is in compression) so a last stage can be identified when the macrocracks are opening 
up as the beam is failing. 
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whole experiment. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The paper presents the results from a laboratozy experiment on a RC beam. The beam 
was loaded in cycles and the acoustic emissions were recorded during the test. 
• Some key points were drawn about the procedure to carry out an AE test. 
• From a location of the AE sources, the AE energy appeared to be the most effective 
parameter to indicate the damage in a structure. 
• A good relationship was found between the trend of the b-value and the microcracking 
and macrocracking observed during the test. 
• The results confirmed that the b-value is correlated to the fracture process of the concrete 
and to the degree of localisation of damage. 
• The mimimum b-value trend suggests macrocracks have formed, whilst the maximum b-
value trend implies microcrack growth. 
• This study suggests that a b-value analysis could be used to interpret data obtained by a 
"local monitoring" of concrete bridges, although further work is needed in order to 
consolidate the results that were found and to make the b-value suitable for practical use. 
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ABSTRACT 
Concrete bridges were built originally to have a cost-effective maintenance free life of 120 
years, however both in Europe and the USA this has proved to be totally optimistic. 
Concrete bridges require major maintenance after twenty to thirty years in order to extend 
their life. The Acoustic Emission technique has been successfully applied to monitor and 
provide information on the safety of concrete bridges, but the processing of the AE data is 
often not trivial. This paper proposes a method of AE analysis to assess concrete bridges 
based on the fact that the AE energy is one of the effective parameters to evaluate the 
damage of a concrete structure. Results from experiments on concrete with different 
design and loading configurations are presented. The beams were loaded in cycles and the 
energy during the loading and unloading phase was analysed. It was observed during the 
tests that none or very low energy activity was recorded during the unloading cycles. On 
the other hand such activity was increasing as the failure was approaching and the damage 
on the beams increased. In the light of these observations the energy recording during each 
loading up and loading off cycle was computed and a new parameter, the "relaxation ratio" 
was introduced. The final results were compared and combined and a proposed assessment 
criterion for the damage of concrete structures was obtained. It is argued that in some cases 
the state of damage of bridge beams can be estimated from the AE energy analysis when 
approximately 45% of the ultimate load has been applied. This criterion was then evaluated 
in relation to the quantitative assessment criterion recommended by the Japanese Society 
for Non-Destructive Inspection. Full laboratory data and analyses are given in the paper. 
INTRODUCTION 
Bridges represent a huge asset of a country with their importance lying in their 
functional and cultural significance. From the late 1960's to late 1970's the motorway 
construction boom in the UK gave rise to a large number of new concrete highway bridges, 
as concrete was perceived to be "maintenance free" and able to give bridges a 120 year life 
span. As a consequence, concrete bridges represent the majority of the UK motorway and 
trunk road bridge stock. Now that their average age is of the order of 25-35 years, they are 
starting to show signs of deterioration, demonstrating that the original construction 
expectation was too optimistic. The US bridge stock is older and faces a worse situation. 
Consequently, the necessity to monitor and verify the performance and safety for ongoing 
usage of concrete bridges is a matter of urgent concern. The Acoustic Emission (AE) 
technique has been successfully applied to monitor concrete bridges and to provide 
information about their structural condition, but the processing of the AE data is often not 
trivial. Moreover, during the evaluation of the safety of a bridge, it would be useful for the 
bridge engineer to be able to establish not only if the bridge is damaged, but also "how 
seriously" it is damaged. A quantitative way to assess the structural condition of a bridge is 
therefore highly desirable. The work presented herein approached this issue. A new type of 
parametric analysis of the AE data was developed on the base on a new defined parameter, 
the "relaxation ratio", that takes into account the AE energy recorded during the loading 
and unloading phase of an AE test. In the light of the results of this analysis, a criterion to 
assess the damage of concrete bridge beams was proposed. This criterion was then 
evaluated in comparison with the quantitative assessment procedure recommended by the 
Japanese Society for Non-Destructive Inspection (NDIS) (Ohtsu, 2002). 
THE "RELAXATION RATIO" ANALYSIS 
An AE test often consists of several load cycles, each of which generally includes 
two stages: a loading phase and an unloading phase. In the course of some experiments it 
was observed that during the early cycles of the tests, none or very low AE activity was 
recorded during the unloading of the specimens. The AE activity increased with the 
approach of failure and increasing damage of samples. In fact, AE activity observed during 
the unloading process is generally an indication of structural instability (Ohtsu, 2002). 
A parallel can be drawn with earthquake sequences, recognised in seismology. 
Earthquakes generally are made up of foreshock and aftershock sequences which are 
closely associated with a larger event called the mainshock. A schematic illustration can be 
seen in Figure 1. Aftershocks follow the mainshock and are linearly proportional to the 
area of the mainshock rupture. Aftershocks typically begin immediately after the 
mainshock over the entire rupture area and its surroundings, or are generally concentrated 
around the rupture perimeter or in locations where the mainshock has newly produced high 
concentrations of stress. Therefore it can be said that aftershocks are a process of relaxing 
stress concentrations caused by the dynamic rupture of the mainshock. Foreshocks are 
smaller earthquakes that precede the mainshock. They generally occur in the vicinity of the 
mainshock hypocentre and are probably a part of the nucleation process (Scholz, 2002). 
Keeping earthquake sequences in mind the failure of a specimen, or accumulated 
damage at the end of a load cycle, can be considered as the mainshock. The foreshocks and 
aftershocks can be seen as the acoustic emissions generated respectively during the loading 
and unloading phases. In the light of these preliminary observations, a "relaxation ratio" is 
proposed to quantify and compare the AE activity during the loading and unloading 
phases. As previous experiments had shown that the AE energy seems to be the most 
effective parameter to describe the damage of a beam (Colombo et a!, 2002) the relaxation 
ratio is expressed in terms of energy and defined as: 
RELAX4 TION RA TIO = average energy during unloading phase/ average energy during 
loading phase 
where the average energy is calculated as the cumulative energy recorded for each phase 
divided by the number of recorded hits. A relaxation ratio greater than one implies that the 
average energy recorded during the unloading cycle is higher than the average energy 
recorded during the corresponding loading cycle, therefore the relaxation (aftershock) is 
dominant. Vice-versa, the loading (foreshock) is dominant. 
EARTHQUAKE w1p. Foreshock dominant Foreshock=Aftershock Aftershock dominant 
SEQU ENCES 
Foreshock loading A 	N Moinshock - accumulated damage Aftecshock - unloading 
AE ACTIVITY 	
Loading dominant 	Loading =Re!axation Relaxation dominant 
PHASES 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of earthquake sequences and AE activity phases. 
NDIS ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE 
The Japanese Society for Non-Destructive Inspection (NDIS) has recently proposed 
a criterion based on the Kaiser Effect to quantitatively assess concrete structures (Ohtsu, 
2002). The criterion is based on the definition of two parameters: 
Load ratio = load at the onset of AE activity in the subsequent loading I the previous load 
Calm ratio = the number of cumulative AE activities during the unloading process / total 
AE activity during the last loading cycle up to the maximum. 
A The Load ratio is based on the concept of 
Kaiser Effect (Yuyama et a!, 1998). A ratio 
greater than 1 is an indication of a structure in 
good condition, whilst a value less than 1 CaIrn 
suggests the presence of damage. The Calm ratio ratio 
refers to the generation of AE activity during 
unloading which is an indication of structural 
instability - as in a structure in good condition no 
acoustic emissions are generally recorded during 
this phase. The NDIS-2421 recommended an 	- 
assessment chart based on a combination of these 






Figure 2. NDIS assessment Table. 
The classification limits indicated by the dashed line in the figure need to be determined in 
advance, based on preliminary tests, in order to be used for practical applications (Ohtsu, 
2002). 
TEST DESCRIPTION 
In order to have results representative of a significant variety of cases (in terms of 
type of failure, design, load configuration, concrete properties and type of sensor) the data 
related to several beams were analysed. Half of the beams were tested in Edinburgh 
(named beams BF2, BF3, BF2c, BF4, BF5 and BF6) whilst the remaining (named beams 
Ki, K2, K3, K4, KL1 and KL2) were tested in Kumamoto, Japan. The beams were 
designed to be representative of the behaviour of concrete bridge beams. During the tests, 
they were simply supported and the load was applied at two points using hydraulic jacks 
that varied for the different specimens according to the type of failure that was to be 
achieved. The load was applied in cycles of varying steps, generally determined on the 
basis of the calculated designed failure load. A complete cycle consisted of two main 
sequential phases a loading up and an unloading phase. Beam BF2 was tested twice 
(renamed BF2c) - although it was seriously damaged it did not fail completely under the 
first load configuration. During the tests the beams were monitored using a PAC AE 
system and a varying number, location and type of sensors. A summarised description of 
all the tested beams is in Tables 1 and 2. 
Section Span Reinf. Concrete wave veL Failure Sensors Threshold 
BF2 125x270 2m Simply 25MPa 3800m/sec shear R61 35dB 
reinf.  
BF3 200x275 3m Shear links 25MPa 3700m/sec shear R61 400 
at ends  
BF4 200x275 3m Shear links 25MPa 3300m/sec bending R61 & WD 35dB 
at ends  
BF2c 125x270 2m Simply Pre- 3300m/sec shear R61 & WD 35dB 
reinf. damage  
BFS 200x275 3m Simply 25MPa 3 lOOm/sec shear R61 & WD 35dB 
reinf.  
BF6 200x275 3m Stirrups 25MPa 3 lOOm/sec bending R61 & WD 35dB 
cage  
Table 1. Summarised description of beam tested in Edinburgh. 
Section Span Reinf Concrete wave veL Failure Sensors Threshold 
Ki 150x250 2.2m Stirrups cage 45.99MPa 3600m/sec bending UT-bOO 40dB 
K2 l50x250 2.2m Stirrups cage 45.99MPa 3600m/sec bending UT-bOO 43dB 
K3 150x250 2.2m Stirrups cage 45.99MPa 3600m/sec bending UT-bOO 43dB 
K4 150x250 2.2m Stirrups cage 45.99MPa 3600m/sec bending UT-bOO 43dB 
KL1 150x250 2.2m Simply reinf. 45.99MPa 3600m/sec bending UT-bOO 43dB 
KL2 l50x250 2.2m Simply reinf. 45.99MPa 3600m/sec bending I UT-b 000 43dB 
Table 2. Summarised description of beam tested in Kumamoto. 
RESULTS 
The resultsare shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. The dots on each graph represent the 
values of the relaxation ratio for each set of data and for all the cycles that composed the 
whole experiment relative to the specific sample. The number of the cycle is indicated on 
the horizontal axis, whilst the value of the relative relaxation ratio is shown on the vertical 
axis. The red horizontal line corresponds to a relaxation ratio equal to one. It therefore 
divides the area above the line, in which the relaxation phase is dominant, from the zone 
below the line, where the loading phase is dominant. According to the preliminary 
observations, a dominance of the relaxation phase is then indicative of heavy damage on 
the beam. 
Figure 3 shows the results related to the beams BF2, BF3, BF4 and 13172c. A 
common behaviour can be noted. Initially, the loading phase is dominant and the values of 
the relaxation ratio all lie below the red line. An inversion of trend occurs when the load 
reached a specific value of approximately 45% of the failure load of the sample and the 
relaxation phase then becomes dominant. The data related to the resonant sensors on beam 
BF2c indicate the change of trend at a lower percentage (36.9%). As the beam was pre-
damaged, the resonant sensors might have been recorded more activity generated by the 
closing of the pre-existing crack during the relaxation phase. The general trend can be 
explained as a dominance of the primary AE activity (Iwanami eta!, 1997) during the early 
stage of the fracture process when the cracks are forming and the damage is still restricted. 
Conversely, once the damage has seriously progressed, the secondary AE activity due to 
the friction of the existing cracks starts to prevail - manifesting itself during the relaxation 
phase of the tests. 
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Figure 3. Relaxation ratio results for beams BF2, BF3, SF4 and BF2c. 
Figure 4 illustrates the results of the data related to the beams Kl, K2, K3, K4, KLI 
and KL2. The data are more scattered and this is due to the fact that a higher threshold 
value was used than in the Edinburgh experiments (see Tables 1 and 2). The higher 
threshold generates a higher "noise to signal "ratio, resulting in the dispersion. However, 
no clear pattern can be identified in any of these six cases. In some graphs (beams Kl, K4 
and KL2), the relaxation ratio never exceeds the threshold value of one represented by the 
red line. In the remaining cases, some values go beyond the horizontal red line, but without 
a constant trend. 
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Figure 4. Relaxation ratio results for beams KI, K2, K3, K4, KLI and KL2. 
Two possible reasons can explain this different behaviour. The first possibility is 
related to the characteristics of the concrete. The concrete used in Japan had a much higher 
strength and thus it cracked at a higher level of stress. As AE derives from the energy 
released from the material, it seems reasonable to expect that higher stress should release a 
higher amount of energy. This could therefore be the reason for the dominance of activity 
recorded during crack nucleation and forming, i.e. during the loading phase. Secondly, the 
load rate used in the test was different. An average value of loading rate was calculated by 
dividing the sum of the maximum load applied in each cycle for the total duration time of 
each cycle. An average value of approximately 0.06-0.07 kN/sec was found for the 
experiments carried out in Edinburgh, whilst a value of approximately 0.04-0.05 kN/sec 
was found for the experiments in Kumamoto. This could in fact have affected the 
generation of AE activity and therefore the results. 
To have a further confirmation, the data related to the beams BF5 and BF6 were 
analysed and the results are shown in Figure 5. To verify the influence of the load rate, the 
load was applied and removed as slowly as possible. The average value of load rate was in 
fact calculated as approximately 0.04 kN/sec. By looking at the graphs referring to the 
resonant sensors, it is possible to note that a similar trend to the one observed in the 
previous Edinburgh experiments is present. The percentage of ultimate load to which the 
change of dominant phases occurs is however different, being 31.8% for beam BF6 and 
83.6% for beam BF5. Looking at Table 1, the lower wave velocity measured on these 
beams suggests a lower quality of the concrete compared to all previous cases. The 
characteristics of the concrete and the lower load rate might have once again influenced the 
results. 
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Figure 5. Relaxation ratio results for beams BF5 and BF6. 
To evaluate the feasibility of the described analysis in the above section, a 
comparison with the quantitative assessment criterion proposed by the NDIS was carried 
out. Two cases were considered, beam BF4 for which the proposed method appeared to 
work and beam K2 for which it was not successful. The NDIS assessment procedure was 
then applied, using the data of the most active channel (number 5). The limits were 
determined graphically. The results are shown in Figure 6 with the load ratio and the calm 
ratio indicated on the horizontal and vertical axes respectively. The number inside the 
circle represents the corresponding loading cycle number. For beam BF4, the change of 
trend during the relaxation analysis occurred during cycle number 5. It can be noted on the 
NDSI assessment table that that cycle corresponds to the last one falling into the 
intermediate damage area - after which serious damage takes place. The two results appear 
then to support each other. 
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Figure 6. NDIS assessment results for beams 0F4 and 1(2. 
CONCLUSIONS 
At this stage, only partial conclusions can be drawn. The method of analysis seems 
to be very promising and able to define the state of damage of concrete beams. A 
structurally serious damage condition should in fact result in the relaxation phase being 
dominant and thus a relaxation ratio greater than one. However, some of the results 
showed however a disagreement which is thought to be due to a combination of different 
properties of the concrete and load rate adopted during the tests. Further experiments are 
needed to evaluate in which specific conditions the analysis is successful and to establish 
the limits of its application. Once the limits are defined, a practical application to a full 
scale assessment load test on a real bridge is suggested. A new procedure is suggested 
using the AET and the relaxation ratio analysis. The assessment test would consist of 
cycles of loading and unloading, whilst monitoring it with an AE system. The load values 
should be based on the 45% of the expected ultimate load of the bridge where the 
significant change of trend would be expected. The relaxation ratio of each cycle should be 
calculated. A value greater than one would indicate serious damage, whilst a value minor 
than one would reassure about the condition of the bridge and its capacity to hold the 
expected load. Further work is needed to obtain final conclusions and thus confirm the 
feasibility of this type of analysis and eventual test procedure. On site trials would also be 
indispensable. 
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